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Introduction
The Government of the Republic of Kosovo expressed its readiness to submit data for this period to
the 2015 Progress Report, expected to be published by autumn. Therefore, the present report
contains key developments in Kosovo from 1 September 2014 to 30 April 2015 with regard to the EU
accession process. The report has been prepared based on the data provided by all the line
institutions in charge of the respective areas. The data contained in this report focus on the progress
made during the reporting period in terms of:
 Adoption of legislation and policy documents and their implementation;
 Implementation of institutional reforms;
 Strengthening institutional capacities;
 Measures undertaken to fulfill the 2012 Feasibility Study midterm benchmarks;
 Implementation the 2014 SAA Action Plan;
 Implementation of the 2015 APPR; and
 Implementation of conclusion of SAPD meetings held during 2015.
In terms of its structure, the report corresponds to that of the Progress Report. It is divided into three
main sections: Political Criteria, Economic Criteria and European Standards. It also contains annexes
that are provided as separate documents.
This input has two annexes attached. First annex contains the report on Areas under the new EC
Reporting Guidelines for the 2015 Enlargement Package. Second annex contains the update on
Implementation of the Feasibility Study Midterm Benchmarks
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1.
POLITICAL CRITERIA
1.1.
Democracy and the Rule of Law
1.1.1. Legislature and Elections
Following the Parliamentary elections of June 2014 after the dissolution of the Assembly and the
debate that took around six (6) months for constituting the new government, it was not until 8
December 2014 that the Speaker of the Assembly was elected. The Assembly held the constitutive
session on 06 December and approved the new government by 73 votes in favour and 33 against.
During the reporting period, the Assembly has adopted the following laws as presented in the table
below.
Table 1. List of law adopted by Assembly
No.
Name of the law
1
Law on Budget of Kosovo for 2015
2
Law on amending and
supplementing the Law no. 04/L035 on reorganization of certain
enterprises and their assets
3
Law on prohibition of joining the
armed conflicts outside state
territory
4
Law on ratification of financing
agreement between the Republic of
Kosovo and the International
Association for Development
regarding the project on energy
efficiency and renewable energy
5
Law on ratification of Financing
Agreement between the Republic of
Kosovo and the International
Development Association for the
Health Reform Project
6
Law on amending and
supplementing the Law no. 03/L087 on Public Enterprises

No.of the law
05/L-01
05/L-08

Adoption date
29.12.2014
19.01.2015

05/L-02

12.03.2015

05/L-11

26.03.2015

05/L-12

26.03.2015

05/L-09

07.04.2015

The budget proposal for 2014-15 is in harmony with the Law of Public Finance Management and
Accountability. Compared to the previous year, the current budget of Kosovo, which stands at EUR
1,576,000,000, has seen an increase of approximately 8%. Despite this increase, the Government does
not foresee a salary increase of 25%, resulting in a debate about the proposed amendments to the
proposal, but ultimately securing 69 votes for the adoption, compared to 20 against and (two) 2
abstentions.
During the reporting period, the Assembly has held four (4) parliamentary debates, two (2)
interpellations and has processed 127 parliamentary questions. In the plenary session of 5 February
2015, the Assembly adopted the Resolution on Illegal Migration of Kosovo's citizens. The adoption
of the resolution was supported by all parliamentary groups. Moreover, this resolution foresees
customs, tax and administrative reductions for individuals providing work for more than 10
persons. In cooperation with the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, the Government through
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this Resolution aims to sign agreements with European countries on providing seasonal work for the
citizens of Kosovo.
The 2015 Government Annual Work Plan was adopted on 12.02.2015 in line also with the findings of
the 2014 Progress Report. The GAWP was drafted while taking into consideration the Kosovo
Legislative Program for 2015, 2015 Work Plans of the Parliamentary Commissions and the Action
Plan for the Implementation of the last Progress Report is in line with the legislative program for
2015, the Action Plan for Progress Report (former SAA Action Plan) and the MTEF.
The draft budget for 2015 was approved at the request of the Ombudsman on the basis of its
financial needs for this year. However, even though the budged was approved as requested, the OIK
has stressed the need for a long-term financial sustainability guaranteed by the law, and expects this
to be included in the new Law on Ombudsman.
In the Parliamentary session of 26 March 2015 one of the key issues to be resolved was the selection
of the new Ombudsman, as the five-year mandate has recently expired for the current one. In the
ensuing two weeks, three voting rounds for the new Ombudsman were held, and despite the fact
that in the second round only one candidate received enough votes to go the the third round, the
total number of votes - 42 in the candidate‟s favor - did not surpass the minimum requirement of 61
votes for this position. According to the Constitution, In case of expiry of the mandate, the
Ombudsperson and his deputies shall exercise their functions until the election of the new
Ombudsperson and his deputies On 08 April 2015 a new vacancy for this position was announced.
Since the legislation in force does not permit for a third mandate for this position. In the meantime,
since the selection procedure did not prove successful, the position is held by the previous
Ombudsman until a new one is selected. The current situation regarding the mandates of members
of the boards for the independent institutions/agencies is as follows:
The institutions/agencies that have their members of the board appointed in the new legislature are
as follows: Independent Media Commission, Kosovo Judicial Institute, Indepepended Oversight
Council of the Civil Service of Kosovo, Kosovo Judicial Council, The head of hte Reviewing
Commission of the Water and Wasteland Regulatory Office.
The Institutions/agencies that are undergoing the procedure for electing members of their
respective boards are as follows: Constitutional Court (one member already appointed, while two
more members are expcted to be appointed), Independent Commision for Mining and Minerals, The
Ombudsman and his deputies (as mentioned above), Central Bank of Kosovo with two (2) members
to be appointed, Kosovo Council for Cultural Heritage with seven (7) members to be appointed.
Additionally, the following insitutions have not had members of their respective boards appointed:
Kosovo Privatisation Agency, Kosovo Property Agency, Commission for Property Requests,
Railway Regulatory Authority, which does not currently have a board, Regulatory Authority of
Electornic and Postal Communications, Civil Aviation Agency, National Science Council, Kosovo
Competition Authority, Office of the Auditor General (no CEO), The Committee on Jurisprudence
Examination, Energy Regulatory Office and Water and Wasteland Regulatory Office CEO and
depouty CEO.
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1.1.2. Executive
The Government on 25 February 2015 adopted the Government Program and its Action Plan 20152020. On 29 April 2015 the Government adopted the Declaration of midterm priorities 2016-2018
which is in line with the 5 year Government Program and its Action plan as well as with the
National Economic Reform Program. The National Economic Reform Program was adopted on 26
January 2015. The Government initially had planned to approve ten (10) strategic documents during
the first half of 2015; however, only one (1) strategy was ultimately approved as foreseen by the 2015
APSD, namely the Strategy for Internal Control of Public Finances. Additionally, within the FRAME
Initiative of the European Training Foundation (ETF), the SPO has finalized the strategic document
"Kosovo‟s Vision for Skills 2020 ", along with the respective Roadmap, which is soon expected to be
approved by the Government. SPO has also prepared the Declaration of Mid-Term Priorities as part
of the Medium Term Expenditure Framework 2016-2018.
The Government Coordination Secretariat (GCS) is the primary institution to coordinate and
monitor the process of concept documents. In early 2015 the OPM approved the list of concept
documents, reaching a total of 47 documents planned for 2015. It should be noted that during 2014
the Government has adopted eight (8) concept documents, whereas only in the first quarter of 2015
the Government approved 11 concept documents, which is significantly higher compared to 2014,
especially considering that in the next 3 quarters 36 additional such documents are planned to be
approved
Regulation No. 02/2015 on the Process of Translation of EU Acquis into official Languages of the
Republic of Kosovo was approved on 28th January 2015, at the 11th Government session and
entered into force seven days after being signed by the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kosovo.
The regulation aims to determine the procedures of translation, coordination of the translation
process, as well as unification of the terminology of the EU Acquis into official languages of the
Republic of Kosovo.
The Government amended the Decision no. 05/83 dated 11 July 2012 on the Establishment of the
Strategic Planning Steering Group. In the context of the Integrated Planning System, as a result of
numerous consultations with central level institutions (OPM, MEI, MF), the SPO has prepared the
integrated Planning System Roadmap, which will be presented for Government approval in the
third week of May 2015.
In terms of drafting of the National Strategy for Development, SPO has developed various analyses
identifying the main priority areas and overarching concept upon which the Strategy will be based.
The SPO has also coordinated the preparation of the Report on Structural Reform for presentation to
the European Commission (EC) as part of the National Programme for Economic Reform - approved
by the Government.
On 28 August 2014, the Visa Liberalization Secretariat drafted the action plan for addressing the
remaining recommendations deriving from the second EC assessment report.
Moreover, awareness-raising campaigns on the dangers of irregular migration were launched: 5
video ads were aired 225 times on national and local TV stations, 265 times on the radio,
representatives of various institutions conducted visits in the municipalities where the risk of people
migrating regularly were estimated as high, informational materials were distributed to the targeted
persons, and social media were utilized to spread awareness on the negative effects irregular
migration has on individuals who undertake such path.
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During the reporting period, Sector Planning Documents (SPD) covering the programming years
2015-2017 were drafted and finalized for the area of Rule of Law (Judiciary-Home AffairsCommunities), Agriculture-Food Safety and Energy. Work has been initiated for the area of
Competitiveness and Public Administration Reform, however the draft SPDs need to be developed
further. Additionally, in March the selection process on implementing agencies/institutions was
successfully completed for all IPA 2014 Twinning projects. By the end of March, first drafts of Action
Documents (AD) deriving from SPDs have been prepared and submitted to EUO for IPA 2015
package (8 AD in total).Gender equality mainstreaming training sessions were conducted for gender
focal points within beneficiary institutions and people involved in developing AD‟s for IPA 2015.
It should be noted that the Rule of Law Assistance Strategy 2016-2019 which aims to improve the
conditions for the rule of law and the promotion of European integration processes, through
planning, programming and increasing the effectiveness of donor assistance in accordance with
national strategic priorities was officially launched on 20 February 2015.
Currently, MEI is at the phase of collecting acts already translated by institutions of the Government
of Republic of Kosovo, authorities and other state administration bodies. Other institutions shall
provide MIE the database of the translated EU Acquis into official languages. Acts translated by
other institutions shall also be subject to revision and approval procedure.
Furthermore, within six months from entry into force of this Regulation, MEI shall prepare
appropriate guidelines for the translation of the EU Acquis into the official languages of the Republic
of Kosovo. MEI is currently in the phase of preparation of the guidelines.
With regard to legal approximation, MEI has assessed in total 56 normative acts which consist of 35
draft laws and 21 sub-legal acts. The assessment checked the compliance of normative acts with EU
Acquis and has in turn provided Legal Opinions.
As regards the trainings held for the Legal Approximation Process it is worth mentioning that
during the reporting period 4 sessions (2 days training) were held. The total number of certified
officials is 91.
In March 2015 MLGA has drafted the draft-law on Names, Numbers, and Administrative Municipal
Boundaries and once it has consulted the municipalities, civil society and sectoral ministries, it will
be processed for approval in Government.
With the aim of improving the strategic policies that contribute in the development of local selfgovernance, MLGA in line with the 2015 Annual Plan for Strategic Documents has finalized the
draft-strategy on Local Self-Government for 2016-2026. In addition, a round of public consultations
is expected to take place in the coming months, before processing the final draft-strategy to the
Government.
The MLGA in close cooperation with the local structures has finalized 38 municipality integrated
plans for 2015 (one plan for each municipality respectively) and aims to address all legal and other
obligations deriving from the European agenda through these plans.
Regarding the publication of municipal acts, a total of 1107 acts were passed during the reporting
period, whereas 950 acts have been published by municipalities in their official websites. MLGA
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assessed a total of 755 acts, confirming their legitimacy, and considered 68 as illegal acts. Out of
these 68 acts, 56 were harmonized and the remaining 12 were not. Similarly, the Municipal
Assemblies adopted 56 Regulations and took 1051 decisions.
From January to March 2015, municipalities held 83 public meetings with citizens. Additionally, the
municipalities reviewed 179 requests for access to public documents. In line with its legal mandate,
MLGA has monitored 332 meetings of Municipal Assemblies through the system of "tele-presence".
Moreover, MLGA answered 56 requests submitted by the municipal authorities and reviewed 16
complaints of physical and legal persons related to the implementation of legislation by the
municipal authorities and, offered 25 legal advices and explanations for: municipalities related to
functionalizing of structures and other subsidiary bodies; the development and adoption of
municipal budgets; providing municipal land for use; the establishment of local public corporations;
naming of streets; electing village councils and urban neighborhoods.
During the reporting period, a total of eight (8) reports were drafted and published by MLGA.
MLGA has also published the guide on “Transparency in the municipality” in November 2014,
which aims to assist municipalities in the implementation of legal obligations and achieving
transparency standards concerning the access to public documents, the participation of citizens in
decision-making, update of the official websites, publication of municipal acts, budget plans etc. To
date, three municipalities have completed their Local Plans for Municipal Transparency, whereas
three other municipalities are in the process of drafting these plans.
In terms of the capacity building, MLGA in cooperation with KIPA have harmonized the training
topics and the necessary schedule. During the reporting period, the following trainings took place:
Table 2. Training on transparency
Training on transparency and decision making related topics:
Implementation of the law on access to public documents
Negotiations with the EU for signing of SAA
Increasing efficiency in local administration
Municipal asset management
Gender equality for property right
Individual revenues of all municipalities of the Republic of Kosovo
Techniques for drafting legal acts according to modern standards
Municipal Transparency
European Union and Integration Process
The right of access to public documents - OESCE
Spatial Planning, Law on Administrative Procedure, Planning and
Budget Cycle Management
Stabilization-Association and Local Development - UNDP
Municipal Transparency: Challenges and Opportunities for
improvement- USAID/KTA
Training program for municipal officials regarding the development,
publication and implementation of acts
Monitoring activities and reports:
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No. of civil servants
attending the training
29
26
27
33
11
22
21
22
Not specified
32 municipalities
30
29
16 municipalities
Not specified

Continuous monitoring of official municipal web pages
Annual transparency report on municipalities
Publication of municipal regulations
A report on the functioning of the link to access public documents in
municipalities
Draft report on the implementation of legal provisions on
notifications of Municipal Assembly and public gatherings
Promotion of the guide on “Municipal Transparency"
In addition, the Internal Audit Units have been established in 32 municipalities, while 22
municipalities established their Internal Audit Committee. And, from January to March 2015, a total
of 42 audits were carried out in municipalities.
Table 3. Financial schemes to support municipalities
Financial schemes to support municipalities
IPA co-financing programme (2.2 milion €)
2015 co-financing programme for Mitrovica
North, Leposavic, Zubin Potok and Leposavic
(1 milion €)
2 funds totaling 3.2 milion
Public investment projects
3 energy efficiency projects in public schools,
financed by European Commission (EC)

Areas
Infrastructure (sewerage, roads, water supply,
lighting, education)
4 applications have been recieved and are being
reviewed
25 projects ready to kick-off

In cooperation with KIPA, MLGA organized training on “Public Finance Management” for
municipal officials. Also, in cooperation with USAID and DEMOS, MLGA organized a joint two-day
workshop on “Improving of individual revenues in municipalities”, for all municipalities. MLGA in
close coordination and cooperation with GIZ and MEI held three (2 days) trainings to on reporting
and monitoring of the Municipal Action Plan for SAA and TAIEX, as well as issues related to
European Integration process of Kosovo.
Similarly, MLGA has organized 6 trainings for 59 municipal officials from Mitrovica North,
ZubinPotok, Zvecan and Leposavic. In terms of capacity building activities for all municipalities, the
central government provided a total of 190 trainings to 340 municipal officials.
1.1.3. Public Administration
On 15 April 2015, the Government approved the Regulation on Central Registration (No.23/03)
related to the types of permits and licenses. The implementation of this regulation is expected to
start immediately after its signing by the Prime-Minister.
On 7 March 2015, the Government approved the Regulation for the Kosovo‟s Civil Service Code of
Conduct.The political commitment and importance stressed in the area of public administration
reform led to the adoption of two (2) decisions:
 Decision no. 05/09 of the Government of Kosovo, taken on 21 January 2015, for organizing and
functioning of the Council of Ministers in charge of ensuring the implementation of public
administration reform;
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Decision no. 09/13 of the Government, taken on 12 February 2015, for organizing and
functioning of structures in charge of enforcing the strategic documents for public
administration reform.

The first decision allowed the establishment of the political structures responsible for Organizing
and Functioning of the Council of Ministers for Public Administration Reform (CMPAR), which
held its first meeting on 29 January 2015. Whereas, the second decision adopted on 12 February 2015
is in full compliance with the requirements deriving from the process of the planning framework
that was also agreed with the European Commission and SIGMA. Consequently, CMPAR provided
that public administration reform is classified in three (3) pillars, namely:
 The development and coordination of policies and legislation, with Office of the Prime Minister
(OPM) as the responsible institution;
 Civil service, public service delivery and accountability, Ministry of Public Administration
(MPA) in charge, and
 Public Finance Management, under the responsibility of the Ministry of Finance (MF).
With regards to the first pillar, OPM in coordination with other institutions involved in the PAR
process have taken the necessary steps to develop the Roadmap for Integrated Planning System and
will present it for government approval in the third week of May. The Roadmap represents the first
step taken towards integrating the fragmented planning processes, It also facilitates an easier
strategic decision-making process, and enables a more efficient utilization of the current limited
human resources of the line ministries; consequently better channeling these resources towards
implementation of streamlined objectives.
With regard to obligations deriving from the second pillar, MPA has developed the objectives for the
„Strategy for Modernization of Public Administration‟, which focuses on achieving the targeted
outcomes under this pillar. Among others, this strategy and its eventual action plan (that are to be
approved by May 2015) will cover: the civil service, re-organization of the public administration and
accountability, as well as the administrative procedures and service delivery.
As for the third pillar, the Ministry of Finance (MF) has developed the „Internal Financial Control
Strategy‟, which was approved by the Government on 15 April 2015. MF is working on the
preparation of the key objectives that fall within the PAR process. The future PFM strategy will not
only involve elements from the recently adopted Strategy on Internal Financial Control, but will also
incorporate areas of public procurement, independent external audit as well as the eventual
recommendations of the PEFA assessment. The inclusion of the latter elements allows us to address
the unresolved issues in this area.
Whereas, the job catalogue which was approved by the Government in January 2015, serves as a
document for all institutions to consult when harmonizing their existing job titles with the job titles
of this comprehensive catalog. As a result of this reform, the overall number of positions will be
reduced from the actual number of 3000 to 800 positions (whereby, the same job positions that are
foreseen by the law should be treated accordingly in all public institutions). On the other hand,
specific positions that are not found in the job catalogue will be sent to MPA for revision and
potential adjustment. Meanwhile, the process of classification of each job position in the appropriate
grade/level is being managed by the inter-ministerial group composed of MPA/MF.
The Management Information System in the Civil Service (HRMIS), although has been established
for years now, it is only during this reporting period that the initial phase of implementation has
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begun. The system which was built and is managed by the Department of Civil Services
Administration (DCSA) is already extended to all public administration institutions, at central and
local level.
At the local level, during the reporting period eight (8) Ombudsperson‟s premises were
functionalized in the following municipalities: Prishtina, Prizren, Gjilan, Pejë, Ferizaj, Gjakova,
Graçanicë, Mitrovica, (and the office in the Northern Mitrovica). The Ombudsperson‟s regional
office in Mitrovica (South and North), Peja, Prizren and other municipal offices are faced with the
numerous problems, such as access to the premises for elders and persons with disabilities and
inadequate space that does not provide isolation for persons filing complaints, this way making it
impossible to respect the confidentiality principle for the complainants.
During the reporting period, the OIK has drafted nine (9) reports on recommendations for
investigated cases. According to the analyzed data there is a total of 29 recommendations issued for
the responsible parties, out of which 20 recommendations have not been implemented, seven (7) are
pending implementation and two (2) recommendations where in fact implemented. It should be
noted, however, that the number of recommendations pertaining to the second part of 2014 was
lower due to the dissolution of the Assembly on 7 May 2014 until the end of 2014.
Another objective of this comprehensive reform is the strengthening of administrative capacities.
Regarding the training of civil servants at the local and central level, during the reporting period,
Kosovo Institute for Public Administration provided training to 1361 civil servants, and 62 training
modules were conducted within a period of 154 training days. These trainings included the
following organizational areas: general management, administration and legislation, human
resources, budget and finance, information technology (IT), and issues related to local governance
and European Union.
1.1.4. Civilian Oversight of Security Forces
In order to meet the requirements deriving from the SAA, the Government of Kosovo has taken
necessary steps to increase the oversight of the security sector, namely the Assembly of Kosovo
through the KSF Oversight Committee and in cooperation with relevant institutions has drafted the
Law for the Parliamentary Commissioner for KSF and Kosovo Police. This draft is supported by the
Ministry of Kosovo Security Force and the last legislature (legislature IV) did in fact approve it in
first reading. However, due to the dissolution of the Assembly, the draft has to undergo the same
procedure from the beginning again This draft-law‟s objective is the establishment of the Institution
of the Commissioner of the Assembly of Kosovo, KSF and KP, and as a result strengthening
parliamentary control and the rule of law, protection of rights and freedoms of the staff of these
institutions by actions or omissions of public authorities, other bodies and organizations exercising
public authority.
The Parliamentary Committee on Internal Affairs, Security and Oversight of KSF continued to
exercise its oversight role of the security force and police force of Kosovo through field visits,
hearing initiates, report reviews, monitoring the implementation of the relevant legislation as well as
overseeing the implementation of the police legislation. During the reporting period, this Committee
besides field visits has held:
 2 hearings with the KSF Minister;
 1 hearing with the Internal Affairs Minister;
 2 hearings with KSF lieutenants;
 1 hearing with the KP Director;
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1 hearing with the Police Inspectorate Director.

1.1.5. Civil Society
OGG/OPM with Kosovo Civil Society Foundation on 10 February 2015 presented to the first group
of Council for the implementation of the Strategy for cooperation with civil society the draft
document "Policy proposals on Minimum Standards for the Public Consultation Process". This
document will be used as the basis for the work of the first team of the Council to establish
minimum standards for public consultation process.
On 19 December 2014 OGG/OPM in its mandate as a Secretariat of the Council for the
implementation of the Strategy for Cooperation with the Civil Society 2013-2017 has approved the
2015 Council Work Plan, launched the OGG website and also published the handbook on the
process for cooperation with the civil society. On 04 March 2015 the OGG held an informative
session, the objective of which was to inform the members of the Council and the Work Groups on
the implementation of the policies on cooperation with the civil society based on the experience of
countries in the region.
1.1.6. Judicial System
Regarding the advancement of the legal framework in the area of judiciary, Law on Electronic
Monitoring of Persons whose Movement is restricted by Court and Parole Panel was adopted by the
Government on 19 December 2014 and has passed the first reading in Parliament on 23 January
2015.
In order to ensure the independence of the judiciary by harmonizing the legislative package of the
four judicial laws (Law No. 03/L-199 on Courts, Law No. 03/L-223 on Kosovo Judicial Council, Law
No. 03/L-224 on Kosovo Prosecutorial Council, Law No. 03/L-225 on the State Prosecutor), MoJ has
incorporated comments of PECK project, KJC, and KPC. On 30 April 2015, MoJ has finalized the
legislative package and sent it to the Government for approval. Furthermore, Amendments to the
Constitution regarding the voting procedures for the selection of members of the KJC complies with
the recommendations of the Venice Commission have been sent to the government for approval on
5th March 2015.
After a long process that has even passed through the Constitutional Court, on 21 April 2015, the
President of Kosovo appointed the Chief State prosecutor. The Assembly appointed three new
members of the KJC in 27 February 2015 thus making the KJC functional in order to play the role
that it has in the administration and management of the Kosovo judiciary. Furthermore, on 10 April
2015, the KJC has approved and signed the Regulation on Keeping Evidence on Convicted Persons.
Within three months, the KJC will draft an action plan based on this regulation, where only final
decision cases will be registered into the database.
Rule of Law Assistance Strategy 2016-2019 which aims to improve the conditions for the rule of law
and the promotion of European integration processes, through planning, programming and
increasing the effectiveness of donor assistance in accordance with national strategic priorities was
officially launched on 20 February 2015.
In accordance to the Strategy for Reduction of Backlog of Cases, courts in Kosovo have identified
102,009 backlog cases prior to 31 of December 2011. During 2014, courts have solved 25,275 cases or
24.8%. while without bailiff system the percantege of solved cases is 39.2%. Furthermore, during
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2014, the courts have solved 13,121 cases of criminal executions and 3,037 cases of civil execution.
For further information please see the Annex 4: The Annual Report on courts
There has also been progress in terms of institutional development. In this regard, the second phase
of the process of reviewing the functionality of the Criminal Justice System (CJS) is finalized and the
third phase and final of this review is expected to start soon. In this regard, it should be noted that
Palace of Justice, a co-financed project between European Union and the Republic of Kosovo, was
inaugurated on 25 March 2015. This major project concludes an important phase of completion of
the physical infrastructure, providing an adequate space for judges, prosecutors and supportive staff
to do the work more efficiently. Furthermore, on January 8, 2015 the facility to Prosecution Office in
Peja was inaugurated. In this building, except Prosecution Office, it is also set the Regional
Directorate of Probation Service.
A project founded by GIZ, on 27 February 2015, held the ceremony of inauguration of the Criminal
Procedure Code Commentary of the Republic of Kosovo, Commentary of the Constitution of the
Republic of Kosovo in the Serbian language, and Commentary of the Law on the Constitutional
Court of the Republic of Kosovo published in Albanian and English.
In March 2015, KPC has adopted and published the comparative analytical tracking mechanism
report for corruption offenses and organized crime for 2013 and 2014. For a detailed statistical
overview on investigation, prosecution and adjudication against organized crime and corruption,
including confiscation and recovery of criminal assets (with a comparative approach for both 2013
and 2014), please see Annex 5: Comparative Report 2013-2014 on harmonization of statistics – Interinstitutional mechanism for harmonization of statistics for characteristic criminal offences. Furthermore,
relating to the first three months of 2015 corruption statistics, please see Annex 6: Statistical report on
Criminal Offences related to corruption.
During the reporting period, KJC have announced three different vacancy positions for recruitment
of judges. The first two vacancy announcements were open to all interested persons whereas the
other one was an internal vacancy announcement. From the first external announcement, 40
positions out of 45 were accepted on 20 April 2015 and are currently at the President‟s office for their
appointment. Whereas, on 25 March 2015, KJC announced a call for 48 vacancies for judges from
minorities. This process is expected to be finalized by May 2015. On the other hand, on 12 August
2014, the KJC issued an internal call for applications for one (1) vacant position for Judge of the
Supreme Court Appellate Panel for the Kosovo Property Agency (KPA). A total of two (2)
applications were received, and the recruitment process is under way. On the same date, KJC issued
an internal call for applications for one (1) vacant position for Judge of the Supreme Court Special
Chamber. One (1) application was received, and the recruitment procedure is under way.
Furthermore, on 25 March 2015, in line with the Brussels Agreement between Kosovo and Serbia for
integration of the judicial staff into Kosovo system, KPC have announced the vacancy for the
recruitment 15 vacant positions for prosecutors from minorities.
During the reporting period of 1 August 2014 to 30 April 2015, the Commission for Judicial
Performance Evaluation assessed the total of 22 judges for promotion and 7 judges for permanent
mandate. In March 2015, 5 judges were evaluated for permanent mandate. In April 2015, the
Commission plannes to assess 24 judges for permanent mandate.
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With respect to the number of cases processed and treated in matters of international judicial
cooperation, MoJ/Department of International Legal Cooperation (DILC) has received and
processed 1,319 new requests, 1539 new requests under the open cases and 2000 answers for the
following new and open cases:
 Extradition;
 International Child Abduction;
 Transfer of sentenced persons;
 Transfer of proceedings;
 Mutual legal assistance in criminal and civil matters;
 Service of documents;
 Recognition and enforcement of judgments;
 Legal Opinions.
Furthermore, with respect to the number of cases processed and treated in matters of international
judicial cooperation with the Republic of Serbia, MoJ/DILC has received and processed 397 new
requests, 576 update requests and 488 answers
On the other hand, regarding the number of requests related to organized crime cases, DILC has
received and processed the following:
 5 new cases;
 66 new requests under the open cases;
 46 replies
The table below refers to the number of cases resolved through mediation, during the period of
August 2014-April 2015:
Table 4: Statistics on mediation (August 2014 – April 2015)
Referred
to Solved
Unsolved
mediation
708
681
73

In the process
11

The results achieved so far in alternative dispute mechanisms indicate very good progress compared
to the previous year. In specific terms, as seen in the table above, the statistics compiled by the
Mediation Commission show that the total number of cases referred for mediation for the reporting
period is 708, out of which 686 have been so far resolved. It can therefore be concluded that there is a
positive trend of the use of mediation, with cases solved quickly and with low costs. On the other
hand, number of cases executed by private enforcement procedure is 1361 out of 9376.
In efforts to strengthen the legal enforcement procedures, on January 22, 2015, the Private
Enforcement Agents Chamber was established. During this reporting period, 13 out of 19
enforcement agents who have been licensed, pledged the oath on 10 October 2014 and started
working in December 2014. Currently, total number of appointed private enforcement officers is 25.
On the other hand, in August 2014, two trainings on Initial Professional Skills Development of Private
Bailiffs have been organized by USAID from which have benefited 23 private enforcement agents,
staff from both Legal and Free Occupations department. Lastly, 11 bankruptcy administrators have
been licensed in December 2014. These administrators are very important for bankruptcy
proceedings for companies undergoing bankruptcy with courts.
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With the view to strengthening capacities of the judiciary, KJI has continued with provision of
training sessions during the reporting period. For more detailed information please see Annex 7: KJI
Trainings.
1.1.7. Anticorruption Policy
On legislative developments in the area of anticorruption policy, the Law Amending the Law No.
04/L-051 on Prevention of Conflict of Interest in discharge of Public Functions has been approved
by the Government on 19 December 2014 and has passed the first reading in Parliament on 23
January 2015. The amendments of the Law take into consideration alignment of its provisions with
the Criminal Code, ensuring that corruption related offences are criminalized. On the other hand,
the Central Election Commission, in September 2014, has amended the Regulation No. 14/2013 on
Financing Political Parties and Sanctions, which has incorporated changes deriving from the
amended Law that entered into force on 31 July 2013. The regulation was adopted in January by the
CEC.
The annual assessment of the risk of corruption was initiated in March 2015 in the political sector,
local government, central administration (particularly focusing on areas with high risks, such as
spatial planning, education, and health and tax authorities), prosecution, judiciary, and financial
policies, and public procurement. This assessment will serve to review the Anti-Corruption Action
Plan 2013-2017.
In February 2015, a summary report on the monitoring and implementation of the Strategy and
Action Plan against corruption 2013-2017 was published. Furthermore, the annual report of the work
of ACA was published on 31 March 2015, which contains information about monitoring and
implementation of the Strategy and Action Plan against corruption 2013-2017. For further
information please see Annex 8: KACA Annual Report.
In March 2015, as noted above, KPC has adopted and published the comparative analytical tracking
mechanism report for corruption offenses and organized crime for 2013 and 2014. For a detailed
statistical overview on investigation, prosecution and adjudication against organized crime and
corruption, including confiscation and recovery of criminal assets (with a comparative approach for
both 2013 and 2014), please see Annex 5: Comparative Report 2013-2014 on harmonization of statistics –
Inter-institutional mechanism for harmonization of statistics for characteristic criminal offences.
Furthermore, relating to the first three months of 2015 corruption statistics, please see Annex 6 Statistical report on Criminal Offences related to corruption.
As for improving the accuracy and harmonization of statistics in the fight against corruption, KPC
has functionalized the database on the investigation, prosecution and adjudication of the top 50
most serious cases in the justice system. By March 2015, 7 (seven) cases have been already identified.
In these 7 cases there is continuous collaboration between the State Prosecutor and other law
enforcement agencies in Kosovo. A various number of institutions such as State Prosecutor, Kosovo
Police, Customs, Financial Intelligence unit, Tax Administration and even Assemblies of different
municipalities in Kosovo are included in order to deal with the 7 identified serious and complicated
crime cases. For these cases, a reporting system is established that shows all undertaken actions of
each agency, prosecutor or court.
As for the election process, the Central Election Commission has certified 103 political parties for the
2013 local elections and 30 parties for 2014 Parliamentary Elections. Contrary to the local elections
where 10 political parties have not submitted their financial reports, in the parliamentary elections
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all of them have done so. According to the law, the deadline for submission of reports on campaign
spending is 45 days after each election. Therefore, the Central Election Commission has fined 10
parties who have failed to comply with this deadline. For more details, please see the table below:
Table 5: Punitive fines for late submission of the Campaign Financial Reports (Local Elections 2013)
Dela
Represe
CEC
ys
Name of
nted in
Intere Total
decisi
Type of
(no.
Penalti
Total
the political
Kosovo
st
Penalti
on
PP
of
es
fine
parties (PP)
Assemb
Rates es
No.
days
ly
)
350PAI
– Political
YES
47
3,500 € 0.01% 16.45
3,516.45
2014
Ashkalinj
party
days
€
Integration
Party
348KTAP
- Political
NO
34
1,000 € 0.01% 3.40 €
1,003.40
2014
Kosova
party
days
€
Turk Adalet
Partisi
349CLS
Political
NO
32
1,000 € 0.01% 3.20 €
1,002.40
2014
Crnogorska party
days
€
Liberalna
Stranka
536Inicijativa
Citizens
NO
81
1,000 € 0.01% 8.10 €
1,008.10
201
za
Bolji Initiative
days
€
Život
538Zajedno za Citizens
NO
81
1,000 € 0.01% 8.10 €
1,008.10
2014
Lipljan
Initiative
days
€
5322014

Hysni
Rexhepi

NO

81
days

1,000 €

0.01%

8.10 €

1,008.10
€

Demokratsk
a Inicijativa

Independ
ent
candidate
Citizens
Initiative

5352014

NO

78
days

1,000 €

0.01%

7.80 €

1,007.80
€

5372014

Narodna
Pravda

Citizens
Initiative

NO

77
days

1,000 €

0.01%

7.70 €

1,007.70
€

5332014

PSD – Social
Democratic
party
Yll Isufi

Political
Party

NO

71
days

1,000 €

0.01%

7.10 €

1,007.10
€

Independ
ent
candidate

NO

84
days

1,000 €

0.01%

8.40 €

1,008.40
€

Total

12,577.5
5€

5342014
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Fine
s
paid
by
PPs
Fine
paid

Fine
unpa
id
Fine
unpa
id
Fine
unpa
id
Fine
unpa
id
Fine
unpa
id
Fine
unpa
id
Fine
unpa
id
Fine
unpa
id
Fine
unpa
id

As shown in the table above, only 2 political entities have paid the imposed fines before their
certification for the 2014 election. Furthermore, please refer to the table below for the registered
political parties which have been penalized on 29 April 2015.
Table 6: Punitive fines for not submission of the Campaign Financial Reports, 29 April 2015
NO.
Name of the
Represented Delays
political
Type of in Kosovo (no. of
Interest
Acronym parties (PP)
PP
Assembly
days)
Penalties Rates
1
Social
Democracy
Political
DSK
of Kosovo
party
NO
1,000 €
0.01%
2
Montenegrin
National
Party
of Political
NCPK
Kosovo
party
NO
1,000 €
0.01%
3
Pensioners
Political
Party
of party
PPK
Kosovo
NO
1,000 €
0.01%
4
Islamic Joint Political
LISBA
Movement
party
NO
1,000 €
0.01%
5
Independent Political
Democratic
party
SDS
Party
NO
1,000 €
0.01%
6
Social
Political
SD
Democracy
party
NO
1,000 €
0.01%
7
New Party Political
NPK
of Kosovo
party
NO
1,000 €
0.01%
8
Serbian
Political
People's
party
SNS
Party
NO
1,000 €
0.01%
9
Serbian
Political NO
1,000 €
0.01%
National
party
Party
of
SNPK
Kosovo
10
New
Political NO
1,000 €
0.01%
ND
Democracy
party
11
Alternative
Political NO
1,000 €
0.01%
DA
Democracy
party
12
Albanian
Political NO
1,000 €
0.01%
National
party
Democratic
PNDSH
Party

Total
fine

On the other hand, for 2013 regular Municipal Election, Election Complaints and Appeals imposed
fines to all political parties participating in elections with a value of EUR 195,450.00. These fines are
imposed for electoral irregularities that have occurred for all stages of the electoral process,
respectively breaking the election silence. During the 2013 electoral process, ECAP received 1,109
complaints filed by various political entities for voting in Kosovo, while 16,410 complaints were
received for overseas Voters.
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ECAP during parliamentary election process, held on June 8, 2014, imposed a fine to all political
parties participating in elections with a value of EUR 86.700.00 for electoral irregularities that have
occurred for all stages of the electoral process. ECAP received 341 complaints filed by various
political entities for voting in Kosovo, while 9172 complaints were received for overseas Voters.
By comparing the above figures for the number of complaints and penalties imposed by ECAP to
political parties during the two electoral processes that the 2013 local elections and that the 2014
parliamentary elections the number of complaints and the amount of fines imposed may conclude
that the sanctioning of political parties with such fine had deterrent effect.
As far as prevention of conflict of interest is concerned, during 2014 ACA has treated 264 cases of
alleged conflict of interest, where 138 cases avoid conflict of interest, 34 reported cases have resulted
as a conflict of interest, issued 46 opinions, 3 cases were followed for investigation and 7 cases
resulted as demand for dismissal.
As far as procurement activities are concerned, KACA handled 86 cases of public procurement,
issued 57 opinions, observed 7 cases, proceeded 2 cases to the Department for Combating
Corruption and 4 cases are pending. Three out of 57 opinions issued by ACA were disregarded and
6 cases are closed without any proposal.
In order to prevent and fight corruption and fraud in the Correctional Service institutions, a number
of measures have been undertaken during the reporting period. More specifically, in August 2014,
Kosovo Correctional Services has made fully functional the system to prevent the
telecommunication waves in the High Security Prison. Also, the Kosovo Correctional Service
Inspectorate has conducted regular 72 inspections and issued 42 recommendations which in turn led
to significant improvements on the following areas:
 Handling of Complaints;
 Prevention of nepotism and conflict of interest by transferring officers who have family ties to
other places;
 Improved privileges of the prisoners;
 Respect for the rights of prisoners improved.
Kosovo Correctional Services has imposed disciplinary measures on both the KCS staff and
prisoners. There have been 369 disciplinary measures imposed on prisoners and 35 disciplinary
measures on KCS staff out of which 7 written warnings/reprimands, 20 cases of deduction of salary,
6 suspensions and 2 terminations of work relations.
On the occasion of International Anti-Corruption Day, on 9 December 2014, KACA, supported by
EULEX, launched awareness campaign against corruption, which aimed to promote Kosovo public
to be part of the efforts of state institutions preventing and combating corruption in Kosovo.
This joint campaign focuses on how corruption threatens the rule of law, social stability, equality
and economic development. For the first time, senior Kosovo government officials have jointly
signed a commitment card that will be united in the fight against corruption. This charter has been
placed in key public institutions where citizens are more frequent and is also published in daily
newspapers.
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In the framework of this campaign, senior public officials in Kosovo pledge to fight corruption in a
broadcasting TV awareness ad. Furthermore, ACA prepared a practical guide with a summarized
anti-corruption legislation in the field of Prevention and Combating Corruption, which will be
distributed in hard and electronic copies for everyone.
Regarding the implementation of the Strategy and Action Plan against Corruption, ACA has
organized a workshop on 11 March 2015 with contact points from responsible institutions which
implement anti-corruption policies. Furthermore, in order to enhance the criminal charges, ACA has
organized specialised trainings. For more details, please refer to the table presented below:
Table 7. Number of trainings and conferences in the anti-corruption area
Name of the
The organizer
Venue
training/conference
Workshop on Smuggling
Kosovo Institute of
Prishtinë
Investigation, Customs and
Economic Crime in
Tax Deeds
Kosovo Police
International Conference on PECK project
Prishtinë
Improving international
cooperation in the fields
against money laundering and
terrorist financing
International Conference on PECK project
Prishtinë
Improvement of cooperation in
the fight against corruption
Training on Increase
UNDP (UNODC)
Prishtinë
communication and sharing
information between the KJC
and external parties of interest
and the Bangalore Principles
of Judicial Conduct
Workshop on Stabilization
GIZ project in
Prishtinë
and Association Agreement in Kosovo in
Kosovo / Presentation of Aquis cooperation with
requirements for Chapter 23 the Institute for
Judiciary and Fundamental
European Policy
Rights
headquartered in
Berlin
Workshop on Proving
EULEX
Prishtinë
criminal intent in cases of
corruption

Date
08 - 10
September
2014
23 September
2014

Number of
participants
1

2

28 October
2014

2

29-30 October
2014

2

30-31 October
2014

3

25 February
2015
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On the other hand, the KJI, during the reporting period, has organized the following training
sessions for judges and prosecutors in the area of anti-corruption:
 Training program in the area of corruption combating for prosecutors and officials of other
relevant institutions – 2nd stage, attended by 14 participants (4 prosecutors, 10 other
professionals) 08 – 12.09.2014;
 Asset tracing, sequestration and confiscation, attended by 27 participants (16 judges, 6·
prosecutors, 5 other professionals) 09.09.2014;
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Tracing, investigation and trial of corruption cases, attended by 7 participants (7 judges,)
03.10.2014;
Best practices in combating corruption, attended by 13 participants (4 judges, 9 prosecutors)
20.01.2015.

Criminal offences against official duty, attended by 16 participants (8 judges, 7 prosecutors, 1 other
professionals) 12.03.201.
1.2.
Human Rights and Protection of Minorities
The legislative framework protecting human rights has been further advanced with the adoption of
the Law against Discrimination, Law on the Ombudsman and Law on Gender Equality by the
Government on 18 March 2015. These laws will enhance the protection of human right also in terms
of creating new mechanism; the new law on the Ombudsman defines the Ombudsman Institution as
a mechanism of equality for promoting, monitoring and supporting equal treatment without
discrimination on any grounds.
The law on Kosovo Agency for Comparison and Verification of Property was approved by the
Government and passed the first reading by the Assembly on 7 April 2015.
The Government on 27 October 2014 has approved the Regulation on Provision of Services in Sign
Language and a coordinating body for its implementation has been established.
In order to improve the conditions on correctional service facilities, the following bylaws were
adopted:
 AI for functioning of prison health services (22 October 2014);
 AI on the organization of work and monthly compensation for the work of convicted persons (16
February 2015);
 AI on the food of convicted persons (31 October 2014);
 AI on the criteria of prisoner placement in correctional institutions (27 October 2014).
In further efforts to maintain the set up of the institutions dealing with freedom of expression, the
Assembly has nominated all the (7) seven members of the Independent Media Commission.
The Government by a decision has established the inter-institutional Secretariat to coordinate the
implementation of the Action Plan 1325 and the first meeting is expected to take place in May 2015.
The report on the implementation of the Action Plan 1325 for 2014 was published. The AGE during
2014 has subsidized 11 projects on the amount of € 30.000 that aims economic empowerment of
women.
Moreover, the AGE has published the Guidelines on Gender Mainstreaming in Spatial Planning: A
Step-By-Step Approach for Municipalities. Also an awareness raising campaign on registration of
common property was launched.
In order to achieve a proper implementation of the Law on domestic violence, the AGE has
published the Commentary of the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence and a 16 days
campaign against domestic violence was conducted on November 2014. During 2014 the AGE has
presented the SOP on domestic violence in 5 regions of Kosovo and trainings have been provided
for 256 participants such as judges, prosecutors, protectors of victims, police investigators and
representatives of social welfare centres.
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During the reporting period the KP has reported and investigated 686 cases of domestic violence
while for detailed statistics from the KPC on cases of domestic violence for 2014 and the first quarter
of 2015 please see Annex 9: Annual Report 2014 on Criminal offences related to Domestic Violence and
Annex 10: First Quarter for 2015 for the work of prosecution offices with criminal cases of adult offenders and
characteristic criminal offences.
With regard to attacks and threats against journalists the KP has reported the following data:
Table 8: Statistics on attacks and threats against journalists
August – December January
2014
2015
No of cases (total)
18
11
Proceeded
to 9
7
Prosecutors office
Cases
under 9
4
investigation
Source: Kosovo Police

–

March

Meanwhile the KPC has in work 30 cases of attacks against journalists with 33 persons involved.
Concerning cases of attacks against the LGBTI community, the KP has reported (1) one case of
intimidation in September of 2014 while in 2015 no incidents were reported; meanwhile the KPC has
received (2) two cases with (2) two persons involved.
The Ombudsman Institution has compiled 9 reports with 29 recommendations addressed to the
responsible parties out of which, 2 recommendations have been implemented, 7 remain pending for
implementation and 20 recommendations were not implemented. The low number of implemented
recommendations has occurred because of the central institutions (especially Parliament and
Government) during the reporting period.
The KCS has continued the categorization of prisoners in accordance with the legislation on force
and 61 detainees were categorized (19 with very high risk and 42 with high risk). Two detention
centres in Prishtina and Gjilan with a capacity of 300 places will be built for detainees in order to
manage the systematization and classification of prisoners.
The KCS Inspectorate has conducted 72 regular inspections in all Correctional and Detention
Centres and issued 42 recommendations which led to significant improvements on areas such as
handling of complaints, prevention of nepotism and conflict of interest by transferring officers who
have family ties to other places, improved privileges of the prisoners and respect for the rights of
prisoners.
35 disciplinary measures were imposed on the KCS staff, out of which 7 written
warnings/reprimands, 20 cases of deduction of salary, 6 suspensions and 2 terminations of work
relations. Moreover, during the reporting period, 17 complaints were received.
With regard to property rights, the approved budget for the KPA for 2015 is € 1,970,477.00. This
amount is € 582,234.00 less than the budget requested by the Agency, and as such it will not be
sufficient to cover all planned and necessary expenses. The Agency had also an ensured part of
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budget, covered by donations, only until the end of January 2015. The lack of donations in the
amount of € 956,235.13 after this period is preventing the Agency to complete its mandate in due
time and realize its transition phase until its new mandate. Due to the lack of funds the KPA has
temporarily suspended its activities in the Offices in Belgrade and Kragujevc since 1 April 2015.
To date the Kosovo Property Claims Commission (KPCC) completed the adjudication process for all
the claims referred for adjudication by the Executive Secretariat. The total number of adjudicated
property claims is 42,116. During the reporting period 644 claims have been adjudicated.
A total of 44,998 decisions have been delivered to the parties so far. While during the reporting
period 2,594 decisions have been delivered to the claimants, 626 to the respondents, and 30 to the
current users. So far the number of implemented decisions is 33,113 meanwhile during the reporting
period 4,257 decisions have been implemented.
During 1 August 2014 – 17 April 2015, 1,528 evictions have been scheduled, out of which 518
evictions have been executed through a physical eviction, including 86 evictions upon a request for
repossession of property and 432 due to non-payment of rent. During this period, 565 evictions have
been cancelled since the current occupants have paid the rent before the deadline for eviction with
the assistance of police and 164 evictions have been cancelled due to other reasons.
Up to the reporting period the KPA, through the Voluntary Rental Scheme, has rented out 1,146
properties. Throughout August 2014 to April 2015, 198 properties were rented out; (57 agricultural
properties, 2 commercial properties, 139 residential properties). As regards the Compensation
scheme for socially owned apartments there are 143 decisions to be implemented through
compensation. The amount necessary for the compensation of these properties is € 3.2 million which
the Agency could not provide.
During the reporting period the labour inspectorate has conducted 5,711 inspections and imposed
851 warnings and 80 fines. Efforts have been made to increase the capacity building of the Labour
Inspectorate where 1 inspector has been recruited, while 10 inspectors are expected to be recruited
during 2015.
The Progress Report on the implementation of the National Plan on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (2013-2015) was completed in March 2015. The MoH has drafted a manual for nurses
who will perform home visits which are focused on the care of mothers and newborns in order to
early identify infants with difficulties in development.
In 2014 the Employment Offices managed to employ 6 persons with disabilities, and through
different projects were recruited 35 persons with disabilities. During 2014 in Vocational Training
Centres were trained 51 people out of which 43 were certified.
The MEST has drafted two programmes on writing on Braille language and the Orientation and
mobility programme. In January 2015 two-day training was organized where 20 people were
certified on these programmes
The EU twinning project ― Fight against homophobia and transphobia has continued its
implementation and the following trainings have been held:
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Table 9. Trainings conducted by the EU twinning project- Fight against homophobia and transphobia
Training
No
of Dates
participant
Raising awareness on discrimination 17
3 – 6 November 2014
with particular emphasis on LGBT
issues
ToT on equality/ administration
4
9 – 10 December 2014
ToT on equality/ education
4
4 – 5 December 2014
ToT on equality/ training skills
16
17 – 19 March 2015
ToT on equality/ police
6
10 – 11 February 2015
ToT on equality/ justice
3
20 – 21 January 2015
Source: OPM/OGG
In order to ensure professional approach and raise awareness of police officers towards rights of the
members of the LGBTI community trainings have been provided by the NGO Qesh in 2014 for 46
police officers. With regard to children rights during 2014 the KJI conducted four (4) training on the
Code of Juvenile Justice in which participated 30 judges, 19 prosecutors and 7 other professionals.
Also, during February of 2015 was organized a training on the Code of Juvenile Justice that was
attended by 12 judges.
The MLSW during the period August 2014 - April 2015, with the support of the EC has organized in
total 10 trainings in 5 regions of Kosovo in the area of family social services. In addition two-day
training for implementation of standard operating procedures (SOPs) for protection from domestic
violence in the three regions of Kosovo was organized, where MLSW has contributed regarding the
role of family social services to protect victims of domestic violence.
1.2.1. Protection of Personal Data
With the aim of enhancing the legal framework in the area of personal data protection, the AI on
Data Security has been approved by the NAPDD on April of 2015.
During the reporting period the NAPPD has carried 25 inspections on the implementation of legal
provisions on the protection of personal data and consequently has released 25 recommendations
and 5 opinions.
In terms of capacity building, in November 2014, the Agency has appointed an IT official. Out of 38
municipalities in the Republic of Kosovo, 35 of them now have data protection officers appointed.
Also 33 municipalities have a functional database on the number of deceased persons registered.
The NAPPD organized a public awareness campaign with special focus given to celebration of
International Data Protection Day (28 January). A regional conference on the Privacy in Digital Age
was organized in Prishtina at the end of 2014. Also, one training session on Information Security
Management System Standard ISO 27002- was organized in September 2014 for 12 data protection
officials
1.2.2. Protection of and Respect for Minorities and Cultural Heritage
The Law on Cultural Heritage was approved by the Government on 1 April 2015 and has proceeded
to the Assembly. In addition, the Strategy on Cultural Heritage is on the drafting process. The MCYS
has established a working group that is drafting a Concept Document on Museums.
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The Council of the village Hoca e Madhe/Velika Hoca was established by the Municipal Assembly
on 30 January 2015, and all members were appointed. The Council of Cultural Heritage in Prizren
has been functioning as foreseen by the Law and has held a total of 20 meetings. During the
meetings, a total of 48 cases examined by the Directorate of Urbanism and Spatial Planning and the
Council for each subject has given his recommendations Also, the Municipality of Prizren appointed
one inspector for construction in Special protected areas. In total 28 municipalities are implementing
their Plan on Cultural Heritage as foreseen by the law. The IMC has held 4 meetings where mainly
issues of illegal constructions and property disputes within orthodox religious sites were addressed.
Regarding the attacks on the objects of cultural heritage, during the reporting period the KP has
reported 50 cases, meanwhile the KPC has in work 6 cases with 15 persons involved.
With respect to addressing allegedly ethnically motivated crimes the KPC has reported the
following statistics for 2014:
 Kosovo Police has identified 1,339 cases;
 Prosecutorial Offices received 303 cases;
 6 cases have been closed and for 1 case the investigation has terminated;
 Indictment with the request for punitive order has been filed in 21 cases; direct indictment in 52
cases and charges were brought after investigation in 16 cases; while 197 cases are under
investigation. While for statistics on ethnically motivated crimes for 2015 please see Annex 10: First
Quarter for 2015 for the work of prosecution offices with criminal cases of adult offenders and
characteristic criminal offences.
The Government on 4 April 2015 by a decision has re-established the Inter-institutional Steering
Committee for the coordination of the implementation of the Action Plan for the Integration of
Roma, Ashkali and Egyptians. On 10 October 2014, was published the fourth Assessment Report on
the Implementation of the Strategy and Action Plan for 2014 were out of 228 indicators of the action
plan, 179 have been reported.
With regard to budgetary allocations, for the implementation of the Framework of Priorities of the
Action Plan for the Integration of Roma, Ashkali and Egyptians 2014 -2015, the allocated budget for
2015 is € 3,202,670 and the budget spent by the ministries for 2014 is € 2,974,158. Given the fact that
the ministries do not have a separate budget line to implement the strategy, the allocated budget of
ministries for 2015 is based on separate foreseen activities on the Priorities Framework.
During 2014 the MoH has vaccinated 1068 children from the RAE communities. Also local
campaigns on vaccination have been organized by the National Institute of Public Health. Regarding
cases with high level of lead in blood, during the reporting period a total of 65 measurements were
conducted in which none resulted with the value 45mcg / dl, which should be treated with specific
therapies.
The MEST provides free textbooks for students from first grade to ninth grade (1-9) in the native
language of the students. For students from the RAE communities for non compulsory education 67
scholarships are provided by the Ministry. Two textbooks, Romani language for 3d and 4th grade
were published for Roma pupils who learn Romani language as an optional subject.
For the implementation of the curriculum in Serbian language and to combat school dropout
according to data from the MEST for the academic year 2014/15 are given 200 scholarships to high
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school students. Based on information from the Municipal Directorates of Education, so far 16
students have returned to school after dropping out.
The Curriculum Framework and the core framework has been translated to Serbian language. For
the academic year 2014-2015 the Curriculum Framework of Pre-University Education is in the
process of piloting in 92 schools and the MEST sent requests for inclusion in Serbian schools, but no
school has responded to participate in the pilot project.
The MLGA has conducted a three months campaign on civil registration of Roma, Ashkali and
Egyptian communities. During the period from 20 January – 15 March 2015 were identified 233
unregistered persons. Out of these 90 people were registered , 55 remain unregistered, while 88
people remain unregistered since they come from neighbouring countries and do not possess any
document that would make possible their registration (75 people from the Roma community in
Mitrovica and 13 people coming Albania living in Ferizaj).
The Office of the Language Commissioner for the period August 2014 – April 2015 has released 30
recommendations. These recommendations were directed to the President‟s Office, OPM, line
ministries and University of Prizren and concrete measures were required on the implementation of
the law. In addition, during the reporting period, the OLC has received 17 complaints related to the
implementation of the Law on the use of languages, 9 out of which have been solved.
Referring to the issue of returnees, during the period August 2014 – March 2015, 430 persons have
returned. As part of the assistance to returnee families and families of minority communities in total
27 houses were built with the financial assistance of the MCR. Also the MCR has provided minor
shelter repairs, harmonized assistance packages and income generation for 10 returnee families in
Municipality of Ranilluge, Vushtrri, Dragash, Novobërdë and Gjilan.
As part of the Program for the support in the stabilization for the returnees from the camps in Republic of
Macedonia and the Republic of Montenegro, 24 houses have been built in the regions of Gjilan, Peja and
Prishtina. Meanwhile, as part of the project Sustainable return in Nenkalaja in Prizren 7 houses for eight
families have been built.
The project Return and Reintegration in Kosovo III was completed on October of 2014. The
approximate amount of the project was € 5.3 million. During the implementation of the project in
total 210 families (944 beneficiaries) were supported for the period November 2011 – October 2014.
In municipalities of Novoberde, Partesh, Prizren and Shterpce 210 houses have been built in total
and 10 infrastructural projects were implemented where 178 families benefited from harmonized
assistance (food packages and furniture). As part of the same project 160 packages of socio –
economic assistance and assistance on generating of incomes were also provided. In addition 80
participants benefited from trainings for woman and youth and 8 (eight) community projects for
woman and youth were implemented.
The programme for the Stabilization of Communities II is on its final phase of implementation and has
implemented 230 projects which aim to create employment opportunities and income generation
among the minority communities. During this phase of implementation over 250 workplaces were
ensured for members of communities.
Training for young women was held by the project Centre for Peace and Tolerance for 80
participants and 33 initiatives were supported by the same project. In addition, the MRC has funded
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projects of 27 NGOs in the areas of education, culture, sports, religious feast of activities of citizens
of different communities.
To address the problem of illegal construction, the Inspectorate of MESP during October of 2014 has
organized a Training for special protected areas in Gjilan, Mitrovica, Peja, Prizren and Prishtina.
The MLGA and the OGG in October have held a meeting with the mayors of Municipalities
regarding the implementation of the Action Plan for the integration of RAE communities. Five
regional workshops have been organized in Prishtina, Mitrovica, Gjakova, Gjilan, and Prizren,
where 197 municipal officials coming from departments of education, health, social workers, spatial
planning, municipal offices for communities and return representatives of civil society, ie NGOs
dealing with community issues have been presented with the achievements and challenges that
municipalities face during the implementation of the AP.
1.3.
Regional Issues and International Obligations
On 15 April 2015 based on decision with reference number 050/2015 the PM of Kosovo has
appointed the new National Coordinator responsible for all regional initiatives and mechanisms, i.e.
Regional Cooperation Council, Western Balkans Investment Framework etc.
Regarding the dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia, Kosovo remained actively involved in the
dialogue at the technical level in efforts of making progress in implementation of agreements, even
during the period after national elections and until the establishment of the new government six (6)
months later.
In the implementation report of the Brussels Agreement between Serbia and Kosovo it is stated that,
compared to the previous reporting period, the current implementation process did not make any
significant progress. Positive indications worth noting include the Agreement on Justice
Implementation, which was reached on 9-10 February 2015. According to this agreement it is
expected for Kosovo to establish a unitary justice system in northern part of Kosovo and integration
of Serb judges and prosecutors in Kosovo justice institutions. Moreover, the Licensing of companies
from north of Kosovo on controlled goods - as part of Custom revenue collection agreement of
January 2013 has started to be implemented since 1 January 2015.
However, the Report particularly highlights relevant pending issues, such as civil protection - not yet
closed (talks on this issue are ongoing since December 2013), international dialing code for Kosovo
(still unresolved since September 2013 when the agreement was reached); the barricade/so-called
Peace Park placed on the Bridge in Mitrovica not yet removed; vehicle insurance agreement (despite
being negotiated for almost two years) to allow its members to integrate in the Kosovo civil
institutions;.
Furthermore, the Report emphasizes negative trends related to Serbia‟s continued illegal
interferences in Kosovo through keeping its parallel structures, in breach of the Brussels Agreement
on normalization of relations between the two countries. Serbia has been strengthening and
expanding further parallel structures in Kosovo, particularly since October last 2014. This in turn has
dramatically undermined the work of legal mayors and municipal assemblies in four northern
municipalities in Kosovo, which since the 2013 local elections embarked in a legal governance of
local affairs. In addition, Serbia interfered to prevent adoption of legal budgets for those
municipalities due to political reasons (by trying to prevent education and health sectors to be
integrated in the Kosovo system). As a result of non-adoption of legal budgets those municipalities
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are facing budget cuts since 1 March 2015. Moreover, during 2014, Serbia was mostly failing to
implement the Brussels agreements and thus creating unnecessary tensions including replacement
of one barricade with another at the Bridge in Mitrovica at the expense of stability and freedom of
movement.
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2.
ECONOMIC CRITERIA
2.1.
Existence of a Functional Market Economy
2.1.1. Economic Policy Essentials
Following the initialling of the Stabilisation and Association Agreement (SAA) with the European
Union (EU), Kosovo was invited to draft the Economic Reform Programme (ERP) for the first time in
2014. An inter-governmental Working Group led by the deputy Minister of Finance was established
in September, composed of relevant institutions to draft the sector part of the programme. The
drafting of the first part was overseen by the Ministry of Finance and the second part by the Office of
Strategic Planning within the Office of the Prime Minister. The programme is drafted and submitted
to the Government and it was approved in January 2015.
During March of 2015, the staff of International Monetary Fund (IMF) visited Kosovo to develop
consultations on the possibility of concluding an Article IV Agreement. At the same time, work
commenced on the drafting of macro-fiscal framework, which will serve as basis for the MTEF 20162018. Based on this framework, the expenditure limits were submitted to the budget organizations.
The support of the EU project to the Ministry of Finance continued with developing the capacity
macroeconomic modelling, where the annual dynamics of this assistance were agreed.
2.1.2. Macroeconomic Stability
Nominal value of GDP during 2014 is estimated to have reached EUR 5,579 million, whereas the
GDP per capita is estimated to have reached EUR 2,955 or EUR 90 higher in comparison to the
previous year. In 2015, the GDP is forecasted to reach a nominal EUR 5,849 million that corresponds
with a growth of 3.8% in real terms, whereas the GDP per capita is expected to reach EUR 3,050
during this year.
In 2014, real GDP growth is estimated to be 3.3%. Major contributors to growth are estimated to
include the consumption and export, as well as the slowdown in the growth rate of imported goods.
The increase of salaries in the public sector is considered to have contributed to the consumption
growth, whereas the export growth has been driven by the growth of exports of metals and the
diversification of export in non-metal exports (including food products, materials that are used in
construction, plastics and wood products).
Slower pace of growth of imports of goods came as a result of a lower investment rate, whereas the
growth of declared turnover from the agricultural sector indicates an increase of substitution of
imports with domestic products.
Table 10. Nominal GDP and its components
Description

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014
estimates

In EUR million
Consumption

4,517

4,976

5,320

5,539

5,809

Investment

1,451

1,632

1,465

1,471

1,486

Export of goods and services

878

943

922

927

1,091

Import of goods and services

2,443

2,737

2,649

2,611

2,807

Nominal GDP

4,402

4,815

5,059

5,327

5,579

Real GDP growth, in %

3.3%

4.4%

2.8%

3.4%

3.3%
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CPI, in%
3.5%
Source: KAS and estimates of DEPP/MF

7.4%

2.4%

1.8%

0.4%

Investments, mostly public ones, had a modest impact in GDP growth. Low execution of public
capital expenditures and the completion of Merdare-Morine highway affected the decrease of total
investments rate. Private investments are estimated to have been increased during the year,
although the negative effect of public investment is not sufficiently compensated by private
investments in order to contribute positively to the GDP growth.
As a result of these developments, the trade balance decreased by 0.7 percentage points as a share of
GDP, reaching 36.1% at the end of 2014. During this period was noted a decline in net income as
share of GDP was noted - influenced by low level of incomes from compensation of employees and
the increase of the outflow in the form of returned profits by foreign investors in Kosovo. Also, net
transfers marked a decline as a share of GDP, mainly as a result of decline of official transfers. It is
worth noting that the incomes from remittances have increased by 11.8% in comparison to 2013. This
increase, together with the increase of salaries in the public sector, yielded a substantial increase in
consumption during this year.
Table 11. Real growth of GDP components
Description

2010

Consumption
7.0
Investment
14.5
Export of goods and
26.4
services
Import of goods and
9.1
services
Real GDP
3.3
Source: KAS and estimates of DEPP/MF

2011

2012

Ne %
10.2
6.9
12.5
-10.2

2013

2014
Estim.

2015
Proj.

4.1
0.4

4.9
1.0

3.3
6.8

7.4

-2.3

0.5

17.7

7.8

3.5

-7.7

-1.5

7.7

3.9

4.4

2.8

3.4

3.3

3.8

The macro-fiscal framework forecast is based on IMF forecasts for expected developments in global
economy. IMF does not foresee any future crisis, since the growth pace of EU countries is expected
to be slow. Given the low level of integration of Kosovo`s economy with EU countries, which is still
considered as not fully recovered from the crisis, it was not foreseen any direct effect of the
deterioration of the economies of these countries in Kosovo`s economy. For the detailed budget
execution in 2014, please refer to the table below.
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Table 12. Budget execution in 2014

Balance of Payments - the current account balance in the fourth quarter of 2014 was EUR (-) 151.2
million, compared to the same period of 2013 deficit increased to EUR (-) 42.3 million. This deficit
was mainly financed by secondary income amounted 303.3 million euro, trade balance of services
EUR 59.0 million and primary income EUR 23.8 million. Hence, regarding the secondary income in
the fourth quarter of 2014, remittances reached a level of EUR 188.1 an increase by 13.1 % compared
to the same period of the previous year. The compensation of employees (residing for less than 12
months abroad) had a balance from EUR 50.2 million presenting a decrease by 11.8% compared to
the same period of the previous year.
Export of goods in the fourth quarter of 2014 has increased by 21.5% in nominal terms while the
import of goods has increased by 3.0%. In real terms, trade balance (which continues to be negative)
has increased by 0.5%.
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As regards external government debt, its level stood at EUR 326.4 million as of fourth quarter 2014
or 6.1 % of GDP. Compared to the external government debt in the same period of 2013 (EUR 321.8
million), there was an increase by EUR 4.7 million.
With regards to Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) the stock value in the fourth quarter of 2014 was
EUR 2,959.1 million. FDI are largely oriented in the real estate (partially consisting of remittances
invested in buying properties), transport and telecommunications, financial intermediation and
construction. These sectors altogether constitute around 66% of foreign investment.
Trends in unemployment and employment. According to the data on unemployment of the
Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, during the period January-June 2014, the number of
jobseekers increased by 8,000, which marks an increase of 2.5%, compared to the same period from
the last year. The cumulative number of registered unemployed persons at the end of June 2014 was
272,096. This represents an increase of 0.014% compared to the number of unemployed at the end of
2013. Approximately 90% of the unemployed are long-term unemployed. Unemployment rate
amongst youth aged 15-24 is 35.8%, whereas 50% of them are women. Unemployment rate amongst
women in the total number of unemployed is 46.45%.
Trend indices on inflation. The average annual rate of price increase during 2014 was 0.4%. This
slowdown in price increase was mainly driven by food prices that during this period increased by
only 1.0%, and the drop in oil prices (-4.4%).
Graphic 1. Trend indices on inflation

During the period January-April 2015, the price level marked a negative increase of -0.4%, reflecting
the decline in world prices of oil and food. More specifically, the level of food prices during this
period increased by 1.6% while oil prices declined by -19.3%
Table 12: Nominal and Real Exchange Rate
REER
NEER
(total)
Year

REER (EU)

Index
2009
2010

101.2
100.9

101.6
102.2

NEER

NEER
(total)

REER
(EU)

Annual difference in %
102.1
103.5
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0.1
-0.3

-4.2
0.6

-3.4
1.4

2011
2012

101.0
106.4
101.0
106.1
2013
101.6
106.5
2014
102.2
106.7
2015*
101.2
106.1
*includes only first two months of the year
Source: CBK

107.7
107.6
107.8
107.7
108.8

0.2
0.0
0.5
0.6
-0.9

4.1
-0.2
0.3
0.2
-0.5

4.1
-0.2
0.2
-0.1
1.0

Total Debt consists of the debt of central and local-level institutions. So far there was no Municipal
Debt emitted, whereas the State Debt includes the emitted debt by the Ministry of Finance on behalf
of the Central Government. In the government debts are included the Sub-Borrowed Debts, whereas
guarantees are included in the calculation of Debt Indicator to Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
The table below shows the developments of total debt over the years, divided by categories such as
International Debt, Internal Debt and State Guarantee. As the contributor on the increase of the total
debt is the issuance of securities as part of internal debt, revenues from which are used mainly for
re-financing matured debt and for financing the budget deficit.
Table 13. Developments of total debt over the years
2010
International Debt
260.42
Internal Debt
0
Total Cumulative Debt
State Guarantees
Total debt
(% of GDP, including Guarantees)

2011
253.6
0

2012
336.6
73.31

2013
323.76
152.51

2014
326.35
256.52

260.42

253.6

409.92

476.27

582.87

0

0

0

0

10

6.22%

5.51%

8.44%

9.10%

10.63%

The year 2014 has ended with a deficit of 2.2% of GDP, or 0.2 percentage points higher compared to
the deficit allowed by the fiscal rule. Total revenues increased by 1.2% compared to 2013. During
2014, customs revenues contributed largely in the increase of total revenues (2.5 percentage points)
while the revenues collected in the country contributed negatively with 0.1 points on the increase of
percentage of the total revenues. The pace of increase of total revenues, was also affected by the
lowest amount of the dividend declared by public enterprises (contributing -2.1 percentage points in
total).
Mid-term strategy of public debt and the annual public debt strategy are part of the State Debt
Program. During the period August-December 2014, monthly reports on changes in the debt stock
including the portfolio risk indicators were compiled on regular monthly basis. Quarterly reports of
public debt were published on the website of Ministry of Finance. All scheduled auctions for
January, February, March and April of 2015 were held. Also, during this period, all obligations that
Government of Kosovo has towards various creditors are settled. As in the past, the implementation
of Strategy is expected to be successful throughout the fiscal year. Up to date, the monthly report is
completed and submitted on time. Also, quarterly reports are compiled and published on time.
Drafting of the Public Debt Program 2015-2018, including medium-term and annual strategy of
public debt has commenced with the drafting in compliance with the forecast set by the MTEF
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deficit. During April, the State Debt Program 2016-2018 will be finalized and submitted to the
Government along with the MTEF.
2.1.3. Interplay of Market Forces
Size of the private sector
As indicated in the table below, the size of the private sector as a share of GDP varied between 85
and 90 percentage points in the period 2010-2014. Private investment has returned to an upward
trend in 2014. Similarly, private consumption is estimated to increase marginally compared to 2013.
Table 14: Private sector share in GDP, in %
Description

2010

Private
consumption
Private
investment

2011

2012

2014

2013

Estimates

85.6

86

88.1

87.3

87.7

22.6

22.9

18.1

17.7

19.3

Privatization
Privatization Agency of Kosovo (PAK) is functioning without the Board of Directors since
September 2014, therefore it could only realize one Liquidation Asset Sale - LAS 26, in August 2014.
Total number of the sold assets in LAS 26 is 19, whereas the total number of signed Sale Purchase
Agreements during the reporting period is 52. This includes total number of signed Sale Purchase
Agreements from previous asset sales as well. The total amount of sales from asset sale through
liquidation collected in the bank accounts of SOEs in liquidation for the period 1 August 2014 - 31
March 2015 is EUR 4,552,375.
During the reporting period the liquidation procedures have commenced for 17 SOEs, whereas the
number of received claims for SOEs in liquidation is 6,246. PAK has issued 11,364 decisions during
this period, whereas the number of final reports remains 0 since PAK did not have a Board of
Directors to approve them.
2.1.4. Market Entry and Exit
According to the data provided by Kosovo Business Registration Agency (KBRA), 5,519 new
businesses were registered during the reporting period September 2014 – March 2015. This means
that in comparison with the same period of last year September 2013 – March 2014 (5,084), 8.5%
more companies were registered. According to data from business registration centers, some 9,495
new businesses were registered in 2014. As the following table below shows, 30% of them were
registered under the wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles. On the
other hand, manufacturing and accommodation and food activities sectors account for around 20%
of the new registered companies.
Table 15: Statistics on new registered companies, by sector (September 2014 - March 2015)
Sector
Nr. of Companies
Percentage
Agriculture, forestry and Fishing

476

8.62%

Mining and quarrying

15

0.27%

Manufacturing

562

10.18%

34

25

0.45%

Water supply; sewerage, waste management and
remediation activities

27

0.49%

Construction

460

8.33%

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles,
motorcycles

1664

30.15%

Transport and storage

347

6.29%

Accommodation and food activities

563

10.20%

Information and Communication

216

3.91%

Financing and Insurance Activities

29

0.53%

Real Estate Activities

39

0.71%

336

6.09%

Administrative and Support Service Activities

159

2.88%

Public Administration and Defense; Compulsory
social security

24

0.43%

Education

52

0.94%

Human and Social Working Activities

97

1.76%

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation

119

2.16%

Other Service Activities

308

5.58%

1

0.02%

0

0.00%

5519

100.00%

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities

Activities of Households as Employers;
Undifferentiated goods-and services producing
activities of households for own use
Activities of exterritorial organizations and bodies
Total

Some 1036 companies were closed during the reporting period September 2014 – March 2015. This
means that 16% more companies were closed during this reporting period in comparison in
comparison with the same period of last year. Similar to the opening of new companies, the majority
or 35% of the closed companies during the current reporting period are from the wholesale and
retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles. Meanwhile, transport and storage sector
account for 11% of the closed companies. For a detailed list of closed companies by sector, see Table
14 below.
Table 16: Statistics on companies closed, by sector (September 2014 - March 2015)
Sector
Nr. of Companies

Percentage

Agriculture, forestry and Fishing

65

6.27%

Mining and quarrying

5

0.48%

Manufacturing

82

7.92%

35

0

0.00%

Water supply; sewerage, waste management and
remediation activities

12

1.16%

Construction

80

7.72%

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles,
motorcycles

363

35.04%

Transport and storage

89

8.59%

Accommodation and food activities

111

10.71%

Information and Communication

26

2.51%

Financing and Insurance Activities

1

0.10%

Real Estate Activities

4

0.39%

52

5.02%

Administrative and Support Service Activities

21

2.03%

Public Administration and Defense; Compulsory
social security

1

0.10%

Education

11

1.06%

Human and Social Working Activities

24

2.32%

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation

16

1.54%

Other Service Activities

73

7.05%

Activities of Households as Employers;
Undifferentiated goods-and services producing
activities of households for own use

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

1,036

100.00%

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities

Activities of ex-territorial organizations and bodies
Total

Table 17. Sectorial structure of newly registered companies in 2014
Sector
Nr. of Companies

Percentage

Agriculture, forestry and Fishing

674

7.16%

Mining and quarrying

32

0.34%

Manufacturing (industrial processing)

979

10.4%

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning
supply

24

0.25%

Water supply; sewerage, waste management and
remediation activities

51

0.54%

Construction

803

8.53%

2,814

29.92%

534

5.76%

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor
vehicles, motorcycles
Transport and storage

36

1,034

10.99%

Information and Communication

357

3.79%

Financing and Insurance Activities

43

0.45%

Real Estate Activities

59

0.62%

570

6.06%

Administrative and Support Service Activities

252

2.67%

Public Administration and Defense; Compulsory
social security

42

0.44%

Education

90

0.95%

Human and Social Working Activities

173

1.84%

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation

253

2.69%

Other Service Activities
Total

621

6.60%

9,405

100%1

Accommodation and food activities

Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities

According to Tax Administration data, the number of active businesses as of March 2015 was 73,183
taxpayers. Number of businesses closed during the period January-December 2014 is 1,763
businesses2. Number of businesses closed during the period January-March 2015 is 686 businesses3.
2.1.5. Business Environment, Legal System and Administrative Capacity
The Kosovo Property Claims Commission (KPCC) has completed the adjudication process for all the
claims referred for adjudication by the Executive Secretariat. The total number of adjudicated
property claims to date is 42,116. In the period August 2014-April 2015, a total of 644 claims have
been adjudicated.
As to the number of decisions delivered to the parties, so far there are a total of 44,998 decisions
delivered. The number of decisions delivered to claimants in this reporting period stood at 2,594, to
respondents 626, and to current users of property was 30 decisions.
The total number of implemented decisions is 33,113. During the reporting period 1 August 2014 –
30 April 2015, some 4, 257 decisions have been implemented. During the period 1 August 2014 – 17
April 2015, 1,528 evictions have been scheduled, out of which 518 evictions have been executed
through a physical eviction, including 86 evictions upon a request for repossession of property and
432 due to non-payment of rent. During this period, 565 evictions have been cancelled since the
current occupants have paid the rent before the deadline for eviction with the assistance of police
and 164 evictions have been cancelled due to other reasons.
Up to the reporting period the KPA, through the Voluntary Rental Scheme, has rented out 1.146
properties. During the period from 1 August 2014 to 1 April 2015, some 198 properties were rented
out; (57 agricultural properties, 2 commercial properties, 139 residential properties).

1

Figures are rounded
According to Tax Administration data
3
Tax Administration of Kosovo
2
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Progress in registration of property rights is continuing under the Law on Cadastre, Law on
registration of immovable property and relevant Administrative Instruction, technical frameworks
manuals and work.
With regard to implementation of project co-funded by the Government of the Republic of Kosovo
and the World Bank, the systematic (massive) registration of immovable property at 50 Cadastral
Zones is taking place, respectively in Municipalities of: Gllogoc, Skanderaj, Vushtrri, Istog, Shtime,
Hani Elezit, Kaçanik, Obiliq and Malishevë. This project is expected to be completed during the next
reporting period and its impact on property registration is of great significance. Also during this
reporting period the KCA is in the final stages of completing the project on digital topographic maps
1: 25000 for 90% of the Kosovo territory.
Although the legal deadline under the Law on the establishment of an immovable property rights
register (IPRR) for filing an application to the Municipal Cadastre Offices (sale, inheritance, gift,
mortgage, etc.) is 30 days, in practice, according to statistics for this reporting period, the average is
10 days.
Table 18. Statistics on the registration of property in Kosovo Cadastral and Land Information System (KCLIS)
Property registration 2014

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February

Number of
Registered
Mortgages

Transactions/
Inheritance

Number of
Registered
Buildings

Number of the
registered parts
of buildings

285
280
349
370
354
253
265
188
248
298
278
495

2014
3677
3471
3146
3331
2703
1629
2042
2924
2183
1990
1821
7874

18
11
11
16
12
8
6
4
4
8
12
26

84
60
111
84
117
45
96
371
163
72
69
318

196
205

2015
1549
1920

10
14

61
105

As regards the extra-judicial dispute settlement mechanisms, a total of 1,076 cases have been
referred to the mediation services by the courts, prosecution services and individuals in 2014. The
number of referrals to the mediation services stood at 273 cases for the first quarter of 2015. A total
of 792 cases or 73.6% of the number of received cases have been solved in 2014. For details, please
see table below on mediation services.
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Table 19 Statistics on mediation cases for 2014 and Q1 of 2015, by region
Cases for Year
Prishtin
2014
ë
Ferizaj Gjakovë Pejë Gjilan
Referred by courts
360
20
52
75
133
Referred by
88
79
67
\
\
prosecution
Referred by
20
8
5
\
\
individuals
Total
468
107
124
75
133
Solved
346
81
101
35
114
Unsolved
10
15
26
48
16
Cases for Q1 2015
31
0
16
26
56
Referred by courts
Referred by
9
12
31
17
0
prosecution
Referred by
1
0
1
2
5
individuals
41
12
48
45
61
Total
127
12
29
39
48
Solved
2
0
12
7
0
Unsolved
Source: Ministry of Justice

Prizren
Mitro
74
52
19

24
\
\

Tot
738
286
52

145
109
36

24
6
3

1,076
792
154

7

27
0

163

14
18
39
35
4

0
27
4
1

83
27
273
294
26

2.1.6. Developments in the Financial Sector
Kosovo‟s financial system continued to expand its activities during 2014. Total assets of the financial
system, excluding CBK assets, marked an annual growth of 7.4%, standing at EUR 4.54 billion
(81.3% of GDP in 2014)4. Banks remain the dominant financial intermediaries with 70.1% of the total
financial system assets, followed by pension funds and insurance companies with 24.1% and 3.1%,
respectively.
Banking sector remains mainly foreign owned with the foreign banks representing 90.4% of total
banking sector assets in February 2015. The banking market remains concentrated, with the three
largest banks assets comprising around 67.0% of total banking sector assets in February 2015 (67.5%
in February 2014).
Lending activity followed an accelerated growth trend, which started in the last months of 2014 and
continued in the first months of 2015. In February 2015, total loans amounted to euro 1.87 billion,
which is an annual increase of 4.5 percent (1.6 percent in February 2014). The higher credit growth
reflects the ease of credit standards as well as terms and conditions by the banks and, on the other
hand, the increase of the demand for loans. In February 2015, the structure of loans was similar to
previous periods with loans to enterprises comprising 66.7% of total loans (67.4% in February 2014)
and loans to households comprising 32.9% (31.2% in February 2014).
The amount of deposits in the banking sector reached at EUR 2.55 billion in February 2015, which
represents an annual increase of 5.0% (6.8 percent in February 2014). The structure of deposits
remains dominated by household deposits which represent 74.2% of total deposits.

4

Estimated GDP for 2014, Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo
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The liquidity position of the banking sector in the first months of 2015 continued to be satisfactory.
Total liquid assets to total assets ratio in February 2015 stood at 32.8% (36.0% in February 2014). The
loans to deposit ratio decreased to 73.4% in February 2015 from 73.7% February 2014. Nonperforming loans ratio in February 2015 stood at 8.4% (8.8% in February 2014). Non-performing
loans remain well covered by loan-loss provisions with a coverage ratio of 115.4% in February 2015
compared with 112.3% in February 2014. Regarding the sectorial distribution of NPL, the
manufacturing sector was characterized with the highest decrease of the NPL ratio to 12.0% in
December 2014 from 15.2% in December 2013.5 On the other hand, NPL to the energy sector had the
highest increase of the NPL ratio to 17.4% in December 2014 from 14.1% in December 2013. Trade
sector, which represents the largest category of loans to enterprises, in December 2014, had an NPL
ratio of 11.5% compared to 12.2% in December 2013. Household loans and loans for communication
sector continued to be characterized with the lowest level of NPL ratio, which stood at 2.7% and
3.3% respectively in December 2014. In February 2015, the level of capitalization further
strengthened with the capital adequacy ratio increasing to 18.2%, which is well above the minimum
required rate by the CBK.
The average interest rates on loans and deposits during 2014 have continued their downward trend
compared to the previous years. The average interest rates on loans decreased to 9.3% in February
2015 from 11.8% in February 2014. The average interest rate on loans for enterprises in February
2015 stood at 9.2 % (11.9% in February 2014), while for households it stood at 9.5% (11.7% in
February 2014). The average interest rates on deposit in February 2015 decreased to 0.8% from 2.0%
in February 2014. The average interest rate on deposits for enterprises in February 2015 stood at 0.9%
(1.1% in February 2014). For household deposits, the average interest rate stood at 0.8% in February
2015 (2.1% in February 2014). The interest rate spread between loans and deposits, on average, stood
at 8.5 percentage points, compared to 9.8pp in February 2014.
The banking system of Kosovo has reported a profit of EUR 12.9 million in February 2015, compared
with the profit of 5.4 million in February 2014. The profit generated until February 2015 was mainly
a result of the significant decrease of expenditures (expenses on interest paid on deposits and
expenses for provisions on loan-loss provisions), compared to a slight increase of income.
Until December 2014, the number of Insurance Companies was 13, of which 4 domestically owned
and 9 foreign owned. Ten companies provide non-life insurance products and three companies
provide life insurance products.
During February 2015, the insurance sector in Kosovo was characterized with the entry of two new
Non-Life insurance companies. The total number of insurance companies expected to be 15. The
both new insurance companies have domestic capital.
Insurance sector marked an annual increase of assets by 5.8%. The value of gross written premiums
reached EUR 82.0 million, an annual increase of 3.7%. Out of total gross premiums, 97.0% of
premiums consisted of non-life insurance, while only 3.0% of premiums consisted of life insurance.
In 2014, the insurance industry in Kosovo paid EUR 32.4 million in gross claims, which is a decrease
of 16.6% from the previous year. Out of total of gross claims paid, 4.2 million was paid by the
Kosovo Insurance Bureau.

5

Latest available sectorial data for NPL are as of December 2014 given that these are quarterly data.
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Total amount of loans issued by microfinance institutions reached EUR 74.3 million in February
2015, which is an annual increase of 1.8 percent (-3.4 percent in February 2014). Microfinance leasing
activity marked an annual growth of 2.4 percent as of February 2015, reaching EUR 22.8 million.
This sector reported a profit of EUR 0.5 million in the first two months of 2015. The profit generated
was mainly as a result of accelerated decrease of expenditures compared to a slight increase in
income.
Kosovo Pension Savings Fund (KPSF) continued to mark a growth in assets and have positive net
return on investments in 2014. The assets under KPSF management amounted EUR 1.1 billion,
which is an annual growth of 19.1%, whereas gross return on investments amounted at EUR 66.7
million in 2014.
The number of other financial institutions operating in Kosovo is 59, of which: 14 microfinance
institutions, 4 non-bank financial institutions, 6 Money transfer and Payments offices and 35
Exchange Bureaus.
Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo has successfully completed fourteen (14) auctions of
Government Securities from 1 August 2014 until 15 April 2015. Three (3) auctions for treasury bills
with maturity of 91 days, three (3) auctions for treasury bills with maturity 182 days, five (5)
auctions for treasury bills with maturity of 364 days and three (3) auctions for government bonds
with maturity of two years.
During this period, the secondary market was active with transactions, most of them between
Primary Dealer (s) (commercial bank) and their client (s) as well as between Primary Dealers.
2.2.
Capacity to Cope with Market Forces within the Union
2.2.1. Human and Physical Capital
Human Capital
The data on the first semester of the academic year 2014/2015 of pre-university level have been
collected and processed. The total number of students in pre-university education for the academic
year 2014-2015 was 388,351 (male: 201,785, female: 186,566). The table shows the level of students‟
attendance for the academic year 2014/15 based on the public and private education by levels.
Table 20. Students in public and private education by levels, academic year 2014/15
Level
Preschool
Pre-primary
Primary/
lower
secondary
Upper
secondary
Total

Public
M

F

Private
Total

M

F

Total
Total

M

F

Total

2,661
10,705

2,458
10,104

5,119
20,809

129
34

122
32

251
66

2,790
10,739

2,580
10,136

5,370
20,875

141,168

132,481

273,649

1,292

946

2,238

142,460

133,427

275,887

44,385

39,358

83,743

1,411

1,065

2,476

45,796

40,423

86,219

198,919

184,401

383,320

2,866

2,165

201,785

186,566

388,351
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5,031

Regarding the number of students that have dropped-out of school, the data from the first semester
2014/2015 show that the total number of drop-outs was: 1,054 (male: 773 and female: 281). The
following table shows the number of drop-out from grade 1 to grade 12
Table 21. Drop-out in the first semester, 2014/15
Grade

Male

Female

Total

Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

27
24
13
8
17
11
12
20

30
10
5
9
7
20
15
12

57
34
18
17
24
31
27
32

Grade 9
Grade
10
Grade
11
Grade
12

22

17

39

353

80

433

172

48

220

94

28

122

Total

773

281

1054

As regards the mobility scheme in education and with the purpose of building up the research
capacities, the evaluation of innovative vouchers has been concluded. All applications have been
evaluated and 90 short-term mobility vouchers have been granted. Also, 40 scholarships for PhD
programs and 14 scientific research papers have been sponsored. To promote the research and
scientific activities, 2 awards have been granted for the scientist of the year 2014 and one for the
young scientist of the year.
DVV International organized the training of VTC trainers in Methodology and Didactics, with a total
of 65 trainees in three sessions. The implementation of the project for Training of the Persons with
Disabilities continued, whereby during this period, the following activities were organized:
 Adult education, including social, methodological and didactical competences.
 Various trainings were organized, including trainings on: communication and presentation, the
study visits in Austria, marketing, sales, administration, training on Braille writing, IT, and
training for job application and active job seeking.
 A total of 130 persons with disabilities were trained during this reporting period.
The curricula and the learning packages were developed for the professions of Waiter and Small and
Micro Enterprise Manager within the Vocational Training Centres (VTC).
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed between the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare
and the Regional Employment Office (REO) in Kukes, which aims to set the cooperation between the
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both parties in regards to the vocational education of jobseekers registered in the Regional
Employment Office in Kukes, and in VTC of Prizren, Peja and Gjakova.
MLSW and Red Cross Kosovo signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the aim to train 30
trainees in VTC-Prizren on profiles defined by the parties, such as: business administration, autoelectrician, plumber, tire-repairer, welder, household appliance technician, entrepreneurship, cook,
computer use, waiter and hairdresser.
MLSW - Vocational Training Centre in Prizren and Bosnian community signed a Memorandum of
Understanding, whereby the purpose of this MoU is for the VTC-Prizren to monitor, assess and
certify candidates from the Bosnian community involved in hairdresser profile, whereby training
shall be organized near their settlement, respectively in village of Lubizhda- 24 candidates, and in
Reqan 35 candidates from Municipality of Prizren.
MLSW and Danish Refugee Council signed a Memorandum of Understanding in the field of
Vocational Training, whereby the VTC - Mitrovica will professionally train persons from the Roma,
Ashkali and Egyptian community in the following professions: carpenter, welder, cook, business
administration, construction, IT, and tailor.
According to VTC reports for the period August 2014 to February 2015, some 2,297 candidates were
included in the training (of which 890 are women), 60 candidates declared as returnees, 15
candidates are persons with disabilities, and 186 are from the minority communities. Within this
period, total of 1606 candidates were certified from the VTC.
Physical Capital
The trend of private investment has oscillated largely driven by the Euro zone crisis, political
developments in the country and changes in the issuance of construction permits by the
municipality of Prishtina. The change of prices for construction material had a significant impact in
the movement of private investments, since it is considered that the private investments are
dominated by construction, whereby a significant part of public investment is dedicated to
construction. For 2014, EUR 50 million have been allocated for the construction of the PrishtinaSkopje highway, whereas in the 2015, EUR 90 million were allocated for the same highway.
Table 22. Private and public investments 2010-2014 (EUR mil)
Description
Private
investments
Public
investments

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014
Estima.

995

1,104

915

942

1,075

455

528

550

529

411

During 2014, Foreign Direct Investment declined by 50% compared to 2013. The insecurity among
investors, as a result of the political situation in the country as well as the acquisition of several
companies with foreign ownership by local buyers have contributed to this decline. During January
2015, FDI increased by 34.8% compared to January 2014. FDI`s were primarily oriented in real estate
and financial services.
Table 22. Foreign Direct Investments as % of GDP and their stock
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Description
FDI as % of the GDP
(flow)
FDI stock, in mil. Euro
Source: CBK

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

6.9

7.5

7.9

4.2

4.7

2.2

1,590

1,971

2,326

2,524

2,816

2,959

With regard to the road infrastructure, the implementation of the project Prishtina-Hani i Elezit
highway which commenced with the construction in July 2014, is continuing. The work is performed
mainly in track opening, filling etc.
The works contracted in the previous years for the expansion of the N9 National road to Gjurgjica
were completed. During the reporting period, the work continued in the three lots, contracted in
2013 for the expansion of the N9 road, Gjurgjica-Kijeva segment with 8.75 km and the bridge in
Llozica. During the reporting period, 60% percent of works in this segment are realized. Also, by
the end of 2014, contracts were signed for the two lots for expansion of the N9 road, from Peja to
Prishtina L=6.7km.
Terms of Reference for the remaining segment Kijeva Zahaq, are prepared in cooperation with
Western Balkans Investment Framework and the EBRD. The Consulting company began with the
Feasibility Study and Environmental Impact for the segment Kijeve - Zahaq (30km), and the
supplement of implementing project will take place as a pre-condition for the implementation of
project.
During the three upcoming years, the Ministry of Infrastructure will continue with the expansion of
the National road N9 in the direction towards Mitrovica, the Ministry of Infrastructure will have in
disposal 60 million USD for the continuation of this project from the loan of the Islamic
Development Bank, Saudi Fund for development and OFID. During the reporting period, the
Ministry of Infrastructure has conducted the necessary preparations for commencing the project,
and the general notification for contract was published (General procurement notice).
In 2014, the Ministry of Infrastructure contracted the project “Expansion of the regional road R102
Komoran - Skenderaj segment: Kline e Eperme – Morina”, which is contracted in seven lots with a
length of 13.1 km. During 2014, a total of 52 contracts were contracted.
With regard to the energy sector, during the reporting period, progress has been made with regard
to the launch of capital investments projects such as: "Promotional Campaign for EE and RES" and
the Project on “Supporting the Auditing of the electricity in public service buildings”, a project
which is under tendering procedures. It is expected to be completed by the end of April 2015.
During the period August 2014 - April 2015, the Municipal Plans for Energy Efficiency 2014-2020
were approved by Municipal Assemblies of Istog, Shtime, Vushtri, Ferizaj, Prizren, Fushe-Kosovë,
Obiliq, Deçan, Podujeva, Peja, Suhareka, Rahovec, Gjilan, Novo Brdo.
The activities on decommissioning process is conducted based on the Decision No. 04/156 of the
Government of the Republic of Kosovo on decommissioning and dismantling of gasification
facilities, fertilizer and heat plant in the location of TPP Kosova A. The decommissioning process is
expected to be fully supported by EU funds within the IPA II programme. This is the reason why the
Action Template for IPA 2014 was filled, whereby initially was required a technical assistance in
preparatory activities, including development of necessary studies, preparation of the detailed plan
on dismantling and security, preparation of the tender dossier and the support for the working
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groups in conducting the activities on decommissioning. EU confirmed that it will provide technical
assistance in the implementation of these preparatory activities in the amount of EUR 2 million, and
the Terms of Reference for this assistance are already prepared.
The project of Implementing the 400 kV interconnection line Kosovo-Albania is in the construction
phase, the first segment of 16 km or 18% of the entire line is completed. The second segment is being
finalized and the expropriation procedures for the third segment have been completed. The
environmental and construction permits have been secured. Construction of the third segment will
commence following the completion of the second segment. Other capital investment projects are
presented below.
Table 23. Capital Investments
Project
1. Rehabilitation of the equipments of the
High Voltage SS 110/10 kV, Gjakova 2,
and SS 110/10, Prizren 3, implemented

2. Reallocation of the 110kV Line, no. 1806,
SS 110/35 kV, Gjakova 1 - SS 110/10kV,
Gjakova 2, implemented

3. Installation of the second transformer in
SS 110/10 kV, Skenderaj, SS 110/10 kV, SS
110/10 kV, Berivojcë, and SS 110/10 Viti,
implemented

4. Installation of the third transformer in
SS 110/10kV Prishtina 2, implemented

5. OH 400kV Kosovo-Albania (LOT 1) and
the establishment of infrastructure for
secondary regulation Kosovo-Albania

August 2014 – April 2015
The project is being implemented according to the
work plan. 60% of the works has been completed.
Due to the inability to disconnect the TR during the
winter season, the project is expected to have
delays.
LOT1 - The project is completed in regard to the
installation
of
primary
equipments
and
rehabilitation of substation.
Lot 2- Reallocation of the 110kV line, No. OH 1806,
construction of the line is in the final phase of
implementation, but the project is delayed due to
non-settlement of legal-property matters per
servitude.
During 2014, a contract is signed for this project,
Installation of the second transformer in SS 110/10
kV, Skenderaj and SS in Burim.
The project is in the implementation phase,
including the adoption of designs for high-voltage
equipments 110kV. The project is being
implemented according to the envisaged dynamic
plan of works.
Whereas, during 2015, a contract was signed for the
project of installing the second transformer station
in SS Berivojca and SS Vitia. The project is in the
initial phase of implementation according to the
envisaged dynamic plan of works.
Following the procedures on design approval and
realization of equipment testing in the plant, the
power transformer was imported. The testing of
primary equipments in the factory is conducted. The
project is being developed according to the updated
plan.
Part of the report for LOT 1 is given in the narrative
form above.
LOT 2 –The project is in the implementation phase
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(LOT 2)

6. Revitalisation of the substation 110 kV,
and 35 kV SS Gjakova 1, implemented

and is realized in parallel with the project of 400 kV
line Kosovo-Albania. 38% of the project is
completed.
The project is expected to be completed by 2016 as
foreseen in the contract.
The project is conducted pursuant to the work plan.
60% of the works are completed. Due to the inability
to disconnecting the TR in the winter season, the
project will have delays. The project will continue
during Q2 of 2015.

2.2.2. Sectorial and Enterprise Structure
In 2014, only 2 of the 9,405 newly registered companies had over 250 employees. The rest were
companies with less than 250 employees. Wholesale and retail trade continues to be the dominant
sector of newly registered businesses accounting for 29.9% of newly registered businesses. The
accommodation and food activities sector was the next one with 11% of newly registered businesses
followed by industrial processing with 10.4%.
Table 24: Sectorial structure of newly registered companies in 2014
Sector
Nr. of Companies

Percentage

Agriculture, forestry and Fishing

674

7.16%

Mining and quarrying

32

0.34%

Manufacturing (industrial processing)

979

10.4%

24

0.25%

Water supply; sewerage, waste management and
remediation activities

51

0.54%

Construction

803

8.53%

2,814

29.92%

534

5.76%

1,034

10.99%

Information and Communication

357

3.79%

Financing and Insurance Activities

43

0.45%

Real Estate Activities

59

0.62%

570

6.06%

Administrative and Support Service Activities

252

2.67%

Public Administration and Defense; Compulsory social
security

42

0.44%

Education

90

0.95%

Human and Social Working Activities

173

1.84%

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation

253

2.69%

Other Service Activities

621

6.60%

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles,
motorcycles
Transport and storage
Accommodation and food activities

Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities
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Total

9,405

100%6

2.2.3. State Influence on Competitiveness
A Working Group has been established to review and further align the state aid law with Acquis.
According to the annual legislative agenda, the law shall be submitted to the government by the end
of second quarter of this year. During the reporting period State Aid Office has developed its
activities on distribution of notice forms among institutions of central and municipal level for the
completion of awarding the state aid, this process is ongoing.
The sectors of railways, energy, central heating, and water and garbage collection are financially
supported by the national budget. A monitoring mechanism has been put in place through the
signature of Control and Monitoring Agreement with each beneficiary (public company) of this
assistance.
Subsidies to public companies amounted to EUR 21.4 in 2014. Subsidies to water and garbage
collection public utility were in the amount of EUR 600,000, to central heating utility EUR 3.5
million, to railways EUR 1.1 million and some EUR 3 million went to Trepça mine. Same amounts
have been allocated to the above companies in the 2015 budget.
2.2.4. Economic Integration with the EU
In terms of foreign trade for Kosovo, the EU remains the most important trading partner. Trade
exchange with EU made up some 41% of total trade exchange. Moreover, 30% of the country's total
exports are destined for the EU. Imports from EU countries also cover the bulk of total imports in
Kosovo with a share of 42.5%. In 2014, imports from EU were about EUR 1 billion, a decrease of
0.2%. Exports to EU reached EUR 98 million, with a decrease of 17%.
Regarding Kosovo's main exporting partners in EU, Italy (49 million Euros, a decrease of 33%
compared to 2013) and Germany (11 million Euros) are the main destinations for exports of Kosovo.
Goods exported to Italy and Germany constitutes 62% of total exports to the EU.
Kosovo's main partners in imports are also Germany and Italy followed by Greece and Slovenia. The
structure of exports remains unchanged, dominated mainly by base metals and its articles iron and
steel. It is important to note that the main export is nickel amounting to EUR 39.4 million of total
exports or 40% of Kosovo's exports to EU. Other exports to EU include zinc ores and concentrates
constituting 7.3% of Kosovo‟s exports to EU, man-made staple fibres, raw skins of bovine animals
and so on.
Main goods imported from EU include mineral fuels, mineral oils and products of their distillation,
motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of the persons, tobacco,
pharmaceutical products, food preparations and so on.

6

Figures are rounded
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3.
3.1.
3.1.1.

EUROPEAN STANDARDS
Internal Market
Free Movement of Goods

Standardization
As regards the adoption of new standards, a total of 976 standards have been adopted as Kosovo
standards for the reporting period, as elaborated below.
Table 25: Statistics on standards adopted during August 2014 – April 2015
Fields
No. of Standards
Adopted
Metrology
180
Petroleum and gas
166
Construction
160
Agriculture
150
Machinery
144
Personal protected
109
equipment
Energy
67
Total
976
On the administrative capacities, the new Kosovo Standardization Council was established in January
2015, which has approved the 6 month working plan and also brought new suggestions on
standardization activities (approval of European harmonized standards as Kosovo standards, KSA
membership in international mechanism of standardization (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC) and
intensive promotion of standardization in Kosovo).
Accreditation and Conformity Assessment
As regards accreditation, during the reporting period, Kosovo Accreditation Directorate (KAD)
continued with accreditation, re-accreditation, extension of field of accreditation and regular
surveillance of Conformity Assessment Bodies (CABs) including both testing laboratories (TL) and
inspection bodies (IB) where it:
 Accredited 6 testing laboratories;
 Re-accredited 4 testing laboratories;
 Extended 1 testing laboratory
 Conducted regular surveillance of 6 testing laboratories;
 Conducted regular surveillance of 4 inspection bodies.
On the administrative capacities, KAD in cooperation with all stakeholders of quality infrastructure
has organized several trainings for both KAD staff and CAB‟s staff as presented in the table below:
Table 26. Trainings for KAD and CAB
Type of Training
PTB-Training on ensuring the quality
of calibration results
PTB-Exchange of Experiences of
Assessors on Standard ISO/IEC
17020

Place of training

Date

Zagreb

October, 6-7, 2014

Belgrade

October 23-24,
2014
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No. of
Participants
2
2

With regards to signing the Multilateral Agreement (MLA) with European Co-operation for
Accreditation (EA), KAD has been assessed from an EA evaluation team during November 3-7, 2014.
The evaluation report with findings (concerns, non-conformities) has been received by KAD on
December 17, 2014. As a result, KAD has prepared an action plan that illustrates the necessary
measures to address the findings. At this stage, KAD is in the final stage to provide evidences for the
closing of findings.
On the implementing legislation in the area of conformity assessment, please refer to the table
below for the adopted legislation in the reporting period.
Table 27. Secondary legislation adopted during August 2014 – April 2015
Regulation

Objective

Date of
Approval

Regulation
No.04/2014 on
Equipment and
Protective
Systems Intended
for Use in
Potentially
Explosive
Atmospheres
Regulation No.
06/2014 on the
Conformity
Assessment of
Construction
Products

It determines the
requirements that
equipments and protective
systems intended for use in
potentially explosive
atmospheres must meet in
order to protect the safety
and health of their users.

September
04, 2014

It sets out the methods of
assessing outcomes and other
requests related to
Conformity Assessment
activities, procedures and
documents, conformity
assessment system for
construction products, the
standards for the issuance of
Conformity Documents,
Conformity Document
content, as well as keeping
records of Conformity issued
documents.
It defines the criteria and
conditions for the issuance,
extension and revocation of
authorization to carry out
conformity assessment
procedures as well as specific
activities in relation to
conformity assessment
procedures.

Administrative
Instruction
No.11/2014 On
The Conditions
For Subjects
Performing
Conformity
Assessment
Procedures For
Construction
Products
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Reference to
National
Law
Law No.
04/L039Technical
Requirements
for Products
and
Conformity
Assessment

Equivalence
to EU
legislation
Directive
94/9/EC
ATEX

September
24, 2014

Law
No.
04/L-181 on
Construction
Products

Construction
Product
Regulation
CPR
305/2011/EU
Construction
Product
Directive CPD
89/106/EEC

Adopted on
November
20, 2014

Law No.
04/L-181 on
Construction
Products

Construction
Product
Regulation
CPR
305/2011/EU
Construction
Product
Directive CPD
89/106/EEC

In order to implement Law No. 04/L-039 on Technical Requirements for Products and Conformity
Assessment, the following measures have been taken:
 In accordance with Regulation No.08/2014 on Exchange Information and Notification of
Technical Regulations, Conformity Assessment Procedures and Standards, National Notification
Enquiry Point was functionalized within Quality Infrastructure Division (QID) in MTI. The
National Notification Enquiry Point reports updates on technical regulations, conformity
assessment procedures and standards to the CEFTA Secretariat. In February 2015 the
Notification Enquiry Point notified the CEFTA Agreement Parties through Transparency Pack
on the Draft Regulation on Detergents (drafted by Ministry of Environment and Spatial
Planning);
 In accordance with requirements of Regulation No. 09/2012 for Lifts and their Safety
Components (transposed according to Directive 95/16/EC), on August 22 and October 20 2014,
MTI has authorized two Conformity Assessment Bodies (CAB) for Lifts and their Safety
Components;
 In accordance with the requirements of Regulation No. 05/2012 Cableway Installations
Designed to Carry Persons (transposed according to Directive 2000/9/EC), on November 11,
2014, MTI has authorized a Conformity Assessment Body (CAB) for Cableways Designed to
Carry Persons;
 Published guideline for the implementation of technical regulation for personal protective
equipment (PPE) on April 22, 2015, based on Regulation No. 08/2012 on Personal Protective
Equipment (transposed according to Directive 89/686/EEC).
With regards to improving conformity on petroleum products, the following bodies have been
authorized:
 Exfis Labs, authorized on December 19, 2014 on the basis of standard SK EN ISO 17025;
 KPU Inspekt, authorized on December 04, 2014 on the basis of standard SK EN ISO 17020;
 Saybold Pan Adriatika, authorized on January 16, 2015 authorized under SK EN ISO 17020.
Table 28. Activities related to capacity development
Type of training/workshop
Place
Training
Training on the Project Management Cycle; Prishtina
Instrument for Pre-Accession (IPA) and
Terms of Reference (ToR)
Study Visit on the General Directorate of
Standardization regarding the Procedures
of Notification
Training on using and updating the CEFTA
Transparency Pack Website
Workshop on the “Sustainability Criteria
for Biofuels”
Workshop and training organized from the
ASTM International the United States Department of Commerce NIST National
Institute of Standardization and
Technology

of

Date
September 11-12,
29-30, 2014
October 2-3, 2014

No of
Participants
1

Tirana

October 07-08,
2014

1

Beograd

October 21-22,
2014
October 30, 2014

1

December 1-5,
2014

1

Prishtina
Conshohocken,
PA – USA &
Gaithersburg,
MD,
Washington DC,
USA
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1

Training session organized by Kosovo
Institute of Public Administration
“Introductory Training for European Union
and Kosovo in EU Integration process”

Prishtina

March 16, 17, 23
and April 2, 2015

1

In close coordination with all stakeholders of quality infrastructure the following awareness raising
activities have taken place in the area of conformity assessment:
 Informational meeting “Role of Quality Infrastructure on economic development of Kosovo”
held in Gjilan (December 4, 2014) and Prizren (April 16, 2015). The events were attended by
participants from public institutions (central and local levels), participants from Kosovo
Chamber of Commerce and Business Community;
 A TV ad for raising awareness on the role of quality infrastructure for economic development
and about consumer protection has been created and broadcasted on National Television RTK
and other TV channels RTV21 and KTV. Broadcasting of the TV ad took place in December 2014,
January , February and March 2015;
 Promotional material “Quality Infrastructure in the Republic of Kosovo” was distributed to
business community and business associations throughout regions in Kosovo. This activity was
carried out throughout August 2014 until April 2015.
 Published practical guide “Quality Infrastructure in the Republic of Kosovo” on April 20, 2015. It
aims to raise awareness among all stakeholders with regards to the importance of Quality
Infrastructure in the economic development of our country.
Metrology
There are no legislative developments in this reporting period. On the administrative capacities, a
number of trainings took place during the reporting period to increase the competence of the
Metrology Agency staff. Trainings have been provided with assistance of IPA project “Support to
the Free Movement of Goods (FMG). See table below for the complete list of trainings.
Table 29: Trainings for Metrology Agency Staff
Training Title
ISO 17025
Calibration of volumetric instruments (volumetric and gravimetric
methods)
Presentation of ISO 17020
Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM)
Calibration of time and frequency instruments
(As a result of the training on time and frequency the list of minimal
technical conditions will be prepared)
Calibration of Gas Analyzers
Calibration of atmospheric pressure instruments

Date
January 2015
February 2015
February 2015
February 2015
March 2015

March 2015
March 2015

Additional activities that took place from the start of the project include:
 Market survey for Kosovo Metrology Agency (February and March 2015);
 Participation on Euramet Technical Comity for Quality (March 2015).
In terms of regional cooperation, on October 10, 2014, KMA signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with General Directorate of Metrology (GDM) of Albania. The scope of this
agreement includes cooperation in the field of Metrology with specifics in exchange of trainings,
participation on inter laboratory comparisons. In December 2014, KMA staff visited General
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Directorate of Metrology (GDM) laboratories in Albania and participated on training organized by
DPM staff, on the topics: Pressure, Mass, Introduction to pre-packaging and Introduction on Quality
Management System.
Staff of KMA visited other National Metrology Institutes as well including Byro of Metrology (BoM)
in Macedonia on October 24, 2014 and February 16, 2015. The scope of visit was to discuss about
MoU and cooperation on the field of Metrology including exchange of trainings and participation on
bilateral inter-laboratory comparisons. During those visits, KMA staff was also introduced to BOM
laboratories and exchanged mutual experiences.
Market Surveillance
On implementing measures, market inspectorate for the reporting period has conducted the
following activities:
 1,135 inspections of economic operators who operate in the private sector in the Republic of
Kosovo;
 25 decision for fine verdicts;
 91 request for initiation of offense procedures.
With regards to unsafe products seized inland, 215 electrical moving lamps have been seized (due to
non placement of the declaration of conformity and CE; 470 pairs of sports shoes have been seized
(due to placement on the market with inaccurate data regarding their origin. Last but not least, 8
scientific books were seized (due to multiplication without copyright).
In terms of monitoring the quality of oil, during the reporting period there were 351 oil samples
tested, also there are 8 oil points of sale closed because they were found operating without license.
On capacity building, Market Surveillance in coordination with all stakeholders of quality
infrastructure has organized a few trainings as listed in the table below.
Table 30: Trainings on Market Surveillance
Type of training/workshop
Regional Coordination for Market
Surveillance
Regional Coordination for Market
Surveillance and Unsafe (dangerous)
Products

Place of
Training
Tirana

Date

No. of
Participants

September 2014
2

Tirana

October 2014
6

Consumer Protection
As regards legislative developments, Regulation on Internal Complaints Handling Process was
approved by the Board of Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo and entered into force on October
1, 2014. It aims to define minimum requirements on internal complaints handling process, which
shall be established by financial institutions to handle complaints arising from their past, current
and potential customers in order to establish a level playing field across the financial institutions
and ensure fair treatment of customers.
Regulation No. 05/2014 on Defining the Prices and Sale of Discount Commodities has been
approved on September 22, 2014. It sets out the indicators of the sale price and price per
measurement unit for the products offered by traders to consumers with the aim of improving
consumer information and facilitate price comparisons and discount sale. It complies with Directive
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98/6/EC of the Consumer Protection in Indication of the Prices of Products Offered to Consumers.
The Consumer Protection Council met eight times during the reporting period. From such meetings
it was decided to start working in the drafting of the Consumer Protection Program 2016-2020.
With regards to complaints, Department for Consumer Protection during the reporting period
received a total of 131 complaints out of which 79 complaints have been solved in favour of the
consumer. The remaining 43 complaints were made related to issues with internet connection,
products with discounts and expiration dates. These complaints were not able to be inspected within
the reasonable given time due to distant rural areas, and when the inspection was carried out the
situation of that momentum had already been changed.
Complaints addressed to the Division of Appeals of Financial Services Users within CBK are
presented in the Table xx below:
Table 31: Complaints addressed to the Division of Appeals of Financial Services Users from August 2014 to
April 2015.
Financial Institutions
Bank, IMF, IFJB
Insurance Companies
Pension Funds
Total complaints

Total
Complaints

Solved in favor
of clients

Refused

Being
reviewed

116
147
1

38
65
1

72
70
0

6
12
0

264

104

142

18

Table 32: Trainings on consumer protection
Type of training
ICPEN-International Consumer Protection and
Enforcement Network-annual meeting on cross
border purchases, online shopping etc
United Nations Conference -Expert meeting on
cyber-laws and regulations for enhancing ecommerce.
United Nations Conference -Expert meeting on
drafting the UN guidelines on Consumer
Protection.
Workshop on Consumer Protection and
Competition organized by UNCTAD.

Place of
Training
Sweden

Date
April 14-16,

No of
Participants
2

Switzerland

March 25-27,

2

Switzerland

January 22-23,
2015

1

Bulgaria

November 2223, 2014

1

On the awareness raising activities the following events have occurred during the reporting period:
 A TV ad for rising consumer awareness about consumer protection was created. The ad was
broadcasted during the month of September 2014 in two local TV channels (RTV21 and RTK). In
the latter channel the ad is being broadcasted during the whole month of March 2015.
 Lectures and debates about consumer protection have been organized in municipality of Ferizaj
on September 4, 2014 and Gjilan/Viti on October 10, 2014;
 A meeting with the business community was organized Gjilan in December 04, 2014. The theme
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of the meetings was: quality infrastructure & consumer protection;
3 different brochures have been distributed around Kosovo, with promoters in town squares,
and via newspapers (a total of 130.000 brochures, 70.000 food safety instructions brochures,
50.000 brochures with the message “ask for your cent” and 10.000 brochures with general
information on consumer protection and their rights to complaints;
Through Facebook page, Department for Consumer Protection announced consumers about
dangerous chemicals of wet tissues “Papilion” 80 pc., made in Turkey. As a result, the subject
voluntarily removed the tissues from the market. In the mean time market inspectorate is
continuously monitoring the market and so far has not reported on any findings of the same
tissues in the market;
Round table “on the way towards realizing the rights of consumers” held on February 6, 2015,
organized together with none government organization Kosovo Advocacy and Development
Centre KADC;
Round table on “Food Safety” held on March 17, 2015 in the framework of consumer‟s day;
Continuous facilitation of consumer access to information regarding their rights (communication
through social networks, phone customers and the official web site of MTI).

3.1.2. Movement of Persons, Services and the Right to Establishment
As regards the movement of workers, more specifically the field of coordination of the social insurance
system, the working group of MLSW for development of negotiations between the Republic of
Kosovo and states of the region and EU in the field of bilateral agreement for pension, social and
disability insurance on February 5, 2015 met with representatives of the Social Insurance Institute of
the Republic of Albania. As an outcome of this meeting a memorandum of understanding was
signed between MLSW and the Social Insurance Institute of the Republic of Albania on February 9,
2015.
On 27 – 29 October 2014, a meeting took place in Podgorica between two delegations of Pensions
Funds, that of Montenegro and the delegation of the Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare of
Republic of Kosovo related to implementation of agreement for confirmation of pension insurance
periods. It was further discussed about exchange of legislative information between the two
contracting parties, exchange of questions and answers related to implementation of agreement for
confirmation of pension insurance periods for obtaining the right to pension.
With regard to employment of foreigners, Department of Labor and Employment based on Law No.
04/-L-219 on Foreigners and Administrative Instruction No.01/2014 on the Procedure of Issuance of
Residence Permit for Foreigners and the Certificate for Notification of Work for the reporting period
issued a total of 176 certificates for notification of work.
Movement of Services
On the Movement of Services, 1st and 2nd round of CEFTA negotiations on Business and Professional
Services took place on November 2014 and February 2015. As an outcome, CEFTA countries agreed
the commitment in Mode 4 for each servile activity scheduled to be marked as None because the
commitments on this Mode will be in full acceptance of all the categories of services suppliers
(Business visitors, Intra-corporate transferees, Graduate trainees, Business service sellers,
Contractual service suppliers, Independent professionals and Short term visitors for business
purposes) i.e. Natural person has been agreed for 180 days of stay within 12 month period of time,
with possibility of automatic extension.
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On April 10, 2015 the EU Trade Policy project in cooperation with Trade Policy Unit has prepared a
report on improved trade facilitation coordination structure across different government
institutions. The aim of this report is to strengthen institutional structure in Kosovo for
mainstreaming international trade processes and obligations such as SAA implementing process,
WTO accession, Trade Facilitation, and RCC Strategy 2020.
With regards to cases concerning trade barriers such as non Tariff Barriers (NTB), Technical Barrier
to Trade (TBT) and Sanitary Phyto-sanitary measures imposed by CEFTA countries against Kosovo
it is important to note that all cases are inserted into the market access barriers database. In addition,
these issues have been addressed and discussed during meetings of the subcommittee on NTBs and
TBTs, and even in the joint committee, which is the highest level for such issues in CEFTA.
On January 2015, the first draft of the Memorandum on the Foreign Trade Regime has been
completed as a step toward WTO engagement.
Table 33: Trainings on Trade in Services
Type of training
Workshop on Trade in Services
TAIEX, in cooperation with CEFTA Secretariat,
“Workshop on the EU Service Directive”
Workshop on Trade in Services, Impact Assessment
of Liberalization of Professional Services within
CEFTA

Place of
Training
Kosovo
Macedonia

Date
28 – 30 October 2014
November 2014

Kosovo

February 19-20, 2015

Regular meetings with business society are held to get businesses acquainted with new laws, sub
laws, licensing procedures and different trade regimes. Already functional structure for trade policy
has served its purpose by organizing five (5) meetings during the reporting period. Namely,
meetings of sub-group on Industry (2), agriculture(2), and Services(1), this aiming to inform and
share with business society outcomes of SAA negotiation and also address to appropriate
institutions different obstacles they face with, i.e. latest changes on VAT for the agricultural
products, represent an outcome of sub-working group on agriculture.
Right to Establishment
No developments to report
3.1.3. Free Movement of Capital
On legislative developments, the table below lists regulations and instructions adopted during the
reporting period including the objective of each piece of legislation.
Table 34: List of regulations and instructions adopted for the reporting period
Name of legislative act
Objective
Amendment of
Regulation on Minimum
Security Requirement
Regulation on Mortgages
(based on EU Directives
and Basel III standards)

It aims to set minimum security requirements for
areas in which banking activities operate, in order
to trigger secure development of these activities.
It aims to establish minimum requirements and
standards for loans secured by real property,
including application process, lending, financing
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Date of
Approval
March 26, 2015

February
2015

26,

Regulation on Appraisal
of Real Estates (based on
EU Directives and Basel III
standards)

and servicing of mortgage loans.
It aims to set minimum requirements and
standards that must be applied by financial
institutions in assessing property in relation with
transactions in which the real estate is used as
collateral for any credit instrument issued by
financial institutions.
It aims to ensure that banks hold sufficient capital
to cover their business risks, to maintain a
minimum level of capital and a report of capital
that reflects bank's risk exposures within and offbalance.

Amendment of
Regulation on Capital
Adequacy (this regulation
was amended for the
purpose of reflecting the
required changes of the
Regulation on Mortgages
on the risk weights assigned
to mortgages)
Legislation in relation to Pension Funds
Regulation on
It sets out the conditions, requirements,
Licensing of the Asset
procedures and deadlines that must be followed
Managers for the Pension for application and granting of license for financial
Fund Assets
managers of pension funds.
Regulation on Individual It sets out the conditions for the payment of
Savings Pension
pensions for participants and beneficiaries of the
Payments
Kosovo Pension Savings Trust and providers of
individual supplementary pensions.
Regulation on Licensing
It sets the conditions, requirements, procedures
of Supplementary
and deadlines that must be followed for
Employer Pension Funds application and granting of license for
Supplementary Employer Pension Funds.
Regulation on Licensing
It sets the conditions requirements, procedures
of supplementary
and deadlines that must be followed for
individual pensions
application and granting of licenses for
Supplementary Individual Pensions.
Legislation in relation to Payment System
Regulation on Payment
It is a report of statistics on payment instruments.
Instruments Statistics
Consequently, the regulation defines the reporters,
statistical obligation of reporters, reporting period,
statistical reports, and confidentiality.
Regulation on Bank
It determines the structure of bank account
Account Standard
numbers, the relationship between the bank and
Numbering System
the client in relation to generation, communication
and the use of bank account numbers, as well as
procedures for checking the validity of bank
account numbers.
Regulation on
It sets out the requirements for the content of
International Payments
international payment orders, terms of their
acceptance and execution as well as obligations for
reporting.
Instruction on the Direct
It defines the rules, conditions, procedures,
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February
2015

26,

February
2015

26,

October 30, 2014

October 30, 2014

December 29,
2014

December 29,
2014

October 2014

November 27,
2014

November 27,
2014

November 17,

Debit Scheme Operation
Instruction on the Kos
Giro Scheme Operation

standards and basic requirements for the
operation of the direct debit scheme.
It defines the rules, conditions, procedures,
standards and basic requirements for the Kos Giro
Scheme Operation.

2014
November 17,
2014

On institutional developments, Revision Division as of January 2015 started to function as an
independent unit and reports directly to the Deputy Governor for General Functions (previously
this division was part of the Legal Department).
Regarding administrative capacities, 7 new staff members have been recruited of which a legal officer
(September 15, 2014), a Support Division Officer (April 4, 2015), Two Insurance Supervisors
(February 18, 2015 and February 16, 2015), Two Bank Supervisors (February 16, 2015), Analysis
Officer (February 2, 2015) and a Receptionist (February 2, 2015).
In September 2014, the CBK has started a project for Implementation of Basel Capital Framework,
with the support of the GIZ (Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit) from Germany. This
project is lead by a resident advisor who will work for the next two years in the harmonization of
regulation on capital adequacy with the first pillar – standardized requirements.
3.1.4. Customs and Taxation
Customs
As regards the legislative developments, the following secondary legislation has been adopted
during the reporting period:
• AI No. 09/2014 for amending and supplementing the AI No. 01/2014 on exercising customs
duties and competencies, entered into force on 13.08.2014;
 AI No. 10/2014, on regulation of excise tax return procedure for manufacturing subjects who
have paid excise when the excise goods is used for purposes other than those on which the
excise tax was imposed, entered into force on 18.11.2014;
 AI No. 11/2014, for amending of the AI/2010 on staff recruitment, development and
administration rules and procedures, entered into force on 18.11.2014;
 AI No. 12/2014, on licensing and terms to exercise the activity for representation in customs
procedures, entered into force 20.11.2014;
 AI No. 13/2014, on organizational structure, entered into force on 26.12.2014;
 AI No. 14/2015, for classification, professional profile, recruitment and progressions, entered
into force on 09.01.2015.
As regards combating illegal activities, particularly on the border between Kosovo and Serbia,
during the period August 2014 - April 2015, Kosovo Customs has initiated 18 customs offenses in
Jarinje and Brnjak. Besides customs violations on these border crossing points, the anti-smuggling
teams have discovered 326 cases of smuggled goods, including excise goods and prohibited goods
such as drugs (1.2 kg marijuana), 5540kg tobacco, 500 boxes of cigarettes, 2,500 litres liquor,
gambling devices and other smuggled goods. KC has exchanged 518 pieces of information with
other law enforcement agencies including Kosovo Police, Financial Intelligence Unit, Tax
Administration of Kosovo, Kosovo Intelligence Agency and EULEX. In this period 17 joint
operational plans were initiated. Based on the information exchanged, a total of 19 persons involved
in smuggling and organized crime were arrested, over 69 locations were raided and a considerable
amount of contraband goods was seized. KC has issued 951 offences, in the amount of EUR 831,000
and it has processed 736 cases of commercial confiscated goods, as well as 15 cases of prohibited
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goods. The operations conducted along the border between Kosovo and Serbia resulted in 15
detected cases of smuggled goods. A total of 156 scans were applied in the border crossing points.
Results of the detection and seizure of drugs at the BCP are as follows:
• 13 cases of narcotics were detected;
• Quantity of marijuana of 6.63 kg and
• The quantity of cocaine approximately 2.5 kg.
All cases detected have been submitted to Kosovo Police for further investigation.
During 2014, Kosovo Customs collected EUR 871.8 million, or 93.7% of total projected revenues. The
revenue collection in 2014 was 3.9% higher than the previous year 2013. During the period from 1
January 2015 to March 2015, KC has collected EUR 143 million. The revenue structure is as follows:
Table 35: data of revenue structure
Custom duties
Excise tax
Value Added Tax
Others (offenses, sale of confiscated
goods)
Note: Figures are in EUR

126.3 million*
315.4 million
423.9 million
5.08 million

A working group for the merger of KC and TAK has been established. On 3 April 2015 the first
meeting of the coordinating working group was held to establish the first steps to be taken in this
process.
With the aim of increasing cooperation between law enforcement agencies, Customs has conducted
the following activities:
• 20 operations/controls with the Kosovo Police in Kosovo markets;
• 8 different operating plans with EULEX and KFOR and
• 34 activities in the green border line of the Republic of Kosovo (Border Police, EULEX and
KFOR).
On capacity development, during the reporting period 55 different training activities were
developed in different technical and professional fields. Five out of 35 activities have been
performed abroad in cooperation with other agencies, 10 activities have been arranged within the
Twinning Project. The total number of customs officers trained is 400. Twinning project during this
period has organized 31 weekly activities. Within these activities, the areas of Human Resources,
Law Enforcement and Trade Facilitation have been evaluated. Also, the recommendations produced
by such activities helped design and finalize secondary legislation that regulates the area of Human
Resource and Action Plans have been drafted for post-import controls.
Taxation
Tax Administration of Kosovo has continued its efforts to increase the voluntary compliance and
improve its performance in fulfilling its mandate and offering quality services. As regards
performance for the year 2014, the total revenues of TAK amounted to EUR303.7 million. Pension
contributions for this period were collected in the amount of EUR 130.6 million. The amount of total
taxes and pension contributions is EUR 434.3 million. The number of active taxpayers was 71,244 by
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the end of the year 2014. The share of direct revenues collected was 50.3% out of total revenues. The
revenues collected as share of GDP stood at 5.4% in 2014.
The revenues collected during the period January-March 2015 was EUR 83,943,466. Broken down by
tax type, it consisted of:
 VAT EUR 40,497,488
 Corporate Income Tax EUR 18,472,467
 Personal Income Tax EUR 24,973,510
During 2014, TAK has collected the revenues from the northern Kosovo in total amount of EUR
426,043. The total amount of revenues collected from northern Kosovo in the period January-March
2015 was EUR 136,087.
During the reporting period the electronic filing system was developed with new tax returns where
now all tax returns are submitted electronically. So far in the e-filing system, there are registered in
total 45, 816 taxpayers. For 2014 there were submitted a total of 1,112,615 tax returns while only for
the period January-March 2015 there were submitted in total 301,195 tax returns. Besides electronic
filing, TAK has the system of tax certificates which can be downloaded electronically from natural
persons where for 2014 a total of 31,424 electronic certificates have been downloaded, while only for
the period January-March 2015 there were downloaded in total 9, 412 e-certificates.
Fiscal cash register process has continued and so far 21,577 businesses have been equipped with
fiscal cash registers with a total of 27,816 fiscal cash devices.
In order to prevent tax evasion, 385 activities were developed by tax investigation unit. These
activities include reading of bookkeeping and various documents, verification of invoice
transactions, verification of goods, etc. The number of cases detected for the reporting period is 8
(eight). Tax Investigation and Intelligent Unit (TIIU) has provided information to the Financial
Intelligence Unit. A total of 34 pieces of intelligence information have been exchanged by TIIU. In
efforts of fighting against the informal economy and tax evasion during the reporting period there
have been 21 media appearances and statements. There were a total of 53 responses provided to the
media and 10 press releases were issued.
Regarding the replacement of the current system SIGTAS with a new IT system, TAK has requested
technical assistance from the IMF mainly on the design of user requirements and terms of reference.
After the preparations and joint workshops within the working groups the operational requirements
for new IT system have been finalized. This objective has been completed with the creation of the
final draft document called "Operational and Technical Requirements for the new IT system for
TAK".
On capacity development, with support from GIZ, the Office for Fines and Administrative Penalties
(ZGjoNA) has been established within TAK, which deals with fines issued on the field, respectively
it reviews the conclusions given by tax auditors related to fines and other penalties. This office had
an impact on increasing the objectivity in TAK and improving the relations between TAK and
taxpayers. Also with the support from GIZ, there have been installed 30 licenses for e-auditing in
Large Taxpayers Department. The e-auditing has a huge impact on reducing the time cost spent for
auditing.
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During the reporting period, a total of 48 training sessions were held. Trainings were mainly in areas
such as tax legislation, information technology, general management, code of ethics and financial
investigation. There were 480 participants that attended these trainings during the period August
2014 to April 2015. During the reporting period one officer of the Tax Investigation and Intelligent
Unit (TIIU) was certified by TAK as a financial expert. Before the certification process multiple
trainings were conducted in the Operational Analysis Course, IT Tools Course, and Financial
Analysis Course.
In order to raise awareness of taxpayers, during the reporting period the following activities have
been developed:
 1,544 electronic responses;
 85 physical responses;
 197 services provided to taxpayers by the central office
 206,043 services provided by regions;
 20 information materials prepared;
 20 seminars with taxpayer;
 6 activities with media;
 193 meetings with businesses and stakeholders.
Regarding the Independent Review Board of Appeals (IRBA), all cases presented at Independent Review
Board of Appeals have been reviewed by the end of the year 2014 as outlined in the law on tax
administration and procedures.
3.1.5. Competition
Due to the missing members of the Competition Commission, it was impossible for the Authority to
take any decision or other related activity to the implementation of completion policy, issue
recommendations or allow concentrations.
During this reporting period the Competition Authority has been focused more on advocacy issues
and granting different opinions and demands for certain cases. In this regard, KCA has during the
reporting period carried out the following activities:
 Request of the Ministry of Justice on procurement procedures;
 Request from the Kosovo Pension Trust associated with procurement procedures;
 Request of the PTK on addressing the issue related to the transmission of certain channels and
providing additional access to those channels;
 Request by the Kosovo Police regarding the handling of a case by awarding subsidies and
grants;
 The application of micro financial institution associated with non local competition from other
competitors and interpretation of the law;
 Notification of the Ministry of Trade and Industry on other cases of competition and state of
play;
 Work in progress in the harmonization and unification of inspection procedures in cases of
advanced practices of competition;
 Continues cooperation with regional training centre on competition in Budapest and the
International Forum of Competition in Bulgaria.
As regards prohibited agreements, KCA has reviewed the following cases:
 Cases related to prohibited agreements of the Insurance Companies that are operating in the
Kosovo‟s market;
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Cases related to the “prohibited agreements” and “coordinated practice” for the fiscal cash sale
between two companies “Dukagjini SH.P.K” and “GEKOS SH.P.K.” From these two cases the
Competition Authority has completed one and “GEKOS” case is in the process.

The Competition Authority was also involved in presenting cases in the Basic Court. Of the 10 cases
sent to the court in the reporting period, four (4) have been completed while the other 6(six) are in
process. Other KCA activities include the following opinions/recommendations provided for
relevant institutions:
 The case of “CMS Adonnino Ascoli & Cavasola Scamoni”. The Competition Authority received a
request for interpretation of the article nr 15 of the Law on Protection of Competition sub article
1.1 & 1.2 interpretation related to the actual revenues and total revenues;
 The case of PTK regarding the clarification of exclusive rights to audio and audiovisual TV
channels;
 Comments on the Draft Strategy of Local Governance 2015-2025 and actions in regard to the
“Establishment of protective mechanism to stimulate businesses and local products”;
 The case of “Boga & Associates - Information Notice on Agreement for Distribution” submitted
the request to the Competition Authority for granting the concentrations. The CAA gave an
opinion on the interpretation of the Article 15, paragraph 1.2 in regard to the concentrations and
realization of concentrations.
State Aid
During the reporting period State Aid Office has developed its activities on distribution of notice
forms among institutions of central and municipal level for the completion of awarding the state aid,
this process is ongoing.
3.1.6. Public Procurement
As regards the legislative developments, The Administrative Instruction Nr.02/2015 for the
implementation of central public procurement procedures in the Republic of Kosovo has been
adopted with a Government Decision on the 12th of February, 2015.
Based on the received reports by the contracting authorities, a total of 11.362 public contracts have
been signed during 2014. The contracts signed consist of the following:
 Supply contracts with 45.71%;
 Service contracts with 13.35%;
 Design contest with 0.06%;
 Contracts for Works with 40.88%.
A total of 857 notifications for award of contracts have been published on the PPRB website between
January and March 2015. Of this, 446 were supply notifications, 304 service notifications, and 107
were works contract notifications.
Structural analysis shows that during 2014, the participation of the open procedure stood at 72.55%
of the total value of the signed contracts making it the most used procedure. This is known as the
most transparent procedure.
During the reporting period, the monitoring department has conducted 29 regular monitoring of
contracting authorities. Some 250 cases of violations of rules and provisions of public procurement
law have been found.
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As of last year, PPRC has started to monitor the notification for higher value contracts before they
are published on the web page, whereas from January 2015 it has started also to monitor mid-values
contracts. This process of monitoring the contract notices is in favor of removing errors in contract
notices and elimination of criteria regarding discrimination in favor to economic operators. Up to
now 204 reports have been issued for the contract before the publication on the website of PPRC.
On capacity building, Public Procurement Regulatory Commission has 28 employees of which three
(3) are Board members. Three (3) IT experts have been recruited and they are expected to start the
work on 1 May, 2015.
In cooperation with KIPA (Kosovo Institute Public Administration), basic and advanced level
trainings have been held for Public Procurement. The basic level consisted of 15 modules where
some 118 people have participated. Around 109 of them have taken the test held on 21.07.2014 and
re-test held on 19.09.2014 and have been certified. The issued certificate is valid until 2016. The
advanced level also consisted of 15 modules. Some 95 officials have taken part. 79 of them have
taken the test and 44 of them have been certified. Currently there are a total of 736 officials certified
for basic level and 513 certified for advanced level, and the issued certificate is valid until 2018.
In addition, several trainings have been organized for procurement officers, media community,
auditors, prosecutors, judges and economic operators in cooperation with the Economic Chamber of
Commerce supported by the EU Project PLANET:
 General training for public procurement for economic operators, 16-17 September 2014;
 The Right of the bidders, training for PRB staff, held on October 7 2014;
 Advanced training for economic operators, held on February 3-5, 2015.
Public Review Body (PRB) pursuant to Article 95, paragraph 2 of the Public Procurement Law of
Kosovo No. 04/L-042, has prepared a list of common use items for centralized procurement. This
central procurement list, which consists of six (6) items of common use, is approved by the Kosovo
Government on 12th February 2015 as an annex to the AI No 02/2015.
In this reporting period, PRB has received a total 379 complaints from economic operators. The
complains consist of objections to contract award decision of contracting authorities, decision on
cancellation of procurement activities or discriminatory technical specifications provided in the
tender dossier during the tendering procedures.
Out of 379 complaints, 340 have been reviewed to this reporting day by the experts whereas 37
complaints are being reviewed. Some 48% of complaints have been in favor of economic operators,
whereas in favor of contracting authorities has been 42% and in the process there are 10% or
complains from economic operators and 2 of complaints have not been reviewed from the Public
Review Body because of incompetence.
Public Review Body, based on the public procurement law on 30 of March 2015 has suspended the
license to procurement managers for the two contracting authorities of Post and Telecommunication
of Kosovo (PTK) and Kosovo Energy Corporation (KEK) and has imposed fines for each in the
amount of EUR 30.000.
As for the capacity building Public Review Body on 11 of March 2015 has recruited an officer at
position of Senior Legal Officer.
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3.1.7. Intellectual Property Rights
Industrial Property Agency (IPA) currently consists of 8 permanent officers, as of 1st of April 2015 6
local experts are hider to serve for a temporary 6 months period. Also, 4 employees from other
department of MTI has been transferred temporary for a 12 month period, to work for the IPA in
order to solve the backlog of applications.
Table 36: IPA applications, decisions and notifications for the reporting period 01 August 2014 – 30 April
2015 see tables below.
IPA applications
Trademarks
Patents
Ind. Designs
Total:
Applications
1108
95
5
1208
IPA decisions issued
Trademarks
Patents
Industrial
Total:
Designs
Decisions
1309
92
4
1405
IPA Notifications7
Trademarks
Patents
Industrial
Total:
Designs
Notifications
3010
186
4
3200
In total there are 2,517 trademark applications published on the official bulletin. The Committee for
Appeals on IPA decisions has received and solved 78 complaints. In addition to registering
trademarks, patents and industrial designs, IPA promoted the importance of IPR to relevant
communities to increase public engagement with IPR, on average there were some 25 participants
per event. IPA representatives took part in many TV and radio events to disseminate information
about IPR in Kosovo.
The State Intellectual Property Council has met on 20th March 2015, where members of the Council
reported on the progress of their respective institutions in implementing the strategy 2010-2014. The
tables of contents for the new IPR Strategy 2015-2018 has been prepared with the support of the EU
project “Strengthening the IPR system in Kosovo”.
On capacity building, a number of seminars, presentations and round-tables have been organized
during the reporting period specifically for the business community in Kosovo in different
municipalities. The table below summarizes some of the main activities in this respect.
Table 37: Trainings on IPR
Type of training

On-the-job training for patents

On-the-job training in relative grounds for
refusal (2 sessions)

Place
Training
Kosovo

Kosovo

of

Date
July,
November
2014,
January 2015
October 2014
and
January
2015

On-the-job training in industrial designs;
7

No of
Participants
1

5

2

Notification means invitations to applicants to either pay fees or submit extra documents
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Introduction
to
industrial
designs;
consideration of design applications
Training in the new version of Industrial
Property Automation System (IPAS - Java)
Seminar on TM for judges - relative grounds
for refusal

Kosovo

September 2014

Bulgaria

November 2014

2

Kosovo

November 2014

2

In addition, three roving seminars and a business course on IP were organized between December
2014 and January 2015 where some 100 participants took place.
As regards the enforcement by the Customs, the Strategic Operation Framework 2013-2015 of
Kosovo Customs was reviewed and the Action Plan on IPR for 2015 has been issued in this reporting
period. According to the statistics on IPR sector Kosovo Customs has approved 46 applications for
registration of Trademarks. The total number of interventions by Kosovo Customs was 245 cases,
where 1,804,498 pieces valued at EUR 4,5 million were detected for infringing IPR. From the total
number of interventions, 216 of them were based on Response to Requests for action by rights
holders, while 16 cases were based on Reaction on Ex Officio and there have been issued one
hundred seventy (170) risk profiles for violators of intellectual property rights.
It is important to mention that the office has provided legal advice to 137 right holders during the
reporting period on infringement proceedings and protections of the rights.
On Copyright and Related Rights, the Task Force against Piracy in cooperation with Microsoft has
sent a letter to notify approximately 1500 business in Kosovo, that they are obliged to use legal
software on conducting their activities. This letter has been sent via mail to businesses on 25 th of
February 2015. In addition, with the intention to fight digital piracy, the Task Force has prepared
also a warning letter which was disseminated via email on 09th of March 2015 to website
administrators to remove from their web pages pirated materials and remind them about the legal
consequences.
The copyright office has put in place an awareness raising and educational plan for the year 2015.
The implementation of the plan started to be implemented form March 2015 focusing on
universities, the users of copyright and related rights, libraries, youth centers and several schools in
Kosovo.
3.1.8. Employment, Social and Public Health Policies
As regards the legislative developments in the area of employment and social policies, the
following legislation has been adopted:
 Administrative Instruction No.09/2014 on the Regulation of Adoption Procedures for Children
Without Parental Care, signed on 12.08.2014;
 Administrative Instruction No.10/2014 for Work Criteria for Placement of Residents in Home
for Elderly Persons without Family Care and Community Based Homes, signed on 22.09.2014;
 Administrative Instruction No.11/2014 for the work and the criteria for placement of the
residents, persons with mental disabilities/delay in mental development in special institute in
Shtime and community-based homes, signed on 22.09.2014;
 Regulation No. 02/2014 on Definition of the Conditions and Criteria for the Licensing of Persons
and Institutions that Perform the Safety and Health at Work and the Program for Professional
Examinations, signed on 10.07.2014;
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Regulation No. 03/2014 on The Preparation of the Document for Risk Assessment, its Content,
the Data on Which to Base Risk Assessment and Record Keeping of Health and Safety at Work,
signed on 25.07.2014;
Regulation No. 04/2014 on Minimum Requirements for Health and Safety in the Workplace,
approved on 27.10.2014 which has transposed Council Directive 89/654/EEC of 30 December
1989 concerning the minimum requirements of safety and health at work (first individual
directive in the context of Article 16 (1) of Directive 89/391/EEC);
Regulation No. 05/2014 on Minimum Requirements for Health and Safety at Work for the Use of
Work Equipment was approved on 31.12.2014 which has transposed Directive 2009/104/EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009 in connection with safety
requirements and health of the use of work equipment by workers at work (second individual
Directive within the meaning of Article 16 (1) of Directive adopted by 89/391/EEC);
Regulation No. 14/2014 on Determination of the Rules and Procedure of the National Council of
Labour Safety and Health at Work, signed on 17.09.2014;
Regulation No. 352/2014 on The Work of the General Council for Social and Family Services,
signed on 04.11.2014.

On the field of social inclusion for the implementation of the measures for employment of
marginalized groups, the budget for allocated 2015 was increased to €1,710,000.00 compared to last
year‟s budget which was €527,500.00. There are also employment programs and projects financially
supported by donor that are not included in this budget.
As regards the social dialogue, a total of nine (9) meetings were held regular meetings of ESC, and
among the topics discussed in these meetings are:
 Verification Report for the social partners representation in ESC;
 Discussion on the implementation of the Law on ESC, after hearing the Committee on Health,
Labour and Social Welfare;
 Discussion on Strategic Development Plan 2015-2020, the Executive Body of the Labour
Inspectorate; etc.
The project "Support for the social partners”, has provided database for membership of five (5)
unions until now:
 Independent Energy Trade Union of Kosovo, which so far are 2,726 registered members;
 Independent Administration Trade Union of Kosovo, which until now has 259 registered
members;
 Federation of Healthcare Trade Unions of Kosovo, which until now has 6,052 registered
members;
 Independent Metal Workers Trade Union of Kosovo, which until now has 1,851 registered
members; and
 United Unions of Education, Science and Culture, which until now has 5,252 registered
members.
On the active labour market measures, during the period August 1, 2014 until April 1, 2015 through
Employment Offices are mediated in employment in 1656 jobseekers. While, for the same period,
through programs and projects active in the labour market, were engaged in 1,440 and unemployed
job seekers. Number of members of RAE communities that benefited from these programs and
projects is 247.
The following programs and projects are active:
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The project, Employment growth for Vulnerable Groups in the Labour Market is being funded by the
European Commission and implemented in partnership with MLWS. The value of the project is
€ 2,000,000.00;
The project, Active Labour Market for Employment Generation, funded by the Government of
Foreign Affairs of Finland and MLSW. The project is implemented by UNDP in partnership with
MLSW. The project value is EUR 1,500,000.00 and 210 candidates will be benefiting on the job
trainings;
The project, Increasing Opportunities for Youth Employment (EYE) is funded by the Government of
Switzerland. One component of the project is implemented in cooperation with MLSW;
The project, Beautiful Kosovo II is funded by the European Commission and implemented by IOM
in partnership with MLSW (Employment Offices). From this project are funded 26 public works
projects in municipalities that will engage a total of 1,288 job seekers, of whom 803 will be from
the Employment Office. During 2014, some 7 projects were realized while other projects will
continue during 2015. Based on the reports of project officers, some 330 people have benefited
from them;
The UNDP Project, Active Labour Market for Employment Generation II, in cooperation with MPMS
for repatriated citizens during 2014 has provided on the job paid trainings for a period of 6
months to 1 year for 129 beneficiaries while in the period January-May 2014 this project has
engaged 29 repatriated citizens;
The project, Remediation of Existing Forests from Fires, silvicultural activities (thinning, emissions,
cleaning and pruning) marking the opening of corridors and woody mass, funded by MLSW
and the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development. Employment offices have mediated 650
jobseekers in a period of 2 (two) months for the component of the project financed by MLSW in
the value of EUR 325, 000. While for the component financed by MAFRD in the value of EUR
120,000, some 120 jobseekers have benefited in a period of four (4) months.
The project, Construction of Wells and Installation of Water Meters, in municipality of Malisheva,
employed 50 jobseekers for three (3) months. This project‟s value is EUR34,500.00 and is funded
by MLSW;
The project, Interns - Operators for data input SNS, the Centres for Social Assistance and Employment
Offices, employed 57 jobseekers with superior education level for three (3) months. This project is
funded by the MLSW and is worth EUR 48,000.00.
The project, Promotion of Employment and increasing opportunities for youth is implemented by
MLSW and the Institute for Development and Integration (Norwegian Embassy). The project
trained and certified 300 participants. It is funded by the Norwegian Embassy and MLSW in the
amount of EUR 199,800.00;
The project, Harvest of Grapes Stone Castle employed 205 jobseekers in the region of Municipality
of Gjakova for a period of 2-3 months;
The project, Note woody mass in Duboqak employed 7 jobseekers in the region of Municipality of
Skenderaj for a period of four (4) months. The project was carried out in collaboration between
MLSW and MAFRD;
The project, Registration of agricultural properties was carried in three municipalities- Obilic, Fushe
Kosove and Novo Berda. The aim of the project was the recording of agricultural properties in
the families of these municipalities; the project lasted 20 days and involved 66 jobseekers;
For work practice scheme, 130 job seekers were engaged for a period of 6 months.

Within the Migrant Service Centre during the reporting period, two candidates obtained a work-visa
for practical work in agriculture in Switzerland; as a result of mediating an agreement for
employment with MFA, (10) candidates were selected to perform practice in Centre care of the
elderly in Zurich after fulfilling all conditions for practical work in nursing in Zurich/Switzerland.
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During the reporting period, on the field of social policies, social assistance services continued to
pay benefit payments and the secondary legislation is in place. Also since November 2014
Department of Social and Family Policy/MLSW has released new software feature Social Assistance
Module for recording data of the beneficiaries in the Social Assistance Scheme, which software
records all beneficiaries of the Scheme of Assistance social, who have been enrolled in the old notes.
This software will enable extraction of reports and comparing data with other databases, from which
comparison can identify potential fraud applicants. Social and family services have also drafted and
adopted 6 new standards on minimum standards for social services and family which brings the
number of approved standards to 16.
The legal framework for the licensing of providers of social services (social workers) in three levelssuperior, secondary and basic, and legal entities/organizations is completed. General Council for
Social and Family Services, through the Licensing Committee from August 2014 until April 2015 has
received 287 requests/applications for licenses. Out of this number, 41 applicants for superior level,
24 applicants for secondary level, and 111 applicants for the basic level were licensed. As regards the
licensing of NGOs, the Licensing Committee established for licensing of Legal/Governmental
Organizations has reviewed 14 requests/applications for licensing. Out of this number 8 requests
were approved for the provision of social family services, while 6 requirements are in the procedure
of document completion.
Within the scheme of support to families with children with disabilities, the number of families
receiving monthly payments lies between 3,000 and 3,100 children who benefit EUR100 per month.
Payment is also carried for cases outside kin foster care for 76 children with EUR 75 per month
initial charge for one child, EUR 150.00 regular monthly payment for a child; EUR 250 regular
monthly payment for a child with special needs. Family housing within the family benefited 558
children with a monthly pay of EUR 75.
During the reporting period, MLSW continued financial support for the NGO shelters with 50% of
direct service from MLSW to protect victims of domestic violence and shelter for the Protection of
Victims of Trafficking, under the contract and cooperation agreement. These shelters offer services
for all victims regardless of their ethnicity. There are seven (7) regional shelters for the protection of
women and children victims of violence (in Pristina, Prizren, Peja, Gjakova, Mitrovica, Ferizaj) and
one (1) shelter to protect victims of trafficking in Pristina. For six shelters for victims of domestic
MLSW provides EUR 2,500 per month and for the seventh shelter EUR 1,249; a total of EUR 194,994
per year. For shelter that provides services to victims of trafficking MLSW allocates funds in the
amount of EUR 3,000 per month- a total of EUR 36,000 per year. There is also cooperation with the
NGO "Hope and children's homes" that MLSW, allocates the amount of EUR 4,888 per month or
EUR 58,656 per year.
In 2014 for the payment of maternity leave have applied in 1,359 mothers and used EUR 592,711.
While in January-March 2015, some 488 mothers applied for maternity leave and used EUR 301,860.
For the implementation of the Law on Labour and fighting informal economy, the Labour
Inspectorate has carried 5,711 inspections during the reporting period. As a result of these
inspections, 851 warning notices and 80 fines were issued. Also, 87 foreign workers working in
Kosovo were inspected during this period.
During this period inspectors attended the following trainings:
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“Training for Trainers on the staff of Labour Inspectorate”, 4-7 November 2014 where 9
Inspectors participated. The same inspectors attended the second phase to assess the trainers on
16 December 2014;
"Inspection of Labour" and was held in two groups where the first group attended on 3-5 March
2015, while the second group attended on 10-12 March;
"International Standards for Safety and Health at Work" and was held on 10-12 March 2015;
"The investigation of accidents and occupational diseases in the workplace" and was held in two
groups where the first group attended on 18-19 March 2015, and the second group on 24-25
March 2015.

During this period, the Labour Inspectorate has employed one (1) new Inspector. On capacity
building, MLSW continuously organizes trainings and study visits for its officials. During the
reporting period, the following trainings were attended by the Ministry‟s officials:
 Administration and Legislation, 9 officials;
 Basic Management, 4 officials;
 Human Resources, 6 officials;
 Monitoring and Evaluation of IPA funds, 2 officials;
 Information Technology, 1 official;
 Information sessions and round table for the process of budgeting and planning for 2015-2017 to
provide social services, 6 officials;
 Regional workshop on presentation of social protection policies in Kosovo and budget
preparation procedures, 6 officials;
 Skills and knowledge to tackle marginalized Social Groups, 35 officials.
Public Health
As regards the legislative developments, the following secondary legislation has been adopted for
the effective implementation of public health legislation:
 AI No.03/2014 for quality control of products and medical devices placed in the Republic of
Kosovo- signed on 1/09/2014. This Administrative Instruction defines the competent authority,
procedure, criteria and requirements for quality control of medicinal products and medical
devices placed in Kosovo and related issues. It also determines means to control the quality of
products and medical devices as well as means of recording quality control procedure;
 AI No.04/2014 on health care services in health institutions of the humanitarian nature, and
other forms of organization of civil society in the field of health, signed on 03/09/2014;
 AI No.05/2014 on licensed clinical psychologists signed on 10/09/2014. The aim is to regulate
the procedures for licensing of clinical psychologists and supervisors of specialist education of
clinical psychologists;
 AI No.06/2014 for determining the list of medicinal products, medical devices and border line
products which require authorization to import or export- signed by 10/09/2014. The purpose
of this administrative instruction is to determine the list of medicinal products, medical devices,
controlled substances and border line products which require import permit issued by the
Kosovo Agency for Medicinal Products and Equipment, in order to protect the public health in
the Republic of Kosovo;
 AI No.07/2014 on unilateral recognition of marketing authorization for medicinal products
approved by the regulatory agency of health care in Great Britain, signed by 10/09/2014. The
purpose of this Administrative Instruction is to increase access and availability of quality
medicinal products for human use in Kosovo through unilateral recognition procedure for the
marketing authorization of medicinal products for human use authorized on a regular basis in
the United Kingdom (UK), which enables recognition of their marketing authorization in the
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territory of Kosovo. This procedure will apply to marketing authorizations for human use issued
by the Regulatory Agency for health care and medical products (MHRA), marketing
authorizations under a decentralized procedure, a mutual recognition procedure or a completely
“national” procedure;
AI No.08/2014 on licensing procedures and private health institutions, signed on 09/25/2014.
The purpose of this Administrative Instruction is to determine which entities have the right to
establish private health institutions, procedure and conditions for issuing the license, the
obligations of health institutions and determining the payment of administrative fees on behalf
of the license to practice health activities;
AI No.09/2014 on Working Conditions with regard to Space, Professional Staff and Medical
Equipment to Private Health Institutions out-of- hospital signed on 28/10/2014. This
administrative instruction sets general and specific conditions for the space, and professional
and medical equipment necessary for the provision of out-patient health care services by type of
institution;
AI No.10/2014 on Specialist and Sub-specialist Education signed on 12/11/2014. The purpose of
this administrative instruction is to regulate the conduct of the implementation of the specialist
and sub-specialist education health professionals (hereafter, specialization or sub specialization). Specialization or sub - specialization presents particular form of training aimed
at acquisition of skills to perform specific activities in certain areas of health;
AI No.11/2014 on Prevention of Conflicts of Interest in Medical Institutions, signed on
01/12/2014. The purpose of this administrative instruction is to prevent the conflict between
public interest and private interest in health institutions;
Administrative Instruction No. 01/2015 marketing authorization for medicinal products.

The Action Plan of the Health Sectorial Strategy 2015-2020 has been finalised. The plan offers a midterm strategic orientation for the development of the health system.
On the implementation of public health legislation and policies, a total of 566 inspections were
conducted of which 217 inspections of public health care institutions and 349 inspections in private
healthcare institutions. Broken down by their purpose, 367 were planned inspections, 10 new
inspections, 75 inspections and 114 specific thematic inspections.
Approximately 41.0 % of health institutions were inspected. Most establishments are inspected in
the Prishtina (54.9 %) and Mitrovica (47.3 %) regions, followed by Gjakova ( 20.8 % ) and Gjilan ( 17.0
% ). In summary, recommendations of such inspections consist of the following irregularities:
Marking/informing the patient (27.8%), filling out and maintaining health documents (11.6%),
putting up no smoking signs and enforcement of the no smoking legislation (12.4%), irregularities
concerning the supply with medicaments, their expiry dates and incomplete anti-shock therapy
(10.2%), irregularities regarding the proper work equipment &supplies (5.7%), staff-related issues
(6.7%) and others. There was an increase of the number of inspections compared to 2013 (from 528 to
566), a doubling of recommendations issued (from 688 recommendations issued in 2013 to 1125
issued in 2014), an increase on the number of fines (from 17 in 2013 to 77 in 2014), increased payment
of fines (from EUR 17,200 in 2013 to EUR 36,400 in 2014) and an increased number of closures of
health institutions (46 in 2013, 59 in 2014).
Also, the Health Inspectorate has conducted controls on the advertisements of the medically-assisted
fertilizers, and it has preceded the cases to the Ministry of health. The cooperation with relevant law
enforcement agencies courts, prosecution, police, tax administration and other inspection bodies)
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has been strengthened which is reflected on some 40 cases being dealt with by the aforementioned
agencies.
According to the study done by Kosovo Advocacy Development Centre (KADC) between 13 and 23
October 2014 on monitoring the implementation of the smoking control legislation, the level of
implementing the smoking ban on public spaces is the highest in health institutions compared to
other public institutions.
As regards the prevention, oversight and control of public health safety, the National Institute of
Public Health has conducted oversight, investigation and prevention of contagious and non
contagious disease activities. The frequency and spread of diseases, the etiology of their research,
and assessment of risk factors that may impair health have been measured. Interventions have been
carried out in preventing the spread of disease through prophylactic and anti-epidemic measures.
Special focus is given to disease cases of Crimean Congo/ Hemorrhagic Fever. During 2014 the
National Institute of Public Health of Kosovo has developed research activities for the record of
meningitis cases, monitoring the epidemiological situation of tuberculosis in all components of
DOTS program, and followed the epidemiological situation in the region and beyond. It has also
done the analysis of risk factors and followed the movement of certain infectious diseases and
monitoring of the epidemiological situation of HIV/AIDS.
In order to maintain the level of vaccination above 95%, a mandatory vaccination program has been
designed in accordance with epidemiological indications and international traffic.
In 2014, the analysis, evaluation and monitoring of quality and safety of drinking water in the
Republic of Kosovo was conducted. Also an analysis of the quality and safety of food in Kosovo was
carried out. Regular checks are carried out on sanitary-hygienic conditions in schools and
kindergartens
As regards the vulnerable groups, we have continued with the implementation of the national
program for the management of high level of lead in the blood to the entire population of Kosovo
with special emphasis on the Roma, Ashkali and Egyptians. During 2014 this activity encompassed
some 210 cases for measuring the level of lead where 3 cases were treated for the elevated lead levels
above 45 mg / dl referring to the treatment protocol. The Ministry of Health has equipped the Main
Family Medicine Center with laboratory equipment necessary for the diagnosis of cases with
elevated lead levels especially those in treatment.
Within the framework of the National Strategy of the Republic of Kosovo against Narcotics 20122016, the Ministry of Health is implementing the program of therapy with methadone holder in five
public health institutions Gjakova Regional Hospital/Department of Psychiatry, Regional Hospital
of Gjilan /Department of Psychiatry, University Clinical Centre/Department of Psychiatry, Health
Department of Prisons and specialized clinics/Labyrinth. Total beneficiaries of this program are 94
clients. The Ministry of Health has provided incontinence material supplies for people with
disabilities on the basis of the requirements of the Main Family Medicine Centers in respective
municipalities.
On capacity and institutional developments, the Government of the Republic of Kosovo has, by a
decision established the Board of Kosovo Clinical Service of University Hospital and it has selected
the Executive Director and Finance Director. Chambers of dentists, pharmacists and nurses have
become functional in November 2014, September 2014 and January 2015 respectively. In November
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2014, a Cooperation Agreement on the Cardiology services has been signed between the Clinical
University Centers of Albania/Tirana and Kosovo/Pristina. Its implementation has begun with the
first 2 surgeries taking place in Tirana this January.
As regards the Health Information System (HIS), the premises of the Health Operational Center
were built in 2014 and the HIS Training Center has become operational. Software modules of
pharmaceutical stock, human resources and health statistical data systems have been further
developed and maintained. The training of health professionals on the use of health system has
begun. So far some 300 people have been trained.
A training of trainers has been conducted for family nursing where 52 trainers took part. The
training programme was part of the continuous professional development. On the secondary and
tertiary health care, some 340 nurses have attended training. Some 110 health professionals have
attended trainings on prenatal effective care, 150 in neonatal reanimation including gynecologists,
neonatologists, and pediatric nurses and midwifes. Also, some 250 professionals of the primary care
level have taken training modules. Family planning trainings were held for some 157 health
professionals.
3.1.9. Education and Research
As regards the legislative developments, a total of 15 AIs have been adopted during the period 1
August 2014 – 30 April 2015 for the implementation of education and research legislation. More
precisely, the adopted implementing legislation consists of:
 AI No. 27/2014 of the date of 18.08.2014 repealing AI No. 5/2010 of the date of 27.04.2010 on
teacher‟s licensing;
 AI No. 28/2014 of the date of 18.08.2014 Criteria and procedures for the verification of the
occupational standard;
 AI No. 29/2014 of the date of 18.08.2014 regarding the criteria and procedures for the validation
and approval of national qualification and accreditation of institutions that provide
qualifications in Kosovo;
 AI No. 30/2014 of the date of 22.08.2014 for school year calendar 2014/2015;
 AI No. 31/2014 of the date of 05.09.2014 for prior learning recognition;
 AI No. 32/2014 of the date of 05.09.2014 on criteria and procedures for quality assurance in the
vocational education and training institutions – internal process;
 AI No. 33/2014 of the date of 01.10.2014 on matrix book of students of higher education
institutions;
 AI No. 34/2014 of the date of 12.11.2014 on the functioning of pedagogical - psychological
service in schools;
 AI No. 35/2014 of the date of 20.11.2014 on criteria and procedures for the validation and
approval of national qualification and accreditation of institutions providing qualifications in
Kosovo;
 AI No. 36/2014 of the date of 03.12.2014 on keeping the elections at the public university "Fehmi
Agani" of Gjakova;
 AI No. 37 2014 of the date 03.12.2015 on keeping the elections at the public university "Isa
Boletini" of Mitrovica;
 AI No. 38 2014 of the date 03.12.2014 on keeping the elections at the public university "Kadri
Zeka" of Gjilan;
 AI No.1/2015 of the date 27.02.2015 on keeping student elections and the election of bodies and
councils in academic units at the University "Kadri Zeka" of Gjilan;
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AI No.2/2015 of the date 27.02.2015 on keeping student elections and the election of bodies and
councils in academic units at the University “Fehmi Agani” of Gjakova;
AI No.3/2015 of the date 27.02.2015 on keeping student elections and the election of bodies and
councils in academic units at the University "Isa Boletini" of Mitrovica.

Pre-University Education
Regarding the Pre-University Education, The PISA International Test/Assessment 2015 was held,
which was organized from 15- 25 April 2015, and included 225 schools and over 5,000 pupils aged
15.
The Action Plan for 2015 was drafted and we are in the process of implementing the new curricula
in 92 pilot schools in Kosovo. MEST has drafted the Action Plan 2015-2018 for the Implementation of
the Government Program (the education part). As far as budget planning goes, MEST has drafted
the MTEF for 2015-2017 for education, as well as drafted the portion of education of the EconomicFiscal Program 2015-2017.
The licensing process has continued. In this period, an additional of 1,500 teachers have been
licensed. Workshops were held in 7 regions of Kosovo with the participation of representatives of
MED's, education inspectors, principals and coordinators of the pilot schools, teachers, pupils,
parents, representatives of civil society and media.
In cooperation with Pedagogical Institute of Kosovo, a two-day workshop is organized with trainers
and head-trainers of pre-primary, primary, lower secondary, and upper secondary education
(gymnasiums and vocational schools), in 7 fields of curriculum and in elective curriculum. The
purpose of the workshop was to gather data about the implementation of new curriculum in pilot
schools, about the challenges and the future steps.
In terms of school infrastructure, the construction of 9 new school facilities of pre-university
education was completed with the investments from MEST, and 3 facilities were constructed cofinanced with the municipalities. 12 new facilities were supplied with inventory, which were
provided by MEST or by municipalities.
Also, 12 training programs were accredited for teachers, as well as over 3,150 teachers were trained
on the implementation of the KCF (Kosovo Curriculum Framework). In the light of professional
development of in-service teachers, in QAT (Qualification Advancement of Teachers) program, 1,078
teachers were registered. This program is implemented in cooperation with the University of
Prishtina, respectively with the Faculty of Education. Some 8 modules of training were organized
according to the curriculum field for 3,100 teachers as well as the trainings were held on critical
thinking in literacy based on Teaching Methodology for 750 teachers. The number of schools which
organized language courses for readmitted children is 9 (Mitrovica, Vushtrri, Ferizaj, Viti, Suharekë,
Prizren, Gjakovë, Pejë, and Lipjan). The number of pupils benefiting from language courses at the
moment is 100.
Higher Education and Science
With the aim of supporting the researchers in various fields, MEST has granted awards such as:
"Scientist of the Year" and "New Scientist of the Year", as well as prepared competitions for mobility,
projects and scientific publications. Whereas, in the context of preparations for the conference
"Science Week 2015" it received over 300 abstracts of works in various fields, which are in the
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assessment phase. Also, the Project Committee is established for the book platform and the review of
the Science Council was concluded.
In the field of international cooperation, the System of National Focal Point for Horizon 2020 was refunctionalized, which aims to increase the participation of Republic of Kosovo in the European
Research Area. In cooperation and in co-financing with the USAID 90 scholarships for master
studies in US were allocated, through the CEEPUS Program 11 mobility for abroad studies and 3
mobility of foreign candidates in Kosovo were supported, and 208 applications for study abroad
from Erasmus Mundus program were realized, which are under review process from European
universities.
Five informative meetings were held with stakeholders for "Erasmus +" and "Horizon 2020"
programs as well as efforts are continuously being made to increase the number of applications for
projects in Erasmus + and Horizon 2020 programs. Also regarding Horizon 2020 program, a national
conference with the participation of 80 participants was held. The implementation of the Framework
Program continued for Scientific Research and Innovation "Horizon 2020" of the European Union.
Until March 2015, 14 applications were submitted from which 2 were admitted for funding.
The division for Recognition and Equivalence has been supplied with the digitization of data
regarding the diplomas earned abroad. This matter will contribute to the efficiency of recognition
procedures in the higher education.
As regards the ICT, about 140 schools are equipped with laptops and projectors from the Twinning
and BEP projects which have contributed to the improvement of ICT infrastructure. The conference
"Quality pre-university education in the 21st century" was organized in the reporting period.
Vocational Education and Training and Adult Education
During this period, the guidelines for employers and for vocational schools were published and
distributed. The number of students that conducted practical learning in workplaces has been
increased to 0.5%.
So far, 72 teachers of vocational schools and two trainers for inclusive education are trained. Also,
we are commencing the process of training 360 teachers of vocational schools in two programs
Methodical-Didactic and Professional-Didactic which are not included so far in these training.
Five (5) requests were reviewed from vocational schools and businesses from the region of Peja,
Ferizaj, and Suhareka. The evaluation commission has decided to draft three new curricula, which
according to the businesses are necessary and they enable the employment of youth after completion
of the school. Three new programs are drafted according to the labour market which has begun to be
implemented.
Since January 2015, the Agency for Vocational Education and Training is fully operational in
accordance with the Law on Vocational Education and Training and Adult Education. The training
of the vocational schools management (18 principals and deputy principals of vocational schools)
was realized. The conferences on career guidance, supported by the Swiss company BASIC CHECK
were held.
Inclusive Education
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The program of activities dedicated to children with severe special needs is finalized. In January
2015, the first two-day training related to Braille program and Orientation and Mobility program
was organized, in which 20 people were trained.
Assessment teams for children with special needs were established and are functioning in 22
municipalities, and the drafting of the Action Plan for Education of Children with Special Needs
2016-2021. During the period August 2014 - April 2015, 958 teachers were trained in various
programs of inclusive education.
Curriculum Framework as well as the Core Curriculum Framework are translated in Serbian
language, but the implementation did not begin in Serbian schools due to the refusal by the local
government.
From the beginning of the academic year 2014-2015, Curriculum Framework of Pre-University
Education is in the piloting process in 92 schools and MEST has submitted requests for inclusion of
Serbian schools, but no school has replied to be part of piloting.
Payments were concluded for 67 scholarships for pupils of Roma, Ashkali and Egyptian
communities and for 33 RAE students from the MEST budget. For the academic year 2014-2015, the
number of reserved spots for students of RAE communities it was increased by 50%because there
were a high number of school graduates from 12th and 13th grade.
3.1.10. World Trade Organisation (WTO) Matters
On January 2015, the first draft of the Memorandum on the Foreign Trade Regime has been
completed as a step toward WTO engagement.
3.2.
Sectorial Policies
3.2.1. Industry and SMEs
The Concept Document of Industrial Policy has been published on 12th of February 2015 which shall
contribute to tackling the cross-sectorial constraints to economic development and facilitate
competitive clusters. The Industrial Policy outlines a platform of objectives to help increase
competitiveness internationally of industrial products. The process of preparing the Industrial
Report is a result of close cooperation of experts and stakeholders engaged, followed by industrial
trends diagnosis and identification of market failures. Further, MTI drew important objectives and
measurements set out in the Industrial Policy concept paper to foster necessary changes to enhance
economic growth and development.
Kosovo Industrial Policy objectives as part of increasing competitiveness internationally include
among others the industry modernisation, the internationally competitive clusters, the agricultural
development and efficient use of natural resources, and the conducive environment for
entrepreneurship development.
As regards the Small and Medium Enterprises, in September 2014, MTI has signed a Memorandum
for Cooperation with USAID, ADA and SDC to create the Credit Guarantee Scheme. The Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises Grant Schemes are concluded in December 2014, where KIESA has
supported six start-up enterprises with loans of EUR 5,000. In addition, the implementation of the
grants project of EUR 4 million has been concluded. It was jointly co-financed with a contribution of
EUR 3 million from the European Commission and EUR 1 million from the Kosovo Government
budget/MTI and implemented by IOM.
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On the economic zones, Mitrovica municipality has allocated 48 hectares in May 2015 and it received
approval for the construction of Industrial Park – Frashër/Mitrovica The implementation of cofinancing agreement has started in September and the construction of the infrastructure in the
industrial park has begun.
A feasibility study has been prepared for the economic zone in the municipality of Gjakova.
Identification of the proper location/property for the economic zone and completion of required
documentation is underway. In October 2014, MTI has signed an agreement with Shtimje
Municipality for the construction of infrastructure for the Industrial Park where work has already
started.
In the context of strengthening public-private dialogue, 7 regional informative conferences were
held in November 2014 with support from the project's Small Business Day. Also during the month
of December 2014 a research report of 800 SMEs has been published. The study aims to contribute to
better understanding the SME sector, improving the policy making and ultimately to the
development of the SME sector. KIESA staff has participated in training “Inclusive Value Chain
Development" in October 2014.
On institutional capacities in the field of tourism, the following activities were carried out:
 The Industry Department/Tourism Division organized informative sessions with all relevant
parties and with representatives of business community in five tourism regions in order to get
feedback and recommendations for improving tourism policies, the accommodation facilities,
and presentation of the Tourism Global Code and of the primary and secondary legislation. A
number of roundtables were held: in Prizren (30 September, 2014 and 18 March, 2015), in Gjilan
(14 October, 2014), in Mitrovica (28 October, 2014 and 2 April, 2015), Peja (25 March, 2015) and in
Pristina (25 January, 26 February and 4 March, 2015);
 Study Visit in Slovenia from 28-30 January 2015, attended by 3 officers from the Industry
Department and one member of the Tourism Council. The visit was undertaken as a result of
commitments of MTI for designing more favourable policies for the private sector development,
including tourism;
 Two employees from Tourism Division and from Integration Department participated in the 3rd
Meeting of Tourism Expert Group on 21-22 April 2015, in Belgrade. The meeting has been held
within the scope of the SEE 2020 Sustainable Growth Pillar (Competitiveness Dimension), under
the auspices of the SEE Investment Committee and OECD Next Generation Competitiveness
Initiative. So far, the Expert Group has identified the main industry barriers and is currently
developing the policy responses to them, as well as the corresponding regional programmes for
support to this particular sector development.
German Government, through the project Competitiveness of the Sectors in Rural Areas (CoSiRA),
implemented by GIZ, is supporting the Industry Department on designing a study for the Metal
sector with focus on the renewable and efficient energy. The goal of the project is to explore the
supply capacities and investment gaps of metal companies in Kosovo for purchasing the equipment,
machinery, and the technology components for renewable and efficient energy. Two roundtables
were organized on the 5 February, 2015 and 16 April 2015. Some 50 participants from private sector,
donators and relevant institutions in metal sector have attended.
With support of UNDP project “Aid for Trade”, the following studies have been published: potential
markets for export, natural born clusters, impact of tax regime for four manufacturing Sectors; Step
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by step Guide for exporters, Guide for Managerial Selected Systems, and Marketing Plan for Export.
They will serve for information purposes for businesses.
3.2.2.

Agriculture and Fisheries

As regards subsidiary legislation in the area of agriculture, the following acts have been adopted during
the reported period:
 AI No. 19/2014 on the criteria for supporting the local development strategies - Leader Approach (4
September 2014); and
 Concept Paper for Strong Alcoholic Drinks (1 October 2014).
With the aim to exchange the experiences and best practices, during the reporting period, Agricultural
Development Agency (ADA) signed the Memorandum of Understanding with Payment Agency of the
Republic of Albania on 08.09.2014 and Payment Agency of the Republic of Croatia on 12.01.2015.
Agriculture Development Agency (ADA) signed the Memorandum of Understanding with the Faculty of
Economics on 17.03.2015 for the engagement of 14 students for a specific period of time for the process of
applying the payment package of Rural Development Programme 2015 in 7 regional offices. Moreover, a
Memorandum of Understanding between the Department of Vineyards and Wine of MAFRD and the
Croatian Institute for Viticulture, Enology and Pomology was signed on 20.11.2014.
At the level of policy development in the area of agriculture, the Annual Programme for Agriculture and
Rural Development 2015, was adopted on 23 February 2015. The programme includes the measures of
direct payments with an amount of EUR 23,000,000.00 as well as rural development projects (investment
grants) with an amount of EUR 20,000,000.00. The direct payments scheme includes three main sectors
such as: livestock, grain and horticulture. This year, the direct schemes will include the existing areas of
orchards and animal slaughtering reporting schemes. The budget for this year of the existing scheme has
been increased by 25%. The first phase of application is open for farmers, while the second phase will
commence in April of 2015. The grant projects scheme includes investments in physical assets in
agricultural economies: fruit trees, soft fruit, cereals sector, grape sector, meat sector, dairy sector and
egging chickens sector ( Measure 101); Investments in physical assets in the processing and marketing of
agricultural and fisheries products: milk processing sector, meat processing sector, fruit and vegetable
processing sector and wine production sector (Measure 103) and diversification of farms and irrigating
agriculture land scheme (Measure 302).
An indisputable achievement during this period was the publication of the second edition of the Kosovo
Green Report 2014, on 26.12.2014. The Green Report presents the structural changes in rural-agricultural
sector, including the financial analysis as well as directions and orientation of development for this
sector. Also, during this reporting period were drafted and published economic analyses of grain,
strawberries and agro-rural loans. Additionally, the report of imports and exports between Kosovo and
EU of agricultural products published on 09.02.2015. Additionally, MAFRD has prepared the MTEF
document and three project-fiche for Twinning light:
 Strengthening the capacity and institutional basis of organic farming at the MAFRD;
 Strengthening the capacity of MAFRD on quality of fruits and vegetables according Common Market
Organisation) standards(CMO), and
 Strengthening the capacity of MAFRD, spatially on policymaking and better functionalization of
agriculture advisory services.
Land Parcel Identification System (LPIS) was interlinked with the Cadastre Agency through Geoportal,
where parcels registered in the Cadastre Agency can be viewed for easier identification of farmers'
parcels. Also it was concluded the connection of LPIS with the module of direct payments and grants.
Through this system all registered applications for subsidies will be transferred from the LPIS to the
Direct Payments‟ database. In addition, module of grants has been developed. After submitting
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applications in the software for grants, ADA officials begin with administrative control, evaluation and
approval of their projects according to criteria regulated by the AI of the respective year, directly in
software. In this module there is an option for compilation of contracts for ADA with farmers. During
this period 7.167 applications were checked for direct payments, while 310 applications were checked for
grants for 2014 whether they meet criteria or not.
There has also been progress on forest protection according Forest Development Strategy 2010-2020. The
afforestation project of bare surfaces of 150 ha and the project of preservation of 1000 ha of forest area was
completed in cooperation with the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare. In addition, the management
plans of 26,300 ha of forest were conducted. Inventory of forests was completed on 16.04.2015.
In the wine sector, the testing stage of the quality management system of wine was launched on
20.11.2014 according ISO/IEC 1705 standard. The system will enable implementation of the parameters
as following: final declaration of harvesting; declaration of annual wine production, annual declaration of
wine reserves; domestic wine trading; wine export/import; wine control, analytical part (physical chemical analysis) and organoleptic evaluation.
Furthermore, at the request of wine and other grape products manufacturers MAFRD has issued 198
certificates for physical-chemical analysis of wine, 3 licenses for wine producers and processors, 12
licenses for new importers, 2 licenses for wine exporters, 1 license for distiller as well 157 certificates for
export of wine.
As far as institutional reforms and the establishment of new institutional structures, so far, 29 Municipal
Information Centres for Agriculture and Rural Development have been established and promoted. In the
context of these centres, the job descriptions (ToR) are prepared for officials who will work in the
following positions: Senior Municipal Advisor for Agriculture (SMAA); Municipal mid-level Advisor for
Agriculture (MAA) and New Municipal Advisor for Agriculture (NMAA).
As far as capacity-building, 9 officials of MAFRD were trained by Kosovo Institute for Public
Administration in the following fields: Human Resources Management System (2 officials); IPA II Project
Monitoring and Evaluation (2 officials); Job Vacancies Catalogue of KCS (2 officials), Interpretation of
Legislation and Project Cycle Management (1 official). MAFRD has recruited three new employee in the
following positions: Senior Official for price of products, Official of Financial Revenue and a Human
Rights Official.
In addition, 18 municipal advisers have been in Croatia for a study visit on 18.09.2014, where participants
acquired new experiences about organization and implementation of advisory services, especially about
the experience how to absorb the EU grants.
Regarding TAIEX Programme, so far 10 Expert Missions were implemented. 90 officials were trained in
the following areas:
 Agriculture export-import data;
 Institution Building of Paying Agency;
 Plant health registration and plant passports dates;

Achieving environmental, food safety and animal welfare standards through rural development
measures;
 Socio –economic indicators;
 Data keeping of plant protection products, records and their communication;
 Preparation of feasibility study for viticulture and oenology sector;
 Implementation of the new Farm Return changes in the current role book, questionnaire for collection
of FADN;
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Wine quality control; and
Harmful organism on plants.

With the aim to exchange the experiences and best practices in different sectors of agriculture, 8 study
visits were conducted in the following fields: Institutional support on creating sustainable FADN system
(08-12.09. 2014, Hungary); Promotion measures for school fruit and milk schemes (15-17.10.2015, Poland );
Preparing of the Green Report for 2014 (29.09-03.10.2014, Austria); Quality control provided by the
technical inspection (03-07.11.2014, Czech Republic); Implementation of legislation in organic farming
(19-21.11.2014, Slovenia); Geographical indications (GI) on spirit drinks (02-05.02.2015, Portugal) ;
Management of direct payments and use of farm registers as part of the Integrated Administration and
Control System (16-21.02.2015, France);Plant Protection Products - data keeping, records and
communications (23-27.02.2015, Slovenia). 24 officials from the abovementioned study visits have
benefited.
As far as implementation of the Law on agricultural land, during this period 48 requests for change of
land use were submitted to MAFRD from municipalities. Out of 48 submitted requests only 23 were
approved, 5 rejected, and 12 are currently being reviewed by the Committee of the MAFRD. In order to
protect agricultural land from illegal constructions inspectors have compiled 60 minutes record sheet,
issued 49 decisions and initiated 36 proceedings in the respective courts for violations of legal provisions.
As far as implementation of the Law on Forestry concerned, the municipal authorities have issued
3,801warnings against illegal logging (2,859 minor offenses, 942 were criminal offences). In addition, the
Central Inspectorate of KFA issued 67 warnings (65 minor offenses and 2 criminal offences). In order to
implement Land Consolidation Strategy (2010-2020) and the Law No. 04/L-040 on Land Regulation, a
project on „Unfinished Land Consolidation‟ project is also being implemented in cadastral zones in Drenasi,
in an area of 4.790.86 ha ; Vushtrri, in an area of 971.23 ha; Vitia & Klokot, in an area of 2324 ha.
In terms of implementation of the Agriculture and Rural Development Programme, all measures for
Direct Payments (aapplication, administrative review, evaluation, field control, projects approval, and
authorization for payments) were implemented. During this period 33,004 applications for direct
payment schemes have been treated, out of which 29,450 have been approved, with the sum of EUR
13,039,955.00 whereas, 3,554 applications were rejected. Electronic Farmers Registry is updated in daily
bases. During this period 1 August 2014 to 30 April 2015, 39,762 farmers registered out of them 5,486 are
young farmers.
Regarding implementation of the Law on Fisheries and Aquaculture, MAFRD established the
Commission for Licensing the Entities that deal with Aquaculture on 06.08.2014. The Commission is
comprised of five (5) members from other institutions such as Agriculture Faculty, Ministry of
Environment and Spatial Planning. In addition, MAFRD has authorized the Federation of Sport Fishing
of Kosovo to exercise the activity of the recreational-sport fishing on 23.02.2015.
As far as agricultural advisory services is concerned, during this period the activities include mobilisation
of 45 municipal advisors, out of which 402 consultation were held, as a result 4451 benefited.
Additionally 16 (sixteen) study visits were organized within the country, resulting in exchange of best
practices for the 325 farmers. Moreover, ten (10) brochures were published into 3000 copies. Televised
campaigns were screened. In addition seven (7) trainings for 35 inspectors from regional offices of
MAFRD were held.
Food Safety
As regards subsidiary legislation in the food safety area, it has been further improved during the reporting
period with the Food and Veterinary Agency (FVA) approving the following regulations:
 Regulation No. 12/2014 on Laying Down Minimum Standards for Protection of Calves (3 September
2014);
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Regulation No. 17/2014 on Protection of Animals Kept for Farming Purposes (22 October 2014);
Regulation No. 03/2015 on Laying Down Minimum Standards for Protection of Pigs (12 February
2015);
Regulation No. 03/2015 on Amendment of the Regulation No. 17/2012 Laying Down the Payment
Rate for the Services and Official Controls of the Food and Veterinary Agency (11 March 2015).

At the level of institutional capacities, the first project phase for building a rendering plant has already
been launched. The experts have already developed and submitted the rendering plant‟s design, as well
as the draft-proposal of the normative act laying down the rules for the ABPs, to the European Union
Office in Prishtina. The normative act was drafted in cooperation with local experts, pursuant to
Regulation (EC) No. 1069/2009 and Regulation (EU) No 142/2011. The first project phase for building
the plant includes the design of the plant, identification of the location, environment impact assessment
and the development of the legal acts, which will lay down the provisions for dealing with animal byproducts. A working group has also been appointed. In addition, with the support of project experts,
training on treatment, separation, collection and transport of ABPs took place at the end of 2014 with the
participation of different stakeholders, such as slaughterhouse managers, waste collection companies and
other involved officials.
As far as strengthening of human capacities is concerned, the following training sessions were attended by
FVA staff during the reporting period:
 Proficiency Testing of Brucella abortus using ELISA Method (Prishtina, August-September 2014, attended
by FVL‟s serology sector staff);
 Executive Committee of EuFMD, (Bulgaria, 13 October 2014, attended by two (2) officials);
 SPSS Training (Prishtina, 11 November 2014, attended by one (1) official);
 Good Agriculture and Collection Practices (Peja, 15-18 December 2014, attended by 12 participants);
 Training on Computer Software (Prishtina, 15 December 2014, attended by one (1) official);
 Feed Analysis/Legislation (Belgium, 22 January 2015, attended by one (1) official);
 EuFMD (Bosnia Herzegovina, 29 January 2015, attended by one (1) official);
 Identification and Registration of Dogs (Croatia, 5 March 2015, attended by two (2) officials);
 Contingency Planning for Pultry Diseases (Italy, 23 March 2015, attended by one (1) official);
 Two training sessions on Approximation of Legislation (Prishtina, 22 November 2014 and 26 March
2015, attended by four (4) officials;
 Identification of Pests on Plants (Prishtina, 7-10 April 2015, attended by seven (7) participants).
In terms of implementation, considerable progress was made in the sector during the reporting period. In
order to ensure harmonisation of data on births, movements, slaughters and imports of cattle and other
animals, the I&R database was updated on a regular basis, as follows:
Table 38: Data reported into I&R database during the reporting period compared to the same period of the previous
year
Anima
Categories of registration
l type
Births
Movements
Slaughters
Imports
Aug 14 Aug 2013 – Aug 2014 – Aug 2013 – Aug 2014 – Aug 2013 – Aug 2014 – Aug 2013 –
–Apr 15 Apr 2014 Apr 2015 Apr 2014 Apr 2015 Apr 2014 Apr 2015 Apr 2014
Cattle 39,101 114,512
9,394
27,419
8,475
700
8,816
5,815
Sheep 20,215 59,037
4,194
16,770
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Goat
3,303
8,060
1,277
2,758
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Swine 8,302
24,497
79
125
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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The Inspection Directorate continued its activities by testing considerable numbers of samples
throughout the reporting period, as follows:
Table 39: Samples tested at FVL during the reporting period, compared to the same period of the previous year
Samples tested 1 Aug 2014 – 30 April 2015
Sector
Inspections Samples
Sanitary
Swabs
Destruction of nonpermits
safe food and plants in
kg
Border
13,733
583
Phytosanitary
Border Veterinary
4,625
144
Sanitary inspections
1,695
21
57
406
Phytosanitary
1,669
784
Veterinary
1,030
364
Total
175,239.25
22,752
1,896
57
406
Samples tested 1 Aug 2013 – 30 April 2014
Border
15,916
658
Phytosanitary
Border Veterinary
3,751
256
Sanitary inspections
1,500
101
53
589
Phytosanitary
1,194
652
Veterinary
1,354
219
Total
104,283.36
23,715
1,886
53
589
A total of 183 inspections were carried out in approved slaughterhouses, wherein authorities confiscated
106 cattle, 115 sheep, 26 pigs, eight (8) horses and 2,400 chickens. Furthermore, officials carried out 13,000
vaccinations against Rabies; 15,353 vaccinations against Classical Swine Fever; 60,331 vaccinations against
Brucellosis in sheep and goats; Mastitis and TBC tests in 8,621 heads of cattle. A number of animals were
also destroyed due to their disease, as follows:
Table 40: Animals tested positive and destroyed due to disease.
Disease

No.
of
destroyed

TBC in cattle
Brucellosis in cattle
American foulbrood in bees
Total

animals
4
42
238
284

As part of the continued implementation of the National Plan for Monitoring of Diseases and Control of
Food, all of the samples taken by veterinary inspectors were sent to relevant laboratories and underwent
respective tests (as shown in the tables below).
Table 41: Food Chemistry and Veterinary Residues Sector
Milk and
Meat and Crops and
Milk and milk
milk
meat
animal feed
products
products
products Aflatoxin
Aflatoxin (AFM1)
(AFB1)
No. of
5
3
254
23
samples
Total
781
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National Residue
Monitoring Plan
2014
226

Table 42: Milk Analysis Sector
Analysis
Bactoscan
No. of
14314
samples
Total

Milkoscan

Fossomatic
14314

14314

42942

Table 43: Serology Sector
National Plan
for Monitoring
Animal Disease
976

No. of samples
Total

Field

EUDCE

1052

Evaluation of
vaccination
sheep/goats
16

4998

No. of samples

Positive samples

Negative samples

976

7

969

4998

4890

108

Bluetongue

659

164

495

Toxoplasmosis

157

78

79

Brucellosis (cattle)

189

103

86

Brucellosis

195

122

73

Q fever

142

27

115

CSFV Ag

290

0

290

CSFV Ab

290

31

259

7896

5422

2474

7042
Serology Sector

Parameters

(disease)

Brucellosis (cattle)
Brucellosis

(sheep, goats)

(sheep, goats)

TOTAL
Table 44: Pathology sector

No. of
samples

Activities
1

Rabies IFA testing in fox head samples

239

2

Rabies IFA testing in wolf head samples

3

Rabies IFA testing in skunk head samples

1

4

Rabies IFA testing in weasel head samples

14

5

Rabies IFA testing in wild cat head samples

1

6

Rabies IFA testing in badger head samples

1

7

Rabies IFA testing in jackal head samples

1

8

Examination of fox bone samples in Rabies vaccine biomarker

9

Examination of wolf bone samples in Rabies vaccine biomarker

10

Examination of skunk bone samples in Rabies vaccine biomarker

11

Examination of marten samples in Rabies vaccine biomarker

12

Examination of wild-cat bone samples in Rabies vaccine biomarker

1

13

Examination of badger bone samples in Rabies vaccine biomarker

1

17
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239
17
1
13

No. of
samples

Activities
14

18

Examination of jackal bone samples in Rabies vaccine biomarker
Examination of fox serum samples using ELISA method to evaluate immune
for Rabies
Examination of wolf serum samples using ELISA method to evaluate immune
for Rabies
Examination of marten serum samples using ELISA method to evaluate
response for Rabies
Examination of badger serum samples using ELISA method to evaluate
response for Rabies

19

Anatomopathological examination of lamb carcasses

13

20

Anatomopathological examination of chicken carcasses

15

21

Anatomopathological examination of chinchilla carcasses

2

22

Anatomopathological examination of calf carcasses

1

23

Anatomopathological examination of pig carcasses

1

24

Anatomopathological examination of goat carcasses

2

25

Anatomopathological examination of peacock carcasses

1

15
16
17

1
response
160
response
11
immune
1
immune

Total

1

755

Table 45: Bacteriology sector
Type of
Sample tested
animal
Sheep
Brain

Testing method

Disease

Isolation, identification

Listeriosis

Intestines, Liver

Isolation, identification

Salmonellosis

Isolation, identification

Anthrax

22

Microscopic examination
Isolation, identification
Microscopic examination
Isolation, identification
Rapid
Immunochromatographic Test

American foulbrood

56

European foulbrood

18

Bees

Ear along with
muscles, blood
Bees, hives with
larvae, wax
Bees, hives with
larvae
Bees, larvae

American foulbrood

56

Bees

Bees, larvae

European foulbrood

20

Bees

Bees

Rapid
Immunochromatographic Test
Testing for parasitic disease

Nosemosis

18

Bees

Bees, larvae

Testing for parasitic disease

Varosis

10

Fish

Digestive organs

Isolation, identification

Salmonellosis

9

Chicken

Isolation, identification

Salmonellosis

34

Chicken

Liver, spleen,
intestines
Cloacal swab

Newcastle disease

32

Chicken

Cloacal swab

Rapid
Immunochromatographic Test
Rapid
Immunochromatographic Test

Avian Influenza

20

Sheep,
goats
Cattle
Bees
Bees

Total

No. of
samples
6
4

305
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3.2.3.

Environment and Climate Change

Regarding the legislative developments in the environmental sector, during this reporting period, the
following Administrative Instructions (AIs) and Regulation were approved:
 A.I. No. 21/2014 for Waste Management from the Extractive Industry and Mining (04 November
2014);
 A.I. No. 22/2014 for the Method and Sampling Procedures by Inspector (11 November 2014);
 A.I. No. 24/2014 Classification of Protected Natural Values according by the Importance (27
November 2014);
 A.I. No. 25/2014 on Waste Management of Electrical and Electronic Equipments and Restrictions on
Use of Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment, signed (27 November 2014);
 A.I. No. 26/2014 on Waste Management from Batteries and Accumulators(27 November 2014);
 A.I. No. 27/2014 for Waste Management by Packaging and Wrappings (03 December 2014);
 A.I. No. 28/2014 for Sanitary Protected Areas (22 December 2014);
 A.I. No. 29/2014 on Management of Sludge from Wastewater Treatment (30 December 2014);
 A.I. No. 30/2014 for Manners, Parameters and Limit Values of Waste Water Discharge into Public
Sewage Network and in the Water Body (30 December 2014);
 A.I. No. 01/2015 of the OECD List of Waste (15 January 2015);
 A.I. No. 02/2015 for Permission of Scientific Research in Nature (03 March 2015);
 A.I. No. 03/2015 on the Environmental Authorization (03 March 2015); and
 Regulation No. 23/2014 on the Internal Order for the Natural Monument of Particular Significance
“Shpella e Gadimes” (27 November 2014).
Furthermore, the Water and Wastewater Regulatory Office (WWRO) adopted the Administrative Order
No 01/2015 for yearly Licensing Fee (06 January 2015) as well as the Service Tariff Order on Setting of
Tariff for Water Services, Wastewater Services and Untreated Bulk Water that should be applied from 7
Regional Water Companies (RWC) and N.H. "Iber Lepenci" for tariff period 2015-2017 (31 December
2014).
On the other hand, Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning (MESP) with the Decision No. 1212/15
approved the Management Plan of National Park “Sharri” for period 2015 -2024 and Operational Plan for
2015-2019 (17 March 2015).
On 25 March 2015 the Climate Change Strategy 2014-2024 was promoted, which consists of two
components: Low-Emission Development Strategy and National Adaption Strategy.
Regarding the approval of the Municipal Spatial Plans for this period, the Municipality of Klina on 05
January 2015 attained the approval from MESP for the Municipal Development Plan 2014-2021. As far as
institutional and human capacity building is concerned during the period August 2014 – April 2015, MESP
has enrolled 14 new officials, as follows:
 1 Director of KHMI, on 25 September 2015;
 2 Administrative Assistant, on 01 August 2014;
 1 Driver, on 18 August 2014;
 1 Official for biocide products, on 08 September 2014;
 1 Official for environmental education and awareness-raising, on 13 September 2014;
 1 Legal Officer, on 22 December 2014;
 1 Official for Human Resources on 30 December 2014;
 1 Official for Economic Development, on 01 January 2015;
 1 Official for Budget and Finance, on 01 January 2015;
 1 Official for Environmental Permits, on 05 January 2015;
 1 Official for Planning, on 12 January 2015;
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1 Inspector of Construction and Planning, on 26 January 2015, and
1 Inspector for Water Protection, on 05 March 2015.

Within the regional project, ECRAN, the following trainings, seminars and workshops were organized:
 ETS – Regional Training on the regulation of European Commission for “Monitoring and reporting,
accreditation and verification - EU Emissions Trading System”, held on 10- 11 September 2014 in
Zagreb, Croatia. Five officials participated.
 EU-ETS Workshop on “Operating a Competent Authority” held on 23-25 September 2014, Hague,
Netherland. The Netherland Emissions Authority (NEA) assisted the workshop. Three officials
participated.
 Workshop on "Contributions to the Agreement 2015 and Planning the De-carbonization,” held on 2829 October, Brussels, Belgium. Five officials participated.
 Regional training on “Assessment of GHG Inventories in the Sectors of Energy and Industrial
Processes” held on 19- 21 November 2014, Zagreb, Croatia. Four officials participated.
 Workshop on “Adaption to Climate Change” held on 24- 25 November 2014, Tirana, Albania. Eight
officials participated.
 Training of “Expert on Risk and Vulnerability Assessment and Planning of the Adoption towards
Climate Changes in Water sector,” held on 19- 20 January 2015, Ankara, Turkey. Seven officials
participated.
 Regional Technical Workshop on “Adaptation in Urban Planning Sectors” held on 23- 24 February
2015, Podgorica, Montenegro. Seven officials participated.
 ECRAN Modeling: Support mission for Module 1 “Assistance on modeling and developing the
scenarios that will be used for assessing the options of setting the emissions targets, in defining the
policies for Climate Change and Energy” held on 16-17 Mars 2015, Tirana, Albania. Five officials
participated.
 Workshop on “Contribution on state level in Global Agreement on Climate Change" held on 18
March 2015, Tirana, Albania. Four officials participated.
 Workshop on “Implementation of Emission Trade System and drafting the strategy “, held on 25 - 26
March 2015, Zagreb, Croatia. Five officials participated.
 Regional Seminar – Training on “Assessment of GHG Inventories in Forestry and in other land use”
held on 15- 16 April, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Hercegovina. Five officials participated.
 Regional Technical Workshop on the “Sector of Energy Planning, planned for national teams of
adoption towards Climate Changes” held on 16 – 17 April 2015, Tirana, Albania. Five officials
participated.
 Meeting - Regional Dialogue of EU member states and potential candidate countries, aimed in
defining the contribution on state level on Global Agreement on Climate Change 2015, held on 28
April 2015, Istanbul, Turkey. Five officials participated.
Additionally, organized trainings and workshops related to the EIA, SEA, Waste and Nature within
ECRAN project are:
 Training of the first working group for “EIA and SEA trainer,” held on 23-26 September 2014,
Podgorica, Montenegro. Three officials participated.
 Training on the “Linkage between Environmental Impact Assessment/ Strategic Environmental
Assessment and Nature Impact Assessment” held on 29 October-01 November 2014 Zagreb, Croatia.
Five officials participated.
 Workshop on "Environmental Management of Hazardous Wastes," within TAIEX project, held on 1012 December 2014, Bratislava, Slovakia. Two officials participated.
 Regional Training on “Transposition and implementation of Directive on Waste” held on 20-22
October 2014, Podgorica, Montenegro. Three officials participated.
 Training on “Strategic Planning and the methodology of the cost on Waste collection and Waste
disposal” held on 18-19 March 2015, Tirana, Albania. Five officials participated.
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Workshop on the “Regulations of monitoring the Reporting, Accreditation and Verification by
European Commission” held on 10-11 September 2014, Zagreb, Croatia. Three officials participated.
Regional Workshop on “Coordination of Strategic and Investment Planning in Waste Sector” held on
25-26 November 2014, Skopje, Macedonia. Two officials participated.
Workshop on the “EU legislation and Stakeholders day – Biocide products”(organized by ECHAIPA), on held 23 September 2014, Helsinki, Finland. Three officials participated.
Workshop on”EU Legislation - Chemicals and PIC procedure” (organized by ECHA-IPA), held on 30
September 2014, Helsinki, Finland. Three officials participated.
19th Meeting of the “Forum on exchange of information on enforcement” (organized by ECHA-IPA)
held on 6 November 2014, Brussels, Belgium. Two officials participated.
Training on “Water Management, and Plans for Managing the cross-border River Basin”, held on 1012 March 2015, Podgorica, Montenegro. Four officials participated.
Training on “Assessment of GHG Inventory in Sectors of Energy and Industry,” held on 19-21
November 2014, Zagreb, Croatia. Two officials participated.
Training “Assessment of GHG Inventories in the Forestry and Other Land Use” held on 15-16 April
2015, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina. Two officials participated.

Furthermore, KEPA officials participated in different activities within the European Environment Agency
as follows:
 Workshop regarding Noise held on 30 September- 02 October 2014, Bern, Switzerland. One official
participated.
 Meeting of National Reference Centre (NRC) on Environment Information System, held on 18-19
November 2014, Copenhagen, Denmark. One official participated.
 Meeting of National Reference Centre on environmental communication, held on Athens 30-31
October 2014, Athens, Greece. One official participated.
 Training for COPERT- meeting of the National Reference Centre on the impact of transportation in
the environment, held on April 2015, and in the annual regular meeting of National Reference
Centers for Transportation held on October 2014, Copenhagen, Denmark. One official participated.
 Meetings of National Reference Centers (NRC) for Industrial Pollution, and, of National Reference
Centers (NRC) on Waste, held on March 2015, Copenhagen, Denmark. Two officials participated.
 European Conference on the “Habitat Use and Assessment, National Biodiversity Reference Centers”
held on 4-6 February 2015, Copenhagen, Denmark. One official participated.
 Promotion of the Report of “Environment of Europe, state and perspective”-SOER 2015, held on 4 -5
March 2015, Brussels, Belgium. One official participated.
 Meeting of the National Focal Point (NFP), National Reference Centers, held on November and on
February 2014, Copenhagen, Denmark. Two officials participated.
 As part of EPA Network, KEPA has organized the 23 rd meeting of this network, held on 25 and 26
September in Prishtina. During this meeting, the Program on Cooperation of the Environment
Agencies of Balkans was drafted. Additionally, a Stakeholder Group was established, and it held a
coordinating meeting on December 2014, Zagreb, Croatia.
 The 24th meeting of EPA Network held on 22-25 April 2015, Riga, Latvia. Two officials participated.
In relation to the trainings of urban planners in municipalities, three workshops were organized:
 Workshop on “Law on Spatial Planning and Municipal Zoning Map”, where 76 municipal officials
from the Department of Urbanism and Spatial Planning participated, held on 5 November 2014 in
Prishtina;
 Workshop on “Capacity building of Municipalities according to Ahtisaari package” organized with
the request of Ministry of Local Government Administration (MLGA) held on 19 November 2014.
The workshop aimed at building the capacities of Municipalities of Graçanica, Partesh, Ranillug,
Kllokot, and Novo Berdo in the field of spatial planning, which was identified by the MLGA
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according to the Training Plan of the Municipalities. In this workshop 15 municipal officials from the
Department of Urbanism and Spatial Planning participated;
Workshop on the "Manual on regulating the informal settlements through promotion of gender
equality" held on 26 November, in Prishtina, were 74 municipal officials participated.

In terms of implementation of legislation and policies, MESP issued following decisions which furthermore
strengthened the Law of Nature Protection:
 Decision No. 514/15 on approval of the Red Book of Vascular Flora of the Republic of Kosovo (04 February
2015);
 Decision No. 5034/14 on announcing the protection of Kosovo Specie of Long-Crower Rooster, domestic
softened breed, with the purpose of protecting the softened native breed ( 15 October 2014);
 Decision No. 5035/14, on announcing the protection of Illyrian Sheepdog Deltari, domestic softened
breed, with the purpose of protecting the softened native breed (15 October 2014).
Moreover, MESP prepared a report of state of environment of Kosovo, which was published as part of the
report for “Environment of Europe, state and perspective 2015” (5 March 2015).The report is available at
http://www.eea.europa.eu/soer-2015/countries/kosovo. The Synthesis Report is available at
http://www.eea.europa.eu/soer#tab-synthesis-report.
During the reporting period, MESP Inspectorate conducted: 377 inspecting visits; 73 court proceedings;
14 decisions and 365 orders, remarks, recommendations, response to appeals. Regarding the
implementation of the Administrative Instruction No. 19/2012 on Management of End-of Life Vehicle
and their Components, in total 180 operators were identified and inspected, which are under the
competence of Ministry.
Additionally, 53 operators have been granted with Environmental Consents by MESP, 30 court
proceedings were initiated towards operators who failed to comply with the order issued by the
Inspectorate to obtain documents according to the applicable legislation. Other operators are in the
process of application.
With a view to implementing the Action Plan for stopping illegal operating of lime and tire ovens, on 18
February 2015 a meeting was held with officials from the Departments of Urbanism and Municipal
Inspectorates. In addition, public informational debates with the operators of lime ovens were held in the
four municipalities: Shtime, Suhareka, Malisheva and Lipjan.
Regarding the measures undertaken towards the violations identified from the illegal constructions in the
protected areas, the Inspectorate of MESP, upon the appeal, has inspected the protected area “Trofta e
Junik”, “Bjeshkët e Nemuna “. Additionally, a written intervention, with minutes, has been conducted to
stop the tax collection at the entrance of Natural Protected Area, at the Brezovica Ski Centre.
As per environmental licenses and consents concerns, the following companies have applied for
Integrated Environmental Licenses: Ferronikeli; Sharrcem (cement manufacturing plant); KEK; Sanitary
Regional Landfills; Kulla Exim (Refinery of Petroleum Products); Company for recycling the used oils
and heating oil Inn-Oil-Recycling L.L.C.; Kosova Refinery, and BTP-Holding. Furthermore, MESP on 30
October 2014 has issued an Integrated Environmental Licenses for NewCo Ferronikeli Complex L.L.C.
The total number of EIA cases received during the reporting period is 139, out of which: 97 were
reviewed; 42 are under review; 85 were granted with environmental consent; 12 were not granted with
environmental consent (rejected). Moreover, during this period one request for SEA was received and
approved.
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Pursuant to the Law on Waste and Chemicals, 11 Licenses for Waste Management, 11 permits for
importing the biodegradable bags without additives, 18 permits for importing biocide products, 2
permits for exporting wastes and 2 permits for importing industrial chemicals were issued.
Pursuant to the Law on Waters, during this period 8 Water acts on defining the conditions and
documents on construction of new facilities and reconstruction of existing facilities, 14 Water Consents,
51 Orders were issued and 9 site visits were conducted.
Pursuant to the Law of Construction, three Construction Terms were issued for “EducationalCorrectional Centre for Juveniles” – in Municipality of Lipjan, on 22 August 2014; “Construction of the
Water Factory in Shkabaj and Transporting Pipelines in Pumping Station”, on 05 March 2015; and the
project of the “Landfill for Fuels and Liquefied Propane Butane Gas” in Gërlice, Municipality of Ferizaj,
(Fitorja), on 17 March 2015.
Furthermore, three Construction Permits were issued for: “Lipjan Educational-Correctional Centre for
Juveniles “(03 December 2014), “T.L. 400kV, Kosovo-Albania, segment II” (29 September 2014), “T.L.
400kV, Kosovo-Albania, segment III” (14 January 2015) and 1 legalization permit issued on (27 October
2014) for Limak-Kosovo-International Airport-Vrellë-Lipjan.
On the other hand, regarding the billing and collection data on targets for water and waste sectors, and
fragmentation per sector is as follows:
Billing
Realization of billing targets planned for July – December 2014
In the overall sector level, billing targets were realized in 79% (from €18 620 775.00 planned, €14 661 797.00
were realized)
 Regarding households consumers, realization of billing targets is 80%;
 Regarding commercial consumers, realization of billing targets is 79%;
 Regarding institutional consumers, realization of billing targets is 73%;
Realization of billing targets planned for January – February 2015
In the overall sector level, billing targets were realized in 83% (from €5 823 995.00 planned, €4 844 760.00 were
realized)
 Regarding households consumers, realization of billing targets is 80%;
 Regarding commercial consumers, realization of billing targets is 84%;
 Regarding institutional consumers, realization of billing targets is 102%;
Collection
Realization of collection targets planned for July – December 2014
In the overall sector level, collection targets were realized in 80% from 76% planned
 Regarding households consumers, realization of collection targets is 73%;
 Regarding commercial consumers, realization of collection targets is 86%;
 Regarding institutional consumers, realization of collection targets is 113%;
Realization of collection targets planned for January – February 2015
In the overall sector level, collection targets were realized in 64% from 75% planned
 Regarding households consumers, realization of collection targets is 62%;
 Regarding commercial consumers, realization of collection targets is 81%;
 Regarding institutional consumers, realization of collection targets is 57%;
Data on the coverage with water and sewage service:
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Coverage with water service (%) – at the sector level is 84%;
Coverage with sewage service (%) – at the sector level is 63%;

Furthermore data related to the investments on the water and sewage sector for the period July 2014 –
February 2015 are:
 Investments by Regional Water Companies:
 Investments in the existing water supply network
€328 083.00 ;
 Investments in expanding the water supply network €12 569.00 ;
 Investments in the existing wastewater network
€00.00;
 Investments in expanding the wastewater network
€ 00.00;
 Donor investments:
 Investments in the existing water supply network
€ 1 699 961.00;
 Investments in expanding the water supply network € 2 017 761.00;
 Investments in the existing wastewater network
€ 35 559.00;
 Investments in expanding the wastewater network
€ 00.00;
Level of non-billed water at the sector level - NRW at the sector level is 56%.
Regarding air quality maintenance of the network, monitoring the air quality and calibration of devices on
regular basis, at the end of 2014, eight analyzers of the station of the network for monitoring the air
quality were serviced. Moreover, hydrometric network for water monitoring, two hydrometric stations
were installed and the project was supported by GIZ at the end of 2014 .

3.2.4.

Transport Policy

Regarding secondary legislative developments in the field of transport, two A.I. were adopted:
 AI no. 05/2014 on issuing the permits to the resident transport operators to perform international
transport of goods (27 November 2014); and
 AI no. 06/2014 on the content and form of the reports for samples and documents for control of the
dangerous goods (27 November 2014).
In the field of road infrastructure, regarding the feasibility study and technical design for road N9
(Prishtina-Peja) segment Kiev-Klina-Zahaq (30km) terms of reference in cooperation with WBIF and
EBRD were prepared. In addition, feasibility study and environmental impact for the segment KievZahaq (30km) has started, which is a precondition for commencing the implementation of the project.
With regard to implementation of R6 motorway Prishtina-Hani i Elezit, work is in progress in excavation,
structure and dislocation of installations on the segment road access R6 / 7 which connects to the national
road N2 – road access Konjuh (Lipjan).
As far as roads maintenance is concerned, summer and winter maintenance of all national and regional
roads (1.884 km) has been completed. Also the summer and winter maintenance of the R7 motorway
"Ibrahim Rugova" (78 km) is completed. Also, during this timeframe, 13.75 km of regional roads and 125
km of local roads have been rehabilitated. Also GIS database was continuously updated with new
constructed and rehabilitated roads.
With the aim of improving the traffic safety, a meeting of Traffic Safety Council was held on 31 March
2015. In addition, there was a continuation of awareness raising campaigns, where 29,000 brochures and
140,000 leaflets were distributed in schools throughout Kosovo.
In terms of vertical and horizontal signalization, during reporting period, 1940 km of national and
regional roads have been completed. As regards subsidy, 4 contracts for 4 lots (VI, IX, XII and XX) were
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signed on 19 February 2015 with the duration of 12 months. With regard to the authorizations of internal
transport of passengers, 1232 authorizations were issued for interurban operation.
As far as human capacity building is concerned, 64 managers for goods transportation of goods and 29
managers for transportation of passengers were trained and certified according to IRU (International
Road Union) standards. Moreover, 280 drivers for transportation of goods and 76 others in transportation
of passenger were trained and certified. Whereas, 140 drivers and manipulators have been trained and
certified in transportation of dangerous goods.
In context of training and certification of vehicle inspectors in technical control centres, based on
recommendations deriving from CITA the program for training the vehicle inspectors has been prepared.
Regarding developments in the field of railways, during the reporting period RRA has monitored the
licenses issued to Trainkos and Infrakos in November and December of 2014. Additionally, on 20 March
2015 RRA took a decision for licensing twenty two (22) machinists, while 5 applications did not fulfil the
conditions for obtaining the license and were rejected.
Meanwhile, in relation to railway safety, on 30 September 2014 it was prepared the annual safety report
for 2013. During the reporting period inspection of all rail lines were conducted, and safety
recommendations are sent to Infrakos on 31 December 2014. Also, all mobile assets that are owned by
Trainkos were inspected, while recommendations were sent to Trainkos on 30 December 2014.
Regarding developments in the field of Interoperability, following steps were taken by RRA:
 Inspection of Mobile Assets of Trainkos on 24 November 2014;
 Inspection of Mobile Assets of Infrakos on 02 December 2014;
 Inspection of Mobile Assets of Ferronikeli on 04 December 2014; and
 Registration of Mobile Assets of undefined ownership was concluded on 10 April 2015.
Regarding, awareness-raising campaigns, on 21 January 2015 RRA launched a brochure for “Passengers
rights” in railway sector.
In the field of regional cooperation, memorandum of understanding between RRA and Directorate of
Railway Safety Inspection of Albania was signed on 9 December 2014.
In context of developments in civil aviation, on 3 December 2014, CAA and Aviation Authority of
Hungary signed a Memorandum of Understanding for technical cooperation, in particular in the field of
air navigation services.
Regarding regional cooperation, CAA took part in a senior regional meeting aimed at discussing various
advantages and benefits of cooperation in all fields of civil aviation, which was held on 6-7 November
2014 in Bulgaria.
On the enforcement activities in the field of civil aviation safety are concerned, around 30 inspections were
conducted as well as 4 safety infiltrating tests in PIA “Adem Jashari” has been carried out.
As far as capacity building, regional and international meetings are concerned, during the reporting
period the following activities were carried out in transport sector:
 Three meetings of the Steering Committee of SEETO (October 2014, December 2014 and March 2015)
held in Bosnia, Macedonia and Brussels, attended by MI officials;
 Annual Meeting of Ministers of the Region organized by SEETO (December 2014) held in Macedonia,
attended by MI officials;
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Two meetings of the working groups on Railways and Road Safety within SEETO (October 2014)
held in Belgrade, and Vienna, attended by MI officials;
National Coordinators of SEETO (22-23 March 2015) held in Kolasin, Montenegro, attended by MI
officials;
Meeting of the International Road Forum (IRF) (February 2015), held in Paris, France, attended by MI
officials;
Meetings of CIECA: Road Users Education Project, and Disabled Driver Assessment Workshop (28
October 2014 and 26 November 2014); held in Brussels and Amsterdam, attended by MI officials;
Meeting of CITAS - Working Group 5 on Information System ( 21 October 2014) held in Plochingen,
Germany, attended by MI officials;
Working group railway and intermodality (9-10 October 2014), held in Belgrade, Serbia, attended by
MI officials;
Training on (RE) RAMS & LCC for Railway Infrastructure (MERTCe), (14-16 December 2014) held in
Istanbul, Turkey, attended by RRA officials;
Workshop on National Safety Rules (8- 9 December 2014) held in Prishtina, Kosovo, attended by RRA
officials;
Congress on Advanced Railway Engineering (02-04 March 2015) held in Istanbul, Turkey, attended
by RRA officials;
Meeting of RACO & Federal Office of Transport (FOT) (23-25 March 2015) held in Switzerland,
attended by RRA officials;
Establishing and strengthening the activities and communication between SEETO Secretariat and
national authorities (25 March 2015) held in Prishtina, Kosovo, attended by RRA, MI, TrainKos and
InfraKos officials;
IRG - Rail, Plenary Meeting (14-15 April 2015), held in Hague, Netherland, attended by RRA officials;

Training on Transport Policies and Procedures of the Stabilization - Association for Integration into the
EU (19 November 2014), held in Pristina, Kosovo, attended by MIA officials.

3.2.5. Energy
In order to ensure the implementation of legislation concerning energy sector, Energy Efficiency
Municipal Plans 2014-2020 were adopted by eleven (11) municipalities: Deçani (30 March 2015),
Istogu (31 March 2015), Shtime (30 December 2014), Gjilan (29 September 2014), Ferizaj (29 August
2014), Fushë Kosova (29 December 2014), Obiliqi (29 January 2015), Prizreni (30 October 2014), Peja,
Rahoveci (26 February 2015) and Suhareka (10 October 2014).
Within this reporting period the Energy Regulatory Office (ERO) Board has adopted the “feed in”
tariff for electricity generated from photovoltaic/solar panels, which is set to €136.4 per MW/h. In
regard to the regulatory framework in this area, ERO-s Board approved the Rule on Support Scheme
(Support of Generation of Electricity from Renewable Energy Sources) on 23 December 2014.
Further, Ministry of Economic Development adopted the following documents:
 Annual Energy Balance of Republic of Kosovo for the Year 2015; and
 Long Term Energy Balance of the Republic of Kosovo 2015-2024.
Regarding the decommissioning process of the power plant “Kosovo A”, on December 2014, the
decommissioning report for the year 2014 have been submitted to the Ministry of Economic
Development.
With regard to the improvement of the distribution infrastructure, the following activities are
presented in table below:
Table 46: Figures related to electricity
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Furthermore, KEDS collected 101% of its billed electricity during year 2014; compared to collection
of 86.67 % in 2013 the increase amounts around 14 %. Additionally, KEDS investments in capital
projects for the year 2014 amount to € 18 million.
Legal and functional unbundling of KEDS completed on 31 December 2014, as a result of the legal
unbundling (separation of KEDS electricity distribution from the supply) and requirement pursuant
to Article 46 of the Law on Energy Regulatory No. 03/L-085 on 1st January 2015, Kosovo Electricity
Supply Company (KESCO) has been established.
With regard to the new generating capacities, on 28 October 2014 the Kosovo Wind Atlas was
completed.
Energy Regulatory Office (ERO) during this reporting period has issued two authorization for:
 Construction of new hydro-electricity generation capacities "HC Vica" with installed capacity of
4.6 MW, on Lepenc River in the municipality of Shterpce, to "Matkos Group" on 11 November
2014, and
 Construction of the photovoltaic panel generator with installed capacity of 102 kW, in the
municipality of Klina, to “Led Light Technology Kosova”on 3 October 2014.
Moreover, issued four (4) initial authorizations for construction of new generators from photovoltaic
panels with a total capacity of 9.5 MW.
In addition, on 19 December 2014 technical and financial offer was received from the company
“Contour Global” for construction of the New Power Plant “New Kosovo”.
In terms of regional and international cooperation, on 14 September 2014 Kosovo Transmission
System and Market Operator (KOSTT) and Electric Power Industry of Serbia (EMS) have signed the
agreement (Inter TSO Agreement)in which is set that KOSTT and EMS operate as regulatory
independent areas. Moreover, on 10 March 2015 European Network of Transmission System
Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) has issued EIC codes type Z and T for KOSTT.
In relation to the electricity transmission, interconnections and security of supply, the first segment
(16 km) of the project 400 kV line Kosovo-Albania is completed and in total project progress is 38 %.
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In the area of nuclear safety and radiation protection, Kosovo Agency for Radiation Protection and
Nuclear Safety (KARPNS) has issued the following licenses and authorizations:
 Import: 140 Licenses for mobile/tablet/iPad (non–ionized radiation);
 Import/Transport: 15 Licenses for Open Radioactive Sources (99 Tc ) that are used in health
institutions;
 One License for industrial radiography with X-ray generator; and
 One Authorization for detection, identification, verification and measurement of radioactive
source activities.
In regard to KARPNS activities during the reporting period 18 inspections (not including the area of
North Kosovo) were conducted for the users of radioactive sources including state and public
entities, users of non-ionizing radiation, as well as temporary landfills and waste radioactive sources
(Trepça, KEK). Additionally, KARPNS has taken 14 samples for analysis of drinking water from the
regional water supply companies and 5 soil samples in the territory of Kosovo and send it to the
Belgian Institute for Radio Elements (IRE).
Supervised by US Sandia National Laboratories and implemented by the Kosovo‟s Institute of
Occupational Medicine the inventory of the radioactive and waste sources was completed. In
addition, the temporary radioactive waste storage location and facility is identified at the premises
of Institute of Occupational Medicine in Obiliq.
The Agency with the support of the experts from the consortium ITER -Consult has done the
following:
 Established an inspection unit inside KARPNS;
 Set up the KARPNS web site (http://akmrrsb.rks-gov.net/en-us/);
 Published 5000 Promotional Brochures for the Agency; and
 Functionalized the DosiBase software program.
As far as institutional and human capacities are concerned, during the reporting period KARPNS
employees have attended the following trainings, workshops and study visits:
 Training on “Security of Radioactive Materials” held in Croatia (01-05 September 2014)
organized by Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI) and attended by one official;
 Training on “Trainers for Radiation Detection Techniques”, held at Institute of Trans-Uranium
elements (ITU) Karlsruhe-Germany, (6-10 October 2014), attended by two officials;
 Training on “Nuclear Arms Control” held in Pristina (14 November 2014), organized by US
Embassy and attended by two officials;
 Training on “Chemical Biological Radiological and Nuclear Threats (CBRN)” held in Pristina (812 December 2014), organized by OSCE and attended by three official;
 Training on “Radiation Awareness II” held in Prishtina (17-20 March 2015), organized by US
Embassy-Kosovo and attended by one official;
 Regional seminar on “Radiation response to the events identified in the Border ” organized by
Export Control and Related Border Security Program held at the US Embassy in Podgorica (2023 October 2014), attended by one official; and
 2nd International Summit on “Chemical Biological Radiological and Nuclear Threats”, held in
Rome, Italy (25-27 February 2015), supported by the OSCE; attended by one official.
On the other hand, ERO-s staff participated in the following trainings and workshops:
 Training on “Audit and Financial Statements” held in Budva, Montenegro; (24-25 October 2014);
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Workshop on " EU Energy Law and Policy " organized by the Florence School of Regulation,
held in Oslo, Norway; (29 September 2014);
Meeting “Energy Statistics " at the Energy Community Secretariat in Vienna, (11 November
2014);
Training on CEER benchmarking (Comparative Studies) held in Brussels, (25 September 2014);
and
Workshop on “European Energy Laws" held in Vienna, (13 March 2015).

In regard to human capacity building on 11 February 2015 KOSTT has employed two new staff in
the following position: Physical security and Hygienist. Moreover, its employees have attended the
following:
 Training on “Telecommunications for the project Revitalization of the 35kV - 130kV SS Gjakova
1”, held in Bulgaria (14 December2014), attended by two officials;
 Training on “BCU for revitalization project in the framework of the SS Gjakova 1”, held in
Croatia (10 October 2014), attended by four official;
 Training on “E-terra system and comparison the results of functioning of the system
SCADA/EMS for Denmark and KOSTT” held in Denmark (19 January 2015), attended by 6
officials;
 Training on “Use of the equipment liferation” held in Germany(25 January 2015), attended by
two officials;
 Training on “Relays defence” held in Poland (11 February 2015). attended by three officials;
 Training on “System of automatic fire extinguisher with aerosol” held in Kosovo (23 January
2015), attended by 16 officials; and
 Training on “Electrical meters in the framework of the project SS Prishtina 2” held in Slovenia
(23 February 2015), attended by two officials.
3.2.6. Information Society and Media
Regarding the legislative developments in the area of electronic communication during the
reporting period, the Regulatory Authority of Electronic and Postal Communications (RAEPC) has
adopted the following regulations and decisions:
 Regulation on Market Analysis (Ref. Regulation No.27; No.Prot.041/B/14) (23 December 2014);
 Regulation on National Numbering Plan for Electronic Communications Networks in the
Republic of Kosovo (Ref. Regulation No.26; No.Prot.023/B/14) (11 August 2014);
 Decision No.548 on approval of alternative operator (IPKO‟s) Reference Interconnection Offer
(RIO) in wholesale fixed termination market (Ref. No.Prot.036/B/14) (17 November 2014);
 Decision No.547 on approval of incumbent operator (PTK) Reference Interconnection Offer
(RIO) in fixed interconnection markets (origination, transit, and termination) (Ref.
No.Prot.035/B/14) (17 of November 2014);
 Decision on Retail Fixed Access and Calls (national and international) prices based in
benchmarking (13 February 2015);
 Decision no.593 on approval of incumbent operator (PTK) Reference Unbundling Offer (RUO),
No.Prot.008/B/15 (13 February 2015);
 Decision no.594 on approval of incumbent operator (PTK) wholesale line rental (WLR) tariffs in
fixed network (Ref. No.Prot.009/B/15) (13 February 2015); and
 Decision no.595 on approval of incumbent operator (PTK) retail tariffs on access and calls
(national and international) No.Prot.010/B/15 (13 February 2015).
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Regarding human capacity building in RAPEC, two senior officials (for network security and service
development) were employed in Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERT). Also, during the
reporting period, RAPEC has monitored regularly 3G and 4G services.
On the other hand, in the field of audiovisual policy, the IMC has adopted the sublegal framework
as follows:
 Regulation No.2014/02 on assessment for license applications (5 December 2014); and
 Regulation No2014/03 level and manner of payment of the fee for license (30 December 2014).
With regard to regional cooperation, IMC has signed an cooperation agreement with Albania
Regulator Authority of Audiovisual Media (AMA) on 6 March 2015
Furthermore, during the reporting period, officials of RAPEC have attended the following training
sessions, study visits, workshops and conferences:
 Training on “Implementation of the General Collective Agreement, the Law on Health Insurance
and Budget Planning” (28-29 August 2014) held in Durres, Albania, attended by three RAPEC
officials;
 The 43rd Conference on “TF-CSIRT” (17-18 September 2014) held on Rome, Ital, attended by
RAPEC official;
 Conference on”FM 22 for spectre monitoring – CEPT” (23-24 September 2014), held in
Copenhagen, Denmark, attended by two RAPEC officials;
 Conference on “Post Expo Stockholm” (23-24 September 2014) held in Stockholm, Sweden,
attended by two RAPEC officials;
 Conference on “Administration and Finance Management in institutions and public enterprises
(24-27 September 2014) held on Istanbul, Turkey, attended by two RAPEC officials;
 Conference on “Infofest Budva” (28-29 September 2014) held on Budva, Montenegro, attended
by three RAPEC officials;
 Workshop on “Cyber Security “(30 September -02 October 2014) held on Bucharest, Romania,
attended by RAPEC officials;
 Training on “Financial management and control, management and reporting of revenues and
deposits” (17-18 September 2014), held inTirana, Albania. Attended by one RAPEC official;
 Training on “Management of expenses in the fiscal closing of budgetary organizations” (22-23
September), held on Istanbul, Turkey, attended by two RAPEC officials;
 Conference on “Cyber Security Strategy” (23-24 September 2014) held in Paris, France, attended
by one RAPEC official;
 Training on “Drafting of the Law on Trade in services” (28-29 October) held in Peja, Kosovo.
Attended by one RAPEC official;
 Conference on “ECTA Regulatory” (18-19 November 2014) held in Brussels, Belgium. Attended
by three RAPEC officials;
 Conference on “PROCON- Protecting children from Internet risk” (20-21 November 2014) held
in Durres, Albania, attended by two RAPEC officials;
 Training on” Test System on new monitoring service offered through technologies 3G, 4G
(LTE)” (1-3 December 2014) held on Munich, Germany, attended by three RAPEC officials;
 Conference on “CERT/CSIRT” (3-4 December 2014) held in Prague, Chez Republic, attended by
one RAPEC official; and
 The 26s Forum on “Euro-IX” (12 -13 April 2015) held in Marseille, France, attended by two
RAPEC officials.
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3.2.7. Financial Control
In the area of internal audit and financial control the development of reforms in the Public Internal
Financial Control (PIFC) has continued. The Public Internal Financial Control Strategy 2015-2019 has
been finalized and approved by the Government. The Annual Report on the functioning of PIFC
system (FMC and IA) has been prepared.
During 2014, a total of 487 internal audits were conducted and 1,228 recommendations were
addressed by the management. During this reporting period, 282 internal audits were performed.
During the reporting period, the curricula for specific training and certification rules were revised.
Also the procedures for certification were revised. The number of internal auditors that have been
certified has increased from 32 to 67 (35 internal auditors have been certified). In 2014 the
recommendations from internal auditors have been addressed by management and 3 internal
auditors are recruited.
One hundred and nine (109) Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) and financial officers have been
trained for their role in questionnaires for self-assessment and completing such questionnaires
electronically. Based on self-assessment lists the annual report on PIFC has been prepared. The
report encompassed both the report for FMC and for IA for the year 2014. Monitoring of the
implementation of the Internal Control System of Public Finance is done in 5 Budget Organizations
(OB).
The program to supplement the self-assessment lists electronically- online has been prepared. 5
officers of CHU-FMC and 3 officers of CHU-IA attended the training on the use and completion of
self-assessment lists electronically.
On capacity development, training on quality assessment program with 40 directors of Internal
Auditors Unit was held and 12 auditors have been trained on "Basics of internal audit". The
implementation of the pilot audit has started in the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural
Development and in the municipality of Lipjan. In these pilot audits except internal auditors of
relevant institutions also auditors from other institutions participate.
As regards the external audit, in September of 2014 the new audit season has started where 119 audits
are planned to be performed. This includes some 89 regularity audits out of a total of 119 for all
budget organizations. At the end of December Office of Auditor General (OAG) delivered audit
memos to assist entities in correcting errors in financial statements and address the
recommendations of the previous year. This year OAG has planned a higher number of performance
audit reports compared to last year (19 performance audits in 2014/15 while 9 performance audits in
2013/14). The strategy for cooperative development has been drafted.
On appointment of the auditor general the Presidency Office has drafted and enacted a process for
the selection of a candidate. The application was completed on 24 March 2015.
As regards, the percentage of auditors passing various levels of the new scheme of certification for
regularity auditors below is the exam pass rate by levels:
 Auditors in training: 9.3%
 First level: 12.1%
 Second level: 40.2%
 Third level: 38.3%
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Under the new scheme ranking of titles of auditors will be after the evaluation of the performance
(evaluation is planned to be in July 2015).
3.2.8. Statistics
Agency of Statistics has initiated the amendment of the Law on Official Statistics by developing a
concept document. The opinion of the Ministry of Finance has been positive (i.e. no financial
implications). Furthermore, the amending draft Law has been prepared which has included the
EUROSTAT recommendation that the mandate of CEO to be 5-7 years with the possibility of
extension but the Legal Office in the Prime Minister Office has objected this change. Therefore, the
process has been stalled and now it depends on the government whether to proceed with the
proposed changes.
In line with the Government Programme 2015-2018 the Law on Population Census has been drafted
for four (4) municipalities in northern Kosovo that did not participate in the census of 2011. The
concept of this project, including the budget component has been sent to the EU Office in Kosovo.
The Government of Kosovo will make a request to the EU Office for financial support of this project.
Population Census in four (4) municipalities in northern Kosovo has been proposed to take place
from 24 October to 7 November 2015.
KAS has managed to implement the nomenclature of economic activities according to international
standards NACE Rev. 2. As of September 2014, all publications have been published by NACE Rev.
2 as envisaged by the regulation. The previous time series from 2008 have been transferred to the
NACE Rev. 2 (Business statistics, national accounts, prices and others).
A number of activities were implemented during the reporting period with regard to the labour
force survey (LFS) including: interviewing of households through CAPI method for Q3 2014, Q4
2014 and Q1 2015. In June 2014 a summary of the results of LFS for 2013 has been processed,
analysed and published a month later (August 2014) the results of LFS were published in detail.
A number of activities have been conducted for the Survey on Income and Living Condition, as
follows: definition and design of the sample, the organization of field work, training of personnel,
field survey, checking and editing of data on the quality, testing and preparation of the software
program and the inclusion of data. The report on pilot survey of SILC will be finalised in November,
2015. It will become a regular annual survey from 2016.
As regards the agriculture census, in November 2014 the agriculture census was conducted (field data
collection phase). In December 2014 the post registration survey was conducted. During January
2015 the operators and supervisors have been recruited to insert the data from questionnaires on the
computer. On February 27, 2015 the preliminary agricultural census data was published, while the
general data are supposed to be published in September 2015.
In the timeframe of August 2014 – April 2015 all publications are published according to calendar set
of publications of KAS as follows:
In the area of agricultural statistics, the following publications were developed:
 Agricultural Household Survey 2013;
 Economic Accounts for Agriculture 2013;
 Quarterly Output Price Index and Prices in Agriculture, Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
 Quarterly Input Price Index and Prices in Agriculture, Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
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Yearly Output Price Index and Prices in Agriculture 2010-2014;
Yearly Input Price Index and Prices in Agriculture 2010-2014.

In the area of environment statistics, the following publications were developed:
 Municipal Waste Survey 2013 and
 Industrial Waste Survey 2013
During the reporting period KAS has published the following economic statistics and national
accounts:
 Gross Domestic Product by expenditure approach for the reference year 2013, with current and
constant prices;
 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by production approach for the reference year 2013, with current
and constant prices;
 Gross Domestic Product by expenditure and production approach in quarterly basis from Q1
2010 to Q3 2014, with current and constant prices;
 Kosovo Government Accounts (2008-2013).
In the area of enterprise statistics and business register the following statistics have been
published:
 Energy Balance in Kosovo for the quarter Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
 Industry Statistics for the quarter Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
 Hotel Statistics for the quarter Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
 Statistical Repertoire of Enterprises in Kosovo for the quarters Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
 Transport Statistics for the quarters Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
 Results of structural Survey of Enterprises 2013;
 Retail Trade Statistics for the quarters Q1 2013 up to Q4 2014.
In the area of inflation the following statistics have been published:
 Consumer Price Index for the months July, August, October, November, December of 2014, and
January and February of 2015;
 Import Price Index for the quarters Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
 Producer Price Index for the quarters Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
 Construction Price Index for the quarters Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
 Foreign Trade Statistics for the months July, August, October, November, December of 2014 and
January and February of 2015.
In the area of social and population statistics, 17 publications were developed consisting of:
 Results of the Kosovo 2013 Labour Force Survey and Results of the Survey of Household Budget
for 2013;
 Social Welfare Statistics for the quarters Q1, Q2, Q3 2014;
 Statistics for primary and lower secondary education 2013/2014;
 Statistics for upper secondary education 2013/2014;
 Education Statistics 2013/2014;
 Statistics for jurisprudence for minors for the year 2013;
 Statistics for jurisprudence for adults for the year 2013.
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Additionally, during the reporting period KAS has published the Culture Statistics for 2013, Sports
Statistics 2013, Health Statistics for 2013, Birth Statistics 2013, Deaths Statistics 2013, Marriage
Statistics 2013 and Divorce Statistics 2013.
In the area of general publication KAS Bulletin for Q3 was published, KAS Calendar of Publications
2015, KAS Language Policy Division 2014, Quarterly Bulletin and KAS Publication Catalogue 2014.
3.3.
Justice, Freedom and Security
3.3.1. Visas, Border Management, Asylum and Migration
Border Management
In terms of policy framework in the area of border management, in December 2014, the Action Plan
of the National Strategy on Integrated Border Management (IBM) was revised, placing further
emphasis on preventing and fighting cross-border crime and improving the efficiency of structures
working in this area through capacity development. Meanwhile, this strategy is harmonized with
action plans of other strategies for the period of 2015-2018.
During this reporting period, Kosovo‟s continuous efforts to enhance border cooperation with
neighboring countries are marked with two protocols on cross-border cooperation between Kosovo
and Albania, which were signed on 23 March 2015:
 Protocol for Cross-Border Immediate Pursuits, and
 Protocol for Joint Utilization of the Equipment for Border Control.
Moreover, the Joint Contact Center for Police Cooperation between Kosovo and Macedonia started
operating in October, 2014.
On 18 March, 2015, Kosovo Government has decided to carry out a negotiated procedure to contract
the company for the Border Management System (BMS) maintenance, and currently the negotiations
are underway. The company is expected to be contracted in May, and the process of interlinking the
BMS, Kosovo Visa Information System (KVIS), and the asylum databases will be possible shortly
after.
Regarding the implementation of the strategy of the IBM, with a focus on the BCP control
improvement, regular and ad-hoc risk assessments, operations, and other border control activities
are carried out by the Kosovo Police (KP) and other IBM agencies during the reporting period.
Moreover, regular reports on activities at the BCPs are generated. Statistics deriving from these
reports are to be found on tables from table 47 till table 54 below.
Table 47: Statistics on IBM regular risk assessments carried out during the reporting period
Categories of assessment

Q4 2013

Q1 2014

Q4 2014

Q1 2015

Biannual

1

/

1

1

Annual

1

/

1

Weekly

348

352

352

348

Monthly

/

/

/

/

Quarterly

/

/

/

/

Overall IBM

Local level

98

Regional level
Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly

48
12
4

52
12
4

52
12
4

Table 48: Statistics on IBM ad hoc risk assessments carried out during the reporting period
Categories of assessment
Q4 2013
Q1 2014
Q4 2014
Regional level
5
7
6
Central level
1
2
2
Total
6
9
8

48
12
4

Q1 2015
8
1
9

Table 49: Statistics on IBM operations conducted by Kosovo Police during the reporting period
Conducted by (KP directorate/unit)
Q4 2013
Q1 2014
Q4 2014
Q1 2015
Directorate of Operations
7
7
2
7
Directorate of Migration and Foreigners
/
/
1
0
Investigation Unit
2
2
5
8
Airport
2
0
2
6
Regional Directorate East
17
11
19
20
Regional Directorate West
4
10
24
24
Regional Directorate North
14
11
22
21
TOTAL
46
41
75
86
Table 50: Statistics on operations of IBM agencies carried out jointly during the reporting period
Conducted by
Q4 2013
Q1 2014
Q4 2014
Q1 2015
Kosovo Customs & KP FAST Unit
8
03
13
13
Special KP Unit & K9 Unit
8
5
26
27
SP/Other Units
7
6
FVA
1
TOTAL
23
8
39
47
Table 51: Statistics on border control activities carried out at all BCPs during the reporting period
Number of controls

Categories of controls
Q4 2013

Q1 2014

Q4 2014

Q1 2015

Persons

2,668,248

2,610,638

2.995.068

2.656.848

Vehicles

888,754

868,074

962.623

861.105

Airplanes

2,950

2,462

2790

2543

Trains

552

500

552

542

Table 52: Statistics on second-line border control activities carried out at all BCPs during the reporting period
Number of controls

Categories of controls
Persons

Q4 2013
6314

Q1 2014
6456

Q4 2014
9729

Q1 2015
12246

Vehicles

6175

5866

6239

6244
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Documents

4528

4706

3276

3370

Table 53: Statistics on persons detained arrested at BCPs and borderlines during the reporting period
Number of persons
Categories
Q4 2013
Q1 2014
Q4 2014
Q1 2015
Arrested for various criminal acts
283
250
313
311
Arrested based on national orders

104

79

88

143

Arrested based on international orders

1

5

1

1

Detained

51

36

48

50

Table 54: Statistics on cross-border crime initiated during the reporting period
Number of cases
Categories of cases initiated
Q4 2013
Q1 2014
Q4 2014

Q1 2015

Criminal acts

263

222

211

229

Minor violations

387

330

313

265

Aiming at improving the activity coordination at borders and identifying risks while using
Intelligence-Led Policing (ILP), the Tasking and Coordination group meets monthly at the central
level, and draft operational plans to tackle problems encountered in every region, and involving
fields covered by three IBM agencies (KP, Customs and FVA), and highlight the actions taken to
fight these phenomena. As a result of this model, 63 profiles are generated during this reporting
period from online and intelligence information. Moreover, 35 joint reports are drafted from the
authorities involved in IBM, and 283 intelligence information exchanges between the central,
regional, and local level are conducted, resulting in outcomes such as seizing of illegal goods,
prevention of illegal border crossing, etc.
Visa Policy
Aiming at effectively enforcing the rules on the issuance of visas at BCPs, Manual on the Procedures
for Obtaining a Kosovo Visa, paying particular attention to clarifying the procedures for issuing the
visa at the BCPs, is distributed to relevant local and international institutions. The number of visas
issued at the BCPs has decreased drastically, with only 5 visas issued at these points during the
reporting period (4 of which issued for the Bosnian Delegation attending the Western Balkans
Conference).
During the reporting period, the KVIS has extended further to Berlin, Canberra, London, Zagreb,
and Panama City, where the process of issuing Kosovo visas has started.
Asylum and Migration
The legal framework in this field is completed with the Regulation on the Functioning of the Centre
for Foreigners, adopted in September, 2014.
The Migration Profile, 2013 is adopted on 10 March 2015 and published on the web page of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA) in there languages (Albanian, Serbian, and English). Please see
Annex 11: Kosovo Migration Profile, 2013. This comprehensive document contains information on
various dimensions of migration, including the socio-economic aspect, migration impact, and
migration policies. Furthermore, the Governmental Authority on Migration (GAM), which is an
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inter-institutional body in charge of drafting and updating the Migration Profile as well as analysing
and coordinating implementation of migration policies and legislation, is currently in the process of
drafting the Migration Profile for the year 2014.
With the aim of fighting irregular migration, and especially the flux of migrants leaving Kosovo at
the end of 2014, in the plenary session of 5 February 2015, the Assembly adopted the Resolution on
Illegal Migration of Kosovo's citizens. The adoption of the resolution was supported by all
parliamentary groups. One of the components of this Resolution foresees customs, tax, and
administrative reductions for individuals providing work for more than 10 persons. In cooperation
with the MSLW, through this Resolution, the Government aims to sign agreements with European
countries on providing seasonal work for the citizens of Kosovo.
In order to place further emphasis on sustainable reintegration of repatriated persons, the Draftregulation for the Reintegration of the Repatriated Persons is finalized, and will be approved by the
Government in May 2015. According to this draft-regulation, the program beneficiary date will
remain the same, but it will be flexible when concerning vulnerable groups (persons with special
needs and children without parental care). Moreover, the delivery of activities such as transport to
the place of origin, healthcare, vocational trainings, and employment is not limited by this cut-off
date. This decision because Kosovo institutions are making ongoing efforts to shift the focus of this
program from emergency assistance to sustainable development.
Regarding the issue of remote interpretation, the annex-agreement with the UNHCR is expected to
be reached after the UNHCR internal procedures are completed. However, the UNHCR has sent an
official letter through which it guarantees the provision of remote translation whenever deemed
necessary; however, during the reporting period, no such need was presented.
The construction of the Centre for Foreigners was completed in December, 2014, and the relevant
authorities are working towards functionalizing this centre through the preparation of ToRs, centre‟s
work plan, as well as staff recruitment (two staff members were recruited so far, while the remaining
number is expected to be filled through internal transfers). This centre is expected to be fully
operational during the second quarter of 2015.
Two trainings were delivered with the purpose of increasing capacities in the field of asylum and
migration, specifically the capacities of GAM:
 Data Assessment Regarding the Migration Profile, 30 September–3 October, 2014, and
 Improvement of the cooperation with Member States (MSs) and International Organizations
(IOs), 20–24 October, 2014.
Statistics indicate that the number of asylum-seekers in Kosovo experiences small flucuations:
during the reporting period, 65 asylum requests are evidenced, while during the first half of 2014,
this number was 50. All these 65 persons received health services free of charge; the period covering
August 2014–April 2015 registered 61 free health care benefiters among asylum seekers. Regarding
social assistance, four was the number of asylum seekers who benefitted from this scheme. The
numbers appears to be significantly low as most asylum-seekers use Kosovo primarily as a transit
country.
Kosovo endeavors to ensure efficient and fair procedures for the deportation of individuals staying
illegally in Kosovo. The table below shows data which illustrates actions of Kosovo institutions in
this area.
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Table 55: Data on measures taken against foreign citizens staying illegally in Kosovo, during the reporting
period
Measures

Q4 2014

Q1 2015

Imposed fines

229

178

Voluntary deportations

27

9

Deportations by force

12

8

Deportations based on court decision

18

1

During this reporting period one travel document was issued for a foreign citizen. The annual
statistics in the area of readmission indicate a decreased number of the readmission requests in 2014
compared to this number in 2013. While 2,535 was the number in 2014, in 2013, this number was
3,778. However, a significantly increased number of both readmission requests and readmitted
persons is evidenced when the first quarter of 2015 is compared to the same quarter of 2014, as
illustrated in table 56
Table 56: Comparative data on the No. of readmission requests and the No. of readmitted persons (Q1 2014;
Q1 2015).
Number of readmission requests
Percentage increase
Q1 2014
Q1 2015
318%
554
2,316
Number of readmitted persons
Q1 2014
Q1 2015
182%
1,034
2,922
In 2014, readmission requests in the verification process (within the period expressed in Law on
Repatriation and bilateral readmission agreements) make up 7% of the total requests (163 in
numbers). The same percentage was for the previous year (279 in numbers).
For the reintegration of the repatriated persons, the allocated annual budget for 2015 is €2,112,670.
Necessary preparations are undergoing for the decentralization of this fund in three pilot
municipalities: Prishtina, Gjakova, and Ferizaj.
The number of staff in the Department for Reintegration to be paid from the allocated MIA budget is
23. So far 21 job positions are filled while 2 remain in the recruiting process.
Multiple efforts from Kosovo institutions have been undertaken with the aim of shifting the focus of
the support to the repatriated persons from short-term assistance activities to more sustainable
programs. The table 57 shows the comparative statistics of number of beneficiaries from the
Reintegration Program.
Table 57: Services offered to the repatriated persons (2913, 2014, and Q1 2015)
Program Component
Reintegration Program
beneficiaries
Language and supplementary
classes
Language and supplementary
classes

2013

2014

Q1 2015

Persons

2,635

2,024

857

Persons

92

311

120

Municipalities

4

10

9
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Vocational training

Persons

110

122

15

Start-ups

Business plans

268

191

36

Employment

Persons

17

4

16

Assistance to vulnerable persons

Persons/Families

-

62

3

When it comes to housing, during the reporting periods, 2 decisions were issued for house
building/rebuilding, 4 for house renovations, and 8 for furnishing.
Additionally, 32 returned pupils are integrated in the education system during the reporting period. In

terms of increasing capacities of the municipal officers using the CMS, during the reporting period,
10 municipal officials from 7 municipalities received trainings, while the total number of the rained
officials so far is 85. Trainings are delivered as well on the topic of personal data protection to 19
staff of the Department of Reintegration of Repatriated Persons, 6 officials for regional coordination,
and 13 senior officials of the DRPR at the central level.
As Kosovo was faced with a large flux people leaving Kosovo through irregular routes, especially
during the second half of 2014 Kosovo police operations were intensified to fight migrant
smuggling, and during the reporting period alone, 21 operations were carried out, resulting in 86
arrested persons. Two of these operations are a joint effort of Kosovo, Austria, Czech Republic,
France, Germany, Hungary, Slovakia, and Switzerland to fight irregular migration from Kosovo.

Moreover, awareness-raising campaigns on the dangers of irregular migration were launched: 5
video ads were aired 225 times on national and local TV stations, 265 times on the radio,
representatives of various institutions conducted visits in the municipalities where the risk of people
migrating regularly were estimated as high, informational materials were distributed to the targeted
persons, and social media were utilized to spread awareness on the negative effects irregular
migration has on individuals who undertake such path.
Document Security
In the area of document security, during the reporting period the following AIs are approved:





AI on requirements and procedures for professional exams of Municipal Civil Status Officers,
signed on 23 January 2015;
AI on the Registration of the Residence and Emplacement, signed on 23 January 2015;
AI on the Operation of the CRA Inspectorate, signed on 15 January, 2015.

Meanwhile, the following AIs are already finalized, and their approval is expected during the first
weeks of May, 2015:
 AI on General Registration Procedures on Birth, Marriage and Death;
 AI on Re-registration in the Fundamental Records of Civil Status;
 AI on Late Registration of Civil Status Records;
 AI on the conditions and procedures of Personal Name Change;
 AI on payment of fees for the services carried out by Municipal Civil Status Offices; and
 AI on the legal requirements, type of personal data and the way the transfer data takes place to
Institutions and bodies requiring civil status data as defined by Article 4 of the Civil Status Law.
Moreover, the following SOPs are finalized and will be signed in May, 2015.
 SOP on Registration of Birth;
 SOP on Marriage Registration;
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SOP on Marriage Announcement;
SOP on Death Registration;
SOP on Change of Personal Data;
SOP on Personal Name Change;
SOP on Creating a Legal Person; and
SOP on Verification.

In addition, during the reporting period, the Civil Registration Agency has signed the following
MoUs for sharing of information and interlinking of databases with other institutions in order to
increase document security and enhance inter-institutional cooperation:
 MoU with KJC, May 2014;
 MoU with FIU, November 2014;
 MoU with TAK, November 2014;
 MoU with Kosovo Police (KPIS), November 2014;
 MoU with Customs, November 2014; and
 MoU with KPC, January 2015.
In order to increase the reliability and accuracy of civil registry, during the beginning of 2015, MIA,
supported by a European Commission project, has started with the preparation (logistical and
recruitment procedures) for digitalising the civil registers returned from Serbia. The project will start
implementation during the second quarter of this year.
The new civil status system is still to be launched as the company for the supplying of new (blank)
certificates with high security features is yet to be selected after procurement procedures are
completed. Currently, the Procurement Review Body (PRB) is reviewing one submitted complaint, it
will decide on it in May, 2015. Should the PRB reject the complaint, the contract with the selected
company will be signed. Otherwise, the government will request an accelerated procedure to select
the company for supplying with certificates.
Regarding inspections in the civil status offices, a total of 179 inspections were conducted during the
reporting period; of them, 129 being regular inspections while 50 were ad-hoc. During same period,
5 warnings were sent to municipalities for not following the necessary procedures, 14
recommendations were issued, and 18cases were forwarded to the KP.
3.3.2. Fights against Money Laundering
The money laundering legal framework has been further enhanced with the adoption of two
Administrative Orders on 12 January 2015, as well as three SOPs and one Operations Manual on 13
January, 2015:
 Administrative Order for the prevention and detection of money laundering,
 Administrative Order for the prevention and detection of financing of terrorism, 12 January
2015;
 SOP on the work process of FIU-K for Analysis and Intelligence;
 SOP for goAML based on Work Processes;
 SOP for FIU-K Statistics; and
 Operations Manual for goAML forms.
With the purpose of improving further the policy framework in the area of money laundering, the
Strategy and Action Plan on Prevention of Informal Economy, Money Laundering, Financing of
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Terrorism and Financial Crime were reviewed on 4 December 2014. This Strategy and AP have
incorporated recommendations deriving from the National Risk Assessment of Money Laundering
and Financing Terrorism in the Construction Sector.
A cooperation agreement was signed in December 2014 between Sate Prosecutor, Kosovo Police,
Customs, Tax Administration and FIU-K with the aim of facilitating the information exchange, risk
assessment and generally the coordination institutions and agencies in the area of law enforcement.
With regards to enforcement in this area, during period covering August 2014–April 2015, FIU has
received 129 Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR), while 80 was the total number of STRs received
in the period August 2013-April 2014. Out of 129 STRs, 76 are closed.
Efforts are joined by all law enforcement agencies and institutions in the fight against money
laundering. KP has investigated eight (8) cases of money laundering during the reporting period,
while it has received 17 intelligence reports from FIU-K.
Table 58: Money laundering cases handled by KPC in 2013, 2014 and Q1 2015
2013
2014
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
cases
persons
cases
persons
cases

Q1 2015
No. of persons

Cases at work

56

207

43

119

31

86

Inherited cases

8

171

32

94

30

84

New cases

18

36

11

25

1

2

Cases solved

25

116

14

37

3

8

Cases pending

31

91

29

82

28

78

In the first quarter of 2015, Prosecution offices solved 3 cases involving 8 persons in the following
manner:
 Investigations terminated for 1 person;
 Charges were dropped for 3 persons; and
 Indictment following investigations filed against 4 persons.
In the same period, courts found one person guilty of money laundering charges.
10 officers have received specialized trainings on financial expertise, and 9 officers from the KP,
Customs, Tax Administration, and CBK were certified as financial experts on 26 November, 2014.
Moreover, to further develop the analytical and investigative capacities of the FIU-K staff, 11
specialized trainings were delivered to staff members of the FIU-K during the reporting period.
3.3.3. Fight against Drugs
Special focus is given to the prevention from and fight against the supply segment of drug
trafficking. An upward trend is evident in the number of persons arrested for drug trafficking cases
and confiscated narcotics, with the exception of marijuana.
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Table 59: KP statistic on the fight against narcotics August 2013-April 2014 and August 2014-April 2015
Criminal offences
Aug 2013–Apr 2014
Aug 2014–Apr 2015
Drug trafficking
89
66
Police operations
No. of Persons
Persons arrested
386
390
Confiscated narcotics
Quantity
Heroin

8kg 84.93gr

10 kg 17.61gr

Cocaine
131.5g
217.67g
Marijuana
495 kg 718gr
153kg 948.54gr
As KP is not the sole institution engaged in the fight against narcotics, Kosovo Customs have
assisted in detecting 6 cases of drug trafficking, where 1762.4gr of narcotics were seized during the
reporting period.
Table 60: KPC statistics on cases related to narcotics for 2013, 2014 and Q1 2015
2013
2014
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
cases
persons
cases
persons

Q1 2015
No. of
No. of
cases
persons

Cases at work

543

896

795

1262

538

852

Inherited
cases

169

280

286

469

458

722

New cases

374

616

511

793

80

130

Cases solved

257

429

350

552

58

97

Cases
pending

286

467

450

710

480

756

As shown in the table above, Prosecution offices, in the first quarter of 2015 have solved 58 cases
involving 97 persons in the following manner:
 Charges were dropped for 4 persons;
 Investigations terminated for 5 persons;
 Indictment with the request for Punitive Order filed against 10 persons;
 Instant indictment filed against 29 persons;
 Indictment following investigations filed against 49 persons;
During this period, courts have issued verdicts against 25 defendants on drug trafficking, where all
25 were found guilty.
In the field of international cooperation against drug trafficking, 22 information records and 62 STmessages were exchanged with international counterparts, 4 verification requests were received, and
joint international investigations are undergoing on two cases.
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Kosovo‟s fight against drug trafficking is not limited to police action and court decisions but it also
extends to supporting addicts on their recovery efforts. During the reporting period, the MoH has
delivered treatment programs with Methadone in five health institutions to 94 persons.. These
efforts are a part of the National Strategy against Narcotics, 2012-2016. This strategy also covers the
segment of drug use, and in these efforts, during the reporting period, a number of information
sessions and awareness-raising activities were held with 6,655 high school students throughout
Kosovo.
3.3.4. Police
Aiming at providing an all-inclusive approach for minors who are in conflict with the law, are
victims and/or witnesses of crimes, an Administrative Instruction on the Criteria of Prisoner
Placement in the Correctional Institutions was adopted on 27 October 2014. Moreover , on 7 October,
2014 the KP has produced and distributed a Manual for interviewing these minors.
With the aim of strengthening international cooperation in combating organized crime, during this
reporting period MIA signed the following police cooperation agreements:
 Cooperation Agreement with Albania, March 2015; and
 Cooperation Agreement with United Kingdom and Northern Ireland, February 2015.
Aiming at the intensifying the activities in the fight against organized crime, an agreement on
intelligence information exchange, risk assessment, and coordination of law enforcement agencies
was signed by the KP, KC, Prosecution, FIU-K and TKA) in December 2014. This agreement
established an institutional mechanism for assigning and coordinating the tasks of these agencies,
covering three group categories: strategic, tactical, and analytic.
To evaluate the work of the KP in 2014, in April 2015, a report on strategic assessment was
produced, and it will serve as a basis for setting objectives and activities of the KP in the fight
against organized crime, corruption, and other serious crimes for 2015.
Moreover, in order to ensure an effective functioning of intelligence-led policing (ILP), the Kosovo
Police Information System (KPIS) started to operate in November 2014, with an added module on
intelligence and investigation, which will increase the quality of information shared with all lawenforcement agencies.
A budget amounting to €10.000 for the support and re-socializing of the minors after their release, is
already allocated and the MoJ is currently in the phase of preparing a sublegal act for the procedures
to be followed during the supporting program.
Table 61: Number of minors treated by the Kosovo Probation Center during the reporting period
Type of measure
Number of cases
Diversity measures
303
Education measures
128
Community service
38
Probation
1
Support after the release
7
Total
475
Moreover, the number of social surveys conducted during the reporting period was 881 while for
the pre-detention reports, the number was five.
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Witness protection

Furthering the efforts to make the Witness Protection Directorate (WPD) more efficient, the budget
of this directorate for the year 2015 was increased for 50%, and five officials were recruited, with
seven more expected to be recruited by end of June, this year. Moreover, the WPD was transferred to
premises more appropriate to its work, with enhanced security measures where and an established
necessary infrastructure.
With the aim of enhancing capacities in the field of witness protection, during the reporting period
10 trainings were delivered to officers working in the field of witness protection, four seminars and
two study visits were organized, and four regional as well as one international conferences hosted
officers working in this field
3.3.5. Fight against Organized Crime
Pursuing a better cooperation and higher efficiency of law enforcement agencies (KP, KC, FIU-K,
Prosecution, and TAK) in the fight against organized crime, entities in charge are working towards
functionalizing a system for intelligence information exchange among these authorities. Since
November last year, an assessment on the IT infrastructure and the interoperability of these
databases was conducted, and the report published in March this year recommended a number of
steps towards functionalizing this system, some of which have started to be applied by these
authorities, including drafting an MoU on 28 April, 2015, establishing a steering committee, and
creating unified standards for system data entry.
As for improving the accuracy and harmonization of statistics in the fight against corruption, KPC
has functionalized the database on the investigation, prosecution and adjudication of the top 50
most serious cases in the justice system, including organized crime and corruption. By March 2015,
seven (7) have been already identified. The identification of these cases is a result of the continuous
efforts undertaken by law enforcement agencies (State Prosecutor, KP, KC, FIU, and TAK) as well as
municipal assemblies.
In terms of the enforcement of the legislation in the field of fight against organized crime, during the
reporting period, the KP has worked on 42 cases of organized crimes, out of which, 24 were
forwarded to the prosecution offices.
Table 62: KPC organized crime statistics, 2013, 2014, and Q1 2015
Status of cases
2013
2014
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
cases
persons
cases
persons
Cases at work
27
210
47
388
Inherited cases
16
118
25
223
New cases
11
92
22
165
Cases solved
2
9
8
125
Pending cases
25
201
39
262

Q1 2015
No. of
No. of
cases
persons
42
287
41
283
1
4
4
8
39
279

In the first quarter of 2015, Prosecution offices have solved 4 cases of organized crime involving 6
persons in such manner:
 Criminal charges dropped for 3 persons,
 Investigation terminated for 2 persons, and
 Indictment following investigations against 3 defendants.
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During this period, courts have issued verdicts against 2 defendants on cases of organized crime,
where both defendants were found guilty.
Moreover, the KP has worked jointly with EULEX in three cases of organized crime and economic
crimes, one of which also included and the contribution of the KC. This as a result of 82 intelligence
information exchanged during this period.
Meanwhile, six intelligence officers in charge for case analysis were trained on strategic analysis.
International Cooperation in Criminal Matters
With the aim of strengthening international cooperation in combating organized crime, during this
reporting period MIA signed the following police cooperation agreements:
 Cooperation Agreement with Albania, March 2015; and
 Cooperation Agreement with United Kingdom and Northern Ireland, February 2015.
In addition, in April 2015 a liaison officer was appointed for Germany, while the accreditation and
appointment for Belgium is in the process.
Regarding operations, during this period, Kosovo authorities have worked jointly with six MSs
(Austria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, and Slovakia) and Switzerland in two cases
involving smuggling of migrants: On 4 November 2014, 34 suspects were arrested, 13 of whom in
Kosovo, while on 24 March 2015, the number of arrested suspects was 44, with 4 of them arrested in
Kosovo. The latter operation was led by EUROPOL.
On requests related to international organize crime cases, during the reporting period, Directorate
for International Legal Cooperation has received 5 new cases, 66 new requests involved in existing
open cases, and 46 replies.
Fight against THB and Victim Rehabilitation
With the purpose of providing the necessary support to victims of crimes, the Government has
adopted the concept document on the Compensation of Crime Victims on 11 March 2015, while the
MoJ is in the process of finalizing the draft-law.
The number of identified victims of THBs for the reporting period is 31, with one being referred to
institutions by an NGO. This number shows a sharp increase compared to period covering the first
input o PR in 2014, as the number of the THB victims at that time was 13.The table below indicates
the comparative numbers of cases and persons handled by prosecution officers in the year 2013 and
2014.
Table 63: KPC statistics on THB-related cases, 2013, 2014, and Q1 2015
Categories of
2013
2014
cases
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
cases
persons
cases
persons
Cases at work
67
233
66
181
Inherited
22
122
33
88
cases
New cases
45
111
33
93
Cases solved
33
148
22
56
Pending cases
34
85
44
125
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Q1 2015
No. of
No. of
cases
persons
46
128
41
107
5
1
45

21
7
121

As shown in the table above, Prosecution Offices in the first quarter of 2015, solved one case on
human trafficking involving 7 persons in this manner:
 Criminal charges dropped for 1 person,
 Indictment following investigations against 6 persons.
For the same period, the courts have pleaded 1 person guilty on human trafficking charges.
In terms of providing treatment for victims of human trafficking, the MLSW supports them with an
allocated budget of €36,000 for 2015. The MLSW has continued supporting the shelters as well as
NGOs providing help and financial support to victims of domestic abuse and human trafficking
with 50% of direct services. Namely, the NGO Hope and Home for Children is contracted by this
ministry to provide support for both victims of domestic abuse and of human trafficking.
The number of victims of human trafficking who received treatment from Centres for Social Work
during the reporting period is 41, of them 23 adults and 18 minors. Furthermore, shelter was
provided for 31 victims.
In terms of international cooperation, Directorate on the Investigation of Trafficking in Human
Beings (DITHB) has exchanged 23 information records with the following states: Albania – 8, Great
Britain – 2, France – 2, Serbia – 2, Germany – 2, Montenegro – 2, Austria – 1, Belgium – 1, Turkey – 1,
USA – 1, and Switzerland – 1).
To further develop capacities on handling THB cases, seven judges and nine prosecutors attended
one training on human trafficking and migrant smuggling.
As Kosovo institutions do not limit their activities only in fighting against THB, resources are spent
also in preventing such crimes. The DITHB has participated in four roundtables and five media
campaigns which have discussed this topic.
Crime Prevention
The Draft-law on Interception of Telecommunication was adopted by the Government on 3 April
2015, and it has incorporated in itself the recommendations issued by the Commission for European
Integration in the Assembly, the civil society, EULEX and the EU Office.
In order to enhance the capacities in the field fighting financial crime, three trainings were delivered
to judges and prosecutors during the reporting period on the following topics:
 The cooperation of the State Prosecutor with the relevant institutions to fight economic and
financial crimes – attended by 2 prosecutors and 1 judge
 Money Laundering – 26 judges, and
 Financial Crime Investigation – 16 prosecutors and 11 judges.
Fight and Prevention of Terrorism
With the purpose of fighting and preventing the spread of terrorism in the territory of Kosovo, the
Assembly has adopted the Law on Prohibition of Joining Armed Conflicts outside State Territory on
12 March, 2015, and the working group on drafting the strategy for the prevention of violent
extremism is established.
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To enhance organizational capacities, the new structure which foresees these organizational
developments in the Antiterrorism Directorate was signed. According to this new structure, 30 more
staff members are expected to be recruited in this Directorate, and four are recruited during the
reporting period.
In the same period, 16 trainings and conferences were attended by 17 officers of the Antiterrorism
Directorate, while in March 2015, a joint training including the Directorate staff members and
prosecutors from the Special Prosecution Chamber was organized.
Regarding international cooperation, the Directorate has exchanged 38 information records with
other states.
Fighting Economic Crime and Corruption

During the first three months of 2015, Prosecution offices issued 30 requests for temporary asset
sequestrations and confiscations.
In reporting period, the AMSCA has received 42 decision on asset sequestration and 17 on asset
confiscation. The approximate value of the confiscated assets in this period is €780,000, while of the
sequestrated assets is €21,736,000, amounting to a total of €22,516,000. For a detailed statistical
overview on investigation, prosecution and adjudication against organized crime and corruption,
including confiscation and recovery of criminal assets please refer to Annex 5: Comparative Report
2013-2014 on harmonization of statistics – Inter-institutional mechanism for harmonization of statistics for
characteristic criminal offences.
Regarding the auctions on the sequestrated and confiscated assets, 5 of them were organized during
the reporting period, and the value sold equals to € 27,230.
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Annex 1: Report on Areas under the new EC Reporting Guidelines for the 2015 Enlargement
Package
1. Public Administration Reform
Strategic Framework of Public Administration Reform
Public administration reform is a key priority of the Government of Kosovo. More importantly, the
government considers the reform to be crucial in managing all European Integration processes. It is
worth mentioning that since last year, the Government of Kosovo has shown greater efforts and put
more emphasis on public administration reform, whereby achieving a full political consensus to
support the reform process. As a result, within a short period of time, significant progress has been
achieved both in terms of the legal and institutional framework
The political commitment and importance stressed in the area of public administration reform led to
the adoption of two (2) decisions:
 Decision no. 05/09 of the Government of Kosovo, taken on 21 January 2015, for organizing and
functioning of the Council of Ministers in charge of ensuring the implementation of public
administration reform;
 Decision no. 09/13 of the Government, taken on 12 February 2015, for organizing and
functioning of structures in charge of enforcing the strategic documents for public
administration reform.
The first decision allowed the establishment of the political structures responsible for Organizing
and Functioning of the Council of Ministers for Public Administration Reform (CMPAR), which
held its first meeting on 29 January 2015. Whereas, the second decision adopted on 12 February 2015
is in full compliance with the requirements deriving from the process of the planning framework
that was also agreed with the European Commission and SIGMA. Consequently, CMPAR provided
that public administration reform is classified in three (3) pillars, namely:
 The development and coordination of policies and legislation, with Office of the Prime Minister
(OPM) as the responsible institution;
 Civil service, public service delivery and accountability, Ministry of Public Administration
(MPA) in charge, and
 Public Finance Management, under the responsibility of the Ministry of Finance (MF).
There is no sequenced plan which is linked to medium-term and annual budget preparation process
and which includes information on actual costs and the source of financing. However, the Law on
Public Financial Management and Accountability determines the timeframe for the completion of
the MTEF, the content and the responsibilities of each department involved in the development of
medium-term expenditure document. Also, there are documents on drafting the three-year budget,
i.e. Medium Term Expenditure Framework and Budget Manuals containing sources of funding and
costing. MTEF 2015-2017 has supported MPA partially with EUR 0.5 million per annum. Despite
these reference documents and detailed costing of the MPA's Strategy and Action Plan 2010-2013,
ultimately there were major challenges in implementation, i.e. lack of budget and non-allocation of
funds intended for implementation. This stagnation is intended to be addressed through the new
Strategy for the Modernization of Public Administration.
PAR Strategy and Guidelines for 2014 are regularly monitored, although it has been challenging for
indicators to be measured. There is a functional process for monitoring and guiding the
implementation of the measures defined in those documents and is regulated by the two
aforementioned decisions, namely decision no 05/09 and 09/13. Civil society and the business
community have not been directly involved in the process of monitoring and review; however, they
were included in the drafting of strategic documents.
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Policy Development and Coordination
In accordance with the procedures established by Government Rules of Procedures no. 09/2011,
following the completion of consultation procedures foreseen by Article 7 of this regulation, all
materials to be reviewed at Government meetings are submitted to the Secretariat 15 working days
before the date of the meeting where these materials will be reviewed.
Under paragraph 1 of this article, after the Secretariat receives the material and once it has
consultated it with the Secretary General of the Office of the Prime Minister (OPM), sends the
material for review to the respective departments of the Office of the Prime Minister (OPM), the
Council of Secretary Generals and other relevant bodies and organizations as specified in section 12
of this Regulation. The documents are distributed to higher state administration authorities and
relevant units no later than three (3) days before the Government meeting. The material which is not
proposed by ministries should be sent by the Secretary General to the relevant ministries, prior to
reviewing it in the Government. Relevant ministries should prepare a recommendation for
submission to the Government on the basis of the opinion of the Ministry regarding these materials.
If the material sent to the Government is prepared in accordance with the provisions of this
Regulation, the Secretary will forward it to the relevant government body or submit it for review at
the Government meeting. If the material is not prepared in accordance with this Regulation, the
Secretariat acting under the authority of the Secretary General, shall return the material to the
proposer, by setting the deadline and the mode for improving and regulating the material.
The Secretariat shall maintain a list of topics for discussion that are expected to be submitted to the
Government meeting in the upcoming four weeks, and a possible date of Government meeting in
which these topics will be discussed. This list will be sent regularly to all ministries and to the
Council of Secretaries General. The proposed agenda of the meeting is set by the Prime Minister,
after the latter has consulted the Secretary. The proposed agenda includes materials which are
reviewed by the Government Working Body and/or the Council of Secretary Generals, and which
have been prepared in accordance with the decisions taken by the Ministerial Committees.
Government meetings are convened by the Prime Minister on regular basis, on a given day of the
week. Secretary General of OPM informs the members of the Government on the date, place and
time of the meeting, and the proposed agenda along with the adequate materials.
OPM in collaboration with MF and other relevant institutions, coordinate the drafting process of
strategic priorities through the Government Declaration on Priorities, which is part of the Medium
Term Expenditure Framework. Consequently, the Strategic Priorities are classified, integrated in the
Government Annual Work Plan and their implementation is regularly monitored. The
implementation of these priorities is followed by GCS‟s quarterly and annual reports and other
relevant analyses.
As defined in Regulation No. 09/2011 of the Government Work, the coordination process of drafting
policies, concept documents, explanatory memoranda, laws or draft-laws, sectoral strategies etc.,
undergoes several stages of consultation and review, including: prior consultation, public
consultation and inter-ministerial consultation. This way, all actors involved or affected by this
policy have the opportunity to comment on the content of the policy / proposal.
In regards to the policy development, the current planning system aims to be in harmony with the
Government budget capabilities. However, the project on the Integrated Planning System is still in a
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developing stage (also supported by donors). More importantly, one of its most important objectives
is that the Government of Kosovo will manage to harmonize its midterm policies as planned in the
budget.
The Government Coordination Secretariat does quarterly monitoring of implementation of
Government Annual Work Plan and of Government Decisions. Analyzing these reports allow to
assess the performance of the Government. Similarly, the annual report of the Government Work
and its 100-days Report are prepared, making these public documents open for parliamentary
review in the Assembly.
In order to have a full implementation of the abovementioned matters, as well as have members of
the Government informed in time in all matters, Government Coordination Secretariat takes care of
the following:
 Coordination of all activities between the Government and the Assembly;
 Proceedings/delivery of materials, documents, decisions and draft-laws that are to be adopted
by the Assembly of Kosovo;
 Coordination of tasks and activities with the Legal Office of OPM, the legal offices of ministries
regarding the review of the draft-laws in the parliamentary committees, as well as informing on
questions from members of the parliament to the cabinet;
 Informing the Cabinet on every plenary session of the Assembly of Kosovo and delivering of
materials needed for the parliamentary session;
 Monitoring of legislative progress, highlighting the development stages resulting from approval
of the Government and Parliament, to the decree of the President of the Republic, and
 Participation in the sessions of the Assembly.
To this end, the Government Rules of Procedure, applied with high responsibility from the
Government Coordination Secretariat, define in detail the obligations and responsibilities of the
Government concerning its cooperation with the aforementioned institutions. Given that some
obligations are of administrative and technical nature between these two institutions, the
involvement of civil servants also enables political staff to be informed in time on materials and
other obligations to Assembly.
Also, in accordance with the constitutional and legal provisions, the Government of Kosovo has
established good relations with the Presidency. Government Coordination Secretariat ensures that
all materials are sent to the President in accordance with the Government Rules of Procedure.
Public Service and Human Resources Management
The general legal framework, namely Law no. 03/L-149 on Civil Service in the Republic of Kosovo,
considers the Civil Service as a single body of two levels of government, central and local,
providing a clear horizontal scope by defining positions / levels of the civil service in
government/ministry, assembly administration, constitutional bodies and in other independent
bodies. And, the article 17 of Law no. 03 / L-149 on the Civil Service provides an exact
understanding of the vertikal scope, by clearly defining the differentiation between political
appointees, civil servants and staff.
The legal framework of the civil service is being implemented throughout Kosovo civil service.
Moreover, there is a clear division of political duties and responsibilities between the political and
civil service staff. The Central Coordination Unit is DCSA, leading, supporting and monitoring the
implementation of the policy and legislative framework. The Management Information System in
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the Civil Service (HRMIS) is established; however, it is only during this reporting period that the
initial phase of implementation has begun, despite having established it for years now. HRMIS was
built and is managed by the Department of Civil Services Administration (DCSA), and is already
extended to all public administration institutions including central and local level. HRMIS includes a
range of modules, specifically on: recruitment, disciplinary measures, holidays, job promotion,
performance evaluation, and recruitment. Overall, the module on recruitment is operational and
being used in practice, while the system is the phase of expanding the use of other modules and
transferring of data related to civil servants in HRMIS.
Professional human resource services are provided in all institutions of Kosovo civil service. More
importantly, within each institution of Kosovo civil service there is a unit which deals with human
resource management, and they are in constant coordination with the DCSA.
The legislative framework of Kosovo civil service (KCS) has defined the fundamental principles for
Kosovo civil service. The principle of merit and equal treatment of gender and ethnic is among these
principles. On the other hand, during the implementation of the recruitment procedure in KCS, the
principle of merit and equal treatment is fully respected. Legislative framework of KCS clearly
defines the civil servants dismissal procedures and enforces them in practice. In relation to
demotion, the current legislation does not foresee it as a disciplinary measure. In cases of unsatisfied
parties, they have the right to appeal to the appropriate appeal mechanisms.
The procedures and criteria for recruitment and re-appointment of employees at senior management
level positions are defined by the Law on Civil Service in the Republic of Kosovo, respectively the
Regulation No.06/2012 for Senior Management Posts in KCS and Regulation No.06/2010 on Senior
Management Appointment Procedures in KCS. On the basis of an open call for application, the
recruitment procedure for senior positions is managed by the Committee, which in addition to its
three civil servant members, consists also of professional representatives from universities and civil
society. The committee selects three candidates with the highest points earned, and sends them to
the responsible Minister. The Minister is then responsible for choosing one of the three candidates
and proposes his selection to Government for approval.
In the area of job classification, in January 2015, the Government approved the job catalogue which
serves as a consulting document to all institutions in harmonizing their existing job titles with the
job titles of this comprehensive catalog. As a result of this reform, the number of positions will be
reduced from the actual number of 3000 to 800 positions (whereby, the same job positions that are
foreseen by the law should be treated accordingly in all public institutions). On the other hand,
specific positions that are not found in the job catalogue will be sent to MPA for revision and
potential adjustment. Meanwhile, the process of classification of each job position in the appropriate
grade is being managed by the inter-ministerial group composed of MPA/MF.
Civil Service Law has determined the appropriate mechanisms to review and decide on any alleged
violations of civil servants. The mechanisms that are established within the institution are as follows:
the Disciplinary committee and Appeals committee. the second instance mechanism in the KCS is
the Independent Oversight Board of the KCS, -outside the civil service affected parties can turn to
the Court. All appointments/reappointment, discharges or disciplinary decisions of complaints are
reported in the annual report on the state of the civil service. During 2014 there was a total of 228
disciplinary measures of which 140 disciplinary minor disciplinary measures and 88 serious
disciplinary measures.
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Regarding the training of civil servants at the local and central level, MPA in cooperation with KIPA
ensure that systematic trainings take place. More precisely, during the reporting period, Kosovo
Institute for Public Administration provided training to 1361 civil servants, and 62 training modules
were conducted within a period of 154 training days. These trainings included the following
organizational areas: general management, administration and legislation, human resources, budget
and finance, information technology (IT), and issues related to local governance and European
Union.
On the subjects of promoting integrity, preventing corruption and ensuring of discipline, on 7 March
2015, the Government approved the Regulation for the Kosovo‟s Civil Service Code of Conduct. This
way, the Government has taken the necessary measures to ensure these crucial elements are
systematically applied.
Accountability of Administration
Lines of accountability with sub-ordinate bodies are clearly defined with the State Administration
Law of the Republic of Kosovo and Regulation 09/2012 on Standards for Internal Organization and
Systematization of Jobs in State Administration and Regulation 02/2011 on the areas of
responsibility of the Office of the Prime Minister and ministries.
With the entry into force of Regulation No. 19/2012 on the Performance Appraisal of the civil
servants, in the beginning of each year the institutions determine the work objectives (and job
description) which are based on the annual work plan of the respective institution.
Internal organization of state administration is made in accordance to the Regulation 09/2012 on
Standards for Internal Organization and Systematization of Jobs in State Administration and Law
03/L-189 State Administration.
In accordance to the legislation in force on access to official documents, this right is guaranteed to all
citizens of the Republic of Kosovo and is implemented in practice. Each institution has appointed a
designated officer responsible for access to public documents in accordance to the Law on Access to
Public Documents. Citizens have the opportunity to submit applications electronically and receive
the response the same way.
Civil Service legislation envisages the establishment of Commissions for resolving disputes and
complaints in all institutions employing civil servants. In case of dissatisfaction, an affected party
can turn to the Independent Oversight Board of Kosovo for the Civil Service - IOBCSK, which is an
independent institution for supervising the legality of civil service management. Parties not satisfied
by IOBCSK's decisions may ask the competent court. In general, this system is well coordinated and
ensures equal treatment for all cases in the civil service.
In cases of wrongdoing and guarantee redress and/or adequate compensation, it is not regulated by
law so that public authorities assume liability. Currently, compensation of damages are death with
by the courts and based on the Law on Obligations.
Service Delivery to Citizens and Businesses
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The new rules stipulated in the new draft of the Law on General Administrative Procedures are
citizen-oriented. In this draft-law, special emphasis was put on providing services electronically.
Also, there were adjustments made with regard to single points of contact, an instrument which
directly affects the reduction of time and cost by providing services. It should be mentioned that the
first phase of the project on identifying services was completed. Additionally, this draft-law has
limited the special rules for administrative procedures to a bare minimum required. IPA II project as
a separate component is provided for the identification of specific procedures and compare them
with the LAP-in. The new legal framework for general administrative procedures is in accordance
with European principles and standards. Most of the administrative acts are well rationalized and
contain guidance regarding legal remedies.
Consultation with civil society on administrative decisions that have a comprehensive impact is
regulated by the Guidelines for Public Consultation Process, as the Government of the Republic of
Kosovo has signed a Memorandum of Cooperation between the Government and CiviKos Platform
(signed in November 2007), according to which all normative acts in the drafting stage are to be
consulted with all relevant NGOs.
Equal access to public services for all citizens of Kosovo is ensured by the legislation in force, which
stipulates equal services for categories with special needs, but current infrastructure cannot provide
full services for these categories.
Public Financial Management
The Ministry of Finance (MF) has developed the „Internal Financial Control Strategy‟, which was
approved by the Government on 15 April 2015. MF is working on the preparation of the key
objectives that fall within the PAR process. The future PFM strategy will not only involve elements
from the recently adopted Strategy on Internal Financial Control, but will also incorporate areas of
public procurement, independent external audit as well as the eventual recommendations of the
PEFA assessment. The inclusion of the latter elements allows us to address the unresolved issues in
this area.
2. Judicial Reform
Strategic Documents and Budget
The Kosovo Judicial Council has a Strategic Plan for the Kosovo Judiciary 2014-2019. This strategy
identifies its deficiencies and thus serves as a guideline for the next five years. It has also identified
five specific pillars. Under each Pillar, strategic objectives were developed based on the needs
identified earlier, and for each objective, a timeline was identified, short-term, mid-term and longterm. Individuals or group responsibilities for progress were identified and action items/milestones
were set out. Furthermore, the KJC has also employed a person from the Young Cell scheme to
monitor the progress towards each strategic objective contained in the strategy. The five pillars of
the strategic plan are as follows:
 Pillar one: Building Trust and Confidence. Trust and confidence in the judicial system are
essential to maintain an orderly democratic society and judicial independence and accountability
for its actions and decisions. The Kosovo Judiciary must be perceived as fair, impartial and
Independent in dispensing justice and resolving disputes.
 Pillar two: Enhancing the Administration of Justice. Fair and timely court processes, and
accurate and complete information are essential to the just resolution of disputes.
The
demanding workloads require that the Kosovo Courts efficiently and effectively coordinate the
use of justice system resources.
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Pillar three: Broadening Access to Justice and Service to the Public. Justice must be available to
all members of our diverse community. Physical, economic, language and other differences can
serve as barriers to justice.
Pillar four: Promoting Competence, Professionalism and Civility. The effective administration of
justice depends upon respect for the Courts as an institution, and the competence,
professionalism and civility of those who work for or conduct business with the Judiciary. All
personnel within the Judiciary and the Kosovo citizenry are entitled to respectful and
professional conduct from all court participants. Judges and court personnel must be well
trained and receive the support necessary to achieve excellence and meet the needs of the public.
Pillar five: Improving Court Facilities and Technology. The effective administration of justice
requires an appropriate physical and technological environment. Court personnel and the public
deserve facilities that are safe, comfortable, secure and functional, and that meet the needs of
those who use them. Technology must support the achievement of the Kosovo Judiciary‟s
mission.

Overall, this Strategic Plan is the product of an enthusiastic input from all sectors of the judicial
system and represents a necessary and useful tool for the strategic management of the Kosovo
Judiciary. It also represents the aspirations of where the judiciary should be within this five year
period, and has encouraged all sectors of the judiciary to offer their contribution.
On the other hand, KPC, within its competence and power, many times so far presented resolute
determination to adopt, incorporate and harmonise internal legislation with EU best standards and
practise. In 2015, the KPC is in a process to adopt the Strategy Plan (2015-2018) in order to further
strengthen institution capacities of Prosecutorial network as part of Judiciary system.
In accordance to Constitution and applicable Laws drawing his power and presenting the good
example of inter-institutional cooperation, KPC has developed so far couple of particular Strategies,
Action Plans and signed Memorandums such as:
 Annual Action Plan for 2015 with purpose for identification, assessment and prioritizing of the
tasks, including assigning of the Officers in charge and the dynamic of work. Furthermore,
another goal is to have effective coordination of the Unit with the relevant subjects of all levels,
which are in charge of acting in a professional manner for supporting Kosovo Prosecutorial
Council.
 Strategic Plan for Inter-Institutional Cooperation in the Fight against Organized Crime and
Corruption 2013-2015
 Memorandum of Understanding 2014 on Exchange of Information, Risk Assessment and
Coordination between Law Enforcement Institutions and Agencies
Memorandum Of Understanding 2013 On defining the fundamental principles related to the
establishment and functioning of the National Coordinator, in order to increase the effectiveness in
prosecution of the criminal offenders, sequestration and confiscation of material benefits acquired by
criminal offences
Management Bodies / Judicial/Prosecutorial Council
The Kosovo Judicial Council was first established in 2005 pursuant to the UNMIK Regulation No.
2005/52 On the Establishment of the Kosovo Judicial Council. However, January 2013 marked the
introduction of legislative and structural reform of the judiciary in Kosovo by entering into force of
the Law on Courts, Law on state Prosecutor, Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code.
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The new Law on Courts is a new legal act that regulates the restructuring of the judicial system. It
moves away from the traditional sense of courts into Basic Courts, Appeal Court and Supreme
Court. There are now seven (7) Basic courts in the Republic of Kosovo of which are derived from the
Municipal Courts, District Courts and Minor Offences Courts. These courts have five (5) specialised
departments that will deal with Commercial issues, Administrative issues, department for Serious
Crime, department for General issues and department for Minors. The Appeals Court is a second
instance court and will be competent for reviewing any appeals directed against Basic Court
decisions; decide on third instance cases according to the appeal that is allowed by the law and other
issues foreseen within the law. The Supreme Court is competent to adjudicate requests against
extraordinary legal decisions of the courts, revision against second instance decisions of the courts
on contested issues; defines principled attitudes and legal remedies for issues that are important for
unique application of Laws by the courts.
The Kosovo Judicial Council is a fully independent institution in the performance of its duties and it
aims to ensure the independence and impartiality of the judicial system. It also aims to ensure that
the courts are professional, impartial, independent and fully reflect a multi-ethnic nature of Kosovo
and follow in the principles of gender equality.
The KJC gives preference in the appointment of judges to members of Communities that are
underrepresented in the judiciary as provided by law and is responsible for recruiting and
proposing candidates for appointment and reappointment to judicial office. It is responsible for the
transfer and disciplinary proceedings of judges. Proposals for appointments of judges are made on
the basis of an open appointment process, on the basis of the merit of the candidates, and the
proposals shall reflect principles of gender equality and the ethnic composition of the territorial
jurisdiction of the respective court. All candidates must fulfil the selection criteria provided by law.
The Kosovo Judicial Council is responsible for conducting judicial inspections, judicial
administration, developing court rules in accordance with the law, hiring and supervising
court administrators, developing and overseeing the budget of the judiciary, determining the
number of judges in each jurisdiction and making recommendations for the establishment of new
courts. Yet, KJC decisions excluding decisions concerning the dismissal of judges that are sent to the
Supreme Court can undergo judicial review by initiating administrative conflict in the court.
However, all KJC reports are on the official KJC website, where all meetings are announced and are
open to the public and media, whom regularly take part. It has also on occasion occurred for KJC
meetings to be transmitted on television.
The Kosovo Judicial Council is composed of thirteen (13) members, all of whom possess relevant
professional qualifications and expertise. Eight (8) are selected by the Kosovo Assembly and five (5)
are selected by their peers which means that not even 50% are chosen by their peers. These members
are elected for a term of five (5) years. However, from its current members the KJC elects a Chair
and a Vice Chair to serve a three year term. Election to these offices does not extend the mandate of
the members of the Kosovo Judicial Council. Furthermore, pursuant to the Law on the Kosovo
Judicial Council article 6 paragraphs2, “the chair of the KJC serves the Council full time”, and members
of the KJC work part time.
Within its scope the KJC has a Secretariat that advises and assists the KJC in the management of the
judiciary, implementation of decisions and all other administrative functions in accordance with the
work Regulation of the Council. The KJC Secretariat has 109 staff members distributed within 12
departments in full support to the KJC and Courts. The KJC also has an annual budget
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of 21,538,771.00 million for year 2015 that it distributed though-out the court system. However, it is
not sufficient in fulfilling all requests that are a result of procedural requests within the law or in
order to secure transparency and efficiency in the judiciary.
On the other hand, KPC, pursuant to the article 110 of the Kosovo Constitution, is a fully
independent institution in the performance of its functions in accordance with law. The Kosovo
Prosecutorial Council recruits, proposes, promotes, transfer, reappoints and discipline prosecutors
in a manner provided by law. The Council also gives preference for appointment prosecutors of
underrepresented Communities members. Proposals for appointments of prosecutors are made on
the basis of an open appointment process, on the basis of the merit of the candidates, and reflect
principles of gender equality and the ethnic composition of the relevant territorial jurisdiction.
Article 5 of the Law on Kosovo Prosecutorial Council provides the legal basis regarding the
Composition and Selection of Members of the Council. The Council is composed of nine (9)
members who are citizens of the Republic of Kosovo, five (5) of whom shall be prosecutors, elected
by their peer prosecutors at all levels (basic, appeal and special prosecution office). The four (4) nonprosecutor members of the Council are appointed by the Council, based on a list of at least five (5)
candidates for each position submitted by the relevant bodies and include: one (1) member from the
Chamber of Advocates who is specialized in criminal law, upon the proposal of the Executive
Council of the Chamber of Advocates, one (1) professor from the law faculties of Republic of Kosovo
upon the proposal of the Higher Education Department, one (1) representative of civil society with
senior professional preparation and with knowledge from the field of human rights and the Minister
of Justice who is ex officio member of the Council. The four (4) non-prosecutor members of the
Council shall be appointed by the Council through open, public, transparent and merit bases
process. KPC invites all interested parties through public advertisement to apply for the position of
the KPC member for non-prosecutors.
Article four (4) of the Law on KPC provides that the Council approves the rules of procedure for the
functioning of the Council and its committees, and for the election of those Council members
selected by their peers, which rules shall be publicly available. Furthermore, in exercising its duties
and competencies, the Council shall act in a manner that respects and preserves the independence of
prosecutors in carrying out their prosecution functions. The Council shall not direct or influence,
attempt to direct or influence, or otherwise undertake any act or make any statement that could
reasonably be seen as interfering with or attempting to interfere with the independence of the
prosecution function in relation to any person, investigation, or case.
Regarding the accountability, the Kosovo Prosecutorial Decisions are final. Parties may challenge
KPC decisions through regular court proceedings. Regarding transparency, Article 4.1.11 of the Law
provides that KPC is accountable by reporting to the Kosovo Assembly, the President, and the
public on the work of the Council and the State Prosecution Office, through annual reports. KPC in
order to increase the transparency of its work provides regular quarter, six, nine months and annual
report with regard to the work of the State Prosecutor, through publication of the reports at the web
site of KPC and State Prosecutor. All KPC decisions, except disciplinary decisions are public at the
KPC web site. KPC meetings in general are public for media and interested parties.
The Minister of Justice serves as a KPC member ex-officio. Minister of Justice has the same rights
and obligations as other KPC members, including rights to participate and vote in proceedings
relating to the appointment, re-appointments, disciplinary, management posts, dismissal of
prosecutors, etc.
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KPC has its own budget line with a value of EUR 2.7 million and its personnel. There is sufficient
budget and human resources for KPC to exercise its functions and responsibilities in accordance
with the law for the year of 2015. However, for the year 2016, it is envisaged that the budged should
be increased in order to successfully exercise its functions and responsibilities. Law on KPC provides
that KPC has overall responsibility to manage and administer the prosecution system in Kosovo,
including the budget and finances.
Independence and Impartiality
The general principles of the judicial system are foreseen in article 102 of the Kosovo Constitution
where it states that the “judicial power in the Republic of Kosovo is exercised by the courts” it also
guarantees that “judges during their function must be independent and impartial”.
Furthermore, the basic laws for the judiciary and the Law on Courts and the Law on the Kosovo
Juridical Council which are in harmony with Constitutional principles that guarantee the
independence and impartiality in article 3.2 of the Law on Courts foresees that “judges during their
function and decision making are independent, impartial, un-influenced by any physical and legal
person involved in public bodies” where as article 3.2 of the Law on the KJC determines the
independence of the KJC in the function of securing that the system is independent, fair, apolitical,
approachable, professional and impartial in law.
Furthermore, article 109 of the Kosovo Constitution provides that the „State Prosecutor is an
independent institution with authority and responsibility for the prosecution of persons charged
with committing criminal acts and other acts specified by law. The State Prosecutor is an impartial
institution and acts in accordance with the Constitution and the law. The organization, competencies
and duties of the State Prosecutor shall be defined by law. The mandate for prosecutors shall be
three years. The reappointment mandate is permanent until the retirement age as determined by law
or unless removed in accordance with law. Prosecutors may be removed from office upon
conviction of a serious criminal offense or for serious neglect of duties‟. The Chief State Prosecutor
shall be appointed and dismissed by the President of the Republic of Kosovo upon the proposal of
the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council. The mandate of the Chief State Prosecutor is seven (7) years,
without the possibility of re-appointment.
Article 3 of the Law on State Prosecutor provides that the State Prosecutor is an independent
institution that exercises its functions in an impartial manner. The State Prosecutor and each
prosecutor ensures equal, objective and unbiased treatment for all persons before the law, regardless
of gender, race, national or social origin, political associations or connections, religious beliefs, state
of health or handicap, or societal position. Furthermore, the same article stipulates that it shall be
unlawful and in contradiction with the Constitution for any natural or legal person to interfere with,
obstruct, influence or attempt to interfere with, obstruct or influence the State Prosecutor in the
performance of its prosecutorial functions related to any individual investigation, proceeding, or
case.
Article 1 of the Law on KPC provides that the Council is a fully independent institution in the
performance of its duties. Article.409 and 410 of Criminal Code also protects and predicts very
serious sanctions for attack on authorized person performing official duties.
Judges enjoy external and internal independence when they make decisions on individual cases and
any interference whether internal or external is basis for the initiation of proceedings. This
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independence is secured further in the provision of article 107 of the Kosovo Constitution where it
defines that “Judges enjoy immunity from prosecution, civil suits and removal from office for
decisions, voting made, opinions expressed, and other actions taken within the scope of their duties
and responsibilities as a judge”. Moreover, the KJC has signed memorandums of understanding
with the Ministry of Internal Affairs/Police in order to provide physical security in cases where
judges are threatened and intimidated whilst carrying out their official function and decision
making process.
Based on the law on State Prosecutor, prosecutor has full autonomy in their respective cases, but we
have to stress that each Prosecutor is and shall be assessed twice before the issuance of the decision
on their permanent appointment; firstly following the 18 months period of time and second time
after the end of the three (3) year period of time, six months before the re-appointment time. The
Regular Assessment of all Prosecutors on permanent appointment shall be done every three (3)
years.
The legal measures for the transfer of judges are limited pursuant to the Constitution and in
principle the transfer only occurs if the judge expresses willingness for the transfer. The transfer can
occur in two circumstances; 1). Without the consent of the judge concerning extraordinary
circumstances with one month in advance notice with a decision from the Chair of the KJC and 2).
Up to six months notice with a decision from the KJC. Transfers cannot occur as a result of
disciplinary breaches as this is not foreseen in the law as a disciplinary measure.
The dismissal of a judge is carried out by the President of the Republic of Kosovo on the basis of
proposals submitted by the Kosovo Judicial Council in cases where there are serious disciplinary
breaches. Pursuant to disciplinary procedures, the KJC decides if the misconduct committed by the
judge or lay judge justifies the dismissal. Every KJC recommendation for dismissal of a judge or lay
judge includes a written reason and the basic conclusions for the recommendation of the
Commission.
Case assignment within courts is regulated by the Regulation on the Internal Organisation of Courts
article 24 no. 40 dated 22 February 2013, where it stipulates that:
 The assignment of cases to judges is done with a draw. All the received cases within a calendar
month by the personnel of the court administration are assigned in stacks according to the
number of judges and type of field. On every stack of cases an official records is placed which
describes the number and type of cases, which will be taken by the judges who gets the draw,
who is either a judge in the position of the chair of the trial panel in the court of first instance, or
the chair of the panel in the court of the second or third instance.
 The draw is taken by the judge, specifically by the authorised person of the judge. The day of the
draw is the second Monday of each month. When Monday is a holiday, the draw will be done
on the following working day.
 The managing of the draw is done by the Administrator or the Deputy Administrator
accordingly.
 If the conditions for action are in place, the assignment of cases through a draw can be done
through a system with an electronically controlled mechanism, a system which has to be
preapproved by the KJC.
In principle you cannot take a judges case easily. Judges can be a subject to sanctions if they do not
respect the Law on the Kosovo Judicial Council article 34 ' Misconduct' and Code of Ethics regarding
professional conduct for judges. According to the Law on the KJC, chapter VII regulates the Office
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of the Disciplinary Counsel who was established as a separate and independent body that is
responsible for initiating the investigation against judges and lay judges where there are reasonable
grounds to believe that misconduct may have occurred. According to the recommendations of this
office, the Disciplinary Committee of the KJC is the authority that reviews the ODC
recommendations and depending on violation imposes sanctions which are foreseen in the Law on
the KJC.
State Prosecutor is obliged to act in cases that threat the impartiality of judiciary if there is
commitment of the criminal offence or when there is suspicions of the obstruction of the
administration of justice. In such cases State Prosecutor is obliged by law to investigate and initiate
criminal proceedings. Furthermore, State Prosecutor is obliged to report such case to KPC in the
moment he feels threatened or imposed by anyone‟s influence or interference in independence of
prosecutor‟s work. KPC members than are obliged to undertake proper measures against that/those
persons.
Pursuant to Article 108 of the Republic of Kosovo Constitution and article 3 of the Law on the
Kosovo Judicial Council, the KJC is a special authority for the security and protection of
independence of the judicial system. In this case regardless of the issue the KJC can release an
official statement in a form of a resolution on any institution that is proven to have violated the
independence of the judiciary and inform prosecution bodies if the judges influence has in any way
elements of criminal offences (threats, blackmail or direct attacks on the judge or his family)
Accountability
Integrity training is a crucial part of the initial training and any other continuous training for
prosecutors, judges and public officials. It is also a criterion envisaged by the Law no. 03/L-195 on
Ombudsperson. High professional and personal integrity is one of the most important parts of the
selection, appointment, re-appointment and promotion processes for prosecutors.
Furthermore, integrity is included in the module/curriculum that is the Code of Ethics –
Professional Conduct. It is special criteria that every candidate for judge position must fulfil. Article
26 of the Law on Court item 1.6 foresees that the candidate for appointment as a judge must apart
from others have a high professional reputation and moral integrity. Prior to appointment and/or
reappointment of judges data is gathered on the candidate such as; previous background, criminal
record, income and reputation the candidate has in the place where they live. This is done pursuant
to KJC regulations such as the Regulation on the Procedure for the Proposal of Appointment and
Reappointment of Judges article 6.2. All the criteria foreseen in this regulation must also be
respected by those applying for senior positions.
In 2012, KPC approved the Code of Conduct and professional behaviour for prosecutors. The
violation of the code of Ethics may lead to impose disciplinary measures against Prosecutor‟s,
including his dismissal. The Office of Disciplinary Prosecutor serves as a separate and independent
body that serves both the Kosovo Judicial Council and the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council. With
respect to the prosecutorial system, the Disciplinary Prosecutor shall be responsible for investigating
alleged misconduct of prosecutors and presenting the evidence and the case supporting disciplinary
action for misconduct to the KPC Disciplinary Committee.
Judges have a Code of Ethics which they all adhere to. Within this Code of Ethics, there are clear
definitions of what constitutes as misconduct and what type of investigations and initiation of
disciplinary procedures will take place. The KJC Disciplinary Committee has the right to send any
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recommendations for dismissal to the President of the Republic of Kosovo of any judge that has
breached any and is found guilty of misconduct. Integrity is included in the module/curriculum
that is the Code of Ethics - Professional Conduct.
Integrity is special criteria that every candidate for a judge position must fulfil. Article 26 of the Law
on Court item 1.6 foresees that the candidate for appointment as a judge must apart from others
have a high professional reputation and moral integrity. Prior to appointment and/or
reappointment of judges data is gathered on the candidate such as; previous background, criminal
record, income and reputation the candidate has in the place where they live. This is done pursuant
to KJC regulations such as the Regulation on the Procedure for the Proposal of Appointment and
Reappointment of Judges article 6.2. All the criteria foreseen in this regulation must also be
respected by those applying for senior positions.
The Ministry of Justice has no role whatsoever in the disciplinary proceedings against judges and
prosecutors. The Kosovo Judicial Council Disciplinary Committee takes decision for initiating any
disciplinary proceedings where investigation of misconduct of a judge is undertaken by the Office of
the Disciplinary Counsel as a separate and independent body that serves the Kosovo Judicial
Council and the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council. With regards to the judiciary, the KJC is responsible
for investigating allegations of misconduct committed by judges and lay judges and the presentation
of evidence and case before the Disciplinary Committee. After accepting the final reports from the
ODC, the Disciplinary Committee schedules a hearing for each case and takes a decision. Every
party in disciplinary proceedings has the right to an appeal through the Kosovo Judicial Council as a
second and last instance.
The Office of Disciplinary Counsel shall initiate investigations in cases when: there is a complaint
filed at the Office of Disciplinary Prosecutor by any natural or legal person and on its own initiative,
when there is a reasonable ground to believe that a prosecutor may have engaged in misconduct.
All complaints, regardless of their origin, shall be submitted to the Office of Disciplinary Prosecutor
for investigation. The Office of Disciplinary Prosecutor shall investigate thoroughly all matters
referred to it, shall determine whether recommendations of disciplinary action should be presented
to the Disciplinary Committee, and shall notify in writing the Disciplinary Committee and the
suspected prosecutor regarding the results of the investigation. The Office of Disciplinary Prosecutor
have the right to summon witnesses and collect documents as necessary to investigate and
determine whether recommendations of disciplinary action should be presented to the Disciplinary
Committee. The Office of Disciplinary Prosecutor shall present recommendations of disciplinary
action and the evidence supporting disciplinary action for misconduct to the Disciplinary
Committee.
Appeals against Disciplinary Committee decisions may be submitted to the Council through the
Chairperson of the KPC. The prosecutor who is the subject of the proceeding as well as the Office of
Disciplinary Prosecutor may exercise an appeal to the Council against the Committee decision
within fifteen (15) days from the receipt of the final decision.
The deadline for an appeal under this section may be extended provided that the request for
extension of time is filed with the Council within the fifteen (15) days provided. No extension of
time for appeal filed after the fifteen (15) days shall be granted by the Council absent a showing of
extraordinary or catastrophic circumstances.
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Judges and prosecutors are obligated to declare their wealth on an annual basis pursuant to the Law
no.04/L-050 on the Declaration of Wealth, Control of Wealth for Public Senior Officials and
Declaration, Origin and Control of Gifts for all public officials to the Anti-Corruption Agency. The
Anti-Corruption Agency is responsible for the monitoring and control of wealth of all public
officials, including judges, where regardless of the findings the KJC and its disciplinary mechanisms
will undertake legal measures. During March 2015, in the regular process of annual wealth
declaring, all judges and prosecutors have submitted their statements for the previous year.
Regarding the challenging of a prosecutor‟s decision, according to the Article 156 of Criminal
Procedure Code “Every three (3) months the state prosecutor and the head of his or her office shall
review the case file to determine whether the investigation should remain open, whether it should
be suspended, whether it should be terminated or whether an indictment shall be filed”.
Furthermore, article 82 of the Criminal Procedure Code predicts that the state prosecutor shall issue
a decision dismissing a criminal report received from the police or another source within thirty (30)
days if it is evident from the report that: there is no reasonable suspicion that a criminal offence has
been committed;
 The period of statutory limitation for criminal prosecution has expired;
 The criminal offence is covered by an amnesty or pardon;
 The suspect is protected by immunity and a waiver is not possible or not granted by the
appropriate authority; or
 There are other circumstances that preclude prosecution.
In this case, the state prosecutor shall immediately deliver to the police a copy of the decision
pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Article. Furthermore, the state prosecutor shall notify the injured
party of the dismissal of the report and the reasons for this within eight (8) days of the dismissal of
the report.
The same procedure of informing the damaged parties is in the phase when Prosecutor rejects or
withdraws Indictment during trial procedure. The State prosecutor shall notify the injured party of
the dismissal of the report and the reasons for this within eight (8) days of the dismissal of the
report.
Professionalism and Competence
Pursuant to the Constitution and the Law on the KJC, the Kosovo Judicial Council is a fully
independent institution in exercising its function; this is particularly evident as the KJC is
responsible of the recruitment and nominations of candidates for appointment and reappointment,
transfer and disciplinary proceedings without political influence.
The recruitment process supports the public criteria for all interested parties. According to article 2
of the Regulation on the Procedure for Proposal for appointment and reappointment of Judges, the
selection criteria is available to the public. Also further proceedings are public.
Moreover, the system for the promotion of judges is transparent and is regulated by the Regulation
for the promotion of judges that is also a public announcement. Furthermore, the promotion is done
through an assessment and evaluation by the Committee established by the KJC pursuant to the
Regulation for the Judicial Evaluation of Judges.
Kosovo constitution and Law on KPC provides that all the procedures with regard to the
recruitment, selection, appointment, re-appointment, transfer and dismissal of prosecutors is within
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the exclusive competence of the KPC. The appointment and dismissal of prosecutor is competence of
the Kosovo President, based on the proposal of the KPC. Kosovo Prosecutorial Council is in the
phase of adopting the Regulation on selection of the Chief Prosecutors in all levels.
Kosovo Prosecutorial Council as of 1 January 2013, started evaluation of prosecutors based on the
Regulation of the Evaluation of the Prosecutors Performance. Evaluation Performance of
Prosecutors is based on the criteria and indicators set out in this Regulation. All prosecutors with
permanent mandate are to be evaluated at least once each three years. The evaluation of the
performance is one of the key indicators for future performance for all prosecutors.
The grounds for dismissal of prosecutors are clearly stipulated in the Article109 of Kosovo
Constitution which states that „Prosecutors may be removed from office upon conviction of a serious
criminal offence or for serious neglect of duties‟ and in the article 16 of Regulation on Performance
of the Disciplinary Committee
Regarding the career related decisions, article.1 on Law on KPC foresees that „the Council shall be
responsible for recruiting and proposing for appointment and reappointment candidates for
prosecutorial office and shall assess, promote, discipline, dismiss, transfer, and provide for the
training of prosecutors‟.
Quality of Justice
Kosovo Judicial Institute (KJI) is an independent and professional body established by law,
according to which the primary responsibilities are training for judges and prosecutors, the
organization of exam preparation and training of candidates for judges and prosecutors, as well as
training of other professionals in the judicial and prosecutorial system. KJI during its work develops
training plans for short, medium and long term for an efficient, effective and impartial and
professional judicial system in Kosovo.
Beneficiaries of the training organized by the Kosovo Judicial Institute, except judges and
prosecutors, so far occasionally, have been non-judicial staff especially professional associates of
courts and prosecutors. During 2014, with the support of the project "Further Support of Legal
Education" EULER II, KJI is preparing a training curriculum which contains a structure that seeks to
include initial training of newly appointed administrative staff in the courts and prosecutor training
which will implemented during 2015. In addition, part of this program is also an ongoing training
curricula for court and prosecutor administrative staff.
The total number of approved career positions is 25 in the Kosovo Judicial Institute under the
Budget Law for 2014 and 2015. This number is not sufficient for the intensity of the activities
required by KJI. Also KJI budget is EUR 597,899.00 including staff salaries, compensation of the
members of the Managing Board, and the rent of the building. It should be noted that the stated
amount is not sufficient to be able to organize trainings and other activities based on the needs and
requirements of the beneficiaries.
In the process of training assessment, KJI, except the direct beneficiaries (judges and prosecutors),
includes the Kosovo Judicial Council, the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council, Office of Evaluation and
Verification of judges and prosecutors, the Attorney Disciplinary and other institutions of the
judicial system.
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The evaluation of a judge performance is done on a regular basis for all judges including those that
have an indefinite contract and those that are reappointed. This evaluation occurs every three years
as is foreseen by the Regulation for the Evaluation of Judges.
With regards to quality standards, the Committee during its evaluation will consider all issues that
were returned for re-judgement. Consequently there is no applicable regulation that deals with
direct appeals from persons to courts.
Regarding the budget of the prosecution, KPC reported that there is 2.7 Euro per inhabitant and 9
prosecutors per 100.000 inhabitants. On the other hand, the current number of judges that are
currently functioning in the judiciary is 394 that are under full-time employment.
The Kosovo Judicial Council is implementing the CMIS (Court Management Information
System). The aim of the CMIS is the automation of the work process in courts. It is anticipated that
through this project the process for case management in courts will be conducted through CMIS in
the future. The project has two (2) phases: preparatory phase that aims to define the functional
requirements of the system and the main phase which will develop and implement the system. The
preparatory phase will be completed in May 2015, after this the main phase will take place and it is
anticipated to last a period of three (3) years. The final phase of the CMIS also foresees that courts
will be able to electronically communicate with its parties through the use of this system. This will
only occur once the system is fully implemented within courts and through authentic technologies
where the parties can access the system through the internet.
The mediation system is now operational throughout the territory of the Republic of Kosovo, with 7
Regional Mediation Centres in place. The total number of mediators licensed by MoJ in all these
regions is 149, while good progress has been achieved so far in providing continuous training.
According to the Law on mediation no. 03/L-57, the mediation process in Kosovo is not performed
within the courts, or by judges. Mediation is performed outside the courts, by independent
mediators who are certified and licensed by MoJ. After completion of the mediation, if the parties
have prospered agreement regarding their dispute, then the court approves this agreement and it
wins an executive.
There are some traditional conciliation mechanisms that deal with disputes and conflicts outside the
court. Those who support the achievement of an agreement between the parties in our tradition are
called 'pleqnar'. However, this way of mediation is not regulated by law. Agreements reached in this
way are not recognized with the power of an executive, as the same are not approved by the court.
In efforts to develop alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, arbitration services have been
developed within the structures of chambers of commerce. To date, The Permanent Tribunal of
Arbitration (PTA) has recorded seven arbitration cases. Total value of cases during the period 2013 –
August 2014 amounts to around EUR 3 million.
PTA is actively engaged in strengthening regional cooperation. So far it has reached agreements
with several arbitration services including the Arbitration Center within the Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce, German Institution of Arbitration, the Court of Arbitration in Poland, and Arbitration
Institutions in Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, and Montenegro. All these
agreements aim to develop cooperation between institutions in arbitration matters, exchange of
information and experiences, and exchange of arbitrators between institutions.
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Because of the technical issues and insufficiency of equipments, Prosecution offices cannot perform
audio-video recording but yet the statements are recorded in written.
Efficiency
Regarding the length of proceedings and clearance rate, number of civil, commercial, administrative
cases and other pending cases (first instance/per 100 residents) are as follows:
 3.4 civil cases,
 0.1 commercial cases,
 0.3 Administrative cases,
Number of civil, commercial, administrative cases and other pending cases for appeal per 100
residents
 0.6 civil cases,
 0.1 commercial cases,
 0.04 Administrative cases,
Number of Criminal cases (first instance per 100 residents)
 3.5 criminal cases,
 Number of criminal cases (for appeal per 100 residents)
 0.2 criminal cases,
For further detailed information, refer to the table below:
Table 1: Table per 100.000 residents;
Number
of
Residents 2013

Numbers of cases at
work 2014

Civil

1824000

61408

3367

Civil Appeal

1824000

10691

586

Commercial

1824000

1320

72

Commercial Appeal

1824000

510

28

Administrative

1824000

5169

283

Administrative Appeal

1824000

765

42

Criminal

1824000

64565

3540

Criminal Appeal

1824000

3315

182

Number of cases per 100
residents

Criminal Procedure Code contains provisions of formal-legal character which determine policy rules and
implement legal material provisions by the competent authorities. As the new Code of Criminal
Procedure has been implemented since 2013, so far no difficulties are shown in certain urgent cases.
Criminal Procedure Code is exempted from the formalities and in certain cases, bodies that implement
this is given the authorization depending on the case. For example, Article 110 CPC defines control
reasons without court orders or Article 91, paragraph 1 in urgent criminal proceedings, state prosecutor
can use one of the measures set out in paragraph 2 of Article 91 of the CPC.
Furthermore, in March 2015, MoJ has established the Commission for Drafting the Civil Code of Kosovo.
The Ministry of Justice has begun to work on the design of the civil code and received full support from
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local and international actors. This code is expected to be functional civil code with the highest advanced
standards. In this regard two workshops are held on the treatment of various issues in the civil sphere
and property, which are conducted in the framework of analysis prior to drafting the civil code.
Abusive delays are sanctioned by relevant provisions of the CPC which inter alia provides that the
official person is sentenced to imprisonment in case of exceeding his powers and deliberately creating
delays using task or official authorization
The whole of the Kosovo courts have a total of 1329 support staff with only 73 vacant positions that will
only be filled pursuant to the number of judges. The current number of support staff is adequate enough
to help judges carry out their daily official duties. The current security measures are adequate to secure
the safety and security of judges, staff and parties. It secures by 24-hour surveillance through security
guards and cameras. This security is also included towards the safety of documentation.

3. Fight against Corruption
Strategic Documents
Kosova Anti-Corruption Agency (KACA) in collaboration with other public institutions and civil society
organizations, prepared the current Anti-Corruption Strategy and Action Plan against Corruption (20132017). Law No. 03 / L-159 for KACA, has created space for civil society and non-governmental
organizations to participate in the process of drafting the Strategy and Action Plan against Corruption, a
process under the leadership of the KACA. Assembly of Kosovo in the plenary meeting, held on 11
February 2013, adopted the Strategy and Action Plan against Corruption 2013-2017, together with the
analysis of the evaluation of the implementation of the Strategy and Action Plan against corruption (20092011) and the assessment of the risk on corruption. The strategy remains the general framework for
measuring the progress of anti-corruption efforts and represent guidance for actions of responsible
institutions in prevention of corruption.
KACA periodically monitors the status of implementation of the Strategy and Action Plan against
corruption. In order to tackle the obstacles and problems encountered in the implementation of the
Strategy and Action Plan, by June 2015, KACA plans the revision of the Anti-Corruption Action Plan
2013-2017. The 2015 revision of the AP will also be focused on designing indicators for measuring
success, with a view to allow continuous tracking of progress in all sectors.
In order to evaluate the implementation of the Anti-Corruption Acton Plan 2013-2017, KACA has
monitored the percentage of its measures/actions. For the period, January-December 2014, the AP
contains 267 actions or measures in total. During this reporting period focal points have not reported at
all for a considerate number of actions (89 actions/measures, or around 33.33%). For 178 other actions
reported by the contact points, 125 actions have been implemented or are in progress (around 46.81%), 23
actions (8.61%) are partially implemented and 30 actions (11.23%) are not implemented.
Strategy contains horizontal (combined) targets, and specific objectives in each vertical priority sector,
namely: Political Sector, Local Government, Central Administration (environmental and spatial planning,
taxation, education, health), Law Enforcement - Prosecution - Judiciary, Police, Public Finance, Public
Procurement, Private Sector / Business Environment, Civil Society and Media as well as international
and regional cooperation. However, the objectives are formulated in a way to reflect the specific needs of
the moment, as a result of the assessment process and risk assessment. Therefore, it can be re-grouped
into the following categories: Prevention, Law Enforcement, Prosecution, Inter-institutional and Raising
Awareness.
In order to make it easier for institutions to measure the impact and fulfilment of the targets, the anticorruption measures in the Action Plan are divided into three categories: short-term (one to two years),
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medium term (two to three years ) and long (four to five years). Deadlines are not enforced, but are
named by the relevant institutions.
Furthermore, in the area of anti-corruption, Kosovo Customs has in place its Strategic Plan, which defines
the top 5 priorities/objectives. One of the strategic objectives is “The improvement of Customs Ethics and
prevention of corruption and any conflict of interest”.

Legal Framework
Law no. 03 / L-159 on Anti-Corruption Agency defines corruption as any abuse of power or any
other mis-behavior of an officer, or other responsible person for the purpose of achieving or
obtaining an unlawful advantage for themselves or for others. Criminal Code of the Republic of
Kosovo no. 04 / L-082, Chapter 34, entitled and penalizes as criminal offenses the following: abuse
of power or official authority, misuse of official information, conflict of interest, acquisition of duty,
fraud on duty, unauthorized use of property, accepting bribes, giving bribes, bribery of foreign
public official, issuing unlawful judicial decisions, discovery of official secrecy, forgery of official
documents, unlawful appropriation of property, not reporting or false reporting of assets, income
and gifts. Also, KACA has issued 30 criminal charges such as abuse of power or official authority,
acquisition of duty, taking bribes etc. Furthermore, on 8 March 2013, Kosovo Assembly promulgated
the law on extended powers for confiscation of assets acquired by criminal offence as path to
criminalized illicit enrichment. This Law specifies extended powers for confiscation of assets
acquired by the persons who have committed a criminal offence, when the procedures foreseen in
the Criminal Procedure Code are not sufficient.
Kosovo legislation is fully aligned with the Convention of 26 May 1997 on the fight against
corruption involving officials of the European Communities or officials of the Member States of the
EU OJ C 195, 25.6.1997 and with Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA of 22 July 2003 on
combating corruption in the private sector OJ L 192, 31.7.2003. Furthermore, in 2012 evaluation on
approximation of Kosovo‟s legislation with the relevant EU acquis, the legislation covered under the
section of block 3, Public Order and Security, evaluates approximation of Kosovo‟s domestic
legislation on prevention and combating organized crime, corruption and terrorism with the
relevant EU acquis. The evaluation also shows that the provisions of the Criminal Code addressing
areas regulated by the EU acquis are in full compliance with the EU acquis provisions, with the
exception of 5 provisions, which are partly harmonized.
On the other hand, the table of concordance contains a detailed analysis comparing every article of
the EU acquis relevant for prevention and combating organized crime, corruption and terrorism.
This analysis shows that the majority of the provisions of domestic legislation are in line with the EU
acquis and other international standards in this area.
The Law no. 04/L-051 on Prevention of Conflict of Interest in Discharge of Public Functions creates
the basis for prevention of conflict of interest between public interest and private interest of senior
officials while exercising their public functions. It has been approved by the Government on 19
December 2014 and has passed the first reading in Parliament on 23 January 2015. The amendments
of the Law take into consideration alignment of its provisions with the Criminal Code, ensuring that
corruption related offences are criminalized. Its provisions define mandatory rules that are to be
implemented by senior public officials exercising public functions, in order to prevent the conflict
between public and private interest and defines sufficient restrictions for senior public official
exercising public functions and other functions that are not of public nature. The lack of reporting
and false reporting of assets, income, gifts, and other material benefit or financial obligations was
previously treated as a misdemeanor. However, currently it is a new criminal offense which is
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defined in the Code no. 04 / L-123 of the Criminal Procedure and in the Law no. 04 / L-140 for
enhanced powers for the confiscation of property obtained by crime.
According to the provisions of this law, conflict of interest is a situation of incompatibility between
official duty and private interest of a senior official, when he/she has direct or indirect private
personal or property interests that may influence or seems to influence his/her legitimacy,
transparency, objectivity and impartiality during the discharge of public functions. For violation of
obligations defined by this Law, senior public officials, managers or leaders of managing
institutions, apart from fines, may be punished by Court with other protective measures: prohibition
of exercise of public functions in duration from three (3) months up to one year. Even though there
is no specific EU acquis legal act dealing with these matters, provisions of this law are fully in line
with Council Conclusions 2003/c 137/01 of 8 May 2003.
The Law No. 04/L-050 on Declaration, Origin and Control of Property of Senior Public Officials and
on Declaration, Origin and Control of Gifts of all Public Officials was adopted in September 2011.
This law establishes obligations of senior public officials to declare their property, revenues and
their origin. It regulates the procedure of declaration and control of property, declaration of
revenues of senior public officials and their family members, and it establishes sanctions against
violation of provisions of this law. It obliges the Anti-Corruption Agency to control declared
property and origin of property, also obliging all senior public officials to declare gifts and their
origin, which includes a high number of public officials (as stipulated in Article 3 of this
law).Moreover, Criminal Code of Kosovo has criminalized non-declaration of property. Even
though there is no specific EU legislation specifically included in the Visa Liberalization Roadmap
for Kosovo specifically dealing with declaration of property, provisions of this law are fully in line
with the Council Conclusions 2003/c 137/01 of 8 May 2003.
Regarding the legal provisions relating to preventive sanctions governing the financing of political
parties and electoral campaigns, it is regulated by the Law on Financing Political Parties and the
Law on Elections. According to the Law on financing of political subjects, it is a determined amount
which donors can provide for a calendar year (which can also be used for election campaign) and
tools that are shared by the Fund for the support of political subjects.
The legal framework is completed regarding the recruitment, hiring, retention, promotion and
retirement of civil servants. Furthermore, in August 2011, the Kosovo Assembly approved the Law
No. 04/L-043 on Protection of Informants with the purpose creation of the legal basis for
encouragement of the officials to present the unlawful actions.
Institutional Framework
Prevention
Anti-Corruption Agency is an independent and specialized body with a clear vision for the
implementation of state policies for combating and preventing corruption in Kosovo. KACA‟S
budget, staff, and equipments are sufficient. With the proposal of the Agency, the Assembly
approves the annual budget of the Agency. Agency decides independently to use the budget. The
budget totals around EUR 500,000. KACA has 40 officials who are Headed by a Director who is
elected by the Assembly. KACA for her work reports to the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo.
According to Law no. 03 / L-159 for KACA, Agency officials in the exercise of official duty enjoy full
independence and can not be imposed to any pressure from the outside when undertaking certain
concrete actions in accordance with this law or with other applicable laws.
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Public and private authorities, local authorities and officials are obliged to provide the AntiCorruption Agency information needed to perform their tasks and provide appropriate
documentation within a reasonable time limit set by the Agency. If the bodies and institutions refuse
to provide requested information, the Agency shall notify the State Prosecutor's Office, which
operates in accordance with the Code of Criminal Procedure of Kosovo. To facilitate data exchange,
among others, with some institutions KACA has signed the memorandum of understanding.
KACA initiates and conducts the procedure of detection and preliminary investigation of corruption
and it forwards criminal charges of suspicion of corruption cases in the public prosecution
authorities. KACA is the competent authority which supervises and controls the assets of senior
public officials and other persons, supervises and controls the acceptance of gifts relating to the
performance of official duty and take the measures required by law, oversees and prevent cases of
conflict of interest and take the measures required by the law, and take actions to prevent corruption
in public procurement.
The wealth Statements of senior public officials are published on the website of the Anti-Corruption
Agency within sixty (60) days from the receipt of the form. Agency publishes the names of senior
public officials who have not declared their wealth.
Regulation No. 04/2015 on the Code of Conduct in the civil service of the Republic of Kosovo, was
approved in the 17th meeting of the Government of the Republic of Kosovo by the edict No.05 / 17
dated 7 March 2015. On the other hand, for the employees of the Anti Corruption Agency Code of
Ethics no. 03/2013 is applicable from 28 October 2013. Professional Conduct Standards are
determined with internal rules and Discipline Code for Kosovo Correctional Service within the
MoJ/KCS. Rules of Procedure adopted by the Municipal Assemblies of the Republic of Kosovo
contain rules of conduct for each member of the Municipal Assembly and the rules of behavior
within the Municipal Assembly for mayor and director of municipal departments. On the other
hand, a code of conduct of civil servants is also implemented for municipal administration.
The legislative framework, the Civil Service Law and the Code of Conduct in Kosovo Civil Service
have provided measures to promote integrity, transparency and ensuring discipline. These measures
are implemented in a systematic way. KACA in cooperation with the UNDP project, Support to
Anti-Corruption Efforts in Kosovo (SAEK), has contributed to the design of Integrity Plan for the
Municipality of Prishtina and Gjakova. During this period two municipalities, Prishtina and
Gjakova, have completed the integrity plans while withing 2-year period integrity plans for each
municipality are expected to be drafted .
During the drafting period of the Strategy and Action Plan against Corruption 2013-2017 a risk
assessment was conducted in the political sector, local government, central administration
(particularly focusing on areas with high risks, such as spatial planning, education, health and tax
authorities), law enforcement, prosecution and judiciary, and public procurement or financial
policies. The Review Process of the Action Pan started again with risk assessment in these sectors.
During 2014, KACA, in the framework of the UNDP (SAEK), also contributed to the assessment of
corruption risk in specific sectors such as health, education and energy sector.
Office of Audit General has in place its Internal Audit Unit and it is equipped with the adequate
number of staff and quality. However, due to budget constraints many Internal Audit Units still are
not equipped with the appropriate number of auditors. Furthermore, based on OAG Annual Audit
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Report for 2013, issued in August 2014, one ministry, seven municipalities and one independent
institution have not yet established Internal Audit Units.
In order to prevent corruption in private sector, large business in Kosovo under article 4, paragraph
1.1 of Law No. 02/L-123 on Business Organisation shall apply IAS / IFRS and interpretations,
recommendations and necessary guidance issued by the Board for International Accounting
Standards approved by KCRF. Corporations under section 4, sub-paragraphs 1.2. and 1.3, are
obliged to prepare their financial statements in order to comply with the general IFRS for SMEs.
Furthermore, all audits in Kosovo which include all audits required by this law, and independent
external audits of other businesses for profit organizations, other social organizations or non-public
and other entities that are mandated by other applicable laws in Kosovo, will be conducted in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISA) and related interpretations, guidelines,
and by auditors who are approved to carry out audits of the competent authorities as defined by this
law.
On the occasion of International Anti-Corruption Day, on 9 December 2014, KACA, supported by
EULEX, launched awareness campaign against corruption, which aimed to promote Kosovo public
to be part of the efforts of state institutions preventing and combating corruption in Kosovo. This
joint campaign focuses on how corruption threatens the rule of law, social stability, equality and
economic development. For the first time, senior Kosovo government officials have jointly signed a
commitment card that will be united in the fight against corruption. This charter has been placed in
key public institutions where citizens are more frequent and is also published in daily newspapers.
In the framework of this campaign, senior public officials in Kosovo pledge to fight corruption in a
broadcasting TV awareness ad. Furthermore, KACA prepared a practical guide with a summarized
anti-corruption legislation in the field of Prevention and Combating Corruption, which will be
distributed in hard and electronic copies for everyone. With the purpose of providing an easier
access to information and anti-corruption activities, KACA is in the process of redesigning its web
site.
Kosovo Judicial Institute has consistently organized anti-corruption training for judges and
prosecutors, without excluding other professionals (as members of the Kosovo Police, Customs, etc.)
The KJI, during August 2014 – April 2015, has organized the following training sessions for judges
and prosecutors in the area of anti-corruption:
 Training program in the area of corruption combating for prosecutors and officials of other
relevant institutions – 2nd stage, attended by 14 participants (4 prosecutors, 10 other
professionals); 08 – 12 September 2014
 Asset tracing, sequestration and confiscation, attended by 27 participants (16 judges, 6·
prosecutors, 5 other professionals); 09 September 2014
 Tracing, investigation and trial of corruption cases, attended by 7 participants (7 judges,); 03
October 2014
 Best practices in combating corruption, attended by 13 participants (4 judges, 9 prosecutors); 20
January 2015
Criminal offences against official duty, attended by 16 participants (8 judges, 7 prosecutors, 1 other
professional); 12 March.2015
Repression
KPC always exerts and seek to provide and to invest in proper trainings and educations in order for
prosecutors to acquire good practise in the field of fighting against corruption. Within the Special
Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo the Anticorruption Department is established
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composed out of most experienced and qualified prosecutors. All prosecutors in this Department
are properly trained and specialized in economic and corruption crimes. In all seven (7) Basic
Prosecution Offices, as of 1 January 2013, in level of Serious Crimes Departments, assigned
prosecutors to deal with economic and corruption crimes are subject of training and specialization in
these fields.
With the support of the OSCE, ICITAP and EU projects, Kosovo Police has received a number of
specialized trainings for the investigation of economic crime and corruption. Some of these trainings
are held with KP capacities as a result of the certification of coaches. Within KP, three training
programs of this nature are consistently held such as: Basic Course on falsified documents; Course
on corruption investigations and Advanced Techniques of Financial Investigations. In the
mentioned fields, ten (10) trainings are held with 139 officials who have participated.
In this area during 2014 were held 16 training sessions with organizations such as KIPA (Kosovo
Institute of Public Administration), the OSCE, the Kosovo Judicial Institute, the German Embassy,
OSCE, EU projects on the following topics: The right of access to public documents; Ethics and
corruption in public administration; Advanced Course - Fight against Corruption; Fight against
Organized Crime and Corruption "(Protection of Witnesses); Fighting for false documents; Sphere
Training Program to Combat Corruption; Workshop "Forward Money"; Seminar on Combating
Counterfeit Medical Products; Analysis Seminar for suspicious signatures and documents; Training
of Trainers for the analysis of suspicious signatures and documents; Training "Investigation of
Smuggling and Customs and Tax Acts; Training" Official corruption and crimes against official
duty; Training "Conflict of Interest in Public Administration" training "Corruption in Public
Procurement"; Identify training falsification of documents; Leading Financial Crime Investigation. A
total number of participants in these training is 143 police officers.
Kosovo police have participated in 5 international conferences in the areas of forged documents,
legal aspects against corruption, bilateral cooperation against corruption and money laundering
investigation and visit Romania, Germany, USA, Italy and Macedonia. In Romania we have
participated in the Regional Conference Anticorruption with participation of 7 officers.
The Law on State Prosecutor, Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code of Kosovo provides clear
legal basis that the prosecutor has the necessary independence during the investigative and
prosecution procedure. Prosecutor leads investigation and all agencies that enforce the law in
Kosovo are obliged to act based on the prosecutor authorizations.
Special Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo, specialized in fighting corruption, has
competence to investigate and prosecute high level corruption. Also, serious crime departments at
the Basic Prosecution offices level have in their competence to investigate and prosecute serious
corruption cases. Furthermore, it has optimal financial, staff and adequate conditions. While in
different levels of the Basic Prosecution offices there is still need to increase human resources.
Criminal Procedure Code defines the form and manner of cooperation between the Police and
Prosecution. The Law of the Kosovo Police also regulates the obligation to cooperate. In order to
increase efficiency, on 18 July 2014, Prosecutorial Council has approved the procedure for the
selection of serious crime targets and institutional cooperation. Also, in December 2014, an
agreement of cooperation between law enforcement agencies, including prosecutors and police, has
been signed for exchange of information, risk assessment and coordination that enables the
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exchange of information between the two agencies, identify challenges, set priorities , scheduling
and coordination of duties.
The Laws on KPC and State Prosecutor provides legal basis for State Prosecutor to cooperate with
state institutions and other public and private organizations in activities directed at the education of
society to increase the knowledge for the law and to prevent and combat crime. Besides the legal
basis, KACA also has the effective cooperation agreements signed between the Office of the Chief of
EULEX, Kosovo Chief State on 7 October 2010 and cooperation agreement between KACA and the
Kosovo Police on 27 May 2010 which facilitate cooperation in several aspects. Within the provisions
foreseen in the Laws depending on which authority is not cooperative or obstructing the
investigation, other side is obliged to report such behavior to higher authority and disciplinary
procedure would be initiated against such person. State prosecutors and the supporting staff follow
the provisions foreseen in the Law on Classification and Security of Information, Law on Protection
of Personal data and Law on Insight in public documents. There is also provisions foreseen by the
Codes of conducts for Prosecutors and supporting staff regarding confidentiality on accessed
information during investigative proceedings as also provisions envisaged in Criminal Procedure
Code where the authorities are obliged to respect confidentiality of the third parties.
In order to approximate the recommendations of the FATF, the Assembly in 2013 amended the Law
on the Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing. Besides following the entry into
force of the new FATF recommendations, FIU-K and the Ministry of Finance has initiated the
process of supplementation of the law. Currently, the concept paper for this law is adopted and
working groups have been formed on drafting the amendment of the law.
Regarding the provisions on immunity, articles 75, 89, 91, 98, 107, 117 of Kosovo Constitution foresee
immunity for actions or decisions taken within the scope of their responsibilities as members and
representatives of central institutions (deputies, president, premier, ministers and others)
The decision of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Kosovo elaborated and made it clear the
issue of immunity in Kosovo. High officials in Kosovo have functional immunity while they are
exercising their constitutional and legal functions based on the law. As such, politicians or high
officials have no immunity for commitment criminal offence. State Prosecutor investigates and
prosecutes all corruption allegations, besides of the fact who commits such criminal offences.
Results
During 2014, KACA has treated 264 cases of alleged conflict of interest, where 138 cases avoided
conflict of interest, 34 cases have resulted as a conflict of interest. For the concerned cases, 46
opinions were issued, 3 cases were followed for investigation and 7 cases resulted as demand for
dismissal.
During 2014, the Agency issued a total of 101 criminal charges under the criminal offense of not
reporting or false reporting of assets to the competent prosecutors of income, gifts, and other
material benefit or financial obligations. Out of this number, 93 cases were followed for not
reporting income property, gifts, or other material financial obligations under paragraph 1 of Article
437 of the CCK. Out of 93 cases, two (2) cases failed to declare regular annual report, forty-one (41)
for not declaring upon taking office by mayors and fifty (50) for not declaring after the termination
or dismissal from office of former mayors, former Adviser to the Municipal Assemblies and former
Municipal Directors.
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8 cases were followed on suspicion of false reporting of property, income, gifts, other material
benefit or financial obligations. Of these, four false statements on annual income, 3 cases of not
declaring ownership of shares in a business and 1 for not declaring real estate.
After completing the investigation for 11 cases is found that there is not sufficient data and / or
reasonable suspicion that the case could constitute a criminal offense. For these 11 cases, KACA
alleged administrative violations and proceeded to the competent administrative bodies with
request to initiate disciplinary proceedings.
Kosovo Customs during 2014, has initiated 27 disciplinary cases with the total of 80 customs officials
being subject to investigations, while 13 out of them are processed by the disciplinary commission,
to 11 cases local measures are enacted, 2 cases are closed and 1 case is cancelled. The following table
explains the undertaken measures and actions:
Table 2: The undertaken measures and actions
Cases during 2014
2013 cases completed in 2014
Cases initiated in 2014
The total of completed cases in 2014
Cases in procedure for 2015
The total of handled cases

Disciplinary
Commission
7
13
13
7

Local
level
1
11
12
0

Closed
cases
7
2
9
0

Cancelled
cases
0
1
1
0

Total
15
27
38
4
42

The statistics of disciplinary investigations in Kosovo Police for 2014 are issued against 1,030
employees, where 647 cases have ended investigations, while 383 cases are pending. Out of the 647
cases of which the disciplinary investigation completed, it appears that:
 244 cases were recommended for disciplinary action;
 403 cases have proved to be unfounded or unsubstantiated;
The statistics of disciplinary investigations in Kosovo Police for the first quarter 2015 included
disciplinary investigations against 227 employees, where 67 cases have concluded investigation,
while 160 cases are pending. Out of the 67 cases of which the disciplinary investigation completed, it
appears that:
 23 cases were recommended for disciplinary action;
 44 cases have proved to be unfounded or unsubstantiated;
In the context of disciplinary procedures bodies that develop internal disciplinary procedure are
established as the following:
 Directorate of Professional Standards / and local levels of leadership which conducts
disciplinary investigations against employees who allegedly committed a disciplinary violation;
 Internal Disciplinary Commission which is a disciplinary decision-making authority to hear and
decide in the first instance for disciplinary investigations;
 Complaints Commission which has the authority to make the second degree decision, and
investigates complaints against disciplinary decisions of Internal Disciplinary Commission or
the decisions made at the local level;
In the context of disciplinary procedures within the Ministry of Interior, the Police Inspectorate of
Kosovo is established, as an institution which is independent from the police. The Inspectorate
makes advance treats of all citizens' complaints against employees of KP and conducts
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investigations against police officers suspected of having committed offenses. It also investigates
alleged disciplinary violations of high rank police officers and officials of top senior executive level.
Disciplinary proceedings have given result and this result is shown by the high confidence that
Kosovo Police has in the local community.
As per the Law on general elections, the CEC sets the maximum election campaign expenses based
on the number of registered voters. Regarding the assessment of whether the sanctions have
preventive effects, it can be concluded that they have had preventive effects, namely the CEC has
fined thirteen parties who have failed to comply with the deadline of submitting campaign
expenditures in 2013 local elections. Due to the sanctions applied for political subjects in local
electios, in 2014 elections there was no penalty imposed since all political subjects respected the legal
term to submit all expenses reports.
On the other hand, for 2013 regular Municipal Election, Election Complaints and Appeals imposed
fines to all political parties participating in elections with a value of EUR 195,450.00. These fines are
imposed for electoral irregularities that have occurred for all stages of the electoral process,
respectively breaking the election silence. During the 2013 electoral process, ECAP received 1,109
complaints filed by various political entities for voting in Kosovo, while 16,410 complaints were
received for overseas Voters.
ECAP during parliamentary election process, held on June 8, 2014, imposed a fine to all political
parties participating in elections with a value of EUR 86.700.00 for electoral irregularities that have
occurred for all stages of the electoral process. ECAP received 341 complaints filed by various
political entities for voting in Kosovo, while 9172 complaints were received for overseas Voters.
By comparing the above figures for the number of complaints and penalties imposed by ECAP to
political parties during the two electoral processes that the 2013 local elections and that the 2014
parliamentary elections the number of complaints and the amount of fines imposed may conclude
that the sanctioning of political parties with such fine had deterrent effect. However, a preventive
effect in improving the electoral process has been through the Memorandum of Cooperation signed
between all institutions of the Republic of Kosovo such as between State Prosecutor, Kosovo Judicial
Council, Kosovo Police, the Central Election Commission and Election Complaints and Appeals.
During 2014, institutions of the Republic of Kosovo rejected a total of 4.15 percent of requests for
access to information, 2.41 percent of which were rejected using "administrative silence". Limited
access was given to 2 percent of requests.
Table 3: Overview of requests for access to public documents for 2014 in the Republic of Kosovo institutions
Allowed Rejected access Limited Access Without
an Others Total
Institution
access
answer
Central
Institutions:
Assembly, Presidency, 27
the Constitutional Court
Government, including
ministries
and
subordinate agencies
736
Independent Institutions 201
Universities
41
Public enterprises
15

2

9
5
1
1

0
0
0
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4

0

0

33

25

25
0
1
0

56
1
0
0

851
207
43
16

Municipalities
Total
Source: ZKM

846
1866

18
36

9
38

24
50

26
83

923
2073

On the day of entry into force of the Action Plan of Kosovo Prosecutorial Council for increasing the
effectiveness of prosecutorial system of Kosovo in the fight against corruption (4th of November
2013), Prosecutions had at work 516 cases against 1682 persons for criminal offences belonging to
the group of criminal offence-Corruption.
From this number of cases, Prosecutions during the 8-month time period (4th of November 2013
until 30th of June 2014) has solved 224 cases against 695 people in the following ways:
 For 49 persons criminal report was dismissed;
 For 236 persons investigations were terminated;
 For 35 persons was filed indictment for issuing punitive order;
 For 32 persons was filed instant indictment;
 For 243 persons was filed indictment following investigations.
In addition to these cases, Prosecutions, from the entry into force of the Action Plan (4th of
November 2013) until 30th of June 2014, have received at work and 350 new cases against 625
persons.
From the sum of these two groups of cases there results that Prosecutions until 30th of June 2014 had
at work 866 cases and 2307 persons. From the total number of cases, Prosecutions until 30th of June,
2014 have solved 325 cases against 839 persons in the following ways:
 For 180 persons criminal report was dismissed;
 For 273 persons investigations were terminated;
 For 41 persons was filed indictment for issuing punitive order;
 For 50 persons was filed instant indictment;
 For 295 persons was filed indictment following investigations.
During time period 1st of July until 30th of September 2014, Prosecutors have solved cases of 137
persons in the following ways:
 For 60 persons was dismissed the criminal report,
 For 29 persons investigations were terminated,
 For 2 persons was filed indictment for issuance of punitive order,
 For 13 persons was filed instant indictment, and
 For 33 persons was filed indictment following the investigations.
Regarding the number of cases and value of assets confiscated in corruption cases, for 248 people
(or 24.53%), is thrown criminal charges;
 About 297 people (or 29.38%), were dismissed investigations;
 For 9 people (or 0.89%) were indicted for punitive order;
 For 83 persons (or 21.8%) are direct indictment; and
 About 379 people (or 37.49%) were indicted after investigation
This is general statistical data of sequestrated and confiscated assets coming from all criminal
offences related to corruption, organized crime, narcotics, money laundering etc.:
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Temporary confiscated assets (article 267) approved by the Court upon the request of State
Prosecutor - Approximate value of assets EUR 756,105.19
Prosecution upon the Indictments has requested temporary confiscation of assets temporarily
confiscated
 Weapons, Total pieces – 24;
 Vehicle, Bus, etc, Total – 41;
 Money in cash, Total amount - EUR 21,920.24;
 Money in bank accounts, Total amount - EUR 1,267,115,971.01;
 Drugs, Total kg - 21,309.84;
 Medicines, Total Items - 10,991;
 Valuable assets, Total Items - 22,301.86.

Confiscated assets by the Court upon the Ruling - Value of assets confiscated upon the Ruling:
 Weapons, Total pieces – 12;
 Vehicle, Bus, etc, Total – 5;
 Money in cash, Total amount - EUR 10,930.65;
 Drugs, Total kg - 2,950.33;
 Medicines, Total Items - 9,152.
Valuable assets, Total Items - 10,700.00
Other developments during the reporting period
In order to prevent and fight corruption and fraud in the Correctional Service institutions, a number
of measures have been undertaken during the reporting period. More specifically, in August 2014,
Kosovo Correctional Services has made fully functional the system to prevent the waves in the High
Security Prison. Also, the Kosovo Correctional Service Inspectorate has conducted regular 72
inspections and issued 42 recommendations which in turn led to significant improvements on the
following areas:
 Handling of Complaints;
 Prevention of nepotism and conflict of interest by transferring officers who have family ties to
other places;
 Improved privileges of the prisoners;
 Respect for the rights of prisoners improved.
Kosovo Correctional Services has imposed disciplinary measures on both the KCS staff and
prisoners. There have been 369 disciplinary measures imposed on prisoners and 35 disciplinary
measures on KCS staff out of which 7 written warnings/reprimands, 20 cases of deduction of salary,
6 suspensions and 2 terminations of work relations
Regarding the improvement of comprehensive statistics on corruption cases, tracking mechanism
has proved to improve the comprehensive statistics on corruption cases. Concrete examples for this
improvement is the fact that now statistics are harmonized between institutions at the same time
periods. For example, at the end of each month, police and prosecution coordinators meet and
harmonize all statistical data on all criminal charges for characteristic offenses that police submitted
to the prosecutor. In March 2015, KPC has adopted and published the Comparative Analytical
Report of tracking mechanism on statistical data between 2013 and 2014 relating to the corruption
and organized crime offenses
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KPC has made fully functional the database regarding the investigation, prosecution and
adjudication of the top 50 most serious cases in the justice system. Out of this number, seven cases
were identified until March 2015.
4. Fundamental Rights
Antidiscrimination Policies
The package of laws on human rights including the Law against Discrimination, the Law on the
Ombudsman and the Law on Gender Equality has been adopted by the Government on 18 March
2015. This package of laws will enhance the protection of human right also in terms of creating new
mechanisms. According to its mandate, the Ombudsman institution will act as a mechanism of
equality and as the National Preventing Mechanism against Torture and other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment.
The law against Discrimination defines a general framework for preventing and combating
discrimination on grounds of nationality, social or national origin, race, ethnicity, colour, birth,
origin, sex, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, language, nationality, religion and belief,
political affiliation, political opinion or other opinion, social status or personal, age, family or
marital, pregnancy, maternity, wealth status, medical condition, disability, genetic inheritance or
any other basis. The law is on Assembly procedures and a qualitative assessment on its
implementation will be possible in the future when the law starts implementing.
Even though the Ombudsman did not have the role of an equality body foreseen on the Law still in
force against Discrimination, the OI has consistently received complaints of this nature. During 2014,
the Department against Discrimination has received 65 complaints from citizens, whether individual
complaints or ex officio. The main complaints were related with discrimination in the social area,
health, property and labour.
During the reporting period August 2014 - April 2015 were compiled 9 reports with 29
recommendations directed to the responsible parties for the cases investigated by the OI. Out of
these, 20 recommendations were not implemented, 7 remain pending for implementation 7 and 2
recommendations have been implemented. The low number of implemented recommendations has
occurred because of the central institutions (especially Parliament and Government) during the
reporting period.
Furthermore, OI has undertaken various activities to raise awareness regarding the mandate of the
Ombudsperson and human rights, including the area of discrimination.
Currently the strategies in place that aim to fight discrimination and create equal opportunities for
all citizens of the Republic of Kosovo without discrimination in any grounds are National Plan on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2013-2015) and the Strategy and AP for the integration of the
RAE communities.
The Progress Report on the implementation of the National Plan on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (2013-2015) was completed in March 2015 under the coordination of the OPM/OGG. The
report reflects the actions and challenges of the institutions during the implementation of the
National Plan on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 2013-2015. The main achievements noted
were in the health sector where was conducted an analysis for persons with disabilities that use
material of urinary incontinence. Currently the MoH has contracted six (6) types of medical products
and the rest will be contracted during 2015. In addition, the MoH in collaboration with UNICEF has
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developed a manual for nurses who will perform home visits which are focused on the care of
mothers and newborn babies with the aim of early identification of infants with difficulties in
development.
Also, with regard to the members of the LGBTI community, an EU twinning project on fight against
homophobia and transphobia that was launched in 2014 is currently working on raising awareness
on the rights of the LGBTI community and aiding on enhancing capacities of Kosovo authorities,
especially the police, judiciary, educators and media
Minorities
The Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities is directly applicable in the
Republic of Kosovo and the Government is responsible for the implementation of this convention.
The Government by a decision on 11 October 2014 has established a technical working group in
order to coordinate the implementation of the recommendations of the Framework Convention for
the Protection of National Minorities. The group is compiled by 13 members representing
governmental institutions.
In order to effectively respond on challenges concerning communities, in April 2014 with a proposal
of the Office for Community Affairs/Office of Prime Minister (OCA/OPM), was established the
Community Issues Group (CIG). CIG is composed of representatives from government and
international institutions. The main task of the group is finding technical solutions for the
recognition of diplomas from the University in Mitrovica.
The Constitution of Kosovo specifically covers the representation of communities in public
institutions and publicly owned enterprises stating that “communities and their members shall be
entitled to equitable representation of employment in public bodies and publicly owned
enterprises...” In addition, the Kosovo Civil Service Law requires that a minimum of 10% of
positions at central level are reserved for “persons belonging to communities that are not majority in
Kosovo. From the data provided by the MPA in 2014, regarding the employment of minority
communities in public administration, 9.88% of the total employees are members of minority
communities. At the managerial level, minority communities occupy 5.26% of the total employee
composition.
At the beginning 2013, the OCA/OPM initiated the process of improvement of employment policy
for non-majority communities. This initiative aims to raise awareness of all the institutions on the
importance of developing strategies and programs on employment of non-majority communities. As
a part of this initiative, in cooperation with UNDP, the OCA conducted an Assessment on the
Employment of Members of Non-Majority Communities in the Kosovo Civil Service and Publicly
Owned Enterprises. In accordance with recommendations of the assessment, OCA has developed
two programs supported by the Norwegian Embassy (Internship Programs in the local and central
institutions for 100 students and graduates and Economic Development Programs for providing
small grants for development of small business) to improve the employment of non-majority
communities.
The Office of the Language Commissioner has conducted continual monitoring of the
implementation of the Law on the Use of Languages. The working plan of the OLC for 2015 foresees
the preparation of a Strategy that will aim to improve the implementation of the Law on Languages
and will include measures which were earlier sent to the OPM and have not been implemented by
the Government. This will at the same time be a priority objective of the OLC for 2015. In accordance
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with its mandate for the period August 2014 – April 2015 has released 30 recommendations. These
recommendations were directed to the President‟s Office, OPM, line ministries and University of
Prizren and concrete measures were required on the implementation of the law.
The KPC has reported the following statistics on potentially ethnically motivated crimes for 2014:
 Kosovo Police has identified 1,339 cases;
 Prosecutorial Offices received 303 cases;
 6 cases have been closed and for 1 case the investigation has terminated;
 Indictment with the request for punitive order has been filed in 21 cases; direct indictment in 52
cases and charges were brought after investigation in 16 cases; while 197 cases are under
investigation. While for statistics on ethnically motivated crimes for 2015 please see Annex 10: First
Quarter for 2015 for the work of prosecution offices with criminal cases of adult offenders and characteristic
criminal offences and Annex 12: Statistical report related to Ethnic Crimes Suspected Albanian and injured
Serbian or vice versa.
During the reporting period the MCR with the support of the Danish Refugee Council has provided
minor shelter repairs, harmonized assistance packages and income generation for 10 returnee
families in Municipality of Ranillugw, Vushtrri, Dragash, Novobërdë and Gjilan.
As part of the Program for the support in the stabilization for the returnees from the camps in Republic of
Macedonia and the Republic of Montenegro, during the reporting period 24 houses have been built in
the regions of Gjilan, Peja and Prishtina.
As part of the project Sustainable return in Nenkalaja in Prizren 7 houses for eight families have been
built. The project Return and Reintegration in Kosovo III was completed on October of 2014. The
approximate amount of the project was 5.3 million €. During the implementation of the project in
total 210 families (944 beneficiaries) were supported by the project for the period November 2011 –
October 2014. Houses were built on the following municipalities:
Table 4: No of houses built as part of the project Return and Reintegration in Kosovo III
No of
Municipality
houses
Novobërdë
46
Partesh
45
Prizren
42
Shtërpcë
77
Total
210
Source: MCR

In the municipalities of Partesh, Shterpce, Prizren and Noveberde 10 infrastructural projects were
implemented and 178 families benefited for harmonized assistance (food packages and furniture).
As part of the same project 160 packages of socio – economic assistance and assistance on generating
of incomes were also provided. In addition 80 participants benefited from trainings for woman and
youth and 8 (eight) community projects for woman and youth were implemented.
The programme for the Stabilization of Communities II is on its final phase of implementation and has
implemented 230 projects which aim to create employment opportunities and income generation
among the minority communities. During this phase of implementation over 250 workplaces were
ensured for members of communities.
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Training for young women were held by the project Centre for Peace and Tolerance (TPA) for 80
participants and 33 initiatives aimed at supporting the reintegration of returnees and communities
were supported by the same project. In addition, the MRC has funded projects of 27 NGOs in the
areas of education, culture, sports, religious feast of activities of citizens of different communities.
The MCR has completed the following infrastructural projects:
 In Municipality of Novo Brdo: Building the garden in the village of Bostan; reconstruction of the
wall in Bogorodica Church cemetery in the village of Bostan; construction of toilets and sewage in
the courtyard of the Orthodox Church Our Lady Uspenja Bogorodica; the construction of the road in
the village of Bostan; construction of the fence in the yard of the school in the village of Bostan;
 In Municipality of Peja: asphalting the road in Blagaje, adjusting the fence of the graves of the
local community in Vitomirica;
 In Municipality of Shterpce: Paving the road in Biti; road pavement in the center of Shterpce
(main street); regulation of the way in Shterpce - Part I, adjusting the roof on the house "St. Stephen
the Archdeacon 'in Brezovica, street lighting in Shterpce municipality;
 In Municipality of Vushtri: reconstruction of roads in the village of Grace; rebuilding of water
supply in Parish;
 In Municipality of Pristina: Installing central heating in St. Nicholas Church;
 In Municipality of Ferizaj: Rehabilitation of water supply in Bablak and
 In Municipality of Kline: Purchase of pumps and pipe for returnees in the village Grabac.
Roma
The Strategy and Action Plan for the integration of RAE communities is on the last year of its
implementation. The OGG has focused on three main priorities: monitoring of the AP, enhancing the
political will on implementation of the AP and at the same time the cooperation between the local
and central level. On 10 October 2014, was published the fourth Assessment Report on the
Implementation of the Strategy and Action Plan for 2014. On this report, sectors such as education,
employment, economic growth, health care and social welfare, housing and informal settlements,
return and reintegration, civil registration, media and information were evaluated. Out of 228
indicators of the action plan, 179 have been reported.
With regard to budgetary allocations, for the implementation of the Framework of Priorities of the
Action Plan for the Integration of Roma, Ashkali and Egyptians 2014 -2015, the allocated budget for
2015 is € 3,202,670 and the budget spent by the ministries for 2014 is € 2,974,158. Given the fact that
the ministries do not have a separate budget line to implement the strategy, the allocated budget of
ministries for 2015 is based on separate foreseen activities on the Priorities Framework.
Considering that the Strategy and Action Plan of Roma, Ashkali and Egyptian communities 20092015 ends in 2015, the inter-institutional steering committee for the implementation of the Strategy
has taken the decision to initiate the drafting of the new Action plan on the integration of RAE
communities 2016 – 2020.
By a decision of the Government on 4 April 2015 has been re-established the Inter-institutional
Steering Committee for the coordination of the implementation of the Plan for the Integration of
Roma, Ashkali and Egyptians. The Steering Committee is lead by the Deputy Prime minister and
has 15 members, including ministers, members from the NGO sector and members of the
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community councils, the OGG and the Ombudsman Institution. Also, the Government of Kosovo
has participated for the first time on the regional meeting of Roma Decade 2020.
Based on the data from the Kosovo Police Information System, during 2014 only one case
(complaint) of discrimination against the Roma community has been reported, while in 2015 there
are no reported cases concerning discrimination of members of this community
The MLGA has conducted a three months campaign on civil registration of Roma, Ashkali and
Egyptian communities. During the period from 20 January – 15 March were identified 233
unregistered persons. Out of these 90 people were registered , 55 remain unregistered, while 88
people remain unregistered since they come from neighbouring countries and do not possess any
document that would make possible their registration (75 people from the Roma community in
Mitrovica and 13 people coming Albania living in Ferizaj).
The MEST provides free textbooks for students from first grade to ninth grade (1-9) in the native
language of the students. For students from the RAE communities for non compulsory education 67
scholarships are provided by the Ministry. Two textbooks, Romani language for 3d and 4th grade
were published for Roma pupils who learn Romani language as an optional subject.
During the reporting period the Roma community has not benefited from social housing programs
because it was not foreseen in the allocated budget for the period August 2014 - 2015.
The MoH has continued the immunization program of the RAE communities. In 2014 have been
vaccinated 1,068 children these communities. Also local campaigns on vaccination have been
organized by the National Institute of Public Health. Regarding cases with high level of lead in
blood, during the reporting period a total of 65 measurements were conducted in which none
resulted the value 45mcg / dl, which should be treated with specific therapies.
The MLGA and the OGG in October have held a meeting with the mayors of Municipalities
regarding the implementation of the Action Plan for the integration of RAE communities. Five
regional workshops have been organized in Prishtina, Mitrovica, Gjakova, Gjilan, and Prizren,
where 197 municipal officials coming from departments of education, health, social workers, spatial
planning, municipal offices for communities and return representatives of civil society, ie NGOs
dealing with community issues have been presented with the achievements and challenges that
municipalities face during the implementation of the AP.
LGBT
The Advisory and Coordination Group for the rights of the LGBTI community has continued to hold
regular meetings in accordance with its mandate. The annual working plan of the group for 2015
has been drafted and is soon expected to be approved.
On 15 May 2014, the EU twinning project ―Fight against homophobia and transphobia was officially
launched. The aim of the project is to tackle homophobia and transphobia and to enhance the
capacities of the Kosovo authorities, especially the police, judiciary, educators and media. The
launching of the project preceded this year's marking of the International Day against Homophobia
on 17 May 2014. On this occasion, the Kosovo Government raised the rainbow flag as a symbol of
tolerance, diversity and respect for human rights.
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Health, education and the exercise of rights are three areas of particular concern for the LGBTI
community. The fields of health and education are important to the well being and development of
LGBTI people. Both present particular challenges for the inclusion of LGBTI people. Knowledge
about rights and capacity to exercise those rights are at a low level within the LGBTI community.
Societal hostility to LGBTI people is a potent barrier to equality, equal treatment and well being for
LGBTI people. The stereotypes held about LGBTI people and the lack of knowledge about LGBTI
people means that awareness raising among the general public and within institutions is an
important area of activity that the Advisory and Coordination Group for the rights of the LGBTI is
focusing on.8
Kosovo Police has a good cooperation with NGOs that protect the rights of members of the LGBT
community and has expressed its readiness to take operational plans on request during the activities
of these NGOs. The KP has ensured protection for members of the LGBTI community during
different activities that were organized by NGOs on the international day against homophobia,
workshops organized by the Advisory and Coordination Group for the rights of the LGBTI
community or other public activities.
During public activities of the LGBTI community the KP has reported incidents of disturbance in
2012 (Kosovo 2.0 incident). In September of 2014 there was a case of intimidation while in 2015 no
incidents were reported.

One of the main aims of the twinning project ―Fight against homophobia and transphobia is to
provide trainings on awareness raising for professionals to strengthen their knowledge and skills in
promoting anti-discrimination and equal treatment within their professional peer group
(administration, judiciary, police, education). The coach training program is being followed by 16
representatives coming from the Kosovo Police, Judicial and Prosecutorial Council, Ministry of
Education, Ministry of Public Administration, Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports, the Office for
Good Governance and Ministry of Health. The following trainings have been held:
Table 5: Trainings conducted by the EU twinning project- Fight against homophobia and transphobia
Training
No
of
Dates
participant
Raising awareness on
17
3 – 6 November
discrimination
2014
(particular emphasis on
LGBT issues)
ToT
on
equality/
4
9 – 10 December
administration
2014
ToT
on
equality/
4
4 – 5 December
education
2014
ToT
on
equality/
16
17 – 19 March 2015
training skills
ToT on equality/ police
6
10 – 11 February
2015
8

Draft –Annual Work Plan of the Advisory and Coordination Group for the rights of the (LGBT) Community for
period (May 2015-May 2016)
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ToT
on
equality/
justice
Source: OPM/OGG

3

20 – 21 January
2015

In order to ensure professional approach and raise awareness of police officers towards rights of the
members of the LGBTI community trainings have been provided by the NGO Qesh in 2014 for 46
police officers. In addition, as part of the Twinning Project, during 2015 were organized 3 training
for 18 police officers, educational personnel, judges and prosecutors.
Women’s Rights and Gender Equality
The revised Law on Gender Equality has been adopted by the Government on 18 March 2015.
The CEDAW convention is an integral part of the Constitution of Kosovo. Despite the fact that AGE
has issued its first report on the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women CEDAW in 2008, the Kosovo's government, has failed to submit it to the CEDAW
Committee, since the Republic of Kosovo is not part of the United Nations Therefore the report was
not submitted and consequently no recommendations have been received. The Government of
Kosovo will respond positively to any invitation for reporting from CEDAW Committee.
The legal and strategic framework applicable within the country in the area of women‟s rights is
compiled of the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence, Kosovo Program for Gender Equality
2008-2013, National Programme against domestic violence and the Action Plan for implementation
of Resolution 1325. In addition, the AGE has conducted a research on the participation, role and
position of women in local and central institutions, and political parties in Kosovo. The following
recommendations came out of the research: taking affirmative measures to provide scholarships for
women, increase the number of public kinder gardens and empowering the role of woman in
political parties; and they will serve to improve participation of women in decision making
processes.
With regard to woman representation in public institutions, in the Assembly, out of 120 deputies 38
are woman. Out of 14 parliamentary committees, only 4 are led by women, whereas three
parliamentary groups are led by women. On the Governmental level, out of 22 ministers 2 are
woman and with regard to the local level out of 38 municipalities only one is led by a woman.
The Agency on Gender Equality is an executive agency of the OPM and is mandated to design and
monitoring of policies that promote gender equality in the Republic of Kosovo. Its mandate is
defined by the Law on Gender Equality. The Agency develops policies which promote gender
equality and monitor their implementation and also is responsible for the implementation of the
Law against domestic violence.
On 2014, with the decision by the Government was adopted and the inter-institutional Secretariat to
coordinate implementation of the Action Plan 1325 has been established. The first meeting is
expected to take place in May 2015. At the same time the AGE has published the report on the
implementation of the Action Plan 1325.
In addition, in order to gender differences in all levels of the country, national framework, key
players, the rule of law, justice, human rights, political, social and economic, the AGE has launched
on 14 May 2014 the Kosovo Country Gender Profile. This document will identify the challenges and
progress regarding gender equality and will serve as a referring document for drafting the new
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Kosovo Programme on Gender Equality. After finalizing the assessment of the implementation of
the KPGE that is planned to be concluded during the first half of 2015, the AGE will establish a
working group for drafting the new document according to the needs and recommendations from
the evaluation of the implementation document.
The special unit of the KP that deals with domestic violence has been functionalized on the local,
regional and central level. According to the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence, the KP is
responsible to execute Orders for Protection, Orders for Emergency Protection, and impose a Interim
Order for Emergency Protection. The KP in 2014 imposed 4 Interim Orders for Emergency
protection, while during 2015 to date no cases have been reported.

Meanwhile, the KP during the reporting period has reported and investigated 1179 cases of
domestic violence. Meanwhile, for detailed statistics from the KPC on cases of domestic violence for
2014 and the first quarter of 2015 please see Annex 9: Criminal offences related to Domestic Violence
January - December 2014 and Annex 10: Firs Quarter for 2015 for the work of prosecution offices with
criminal cases of adult offenders and characteristic criminal offences.
In order to achieve a proper implementation of the Law on domestic violence, the AGE has
published the Commentary of the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence. In addition, in
November 2014, AGE has held a 16 days campaign against domestic violence. Also public
awareness campaigns against domestic violence were organized by officials of ministries and
municipalities that deal with gender equality. During 2014 the AGE has presented the SOP on
domestic violence in 5 regions of Kosovo, trainings have been provided for 256 participants such as
judges, prosecutors, protectors of victims, police investigators, representatives of the Directorates for
health and education, representatives of social welfare centers etc.
The AGE conducts various projects and campaigns that promote gender equality. During 2014 the
AGE during 2014 has subsidized 11 projects on the amount of € 30.000 that aim economic
empowerment of women.
The MLSW supports 7 NGOs in different regions of Kosovo by paying for their services on
protection and sheltering of victims of domestic violence on the amount of 2,500 euro per month or
30,000 euro per year for an NGO. These NGO shelters cover the entire territory of Kosovo and are
located in Prishtina, Mitrovica, Gjilan, Ferizaj, Prizren, Peja and Gjakova.
Children’s Rights
The Convention on the Rights of the Child is directly applicable on the legal system of the Republic
of Kosovo. The draft Law on Protection of Children is being prepared with the assistance of the
Terres des Hommes project and will be drafted on the basis of the Constitution and in accordance
with international agreements and instruments. Meanwhile UNICEF and the EU Office in Kosovo
have launched a study on the Legal Framework for Child Rights in Kosovo: (a study of the
compatibility of existing legislation with the Convention on the Rights of the Child) as part of the
joint programme on Justice for Children in Kosovo. The purpose of this study is to promote the
realization of children‟s rights in Kosovo by identifying gaps in the legal and policy frameworks in
order to help guide required legislative and policy reforms and the implementation of policies for
children rights.
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The Council for Protection and Justice for Children, as a mechanism for protecting the rights of the
child continues to hold regular meetings. The following legislative and strategic mechanisms are
currently in place with regard to access to justice for children:
 Community Policing Strategy 2012-2016, and the Strategy Against Trafficking in Human Beings
(with a special focus on the protection of children);
 Code on Juvenile Justice and
 The SOP for interviewing minors.
The MoJ has established a working group that will draft a Concept document on juvenile justice,
where EU and UNICEF recommendations will be taken into consideration. The further steps that
will need to be taken regarding this issue such as amendment of legislation or drafting of further sub
legal acts will be decided upon the concluding and the approval of the concept document.
The KP has managed to establish 8 rooms for interviewing minors and the cases are referred to the
Prosecutors Office or Centres for Social Work. KPC continuously attempts to provide and secure
proper mechanisms for the functioning of the Office for victim‟s protection from violence. The Office
gives constant support and provides legal assistance and other support to the victims (women and
children) of domestic and other sorts of violence in accordance with the SOP in cases of domestic
violence, Criminal Procedure Code and International Conventions.
With regard to cases of violation of the rights of the child, during the period August 2014 – April
2015, the OI has received 47 complaints, out of which 22 were investigated. These complaints were
related to:
 The right to a fair and impartial trial (8 cases);
 The right to education (5 cases);
 The right to marriage and family (contact with children after separation) (3 cases);
 Health and Social Protection (1 case);
 Prohibition of torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment (1 case);
 The right to privacy and dignity (1 case);
 Protection of property (1 case);
 The right to civil registration (1 case);
 The rights of the accused (1).
On the other hand the Secretariat of the KJC has provided with following data on cases of violation of
children rights:
Table 6: Statistics on cases of violation of children rights
2014
Inherited
849
Received
983
Solved
1116
Unsolved
716
Source: Report of the Work of the Council for Protection and Justice for Children (January - December 2014)

The number of places in detention facilities for children is as follows: for the age of 14-21 in the
Correctional Facility in Lipjan are 67 places. With the support of the IPA Project for Juvenile Justice
next year will start the construction of a new facility in Lipjan where will be implemented juvenile
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educational measures foreseen with the Code of Juvenile Justice. The current the situation with
regard to juvenile offenders and children in detention during 2015 is as follows:
Table 7: Statistics on the situation of juvenile offenders and children in detention for 2015
Status
January
February
March
Total
Detainees
06
12
06
24
Sentenced
with 02
01
00
03
educational measures
Convicted
01
00
00
01
Total per month
09
13
06
28
Kosovo Correctional Services

Referring to the law for Financial Support for Families who have children with permanent disability,
MLSW supports about 3,000 children with the amount of € 100 per month. Meanwhile, during 2014,
1,228 children without parental care have been under the custody of guardians assigned and
monitored by the Centres for Social Work. Also, with the decision of the Minister of MLSW, all
children of families that realize the right to social assistance will receive additional € 5.
As regards the schemes for protection of children, the MLSW has been providing with a monthly
amount of € 75, 542 children without parental care that are placed in family-based foster care
(cousins or relatives). In addition, alternative housing in foster families and financial support on the
monthly amount of € 150 has been provided for 74 children without parental care outside the family.
Out of these, 6 children are with disabilities and receive the monthly amount of € 250.
With regard to the implementation of the Strategy and Action Plan on Children Rights the fourth
Report on monitoring the implementation of the Strategy for 2013 was launched on 14 July 2014. The
report covered seven priority areas: governance, budgeting, education, health, social welfare and
juvenile justice. The total budget allocated for the implementation of the Strategy in 2013 was €
1,632,898.00 or 13.2% of the total Kosovo budget. The main progressive findings from the report
show that contrary to the previous year on the area of education, during 2013 in the examination
conducted for the 5th grades, there has been an increase on the percentage trend of passing of the
exams by the 9th graders and 5th graders from 57% to 61% and 54% to 77%. In addition, there is a
slight trend of increase in registration of children with disabilities in education, from 1,221 (2012) to
1,240 (2013). An important achievement is the increased number of schools that meet the standards
for inclusion from 6 (2012) to 44 (2013).
The Kosovo Police, with the aim of providing a safe environment in schools has drafted a program
in order to raise children' awareness of the threats that affect their safety and identifying and
preventing potential problems in early stages of their development. This program was developed in
seven themes such as juvenile delinquency; Cyber violence; Traffic safety; Trafficking in human
beings; Domestic violence; Child abuse and prevention of use of narcotics.
This project started as a pilot program implemented by the institutions of pre-university education
in the municipality of Fushe Kosovo, where participated 1,399 students. After its completion the
programme will be accredited by MEST and will be introduced as binding material on primary
schools.
The KJI has continuously provided training for judges, prosecutors and other professionals such as
social workers, officials of the Probation Service and police officers. During 2014 KJI conducted four
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(4) training on the Code of Juvenile Justice in which participated 30 judges, 19 prosecutors and 7
other professionals. Also during February of 2015 was organized a training on the Code of Juvenile
Justice that was attended by 12 judges.
Also during 2014 with the support of UNICEF, KJI has developed a training module for Justice for
Children, focusing on the civil area and issues such as protection of children's rights in cases of
family proceedings will be treated. Three (3) training of this module will be implemented during
2015.
The MLSW during the period August 2014 - April 2015, with the support of the EC has organized in
total 10 regional trainings in 5 regions of Kosovo in the area of family social services. In addition a
two-day training for implementation of standard operating procedures (SOPs) for protection from
domestic violence in the three regions of Kosovo was organized, where MLSW has contributed
regarding the role of family social services to protect victims of domestic violence.
With regard to the measures undertaken to improve the protection of children on the local level, the
MLGA in the Municipality of Ferizaj has organized a campaign on prevention of exploitation of
children, where 834 students and 52 school teachers and directors have benefited.
Prevention of Torture and Ill Treatment and Prison System (Including Probation)
The current legal framework of the correctional system in Kosovo is compiled by the Law on
execution of criminal sanctions, Juvenile Justice Code, Criminal Code, Code of Criminal Procedure
and internal rules of work of the KCS. The Law on Execution of Criminal Sanctions is promptly
being implemented. Three Administrative Instructions and most of internal regulations have been
approved.
The Kosovo Probation system on 2002 and is responsible for the execution of sentences and
alternative measures, supervision, resettlement, reintegration and rehabilitation of all persons who
have committed punishable criminal offenses under applicable laws of the Republic of Kosovo. The
alternative measures to detention applicable in Kosovo are foreseen in the Criminal Code such as a
suspended sentence, semi-liberty and an order for community service work. When imposing a
suspended sentence, the court may also impose an order for mandatory rehabilitation treatment and
an order for supervision by the probation service. In addition, the Juvenile Justice Code has foreseen
diversity measures and educational measures; and the punishments that may be imposed on minors
and which are fines, orders for community service work and juvenile imprisonment.
The current capacities of correctional, detention centres and prisons within the country are as
follows:
Table 8: Capacities of detention cenres and prisons in Kosovo
Correctional Center for long sentences in Dubrava
Correctional Center for Juveniles and females in Lipjan
Correctional Center for short sentences in Smrekonica
Prizren Detention Center
Prishtina Detention Center
Gjilan Detention Centre
Peja Detention Center
Mitrovica Detention Centre
Lipjan Detention Center
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1109
155
200
170
65
94
80
79
170

High Security Prison in Gërdovc
Kosovo Correctional Service

400

The Kosovo Correctional Service is planning to build detention centers in Prishtina and Gjilan with a
capacity of 300 places for detainees. This in order to manage the systematization and classification of
prisoners and detainees according to the law. Budget planning is done by the administration of KCS,
but additional funds will be needed for the functioning of these two institutions, including
inventory and recruitment of staff.
The Task Force of the National Preventive Mechanism against Torture (NPM) since 2011 regularly
monitors places of detention and custody. The Task Force has not encountered any restriction for
access to places of detention and has been able to monitor them without prior warning.
On its last report the Task Force has presented its findings from the monitoring of Dubrava
Correctional Centre as well as Correctional and Detention Centers in Lipjan. Findings and
recommendations from the report have been forwarded to the relevant institutions, namely the
management of the prisons and the Ministry of Justice.
However, the OI has found a lack of implementation of the recommendations, especially as regards
the systematization and classification and information of detained persons during their stay in
detention/probation centres, inadequate medical treatment, disengagement at work, unequal
treatment of prisoners.
Data Protection
According to the assessments made on the Law on the Protection of Personal Data, the law is in line
with the EU acquis. The law reflects the provisions of the Directive 95/46/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 in an almost approximated way. Generally, the
law concerning protection of personal data is aligned and the provisions of the LPDP are aligned to
the requirements of this Directive. In terms of meeting the requirements regarding legitimacy of data
processing, rights of the data subject, institutional protection of personal data, transfer of personal
data, rights and supervision, general violations of the provisions, the field of personal data
protection in the Republic of Kosovo is in accordance with EU acquis. In present law it is clearly
defined what is permitted or prohibited. All provisions are specified under the Articles pursuant to
the EU acquis and are subject to constant institutional, organizational and substantive supervision.
To conclude, all provisions of this law, in all its parts, are unambiguous, clear and concise and
specifically define what is permitted or prohibited. Provisions of the Law on Personal Data
Protection are applied to all types of automated processing as well as to the processing contained in
the collection of data that cannot be performed in an automatic manner.
In order to complete the policy framework in the area of personal data protection, the Strategy on
Personal Data Protection in the Republic of Kosovo 2014-2017 was adopted in January 2014. The
strategy sets up priorities of the Agency for the next three years such as: continuous supervision of
the legitimacy of data processing, harmonization of the national data protection legislation with EU
legislation, enhancing capacities within the agency, raising awareness on privacy and data
protection among citizens and increase cooperation with relevant authorities in the area of data
protection.
In terms of human resources of the Agency, based on the organizational structure and the internal
regulation, the Agency should operate with 27 civil servants together with 5 members appointed by
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the Assembly. During this period the Agency employs only 18 civil servants and 5 members
appointed by the Assembly. In order for the agency to function properly, a budget increase is
necessary to employ 9 officials as foreseen by the internal regulation. With regard to the local level,
out of 38 municipalities in the Republic of Kosovo, 35 of them now have data protection officers
appointed.
The IT system within the NAPPD is functional with sufficient technical and human resources. In
November 2014, the Agency has appointed an IT official addressing one of the challenges identified
in the Progress Report in this field. In terms of cooperation between the Agency and other
governmental institutions, since September 2014 the agency is included in the list of institutions to
be consulted on all draft laws.
With regards to transfer of personal data, the agency gives transfer authorizations in accordance
with the Law on Data Protection (chapter 5) which determines the rules of data transfer, the list of
countries and international data protection organizations.
The Institutions obliged by the law already have appointed their Data Protection Officers. The
NAPDD has conducted inspections in specific areas and based on its working plan for 2015 general
inspections are foreseen. All issued recommendations are implemented by the relevant institutions.
Against the institutions that have not implemented the recommendations of the Agency,
administrative proceedings have been initiated. Currently 18 cases of breach for the safety during
processing data of the citizens are already in process meanwhile by the decision of the Basic Court
and recommendation by the NAPPD, the Kosovo Company responsible for Distribution and Supply
with Electricity – KEDS, is fined in the amount of €9,000.00, for negligence in taking legal measures
for the safety during processing data of the citizens.
5. Freedom of Expression
Intimidation of Journalists
With regard to intimidation of journalists the Kosovo Police has reported the following data on attacks
and threats against journalists:
Table 9: Statistics on attacks and threats against journalists
January – December
January
2014
2015
No of cases (total)
27
11
Proceeded
to
17
7
Prosecutors office
Cases
under
10
4
investigation
Source: Kosovo Police

–

March

The KPC has in work 30 cases of attacks against journalists. Even that there is no track recording
mechanism on cases on attacks against journalist, the KPC offers regular data on these cases. During
2014, it has not been reported that public authorities have made any statement related to attacks
against journalists, except for Kosovo Police and Institution of the Ombudsman.
The Association of Journalists of Kosova (AJK) in two cases has requested by the MIA and KP to
provide with protection two journalists threatened by radical religious groups and consequently
they were offered protection and police escort. However, according to the AJK in general the safety
environment for journalists within the country is weak and journalists feel unsafe for work. Police
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escorting of journalists by Kosovo Police should not be considered as a solution and more effort
should be given to case solving and bring perpetrators to justice in order to ensure a safer working
environment.
Legislative Environment
During the reporting period there have been no changes in legislation which could have an impact
on freedom of expression or concerning regulations, or accreditation of journalists, establishment of
media outlets, and access of journalists to potential sources of information.
Under the new Criminal Code, defamation is not considered a criminal offense. Based on the
legislation in force, the injured parties may initiate a civil procedure for acknowledgment of their
rights; however these cases do not pass through the prosecutorial offices. Blasphemy is also not
foreseen by the Criminal Code nor by IMC bylaws. Meanwhile with regard to hate speech, it is also
not foreseen by the Criminal Code; however the IMC Code of Conduct for Audiovisual Media
Services in the Republic of Kosovo provides an article on Prohibition of Incitement to Violence
where different forms that might provoke violence are forbidden.
According to the Code of Conduct for Audiovisual Media Services in the Republic of Kosovo, in
cases of defamation audio-visual media services are obliged to review complaints in accordance
with the provisions of the Civil Law on Defamation and Insult. Measures for protection from
defamation and insult foreseen by the Law on Defamation and Insult include a court proceeding or
refutation. Compensation for defamation and insult are also foreseen by the same law.
In accordance with the Law on the IMC, for breach of Code of Conduct and other legal acts a written
warning or sanctions may be imposed (such as a fine of not less than € 1000 and not more than €
100,000.00). To date these measures have not been imposed on cases of defamation.
According to the Law on Access to Official documents, any habitual resident of Kosovo or any
person who meets eligibility requirements for registration as a habitual resident of Kosovo, and any
natural or legal person residing or having its registered office in Kosovo, has a right of access to
documents of the institutions, subject to the principles, conditions and limits defined in this Law.
However, based on the report by the AJK, currently the central and local institutions are quite closed
in relation to the public and do not allow access to most public documents without providing any
explanation. Many journalists were denied the right to information and requests for access to public
documents were refused without any strong reason by the institutions.
Implementation of Legislation / Institutions
The Independent Media Commission (IMC) is the body responsible for the regulation, management
and oversight of the broadcasting frequency spectrum in the Republic of Kosovo. According to Law
the Commission of IMC shall be composed of seven (7) members appointed by the Assembly of
Kosovo on the basis of open and transparent procedures. Members of the IMC shall be distinguished
personality from various fields, such as culture, art, justice, cinematography, journalism, business
and management, public relations, international, relations and media and information technology.
The rulings of IMC have a mandatory effect.
The IMC is funded by the budget of the Republic of Kosovo and each year is faced with the
budgetary cuts that lead to financial issues.
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The IMC has employed 31 civil servants who (besides the administrative and technical staff) work
on a daily basis to monitor, handling requests and complaints related to 98 audiovisual media
services (media with frequency), 35 cable operators and 54 cable operators. The IMC continuously
demands for financial funds in order to employ additional staff based in the needs of the
Commission but this request by now has not found support.
The Radio Television of Kosovo, as the only public broadcaster is a legal non-profitable entity with
the status of independent public institution as foreseen by the Law on RTK. Based on the law on
RTK, the Assembly ensures the institutional autonomy and adequate financing for the execution of
RTK‟s public service mission. The quality standards for the public broadcaster in Kosovo are
foreseen in Article 9 of the Law on RTK.
Economic Factors
The IMC Regulation on Level and Manner of Payment of License Fees determines the level of
application fees for IMC license for all categories of IMC licensees. In addition, article 30 of the Law
on IMC determines the forms and level of sanctions in cases of breach of license conditions, code of
conduct and other legal acts related to media.
To date the IMC has not drafted a specific regulation on media ownership (this is planned in the
IMC work plan for 2015). However when applying for a license to IMC, the media should provide
evidence regarding ownership. After getting a license to operate as audiovisual media services,
content providers or cable operators, the Independent Media Commission makes available to the
public, via IMC official website, data that include information on who is the owner and the director,
the location where they operate, the region they cover, data if they are NGOs or a business, date of
issuance of a license, the expiry date of the license, frequency, coverage, main language, other
languages, and address
A large number of media journalists are working in the media without employment contracts. Often
their salaries are delayed for months and they have no basic working conditions. Therefore they
often reconsider the risk to report on particular sensitive issues. Kosovo Association of Journalists is
committed to advance the working conditions for journalists and create a safe working environment
by advocating the responsible institutions
Internet
No data have been provided.

Social Dialogue / Social Conditions
The AJK is a non-governmental, non-profit. AJK promotes, encourages and works to improve the
position of journalists in society. The organization makes efforts to strengthen solidarity among
Kosovar journalists and improve media in Kosovo.
Journalists in Kosovo do not have any specific status related to work they do. They are employed as
all other employees in the private sector and are subject to labour law that governs labour relations
in Kosovo. However, a large number of media journalists are working in the media without
employment contracts. Often their salaries are delayed for months and they have no basic working
conditions
6. Chapter 5: Public Procurement
Institutional Setup and Alignment
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The national legislation including the Public Procurement Law and its implementing secondary
legislation reflects the TFEU principles of value for money, transparency, free competition and
equal treatment. There are some exceptions to the equal treatment principle introduced recently
in the law consisting on some preferential treatment which will be aligned with the TFEU within
a timeframe agreed in the SAA negotiations;
The above-mentioned TFEU principles are implemented also for the below EU thresholds,
respectively for thresholds according to domestic public procurement legislation;
Public Procurement Law no. 04/L-042 is aligned with the public procurement Directives EU nr
17/2004 and 18/2004. The law will be amended this year according to the Government‟s
Annual Legislative Program. Among others, the amendment will further align it with classic
procurements and services (EU 2014/24 and EU 2014/25);
Law No. 04/L-045 on Public Private Partnerships was based on the previous Directive 18/2004
on public procurement since it was drafted and adopted in 2011. Kosovo does not have and
provisions on the public procurement law that regulate the area of defence and sensitive security
procurement;
Primary legislation is completed as appropriate with all the necessary secondary legislation
which is published on the PPRC website. As required by the primary legislation, the secondary
legislation consists of 7 Parts, 86 Standard Forms including standardised forms for diplomatic
and councillor missions of the Republic of Kosovo. Public Procurement regulations are clear,
concise and not over-regulated. They are aligned with Public Finance Internal Control system,
treasury rules, and budget and expenditure regulations and rules applicable in Kosovo. In
addition, the annual budget law ensures a clear division of budget categories where respective
rules are valid for their expenditure. This includes the budget category of capital expenditures
where the budget organisation is obliged by law to prioritise its capital projects within the
allowed limits of such expenditure.
PPRC has a clear political and legal mandate in the area of public procurement policy-making,
monitoring, observing and surveillance of implementation of the law including:
- To prepare reports on results and implementation which identify the advantages and
disadvantages on implementation of legislation and the procurement system,
- To identify the areas of improvement and development needs,
- To prepare annual reports deriving by this law including a general and comprehensive
evaluation of the conditions of national procurement system and special evaluations of
consistency/inconsistency from individual contracting authorities.
PPRC with the support of the project “Improving Administrative Capacities in the field of Public
Procurement in Kosovo” financed by EU and managed by the European Union Office in Kosovo,
lead by the consortium “PLANET” on May 2014 has prepared National Strategy for Public
Procurement in Kosovo 2015-2020. The strategy embodies the current challenges and the
developmental needs of the public procurement system in the Republic of Kosovo.
Yes, the web page is http://krpp.rks-gov.net/
The Public Procurement Regulatory Commission shall be responsible for the overall
development, operation and supervision of the public procurement system in Kosovo and shall
carry out the functions assigned to it by the public procurement law. Among others, PPRC has
the responsibility to:
- conduct investigations of procurement and contract management activities for the
purpose of monitoring the application of this law;
- establish and publish detailed public procurement rules to ensure the proper
implementation of the present law by contracting authorities;
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prepare and disseminate procurement manuals, guidelines, standard form tender and
contract documents, standard forms and models pursuant to the present law for the
benefit of contracting authorities and economic operators;
provide technical assistance and advice to both contracting authorities and economic
operators on the application and interpretation of the provisions of the present law and
any documents issued by the PPRC;
provide and publish written administrative interpretive rulings to both contracting
authorities and economic operators on the application and interpretation of the
provisions of the present law and any documents issued by the PPRC;
establish and maintain an electronic Public Procurement Register that shall serve as the
repository for electronic copies of all notices, invitations, declarations, tender dossiers,
reports, complaints and decisions filed or issued in connection with each and every
procurement activity conducted or initiated by a contracting authority;
establish manual and electronic systems for monitoring the compliance of the
contracting authorities with the present law, including the preparation of 76 reporting
forms to be completed by all contracting authorities subject to the present law;
collect, analyse and publish information about public procurement procedures and
awarded public contracts;
for each calendar year, prepare and submit to the Government and the Assembly an
annual report analyzing public procurement activities in Kosovo occurring in that
calendar year and setting forth any recommendations for the improvement of the public
procurement system and/or the present law, such report to be submitted no later than
the end of February of the following calendar year;
establish and maintain an information website that provides the public with unrestricted
access to (i) the present law and all secondary legislation issued under the authority of
the present law, (ii) any interpretive rulings and documents referred to in this Article,
and (iii) all information contained in the Public Procurement Register;
develop a web-site and a Kosovo-wide electronic information system to improve the
publication of the notices required by the present law;
support the development of electronic procurement, e-auction and communication
within the field of public procurement;
develop and maintain a list of contracting authorities that identifies all entities subject to
the present law provided, however, that if the PPRC fails to include an entity in such a
list, such failure shall not be determinative of the question as to whether or not such
entity is a contracting authority for the purposes of the present law;
develop and implement detailed rules regarding Contracting Authorities‟ disposal of
assets

In Addition, there is an independent administrative Procurement Review Body that has the
competence, power and responsibility and the current law on procurement to:
a) Review complaints from interested parties containing allegations of violations of the
present law;
b) Enquire into and determine the facts giving rise to such complaints and allegations;
c) issue an order to any person, undertaking or public authority requiring such person,
undertaking or authority to produce, transfer, submit and/or grant access to data,
information, documents (other than privileged legal advice), and/or other items of movable
and/or immovable property that the review panel considers, in the exercise of reasonable
discretion, relevant to the conduct of an investigation or a procurement review proceeding;
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d) issue an order to any person to appear at a procurement review proceeding and provide
testimony regarding any matter that the review panel considers, in the exercise of reasonable
discretion, relevant to the subject matter of such proceeding;
e) take any other action necessary and appropriate to verify arguments or claims made by
the parties;
f) if the concerned contract has not yet been lawfully signed by both parties, and in so far
permitted by this Law, issue an order setting aside or suspending an award of a public
contract or a result of a design contest;
g) issue an order to a contracting authority, in so far permitted by this Law, requiring such
authority to suspend or terminate the conduct of a procurement activity or the
implementation of a decision of such authority related to or made in the course of such
activity;
h) issue an order in so far permitted by this Law, to a contracting authority requiring such
authority to cancel or revoke a decision of such authority related to or made in the course of
a procurement activity, including unlawful conditions and specifications in the tender
dossier;
All decisions issued by the PRB may go before a competent court.
Implementation and Enforcement Capacity
 Procurement planning is a request deriving from the public procurement legislation.
Contracting authorities are obliged to prepare their annual/multi-annual plans for every fiscal
year and deliver to CPA within the legal time limits.
 Procurement procedures are chosen in accordance to the best international standards and allow
for timely and efficient proceedings. On the predominant majority of cases the procedures
ensure effective competition. For contracting authorities who decide to use the Negotiated
Procedure without publication of contract, it is obligatory to notify PPRC as stipulated by article
35 of the law.
 There are indicators defined on every public contract signed by contracting authorities e.g. time
limits of implementation of the contract, without additional expenses.
 Article 130 paragraph 1 and 5 of the law provides rules on conflict of interest and collusive
practices, to identify and address corrupt and fraudulent practices. Furthermore, paragraph 1 of
this article is subject to the prosecution under criminal law in Kosovo for such offence and liable
for all financial damages and any other damages that may have been caused to the third persons
and companies, but so far there has been no such case.
 E-procurement is not being implemented yet. Kosovo has started to develop the platform of
electronic procurement. The project financed by World Bank for “Modernization of Public Sector
(PMPS)” which begun on 08 of December 2014, aims to assist in developing the e-procurement.
 Framework agreements are regulated by Article 38 of PPL and secondary legislation is aligned
with the EU Directives. Central Procurement Agency set-up within the Ministry of Finance is
responsible for centralized purchases. Central Procurement Agency (CPA) pursuant to Article
95, paragraph 2 of the Public Procurement Law of Kosovo No. 04/L-042, has prepared a list of
common use items for centralized procurement. This central procurement list, which consists of
six (6) items of common use, is adopted by the Kosovo Government on 12 th February 2015 in the
form of an Administrative Instruction.
 The subsidiary legislation prepared by PPRC defines the Standard Tender Dossiers for supplies,
works and services which obliges all the contracting authorities to abide by this implementing
legislation when preparing the tender dossiers. In this aspect the Contract Notices are monitored
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by PPRC before being published which affects the facilitation procedures to eliminate
restrictions on competition-discriminating criteria.
Every contracting authority has a Procurement Officer who is certified with the Procurement
Certificate to perform procurement activities on behalf of contracting authority.
Each Contracting Authority has designated at least one person to serve as the contracting
authority‟s Responsible Procurement Officer. If other employees of the contracting authority are
civil servants, the Procurement Officer shall also be a civil servant. The procurement officers
must have the capacity to undertake their duties effectively and with professionalism. To ensure
this, article 23 of the law stipulates that “A person may serve as a responsible procurement
Officer if the person holds a university degree, and a valid basic or advanced procurement
professional certificate issued in accordance with Article 25 of this law”.PPRC in cooperation
with Kosovo Institute for Public Administration (KIPA) organize obligatory trainings for public
procurement officials of contracting authorities in Kosovo.
Procurement Officers are recognised by law (articles 23, 24, 25, and 65) as having specific
responsibilities and skills. PPR (and KIPA) ensures that training courses are developed and
delivered by a trained person or training organizations having substantial expertise in best
international procurement practices and the procurement system of the EU.
Every year PPRC monitors procurement activities of all contracting authorities in Kosovo and
based on this monitoring process prepares the Annual Report which is afterwards published on
the web-page of PPRC.

Efficient Remedies System
 Public Procurement Law (PPL) lays down the mechanisms for handling complaints. According
to Articles 99 - 105 of the law, the Public Review Body shall have the competence, authority,
power and responsibility, under the conditions specified in the Title IX of this law, to a) review
complaints from interested parties containing allegations of violations of the present law, b)
enquire into and determine the facts giving rise to such complaints and allegations, c) issue an
order to any person, undertaking or public authority requiring such person, undertaking or
authority to produce, transfer, submit and/or grant access to data, information, documents
(other than privileged legal advice), and/or other items of movable and/or immovable property
that the review panel considers, in the exercise of reasonable discretion, relevant to the conduct
of an investigation or a procurement review proceeding, d) take any other action necessary and
appropriate to verify arguments or claims made by the parties. Upon a written request of a
contracting authority regarding the submission, by an economic operator, of false information or
documents forged, the PRB is obliged and is authorized to review and disqualify the economic
operator from participation in public procurement up to a period of one year. All decisions
issued by the PRB may be reviewed by the competent Court in accordance with the law on the
judicial review of administrative matters PPL regulates treatment of complaints according to the
specified EU Directives. Public procurement law covers public contracts whereas concessions are
covered by Law for Public-Private Partnership.
 According to the article 98 paragraph 1 & 2 Public Review Body is an independent review body
and exercise authority, competences and responsibilities defined by the law. PRB is an
independent administrative review body. Not any person or public official may exert or attempt
to act due to the political influence on employees or PRB decisions. The impact will not be
considered illegal political or openly displayed, in accordance with the rules derived by the law
and procedures, and the confidence that openly promotes complaint or defense.
 Also provisions of acquis in relation to contract annulment ineffectiveness as a result of nonperformance and penalties are transposed into national legislation based on articles 133 and 131
of the public procurement law.
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The review system provides screening and treatment remedies and quick solution for the
complaints and sanctions. PRB considers that there is a need for additional staff for the proper
review of complaints for tt least four (4) review expert positions to be recruited
PPRC thinks that the system of remedies is easily accessible by economic operators, without
discrimination and excessive costs. Whereas the Public Review Body thinks that the system of
remedies provides easily access for economic operators and also the complaint application is
public on the PRB web page. The number of complaints has been increasing over years,
indicating that economic operators have confidence in PRB review.

7. Chapter 18: Statistics
Statistical Infrastructure
 The current Law on Official Statistics of the Republic of Kosovo no 04 / L-036 contains most of
the principles of the European Statistics Code. However, this law is in the process of
amendment. The reason for the amendment of this law is to include all the principles of the
European Statistics Code of Practice and the Regulation EC 223/2009.
 Practically, based on the Law on Official Statistics, professional independence is ensured, having
into account the regulation for internal organization and systematization of the work of the
Kosovo Agency of Statistics (Regulation no. 01/2013). The entire staff of KAS, including heads of
departments have permanent mandate so the independence is ensured. KAS by its legislation as
well as in practice is unbiased; all statistics are processed in a timely manner, accurate and
reliable. The Chief Executive of KAS has a 3 year mandate with the possibility of extension
according to the Law on Civil Servants and the Law on Official Statistics. However, EUROSTAT
has recommended that the mandate of the CEO to extended to between 5-7 years with the
possibility of another extension. During the process of amendment of the current Law on Official
Statistics, EUROSTAT recommendation is included in the draft law, but the Legal Office of PMO
has objected, so that, the process is stopped and it depends on whether the government will
proceed with these changes. Procedures for appointment and dismissal of the CEO are clear
according to the Civil Servants Law and Rules for Appointment of Senior Public Officials.
 The human and professional capacities are not yet sufficient. Constantly, KAS has requested for
increasing the number of staff by 29 new positions, but the Government and Parliament have not
approved it. Additionally, KAS lacks the proper working conditions, because of insufficient
space that does not meet the conditions for effective work. However, from the professional
perspective, there are units in KAS that can fulfil the current statistical needs and for the
implementation of the acquis but it does not mean that KAS does not need to increase its
capacities.
 Statistical data are processed based on the standard principles of a sample which is verified by
applying scientific methods and methodologies in full compliance with the principles of other
organizations so that the statistical data are reliable and comparable with other regional
countries. One of the fundamental principles of the Law on Official Statistics is the principle of
cost effectiveness respectively optimal use of all available resources, minimizing unit costs and
minimizing the burden of reporting units.
 All official statistics produced by KAS are offered to all users through direct access and different
software platforms via the homepage of the KAS, pages on social networks and through any
other possible mechanism. Also, KAS at any time is increasing the number of its users. The
reports of the use of official statistics have showed that the number of users has grown
enormously.
 This legal responsibility and practice is fully implemented by the KAS. The calendar of
publications is available and is available on the homepage of KAS. The calendar is regularly
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updated. In any particular case of the postponement of any publication, users are notified via the
homepage about the reason for the postponement of the publication, as set out in the law.
Regarding the drafting of the Program on Official Statistics 2013-2017 and Annual Plans, KAS is
regularly in consultation with the Statistical Council and other users of official statistics. The
CEO has participated in the drafting of the Program on Official Statistics 2013-2017.
The roles and responsibilities of the holders of official statistics are clearly defined in the Law on
Official Statistics. There is a very good coordination with the Statistical Council. Also, KAS has
signed a Memoranda of Understanding with many institutions that are stakeholders, including
Central Bank of Kosovo and Ministry of Finance. KAS has begun the process of amending
several Memoranda of Understanding. Regarding the possibility of using administrative data
the answer is positive, respectively, the KAS is allowed to use administrative data for statistical
purposes.
NACE Rev. 2 is being implemented ant it is the latest version. Statistical regions are not in place
because it is still in the stage of project proposal which was submitted to the government. The
CPA is not in place; GEONOM is in place; ISCO 08 is not in place but KAS currently is using
ISCO 88; ISCED 97 is in place and used by KAS.
The available registers of the KAS are such as: the Population Register, Households Register,
Housing and Buildings Registers, Business Statistics Registry, multiple databases, etc. The
completion of Agricultural Registry is currently in process. Most of the registers and databases
are updated, e.g. Population Assessment in years, Household Registry, Business Statistics
Registry and many other databases. Regarding other administrative registers, the completion of
this process still depends on the response of other institutions to the requirements of KAS and
the implementation of the opportunities of IT.

Macro-economic Statistics
 Quarterly national accounts are published in December 2014 for the period Q1 2010 –to Q1 2014,
on February 2015 quarterly national accounts have been published for Q1 2014 and on 10 April
will be published for Q3 2014. QNA are compiled in current and in constant prices.
 National accounts are produced in annual basis.
 Sector accounts are not compiled on annual basis.
 Quarterly sector accounts are not compiled on quarterly basis.
 The compilation of tables is not conducted regularly. The last compilation of the user tables is of
the year 2007. In the second half of 2015 it is expected to start with the user table for reference
year 2013. On the other hand, the input-output tables are not produced by KAS.
 Regional accounts are not complied with cross-tabulation of Gross Value Added by statistical
region level 3 and by industry.
 Kosovo authorities have continuously held meetings under Fiscal Surveillance Mechanism with
the European Commission. On 25 of April 2014 the eleventh meeting was held, in this meeting
the fiscal and budgetary projections and outcomes were discussed including growth estimates,
fiscal data, general government debt and the general government balance. EU in 2014 has for the
first time invited the Republic of Kosovo to be included in the structured dialogue on economic
governance that takes place on a regular and continuous basis between candidate countries on
the one hand, and EU institutions, especially the Council and the Commission, on the other. A
basis for this dialogue is a country's Economic Reform Program (ERP). The ERP is a tool which
aims to provide a clearer guidance on the implementation of reforms by bringing together a
medium-term macroeconomic analysis, the fiscal framework and the overall economic policy
priorities. Kosovo has by the 31st of January submitted its Economic Reform Programme to the
Commission.
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The data are submitted through EDAMIS, while data to be submitted through SDMX are still in
process. The balance of payments is produced by the Central Bank according to the latest
manual.
Foreign Trade Statistics are compiled on a monthly basis and are breakdown. There is a
memorandum of understanding with Kosovo Customs.
Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo (CBK) is responsible for compiling Outward FATS,
whereas KAS is responsible for compiling Inward FATS. Regarding OFATS, a register of
Outward Direct Investors has been created, using different sources of information, such as the
ITRS reports, media reports, commercial sources and partner country information on inward
investment (via the IMF‟s Coordinated Direct Investment Survey). In addition, Outward FATS
data collection is linked to the collection of Outward Direct Investment. Surveys forms on direct
investments are modified to add additional questions to collect the core OFATS variables
specified in Questionnaires Y11 R1 – R3 (activity, number of enterprises, number of persons
employed and turnover). Nevertheless, based on the data on financial account statistics,
Kosovo‟s direct investments abroad are not significant.
GFS are compiled by the ESA's system, while in GFS the accrual accounting does not apply, but
the principle of cash form applies e.g. the expenses or revenue are recorded only when expenses
or revenues actually occur.
From January 2015 KAS has started to publish the HICP. Its implementation according to the EU
standards is underway with the technical assistance IPA MB 2012.

Business Statistics
 Industry statistics are compiled on a quarterly basis, whereas construction and services statistics
are not compiled.
 Activities to implement the latest version of PRODCOM have started at the beginning of 2015.
 FATS data are not available.
 The collection of tourism statistics is in the process with the assistance of the twinning project.
 The collection of transport statistics is in the process with the assistance of the twinning project.
 All R&D statistics are produced for all sectors.
 The Community Innovation Survey is not implemented.
 ICT statistics for enterprises and for households are not compiled.
Social Statistics
 The population census, households and housing was conducted in 2011 and data was published
for 34 municipalities. The assessment of population was conducted in the years 2011, 2012 and
2013 in the whole territory, including the four northern municipalities that did not participate in
the census of 2011. In the meantime the Law on Population Census for four (4) municipalities in
northern Kosovo has been drafted, (four municipalities did not participate in the 2011census).
The concept of this project, including the budget component has been sent to the EU Office in
Kosovo. The Government of Kosovo will make a request to the EU Office for financial support
for realisation of this project. Population Census in four (4) municipalities in northern Kosovo
has been proposed to take place from 24 October to 7 November 2015. Hence, the law on
population census must be adopted in the Assembly no later than June 2015. Preliminary results
are proposed to be published no later than February 29 of 2016, whereas the final result to be
published no later than the end of 2016.
 Survey on Income and Living Conditions (SILC) is in the phase of the pilot project which is
being supported by IPA 2012 multi beneficiary program. A number of activities have been
conducted as follows: definition and design of the sample, the organization of field work,
training of personnel, field survey, checking and editing of data on the quality, testing and
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preparation of the software program and the inclusion of data. The report on pilot survey of
SILC will be finalised in November, 2015. This survey from 2016 will change the pilot status into
regular annual survey.
Currently, the KAS partially has available (not all according to EUROSTAT) data concerning
social protection statistics. Currently, the data available are as follows: statistics on the number
of households and persons who benefit from social schemes, the number of persons with
disabilities who benefit, the number of war invalids who benefit, the number of base pensioners
and payers. Details are at the country level and at the municipal level in gender and by ethnicity.
Since 2012, the Labour Force Survey is developed progressively through CAPI method. The
number of households interviewed is 4,800. These economies except the basic survey/interview
had other three new surveys/interviews. Labour market statistics are not fully developed, since
KAS has not yet reached/achieved to develop a Survey on the Structure of Revenue, Survey on
Job Vacancies, and Survey on Labour Cost.
Public Health statistics are partially available according to the acquis. KAS publishes the
following health statistics: number of health institutions, the total number of health employees,
according to the school qualifications and gender, number of employees in Family Medicine
Centers (FHC), Primary Health Care (PHC) by departments and municipalities, activities of
regional hospitals, volume indicators of quality in regional hospitals, activities of the University
Clinical Centre of Kosovo (UCCK), basic indicators of hospitalization, structure, etc.
Statistics on external migration - including international and asylum, are collected according to
the Recommendations by the Conference of European Statisticians for population and
households for 2010. These recommendations are prepared in cooperation with the Statistical
Office of the European Union (United Nation Economic Commission for Europe, UNECE which
means according to the country of habitual residence, this definition includes the
recommendations of UNECE, International Migration between immigrants and long-term
immigrants).
Currently, KAS has available statistics on education according to levels of education using
classification system ISCED 97. KAS is working to replace the ISCED 97 with ISCED 2011.
Available statistics are for preschool institutions, pre-primary, primary and statistics education
lower secondary education statistics primary and lower secondary education in special schools,
statistics of higher secondary education in special schools, statistics of upper secondary
education and statistics of university education. The reporting units for data collection are such
as: kindergarten, preschool, primary and lower secondary school, upper secondary schools,
whereas for the university the respective administration of the university.
Crime statistics are partially implemented; currently these statistics are not comprehensive. KAS
publishes two publications on jurisprudence statistics: a) statistics for adult persons according to
these characteristics (statistical data): Data for adult persons charged with criminal offenses
under basic courts and their branches, adult persons convicted for offenses under basic courts
and their branches and persons convicted for an offense under basic courts and their
subsidiaries, and b) statistics for minors under these characteristics (statistical data): data for
juveniles accused of criminal offenses under the Basic Court and juveniles convicted of offenses
under the Basic Court. The data for these statistics are published for 2013.

Agricultural Statistics
 During 2014, KAS has published the data on agricultural household survey for crops, orchards,
livestock and livestock products. During 2014 agriculture census was conducted, results of
agriculture crops, vineyards, orchards, animal production will be published in September 2015.
Agriculture census was conducted in line with Eurostat methodology and in line with acquis.
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Establishment of statistics on milk production started with the support of pilot projects which is
being supported by IPA 2011 and IPA 2012 “multi-beneficiary Program”.
During 2013 agricultural household survey which is similar to Farm Structure Survey was
conducted. Results were published in 2014. Also, in November 2014 agriculture census was
conducted. Preliminary results are published in February 2015. Final results will be published in
September 2015 including all data of farm structure that will be published monthly by the end
December 2015.
Supply Balance Sheets statistics are not available.
Agro-monetary statistics which include Economic Accounts for Agriculture and Agriculture
Price Index are implemented and are in full compliance with acquis and in accordance with
Eurostat methodology. Economic Accounts are published in annual basis. Economic accounts for
agriculture 2013 were published in 2014. Regarding Prices and Agricultural Price Index they are
in compliance with Eurostat methodology. The Agricultural Labour Index it is planned to be
developed in the future. The implementation of the agricultural census is the precondition for
the development of this component.
The agriculture census was conducted in November 2014. Preliminary results were published in
February 2015, while the final results will be published in September 2015. Furthermore, all the
data in agriculture census will be published each month from September to December 2015.
After agriculture census with the pilot projects supported by “IPA 2012 multi beneficiary
program” all future agriculture surveys will be as much as possible in line with acquis.

Environment and Energy Statistics
 Structural and short-term statistics of energy are regularly compiled.
 Energy balances for all relevant energy sources are in the process.
 KAS has collected and published annual data on municipal waste for each year since 2007. The
last one was published on 2014. Also, KAS has collected and published annual data on industrial
waste for each year since 2010. The last one was published on 2014.
 KAS has collected data on GHG (greenhouse gas emission) from monitoring institutions for the
year 2014. First indicators of GHG are planned to be published in December 2015. KAS is
planning to increase the number of variables to GHG emissions in the coming years.
 Statistics on environmental protection expenditure have not started to be compiled yet.
 Material flow balances have not started to be compiled yet.
Complementary Crosscutting
 The following data were sent to Eurostat: agriculture statistics, external trade statistics, energy
statistics, business registry jurisprudence statistics and environment statistics whereas, basic
statistics were sent to Eurostat partially. Recently KAS is finalizing the transmission of national
account and prices to Eurostat through EDAMIS platform.
8. Chapter 32: Financial Control
Public Internal Financial Control
Strategic framework and political steer
 Public Internal Financial Control Strategy 2015-2019 was approved by the Government on
15.04.2015.
 PIFC strategy has received consent for approval by EU experts and is supported by the EU.
 The Action Plan of PIFC Strategy provides for the monitoring of the implementation of the
strategy through different stages. All activities will be conducted in accordance with this action
plan.
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There is clearly communicated political commitment for implementing PIFC Strategy in the
public sector during the preparation of the strategy. In the second half of the month of May, a
workshop will be organized on the activities to be undertaken to implement the strategy.
Participants will be of high political and executive level (committees, ministers, mayors, chief
executives, CAO, etc.).
There is not a PIFC Council that meets regularly and takes an active role in implementing PIFC
in the public sector but in this regard a council will be established.

Central Harmonisation Unit
 The CHU been established in the Ministry of Finance to coordinate and set common standards
for Financial Management and Control (FMC) and Internal Audit (IA).
 Duties and responsibilities of the CHU are determined by the Law on PFMA and the Law on
Internal Audit.
 CHU has sufficient staff capacity who need ongoing training on changes and relevant
information related to PIFC.
 CHU prepares a three-year Strategic Plan and Annual Plan which plans the activities for FMC
and IA.
 CHU reviews the quality assessment of management and internal audit through its evaluation
questionnaires received from budget organizations, reports of internal audit units, visits,
meetings, trainings, seminars etc.
 The annual report on the functioning of PIFC was sent to the Minister. Then the Minister
submits the report with any eventual comments to Government, the Parliament and the Office of
the Auditor General.
 CHU develops policies for the areas of FMC and IA such as: guidelines for laws, handbooks,
adoption of standards, international best practices and organizes training in the area of FMC and
IA.
Financial Management and Control (FMC)
 The legal framework for FMC is based on the COSO framework and applies to all budgetary
organizations.
 The legal framework specifies the development of managerial accountability through the Law
on PFMA, Regulation 01 for FMC, based on the COSO framework it needs revision in order
increase the level of accountability.
 The legal framework precedes the development in line with the Public Administration Reform
where the responsibilities are specified. However, with the public administration reform the
requirements of PIFC Strategy will be reviewed.
 All FMC systems are created based on the rules and guidelines issued in cooperation with
experts from the EU.
 There is not a centralised budget inspection function set up and regulated in a way that ensures
concerned with compliance except internal audit and external audit.
 A suitably qualified finance officer with the authority to ensure implementation FMC
throughout the organisation has been appointed.
 Budgets are established for relevant line managers, along with delegation and accountability
arrangements compatible with FMC requirements.
 Management information is regularly provided to the appropriate levels of the organisation.
 Despite the activities undertaken for risk management they are still not at a sufficient level. In
the PIFC strategy the risk management is one of the key priorities.
 All budgetary organizations regardless of their level use FMC regulations.
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State-owned (including municipal enterprises) are subject to robust governance arrangements by
their “owner” first-level organisations. Shareholders through Board monitor the performance of
central and local enterprises.
Internal control procedures in public institutions respond to identified risks but not at a
satisfactory level.
All budgetary organizations have responsibilities structures.
Internal control procedures in public institutions ensure that policy proposals initiated by the
institution include an estimate on budgetary costs.
Internal control procedures in public institutions make calculated choices between alternative
ways to achieve objectives.
In some cases there is avoidance of financial commitments within budgetary limits.
Internal control procedures in public institutions ensure that the use of financial resources
through procurement operations or human resource costs is in accordance with the existing
budget but there is a need to strengthen control.
Internal control procedures in public institutions enable detection and reporting of irregularities.
Internal control procedures in public institutions allow an audit trail of key financial decisions,
including those relevant to Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance-funded programmes.

Internal Audit
 There is a legal framework in place for internal audit (Law on IA, Administrative Instructions,
Manual on IA and other procedures). In general, there is progress in the implementation of the
legal framework for public internal financial control. Considerable efforts are still needed for the
implementation of managerial accountability and decentralized internal audit.
 The legal infrastructure defines the operational rules for the internal audit including the
instruction that sets the criteria for the creation of the IAU, the independence of the IA, the
reporting, standards, code of ethics, and guidance for certification of IA and processes for
conducting internal audit.
 Most of the institutions have established an internal audit function which is in line with the size
and complexity of the institution.
 The majority of institutions have sufficient staff capacity, but still some institutions need to
increase their capacities, (9 budget organizations have not created the IAU, 31 IAU have one IA,
18 IAU have two IA and 23 IAU have three or more IA).
 The IA efficiency is regulated by legislation; some of the smaller budgetary organizations
operate its internal audit by the IAU of MF.
 A total of 156 auditors are employed in internal audit, 67 auditors are internationally certified, 7
auditors work in CHU IA.
 Internal auditors have access to training organized by CHU, but in certain cases some participate
in seminars and training abroad.
 The majority of the IAUs have the status of IA.
 IAU prepares strategic and annual plans based on risks and in conjunction with management; all
plans are signed by the management.
 Prior to audit reports being finalized, the Director of IAU consults with senior management
(Minister, Mayor, Secretary General, and Chief Executive Officer of independent agencies).
 There is a procedure for monitoring the implementation of the recommendations of the internal
and external auditor.
External Audit
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The independence of the Supreme Audit Institution (SAI) is not anchored in the Constitution
explicitly, even if the institution is sorted as independent. In Article 136 the definition of the
institution leaves room for improvement. It is stated that the Auditor General “is the highest
institution for economic and financial control”. The organisation, operation and competencies of
the Auditor General shall be determined by the Constitution and law. The Auditor General is
elected by the Assembly by a majority vote of all its deputies on the proposal of the President.
The Assembly decides on the dismissal of the Auditor General by a two thirds (2/3) majority of
all its deputies upon the proposal of the President or upon the proposal of one third (1/3) of all
its deputies. The mandate of the Auditor General is five (5) years with a possibility of re-election
for another mandate. The latter is not optimal. A single mandate of 7-8 years would be
preferable. It would strengthen the independence.
- Article 137 may be up dated in accordance with the current ISSAI definitions of the role
and mandate of Supreme Audit Institutions. Currently it is stated that the Auditor
General controls:
 the economic activity of public institutions and other legal state person;
 the usage and protection of public funds from the central and local bodies;
 the economic activity of public enterprises and other legal persons where the
state has shares or when their loans and obligations are guaranteed by the state.
- According to Article 138 the Auditor General shall present to the Assembly:
 report on the implementation of the state budget;
 the opinion on the report of the Government on its expenditures of the previous
year before it is adopted by the Assembly;
 information on the results of controls whenever requested by the Assembly.
- Furthermore, the Auditor General shall present to the Assembly an annual report for its
activity.
- The current phrasing in the Constitution is not a hinder for the further development of
the public external audit. But, it could be considered to amend it when suitable.
There is a law for the office of the auditor general. It is partly out dated. It does not address the
independence in a sufficient way. Currently a draft law is in the Government addressing these
issues better (without addressing the shortcomings in the Constitution).
The basic independence of the Auditor General is protected in the current legislation. The
Constitutional solution with a renewable 5 year mandate is not optimal. It should be shifted out
towards a 7-8 year mandate, not renewable. The methods for the appointment of the Auditor
General are strengthened in the draft law with the objectives to promote transparency.
The audit mandate of the OAG is not comprehensive, covering all public financial operations but
the draft Law on the Auditor General and National Audit Office of the Republic of Kosovo is
being amended to address these issues.
OAG does have the authority to undertake a range of financial, regularity and performance
audit, but not specified in a sufficient way in the current law.
External auditors have an unrestricted right to access the premises, records and documents of
the audited bodies.
The SAI have the same role in the budget process as other budget organisations and need to
interact with the executive during the different stages of the budget process. There is no specific
budget process between the Assembly and the OAG. The OAGs final budget request is
submitted to the Assembly. When it comes to the budget implementation no specifics are in
place for the OAG. It has to use the budget within the given categories and the Auditor General
does not have the possibility to use it as it sees fit. The own source revenues are transferred to
the Ministry of Finance and can only be used through the budget process.
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In terms of numbers staff if no additional tasks will be brought in under the mandate OAG has
sufficient overall institutional capacity. Currently the draft law will add some statutory audits
(towards fees) and this will require a higher number of staff.
A Corporate Development Strategy is in place since 2009 that sets out the internal development
standards on a multi-annual basis. The progress is discussed in the annual summer conference
as a base for further management decisions and reported in the Auditor Generals Annual
Performance Report. Lately the Corporate Development Strategy is up dated and aligned to the
European Integration Strategy.
The OAG members and staff have not the required qualifications to carry out their tasks even
though many important steps have been taken and we have advanced. Training is not the issue.
It is more a question of on-going change, curiosity and the strive for excellence. A Certification
program for Regularity audit is in place and being implemented based on internationally
recognised public sector auditing standards (ISSAIs). The program is divided into four parts:
Induction, Preparatory, Technical and CPD. The Technical part is carried out by a local
association, SCAAK, certified by IFAC. This program is covered by the budget.. It takes at least
3,5 years to become certified and the certification decision is taken based on exam results,
experiences and results of staff appraisals. A Certification program for Performance auditors is
just elaborated and the first year under implementation. After the adoption of the new law the
intention is to restructure the staff in accordance with the results of the implementation of these
two programs. In addition to these trainings a number of other trainings and other tools (as
mentored and coached audits and quality reviews) are organised in order to raise the profession.
The OAG demonstrate its commitment to improving public internal control environment. But if
this is sustainable is another issue. Below you can find a comparative table between 2008 and
2014.
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Budget
People
Products

2008
€1,204,239 (realisation 71.6%)
80
Operative:
Compliance oriented Regularity
Audits
Internal:
Limited number often without
institutional ownership

Operative
Production
Quality:

24

Timing

6- 12 months delay

Outcome and
Impact

Limited

Audit Related
services

None

Accountability
and
transparency

Base for holding to account:
Nothing

Networks






External consultants

No reports made public, “washed by
the SRSG” before presented for a
limited number of people
Parliamentary oversight did not
exist
EURORAI

2014
€2,130,753 (realisation 99%)
146
Operative:
Regularity Audits including interim
audits; Performance Audits,
Management Audits, System Audits,
Discussion papers
Internal:
Corporate Development Strategy,
Performance Audit Guideline,
Communication Policy, Regularity
Audit Manual, Code of Conduct
110
Audit Methodology Unit with sufficient
quality in place
Timely in accordance with legal
requirements
Advices asked for, a much better way
to address recommendations amongst
the auditees, 9 month FS introduced
Participation in working groups within
Assembly, Government supporting the
development of processes and systems
Participation and networking in
development projects
Base for holding to account:
Annual Performance Report, including
externally audited AFS
Everything on the web site
COPF introduced facilitated by the
office
INTOSAI and EUROSAI working
groups, Network of Candidate and
Potential Candidate Countries, IFAC,
CIPFA

The OAG makes an assessment of the internal control environment of the audited institution as
part of the audit.
OAG cooperates in different ways with the Central Harmonisation Unit both when it comes to
FM/C and Internal Audit. But, it does not coordinate with and/or organise common trainings
with Central Harmonisation Unit.
OAG as a budget user itself, have an internal audit unit with sufficient staff.
















OAG has both financial and performance audit manuals in place, but under continuous
development. The OAG has translated the ISSAIs into the Albanian language and updated the
Regularity Audit and Performance Audit manuals in line with ISSAIs. A Quality Management
Framework is in place. A specific Audit Support Department is carrying out Quality assessments
besides the in-build quality control in the audit processes. Different methods are used in order to
keep all auditors aware of the “state of the game” (monthly bulletins, directors meetings, staff
meetings, the annual summer conference walking through experiences gained and forming the
base for management decisions on new priorities etc).
The OAG plans its audits and conducts its work by applying the INTOSAI standards as much as
possible presently. To what extent? A complicated question to answer. In different stages of the
audit processes we have stronger and weaker sides. In general everything can be developed
further. But, all opinions are given with a reference to the ISSAIs.
The OAG has in place procedures for quality control. In addition, to what is stated about the
quality measures the OAG has a Code of Ethics and Conduct in accordance with the ISSAIs. This
is a standing issue on the agenda with many dimensions where the values and approaches in the
Corporate Development Strategy build the cornerstones.
The Auditor General submits every year an Annual Audit Report to the Assembly not later than
31 August of the year following the audit period. In this report all audits are summarised and
generalised. In addition, all individual audit assignment reports (115 planned for the audit
season 2014/15) are submitted to the Assembly. All annual statutory audits (around 90 of those),
are submitted before the end of June as required by law. All reports are published on the OAG‟s
web site.
Te OAG provides the legislature, and the legislative committees, with relevant, objective and
timely information. The relevance of the reports in the eyes of the Assembly and individual MPs
is of course an on-going issue for discussion.
The OAG audit reports clear and concise are an on-going challenge. The nature of the annual
statutory regularity audit includes procedures for follow up. The OAG follows, in the next
coming audit season, how earlier recommendations are addressed. In the performance audit
other methods must be used, and these are not fully developed yet. In the Auditor Generals
Annual Performance Report a general overview is given regarding this.
The OAG makes all reports available on the web site. In addition we produce press release
related to “bigger” reports, arrange forums for and participate in discussions etc.
The Parliament has a formal mechanism in place to examine the OAG reports that is the
Committee for Oversight of Public Finances. Also other committees might do it when related to
their area of responsibility. To state that a follow up is ensured is a bit too much in this context.
But, the CAOs heard by the committee in general have to come back with a report on actions
taken. It should be remembered that the positive development seen during the latest year was
broke during 2014 due to the institutional crises. The new COPF have now started with good
ambitions.

Protection of the EU's Financial Interests
 Kosovo has several mechanisms on the Protection of the EU's Financial Interests. At the policy
level, Kosovo has adopted the Anti-Corruption Strategy and its action plan and as well as other
relevant strategies for preventing and combating organized crime, human trafficking, drug
trafficking, terrorism and integrated border management. Also, Kosovo has developed
institutional framework to prevent and combat corruption and organized crime. Kosovo has a
number of institutions responsible for preventing and combating corruption and organized
crime. These institutions include: National Council Against Corruption, Anti-Corruption
Agency, the State Attorney's Office, Anti-Corruption Task Force, which is part of the Special
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Prosecutor's Office, Crime Pillar within the Kosovo Police, Kosovo Police Directorate for
Investigation of Economic Crimes and Corruption and Organised Crime Division, Police
Inspectorate of Kosovo, the Financial Intelligence Unit within the Ministry of Finance, the
Financial Intelligence Unit within the Kosovo Police, Customs, Courts, Office of the Auditor
General, The Procurement Review Committee, Public Procurement Regulatory Agency for the
Management of Seized and Confiscated Assets, Department for International Legal Cooperation
in the Ministry of Justice, and the Kosovo Intelligence Agency.
CBK has continued working on the amendment of the existing rules on prevention of money
laundering and counter terrorist financing. The final draft regulation is under last revision of the
working group within the Anti-Money Laundering division of the Central Bank of Kosovo.
The CBK legislative plan for 2015 is also the adoption of additional regulation in order to cover
the complete disclosure of financial products and services by financial institutions and also to
determine rules for financial institutions on advertisement of their services of products.

Protection of the Euro against Counterfeiting
 Kosovo has not ratified the 1929 Geneva Convention for the suppression of counterfeiting
currency.
 The relevant acquis has been broadly transposed into national legislation. More specifically, the
Criminal Code No.04/L-082, article 302 on counterfeit money stipulates:
1. Whoever produces counterfeit money with the intent to distribute it as genuine shall be punished
by imprisonment of one (1) to ten (10) years. 2. Whoever with the knowledge that such money is
counterfeit obtains, distributes, transports, receives, uses or possesses counterfeit money with the
intent to distribute it as genuine shall be punished by imprisonment of one (1) to eight (8) years. 3.
Whoever receives fifty (50) EUR or less in counterfeit money reasonably believing it to be genuine,
and then uses it with the knowledge that it is counterfeit shall be punished by a fine or by
imprisonment of up to one (1) year. 4. Whoever has knowledge of counterfeit money being produced or
used and fails to report it shall be punished by a fine or by imprisonment of up to one (1) year. 5.
When the offense in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article involves counterfeit money with a stated value
of more than one hundred thousand (100,000) EUR, the perpetrator shall be punished by
imprisonment of at least three (3) years. 6. The counterfeit money, as well as the equipment for its
manufacturing or alteration, shall be confiscated.
In addition, Law No.03/L-209 on the Central Bank of Republic of Kosovo further regulates the
circulation of counterfeit money. It states:
1. Any person that falsely makes, forges, counterfeits or alters any banknote or coin, or any check,
security or payment card; or possesses, transports or issues any such banknote, coin, check, security or
payment card with the knowledge that it was falsely made, forged, counterfeited or altered or
manufactured; or possesses or transports any plate, stone, paper, die or other object or substance with
the knowledge that it was destined to be used in falsely making, forging, counterfeiting or altering any
such banknote, coin, check, security or payment card, shall be guilty of a criminal offence.
2. Banknotes and coins presented to financial institutions, which are suspected of being forgeries,
whether presented at registered banks and financial institutions or at other entities authorized to carry
out exchange operations, must be withdrawn from circulation and forthwith sent to the authorities
appointed for this purpose by regulations of the Central Bank and in compliance with any other
legislative provision.
3. The Executive Board may issue orders to implement the provisions of this Article.
4. The Central Bank shall keep all banknotes and coins presented to it which are suspected of being
counterfeited, forged or changed in value, and shall immediately draw up a writ with the identification
of the banknotes and coins, their bearer, and the Central Bank’s grounds for suspicion. The writ shall
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be forwarded to the competent Law enforcement authorities for such investigation and further action
as may be required.
5. The Central Bank may call upon the resources of any other authorities for assistance in carrying out
the purposes of this Article.
The competent national authorities for fighting the counterfeit money are:
 The Central Bank of Kosovo (Law No. 03/L-209, Article 19 on counterfeit money, and
Administrative Instruction on Avoidance of Counterfeit Coins and Banknotes)
 Kosovo Police- Investigation of Corruption and Economic Crimes
 Ministry of Internal Affairs-Agency of Forensics (The competent authority for expertise and
analysis of suspected counterfeit money)
 Prosecution (for investigation and charges)
 As regards measures for the protection of the euro against counterfeiting, the CBK in the
framework of its competences has in March 12, 2005 (amended in 2007) issued the Instruction
No 2 on Retaining Counterfeited Euro Banknotes and Coins from Circulation which applies to
all financial institutions operating in Kosovo and licensed by the CBK. The purpose of this AI is
to lay down measures necessary with a view to retain counterfeited euro banknotes and coins
from circulation. Financial institutions are obliged to remove from circulation all euro banknotes
and coins received by them which they know or have sufficient reason to believe that they are
counterfeited. Banknotes and coins suspected counterfeit should immediately be submitted to
the competent authority (in this case the Police and Police then submits them to Kosovo Agency
for Forensics).
 CBK has issued a document "Valuable Advices for Cash Operators” specifying actions step-bystep for treatment of suspected counterfeit money.
 Obligation to anyone who comes in contact with counterfeits to report on it to competent
authorities is regulated by:
- Criminal Code, article 302.3 “. Whoever receives fifty (50) EUR or less in counterfeit money
reasonably believing it to be genuine, and then uses it with the knowledge that it is counterfeit shall be
punished by a fine or by imprisonment of up to one (1) year;
- Law on Central Bank, Article 19,point1 “Any person that falsely makes, forges, counterfeits or
alters any banknote or coin, or any check, security or payment card; or possesses, transports or issues
any such banknote, coin, check, security or payment card with the knowledge that it was falsely made,
forged, counterfeited or altered or manufactured; or possesses or transports any plate, stone, paper, die
or other object or substance with the knowledge that it was destined to be used in falsely making,
forging, counterfeiting or altering any such banknote, coin, check, security or payment card, shall be
guilty of a criminal offence”.
 Law Nr. 03/L-209 on the Central Bank of Kosovo, Article 20 on the reproduction of the currency
stipulates: 1. Any reproduction of banknotes and coins, and the creation of any objects that by their
design imitate any such banknote or coin, shall require the prior written authorization of the Central
Bank. 2. notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article, the Central Bank may issue
regulations authorizing the publication of reproduction of currency. 3. A person who breaches the
provisions of this Article may be subjected to a fine as provided for in regulations issued by the Central
Bank Board.
In addition, The Criminal Code No 04/L-082, Article 294 on Counterfeit Stamps of Value regulates:
1. Whoever produces counterfeit stamps of value, alters any of these stamps with the intent to use
them as genuine, gives to another person to use or uses such counterfeit stamps as genuine, shall be
punished by fine or by imprisonment of up to three (3) years. 2. Whoever, with the knowledge that a
stamp of value is counterfeit, supplies, sells, purchases, distributes, transports, receives or possesses a
counterfeit or canceled stamp with the intent to distribute or use it as genuine, shall be punished by
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imprisonment of up to three (3) years. 3. When the offense provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article
involves stamps of a value exceeding ten thousand (10,000) EUR, the perpetrator shall be punished by
a fine and imprisonment of six (6) months up to five (5) years. 4. Whoever removes a canceling stamp
from a stamp of value referred to in paragraph 1 this Article, or in some other way and for the purpose
of repeated use, attempts to make such stamp appear as if it has never been used before, or reuses a
used stamp or sells it as valid, shall be punished by a fine or imprisonment up to one (1) year. 5.
Whoever has received the counterfeit stamp of value as genuine and uses it with knowledge that it is
counterfeit shall be punished by a fine or by imprisonment of up to one (1) year. 6. Whoever has
knowledge of a counterfeit stamp of value being made or used, and fails to report it shall be punished
by a fine or by imprisonment of up to one (1) year. 7. Counterfeit stamps of value and the equipment
for their manufacturing or alteration shall be confiscated”.
Obligation for credit institutions, other payment service providers and any other institutions that
process and distribute euro coins and euro notes to public to check the authenticity and fitness
by applying a procedure of authentication by coin-processing machines, banknote handling
machines or trained personnel is regulated by the following legislation:
- Administrative Instruction on Removal of Counterfeit Banknotes and Coins from
Circulation;
- Recommendation No.1 on Control of Standards for Recycling Banknotes from Commercial
banks;
- Instruction No.3 on Minimum Standards for Classification of Condition of Euro Banknotes
from Commercial users/entities.
The competent national authorities for fighting the counterfeit money are:
- The Central Bank of Kosovo (Law No. 03/L-209, Article 19 on counterfeit money, and
Administrative Instruction on Avoidance of Counterfeit Coins and Banknotes)
- Kosovo Police- Investigation of Corruption and Economic Crimes
- Ministry of Internal Affairs-Agency of Forensics (The competent authority for expertise
and analysis of suspected counterfeit money)
- Prosecution (for investigation and charges)
In the wake of the mutual cooperation between Kosovo Police (KP) and the Central Bank of the
Republic of Kosovo (CBK) to provide protection against counterfeiting money in the Republic of
Kosovo, on 11 September 2009, both administrations have signed a MoU on establishment of the
Central Committee for Analysis of Counterfeit Money (Committee). The Committee is composed
of three representatives of KP and three representatives of the CBK. Committee representatives
meet regularly within the purpose of reviewing the issues arising from the role of this
committee. The Committee has no decision-making powers. The main role of the committee is:
- Strengthening the necessary measures to avoid counterfeiting banknotes and coins from
circulation;
- The collection, analysis and publication of technical and statistical data concerning
counterfeiting banknotes and coins (see http://bqk-kos.org/?id=31); and
- Providing information and guidance and training for financial institutions, other relevant
institutions and the general public about counterfeit banknotes and coins (see
http://www.bqkkos.org/repository/docs/2011/Keshilla%20te%20vlefshme%20per%20o
per esit%20me%20para%20te%20gatshme.pdf and http://bqk-kos.org/?id=35).
All national responsible institutions for fighting the counterfeit Money including the Central
Bank, Kosovo Police-Forensics Agency and the Prosecution participate regularly on the
conferences, seminars and other events organized and/or financed by the EU within the Pericles
program. Attendance in the most recent conferences and seminars includes:
1. PROTECTION OF THE EURO IN BANKING SYSTEM, OLAF Pericles Technical and
Tactical Training in Skopje (Macedonia), Tuesday 11-13 September 2012;
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2. XI EURO SOUTH-EAST CONFERENCE, OLAF Pericles Programme in Budva
(Montenegro), 19-23 May 2014;
3. BALKAN NETWORK FOR EURO PROTECTION, Pericles programme 2014 - Zagreb
(Croatia), 23-26 September 2014.
4. STRENGTHENING THE PROTECTION OF THE EURO, Pericles programme 2015 Tirana (Albania), 19-21 may 2015.
9. Organized Crime
Strategic Documents
In order to enhance capacities dealing with strategic analysis on organized crime, trainings on
Serious and Organized Crime Threat Assessment Advanced Training and TEO advanced Courses
on Serious and Organized Crime Threat Assessment (SOCTA) were organized in 2012.
The abovementioned training courses focused on the advanced Criminal Business Analysis, Crime
Pattern Analysis, Flow Chart Analysis, Threat Measuring Methodologies, Scenario Planning for
Threat Management, OSINT and the Internet, Event and Time Sequence Analysis, Communication
Analysis, Analysis of Competing Hypothesis, Game Theory, the Client and Political Influence and
the Kosovo SOCTA Checklist.
Out of 20 participants attending the training, 15 were KP officers, 3 KIA officers, 1 District
Prosecutor and 1 FIU officer. As a result, the first SOCTA report based on the EUROPOLs
methodology was drafted in 2013 by the Kosovo the abovementioned officials. In addition to the
SOCTA report, Kosovo Police compiles strategic assessment reports annually as an accompanying
document to the SOCTA report.
With the aim of adressing phenomena such as drug trafficing, THB, cybercime and terrorism,
Kosovo institutions drafted the following strategies and action plans:
 National Strategy against Trafficking with Human Beings (2008- 2011, 2011-2014). The National
Strategy and the Action Plan against trafficking in human beings 2011-2014 expired in July 2014.
The Office on the National Coordinator against Trafficking in Human Beings drafted a new
strategy and action plan awaiting adoption by Government;
 National Strategy against Drugs (2008-2011, 2012-2017);
 National Strategy against Terrorism (2009-2012, 2012-2017);
 National Strategy against Organized Crime Strategy (2012-2017), with a special sector on
Cybercrime provided under Objectives and Activities foreseen by this strategy.
The Government of the Republic of Kosovo established a risk management mechanism in terms of
the informal economy, money laundering, terrorist financing and financial crimes consisting of the
following instruments:
 National Risk Assessment on money laundering and terrorist financing for 2013
 National Strategy and the Action Plan on the prevention of informal economy, money
laundering, terrorist financing and financial crimes 2014-2018;
 Budgets and performance plans of the relevant public institutions 2014-2018;
 Platform which assures partnership between public institutions, private institutions and third
parties in terms of drafting, reviewing, approving , implementing and monitoring risk
management instruments.
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As regards to risk management, procedures in place in the Republic of Kosovo are in line with
FATFs instruction no. 13 of the National Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing and ISO
standards 3100014/3101015. These procedures are based on consultations with relevant actors in this
field, including public and private sector institutions and third parties, while National Risk
Assessment on money laundering and terrorist financing 2013 serves as a base for actions and
objectives of the National Strategy and the Action Plan on the prevention of informal economy,
money laundering, terrorist financing and financial crimes 2014-2018.
Legal Framework
With regards to legal framework in the area of organized crime, trafficking in human beings, on-line
child pornography, cybercrime and drugs, legal acts regulating these areas are in line with the EU
acquis.
The Criminal Procedure Code clearly defines the role and relations between various bodies, also
defining mandatory obligations of the relevant authorities in terms of cooperation within the scope
and responsibilities they have in the fight against organized crime, which assures avoidance of
unnecessary formalism.
In terms of investigative powers, Kosovo Police has a unique and centralized organizational system,
including Border Police Department as one of its five police departments, with clearly defined roles
in terms of competences. In regard to the Ministry of Finance, competences are defined and
determined by the law regulating this area. The Law on Police clearly defines the police
competences of the Kosovo Police, while the Customs Code defines the powers of Kosovo Customs.
Competences of the Financial Intelligence Unit are described in the Law against Money Laundering
and Financing of Terrorism defining the obligations and duties of the FIU. In addition to legislation
defining roles and competencies of relevant institutions in this field, the National Strategy for
coordination of activities between these agencies was drafted. In this regard also, the Strategy for
Integrated Border Management was adopted, while a special Law on cooperation between the
authorities involved in the Integrated Border Management was drafted.
The legislation in place in the area of asset confiscation is partially in compliance with the Directive
2014/42 / EU of the European Parliament and Council dated in April 2014, where article 6
“Confiscation by a Third Party” of this directive should be further aligned with the national
legislation in place in this area.
In terms of legislative framework in the field of money laundering, the following legislative acts are
in place:
 Criminal Code, Article 308;
 Regulation no. 2004/2 on preventing money laundering and similar criminal acts (adopted in
2004);
 Law no. 03/l-196 on the prevention of Money Laundering and Financing Terrorism (adopted in
2010);
 Law no. 04/l-178 on the amendment of Law no. 03/l-196 on the prevention of Money
Laundering and Financing Terrorism.
Kosovo is yet to become a party to the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime.
However, Provisions of this convention are already harmonized and applicable with the existing
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legal framework in Kosovo (such as Criminal Code, Criminal Procedure Code, Law on International
Legal Cooperation in Criminal Matters, etc.).
Institutional Framework
The Republic of Kosovo has 439.75 policemen per 100000 inhabitants. Recruitment procedures
within Kosovo Police, are based on the Law on Police and the AI no. 07/2012 on establishment of
labour relation in Kosovo Police, specifying the necessary procedures and clarifying the criteria
during recruitment processes. An independent committeeresponsible for managing the whole
procedure including evaluation is established for each recruitment process.
The selected candidate based on the specified criteria, initially attends a basic training course
provided by the KP, which will provide information about the possible opportunities in terms of
career path, evaluation mechanism and the criteria for promotion. The criteria for participation in
the grading process, assessment methods and promotion based on merit/achieved results during
recruitment are defined under the Administrative Instruction no. 08/2012 for Grading Procedures
for Police Officers. Based on the evaluation and the reports drafted by the committee, this
recruitment method is proven to be a clear, transparent and merit based process. The Law on Police
and administrative instructions deriving from this law and internal police procedures provide
sufficient basis for the protection from arbitrary and politically based removals of police staff. The AI
on Violations, Measures and Disciplinary Procedures of Kosovo Police, foresees the functioning of
the independent Committee for Complains and Rewards which deals with reaches decisions related
to submitted complains against disciplinary and administrative measures.
With the aim of providing a well resources academy in the area of public safety, the Kosovo
Academy of Public Safety was established in December 2011 with the adoption of the Law on
Kosovo Academy for Public Safety, Under this law, KAPS is the institution responsible for
providing trainings and higher education, implementation of training policies and strategies, as well
as capacity building in the field of public safety. The Academy offers these trainings to all public
security institutions, but not limited to: Kosovo Police, Correctional Services, Kosovo Probation
Service, Kosovo Customs, the Agency for Management of Emergencies and Kosovo Police
Inspectorate.
Kosovo Police in cooperation with the KAPS also offers basic and specialized training for police
officials and other agencies requesting such trainings. Kosovo Police provides 75 different basic
and specialized training courses, with more than 90% of the trainees being police officials working in
specialized investigation units dealing with organized crime investigations, THB, investigations on
drug cases, terrorism, economic crimes, forensics etc., while the remaining part of trainees are
specialized trainees working for the Training Division operating within the Kosovo Police.
A brief description of the initial trainings, ongoing trainings and specialized trainings is presented
below:
Training for beginners - Training for beginners organized by Kosovo Police is divided into two
parts:
 The first theoretical training lasting 26 weeks is held in the premises of Kosovo Academy for
Public Safety in Vushtrri by police officers certified as trainers. When officials complete the
theoretical part of the training, they continue with the second part of the training;
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The second part is the practical part of the initial training for police officers and lasts 2 years.
This part of the training is provided by police officers certified as trainers in the field of
implementation of the training program for officers.

Upon successful completion of initial training, the official is certified as a Police Officer.
Kosovo Police provides recertification and local level trainings within the scope of mandatory
trainings for police officials.
Recertification trainings are held every 10-14 months and are mandatory for all police officials. The
re-certification processes for police officials, K-9 Unit, Unit for Close Protection, Lieutenant and
Captain Recertification and Recertification for Major-Colonel last up to 5 days.
Local level trainings are also mandatory trainings for KP officials operating in regional police
departments. Each KP official attends the minimum of 40hrs of training per year.
Specialized trainings- Kosovo Police offers 75 different specialized training programmes, with
lecturers being KP officials certified (according to their respective field) by international
organizations such as: OSCE, ICITAP, IOM, TADOC, KFOR, UNHCR and twinning projects
supporting Kosovo institutions in this area. The duration of these trainings is from 2 days up to 12
weeks, depending on the programme.
Moreover, KAPS started offering a 4-year study program (240 ECTS) in Public Safety, which is
accredited by the National Council of Quality namely the Kosovo Accreditation Agency. For the first
time this study programme started in October 2014 with 69 students from Kosovo Police (26
students), KCS (23 students), service Kosovo Probation Services (1 student) Emergency Management
Agency (10 students), Kosovo Customs (7 students), and the Police Inspectorate of Kosovo (2
students).
In the first academic year 2014/2015 of Public Safety, which began on 15 October 2014 are accepted
69 students from the Public Security Institutions respectively by: Kosovo Police with 26 students,
KCS with 23 students, service Kosovo Probation with one student, Emergency Management Agency
with 10 students, Kosovo Customs with 7 students, and the Police Inspectorate of Kosovo with 2
students.
Regarding cooperation with CEPOL, Kosovo Academy for Public Safety applied for membership in
CEPOL and is expected to be granted membership in the near future.
The following present existing specialized department within the Kosovo Police:
 Directorate for Economic Crimes and Corruption with regional investigative units .This
department deals with the investigations of economic crime, corruption, money laundering,
smuggling, counterfeit goods;
 Special Anti-Corruption Unit (Special Anti-Corruption Department with prosecutors of the
Special Prosecution and a group of 30 police officers);
 Two financial investigation divisions (one within the Directorate of Economic Crime
Investigation and Corruption and one within the Organized Crime Division dealing with
financial investigations of cases of organized crime);
 Specialized anti-drug directorate including regional investigative units;
 Specialized Directorate for THB investigations ;
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Specialized Counterterrorism Directorate;
Organized Crime Directorate, which covers the area of weapon smuggling.

In order to prioritize organized crime cases, Kosovo Prosecutorial Council developed and adopted
regulations and action plans establishing National coordinators of Economic crime, Corruption and
National coordinator for Standard Operating Procedures on the Selection of top 50 Serious Crimes
and Inter-institutional Cooperation.
So far, seven cases have been targeted, while in the meantime joint investigation teams are
established consisting of different agencies relevant in this area. In two cases the value of the assets
subject of sequestration and at later procedure confiscation is 6.000.000 EUR and 7.000.000 EUR.
Such cases are still in the investigative phase.
With the aim of providing an effective witness protection system, Kosovo Police established the
Witness Protection Directorate. The Law on Witness Protection regulates special and extraordinary
measures, ways and procedures for witness protection and co-operators of justice. The secondary
legislation in place in the area of WP defines roles and responsibilities of all relevant institutions in
terms of cooperation. In order to enhance capacities in the field of witness protection in terms of
financing and staffing, the Witness Protection Directorate plans to double the number of its staff and
increase the budget for this department for 2015.
In terms of providing an adequate framework in the area of witness protection, the Government of
Kosovo concluded 8 international police cooperation agreements, including cooperation in the field
of witness protection.
The Republic of Kosovo established the Kosovo Police Inspectorate in 2006, which is an independent
agency within the MIA. The mission of the Kosovo Police Inspectorate is through its activity to
ensure an accountable, democratic and transparent police service, in compliance with the applicable
legislation and required standards. The scope of KPI is prevention, detection, documentation and
investigation of the criminal offences committed by the employees of Kosovo Police, regardless of
position and rank during their exercise of duties or off duty. Duties and responsibilities of this
inspectorate include:
 Inspection of structures and functions of Kosovo Police in order to ensure accountability,
efficiency and effectiveness when implementing laws, sub legal acts and standard operation
procedures into force;
 Investigation of all alleged disciplinary violations of police officers with the highest rank of the
high managerial level and police officers of the senior executive level;
 Receiving all complaints of citizens and the review and determination which of the complaints
are investigated by the KPI and which will be referred to the Kosovo Police or to the responsible
institutions.
During 2014, the Kosovo Police Inspectorate (KPI) handled 1,304 complains from Kosovo
institutions and citizens. Out of this number, 233 cases contained elements of criminal offences 132
cases were forwarded to the prosecution offices, 86 cases were forwarded with a special report, and
15 cases remain still in the process inside the KPI. The remaining 957 are classified as disiplinary
violtions, and are treated in the Directorate for Professional Standards in the Kosovo Police.
In the same year, the number of KP staff subjected to KPI investigations was 205 (3.4% of the total
number of persons working in the KP)
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Measures and recommendations issued by the KPI during 2014 are the following:
 20 arrests done by the KPI;
 64 suspension recommendations;
 13 transfer recommendations.
In 2014, the KPI investigated 83 criminal offences: 48 cases of abuse of official duty or authority, 12
cases of document forging, 12 cases of bribing, 4 cases of exercising influence, 4 cases of disclosing of
official secrets, 1 case of fraud, and 1 conflict of interest.
Five regular and two ad-hoc inspections were conducted by the KPI during 2014:
 Assessment of the implementation of the recommendations derived from the KPI inspections
(2012-2013);
 Assessment of the traffic management from KP officers;
 Assessment of the knowledge of police officers on the use of police force;
 Assessment of call management in the KP;
 Assessment of the police performance during nightshifts at the PCBs;
 Assessment of ticket management on the highway control.
Operational Capacity
In order to ensure a secure both internal and external communication system, Kosovo established a
secure electronic communication system this way enabling safe data exchange. In order to ensure
the protection of personal data, all databases are built in compliance with the Law on Personal Data
Protection.
With the aim of establishing a centralized database for ongoing investigations, with the support of
the Norwegian Government, KJC and KPC are in the process of setting up an electronically case
management system expected to be functional by 2017.
Kosovo Police within its framework established the Directorate for Intelligence and Analysis which
deals with risk analysis. This directory has the optimum capacity for the implementation of the
concept of intelligence-led police. The institutional mechanism of this directorate is defined in the
Strategy on “Intellegence Led Policing”. This strategic document is used by the KP as a modern
methodology of policing enabling pro-active approach into the problem and increase the efficiency
of performing police duties.
Moreover, in order to ensure an effective functioning of intelligence-led policing (ILP), the Kosovo
Police Information System (KPIS) started to operate in November 2014, with an added module on
intelligence and investigation, which will serve all law-enforcement agencies.
In order to improve operational cooperation between Kosovo Police, TAK and KC, according to the
cooperation agreements signed by the abovementioned law enforcement agencies, liaison officers
have been appointed to operate within KP.
Pursuing a better cooperation and higher efficiency of law enforcement agencies (KP, KC, FIU-K,
Prosecution, and TAK) in the fight against organized crime, entities in charge are working towards
functionalizing a system for intelligence information exchange among these authorities. Since
November last year, an assessment on the IT infrastructure and the interoperability of these
databases was conducted, and the report published in March this year recommended a number of
steps towards functionalizing this system, some of which have started to be applied by these
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authorities, including drafting an MoU on 28 April, 2015, establishing a steering committee, and
creating unified standards for system data entry.
Tax Administration and Customs Investigations are integrated under a single department with
management of KC having Access to the National Centre for Border Management (consisting of all
the representatives of Border Agencies) database. Additionally, access to ILECU database is enabled
through customs liaison appointed to the ILECU office, while TAK and Customs officers already
have access to the data-bases of each other.
In order to measure the crime rate and clearing up rate, KPC adopted an analytical report related to
serious crime offences in 2015. This report provides clear information and statistical report with
regards to serious crime ratio in Kosovo. Based on this reports the KPC shall further enhance or
revise current strategies in order to improve performance in this area.
In terms of IT human resources within the KP, the Department of Information Technology and
Communication has sufficient staff for the management and administration of the current systems
of Information Technology and radio communication system. The IT network is distributed in every
police station and substation, including BCPs, this way providing IT services 24/7 to all police
stations. Systems supported by the modern IT equipment in possesion of KP are: KPIS (Kosovo
Police Information System) as a modern integrated system within the Kosovo Police, the BMS
system (Border Management System) and PRIMS. In regards to radiocommunications, Kosovo
Police is equipped with mostly analog radio models with a number of them being digital, with a
good coverage throughout the territory of Kosovo. The current system works 24/7 throughout the
territory enabling access all radio communication units. The system is maintained and managed by
the staff of the Department of Information Technology and Communication.
When it comes to weapons, Special Units within KP are equipped with the necessary weaponry,
even though the needs are greater for long automatic weapons. Regarding the uniforms for the
Special Units, KP has a valid supply contract, while the protective clothing for the IEDD Unit and
munitions are in the supplying process. Kosovo Police also has a valid contract for regular uniform
supply of new police uniforms approved by the Government in 2013.
Kosovo Police, respectively the Directorate of Special Units is in a possession of a drug, munitions
and explosive identifying dog.
The Kosovo Agency for Forensics operates within the Ministry of Internal Affairs. This agency has
the possession of the DNA database (CODIS) and the capacities for DNA profiling. In addition, the
database for fingerprints (AFIS) is in the ownership of KAF, with the necessary legal acts in place
enabling secure data exchange on international investigations.
According to a KP decision on integrating financial investigations, since March 2014, financial
investigations are integrated into all investigations of organized crime and corruption. Two financial
investigation experts have been appointed to the Department against Drug Trafficking and
Department against Human Trafficking. Whereas, integrated financial investigation sector operates
within the organized crime Unit.
In June 2014, KP adopted the Administrative Instruction for certification of financial forensic
experts, to be used by KP and prosecution during the investigation and court processes. The
certification process started with professional trainings which conducted through the support of EU
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funded project, where law enforcement officers were trained and certified as financial experts by
October 2014. The same process is envisaged for the IT forensic experts.
In terms of providing secure storage of seized narcotics and weapons, Kosovo Police has 46 rooms of
Evidence intended for this purpose. The SOP specifying the criteria on storage, handling and
administration of evidence criteria was approved in May 2015, this way prescribing all actions in
detail in terms of handling weapons, drugs and other types of evidence seized.
The majority of evidence rooms are provided with: armoured doors, windows with shutters, alarm
operating systems, surveillance cameras, safes for valuables evidence, freezers for storing liquid and
fire extinguishing equipment. All evidence stored in these secured rooms is recorded in the
electronic data base established for this purpose as well as in the record book. In order to track the
origins of arms and ammunition stored in evidence rooms, all weapons seized are recorded in the
BERT database.
The process of weapons destruction starts with Court / Prosecutors order. The whole process is
based on the SOP on Destruction of Arms. The list of weapons for destruction contains the following
details of the weapon: no. serial, calibre, producer and state; with each gun going through ballistic
before destruction. The whole process of destruction is photographed, recorded and stored on CD
for unlimited time. Members of the destruction committee draft and sign the destruction report. The
final step of this process is forwarding this report the Deputy Director for Operations and the
Director of Investigations
In terms of the narcotic destruction procedure, all drugs seized by KP are recorded, photographed
and weighted in the presence of the suspects, witnesses, attorneys, and police officers. The suspect is
interviewed by the police, asked to state the ownership of the drugs found in his/her possession. In
the presence of the parties, samples are taken for laboratory examination of each part of narcotics.
The whole procedure is recorded and photographed by Forensic officials, who also fill-in forms of
evidence. The sample drugs are sent to the Forensics Laboratory with the court order, while the
remaining drugs are kept in evidence rooms until destruction.
After laboratory examination of samples and the lack of appeal from the suspect a committee with
members from superior professional police anti-drug officials, forensic etc. is formed for the
destruction of narcotics. Until the destruction, narcotic substances are kept secured in the central
evidence room in strict safety measures and under constant camera supervision with a very limited
number of staff having access. The drugs are weighted and accompanying documents are verified
before transportation by the specialized road safety units to the destruction spot. The whole
destruction procedure done by the KP dominance Unit Experts is recorded. Members of the
destruction committee draft and sign the destruction report. The final step of this process is
forwarding this report the prosecution and the KP chain of command.
The area of money laundering in the Republic of Kosovo is regulated by the following legal acts:
 Criminal Code, Article 308;
 Law no. 03/l-196 on the prevention of Money Laundering and Financing Terrorism (adopted in
2010);
 Law no. 04/l-178 on the amendment of Law no. 03/l-196 on the prevention of Money
Laundering and Financing Terrorism;
 Regulation no. 2004/2 on preventing money laundering and similar criminal acts (adopted in
2004).
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In terms of institutional setup, the Financial Intelligence Unit of Kosovo is a central independent
national institution responsible for requesting, receiving, analyzing and disseminating to the
competent authorities, disclosures of information which concern potential money laundering and
terrorist financing.
The mission of the Financial Intelligence Unit is through its legal mandate, to be leading the overall
improvement of the government in preventing and combating money laundering and terrorist
financing at the national level. The proper functioning of the system as a whole, through close
institutional cooperation and activities of the Financial Intelligence Unit, is the main objective of the
FIU-Kosovo.
The Management Board of the Financial Intelligence Unit of the Republic of Kosovo (FIU) was
established by the Law No. 03/L-196 on Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
and the members of the board ex officio are:
Minister of Finance who serve as the Chair of the Board, Minister of Internal Affairs, the Chief
Prosecutor of Kosovo, the Director-General of the Kosovo Police, the Director of the Tax
Administration, the Director-General of the Customs of Kosovo, and the Managing Director of the
Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo.
The Board shall oversee and ensure independence of the FIU, but it has no executive or enforcement
powers vis a vis the FIU and no right to interfere in any way in FIU ongoing cases.
Kosovo Police guarantees the confidentiality of police investigations. If investigation abuse is
suspected, investigations related to these cases are initiated. Such cases are referred KPI. All
inquiries of this nature are carried out in cooperation with the state prosecution.
Indicators (examples)
Statistics on convictions related to organized crime for 2013 and 2014 can be found in the table
below.
Table 8: KPC organized crime statistics, 2013 and 2014
Status of cases
2013
2014
No. of cases
No. of persons
No. of cases
No. of persons
Cases at work
27
210
47
388
Inherited cases
16
118
25
223
New cases
11
92
22
165
Cases solved
2
9
8
125
Pending cases
25
201
39
262
In 2014, Prosecution offices have handled organized crime cases involving 125 persons in the
following manner:
 Criminal charges dropped for 5 persons,
 Investigation terminated for 49 persons, and
 Indictment following investigations against 73 persons.
In the same year, the courts have issued verdicts against four (4) defendants, all of whom were
found guilty on organized crime charges.
Regarding the number of cases and value of assets confiscated in corruption cases, criminal charges
were pressed against 248 people:
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Investigations dismissed against 297 people;
For 9 people were indicted for punitive order;
For 83 persons are direct indictment; and
About 379 people were indicted after investigation

This is general statistical data of sequestrated and confiscated assets coming from all criminal
offences related to corruption, organized crime, narcotics, money laundering etc.:
 Temporary confiscated assets (article 267) approved by the Court upon the request of State
Prosecutor - Approximate value of assets EUR 756,105.19
 Prosecution upon the Indictments has requested temporary confiscation of assets temporarily
confiscated
 Weapons, Total pieces - 24
 Vehicle, Bus, etc, Total - 41
 Money in cash, Total amount - EUR 21,920.24
 Money in bank accounts, Total amount - EUR 1,267,115,971.01
 Drugs, Total kg - 21,309.84
 Medicines, Total Items - 10,991
 Valuable assets, Total Items - 22,301.86
Confiscated assets by the Court upon the Ruling - Value of assets confiscated upon the Ruling:
 Weapons, Total pieces - 12
 Vehicle, Bus, etc, Total - 5
 Money in cash, Total amount - EUR 10,930.65
 Drugs, Total kg - 2,950.33
 Medicines, Total Items - 9,152
 Valuable assets, Total Items - 10,700.00
According to the 2014 Biannual Tracking Mechanism report, prosecution had at work 39 cases
against 110 persons concerning criminal offences related to money laundering, 32 cases with
criminal reports against 93 were inherited from 2013, while 7 cases with criminal reports against 17
persons were received during Jan-June 2014.
Prosecutions solved criminal reports against 17 Persons according to the group of criminal
offences related to money laundering. Out of this number of cases, Prosecution solved the
abovementioned cases the following way:
 Criminal report against 3 persons were dismissed
 Investigations were terminated for 9 persons
 Indictment following the investigations were filed against 5 persons
KPC does not possess concrete data considering final convictions for money laundering, but as
mentioned before, there is an ongoing process of developing a comprehensive inter-institutional
electronic case management data base system between Kosovo Police, State Prosecution and Courts.
With regards to implementation on the fight against narcotics, statistics on drugs seized at BCPs and
number of cases and arrests related to this type of crime are presented below:
Table 9. Drugs seized in border crossing points (Jan 2014- March 2015)
No. of cases No. of arrests
Confiscations
(Marihuana)
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Confiscations
(Cocaine)

Q1 2014

3

3

3 kg 368.19g

Q2 2014

9

16

5kg 789.5g

Q3 2014
Q4 2014

4
3

0
6

13.97g
894.6g

Total

18

24

10 kg 66g

Q1 2015

4

5

1 kg 202 g
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2kg 563.72 gr

2kg 563.72 gr

Annex 2: Update on Implementation of the Feasibility Study Midterm Benchmarks

1.
1.1.

Rule of Law
Provide concrete evidence of results in fighting organised crime and corruption as a matter
of priority, and strengthen legislation and its implementation particularly on prevention
and fighting against trafficking in human beings, drugs, their precursors and weapons
trafficking
The money laundering legal framework has been further enhanced with the adoption of two
Administrative Orders on 12 January 2015, as well as three SOPs and one Operations Manual on 13
January, 2015:
 Administrative Order for the prevention and detection of money laundering,
 Administrative Order for the prevention and detection of financing of terrorism, 12 January
2015;
 SOP on the work process of FIU-K for Analysis and Intelligence;
 SOP for goAML based on Work Processes;
 SOP for FIU-K Statistics; and
 Operations Manual for goAML forms.
With the purpose of improving further the policy framework in the area of money laundering, the
Strategy and Action Plan on Prevention of Informal Economy, Money Laundering, Financing of
Terrorism and Financial Crime were reviewed on 4 December 2014. This Strategy and AP have
incorporated recommendations deriving from the National Risk Assessment of Money Laundering
and Financing Terrorism in the Construction Sector.
A cooperation agreement was signed in December 2014 between Sate Prosecutor, Kosovo Police,
Customs, Tax Administration and FIU-K with the aim of facilitating the information exchange, risk
assessment and generally the coordination institutions and agencies in the area of law enforcement.
With regards to enforcement in this area, during period covering August 2014–April 2015, FIU has
received 129 Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR), while 80 was the total number of STRs received
in the period August 2013-April 2014. Out of 129 STRs, 76 are closed.
Efforts are joined by all law enforcement agencies and institutions in the fight against money
laundering. KP has investigated eight (8) cases of money laundering during the reporting period,
while it has received 17 intelligence reports from FIU-K.
The manner of prosecution offices for solving the 3 cases involving 8 persons in the first quarter of
2015 is as follows: Investigations terminated for 1 person; Charges were dropped for 3 persons; and
indictment following investigations filed against 4 persons. In the same period, courts found one
person guilty of money laundering charges.
The Kosovo Police continues its efforts in the fight against drugs as it is actively engages in
achieving the objectives set out in the National Strategy against Narcotics, 2012-2016 and the
implementation of the AP. Special focus is given to the prevention from and fight against the supply
segment of drug trafficking. During the reporting period, 290 persons were arrested on drug
trafficking charges, while in the same period covering last year, the number was 386.
Prosecution offices, in the first quarter of 2015 have solved 58 cases involving 97 persons in the
following manner: Charges were dropped for 4 persons; Investigations terminated for 5 persons;
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Indictment with the request for Punitive Order filed against 10 persons; Instant indictment filed
against 29 persons; and indictment following investigations filed against 49 persons;
During this period, courts have issued verdicts against 25 defendants on drug trafficking cases,
where all 25 were found guilty. In the field of international cooperation against drug trafficking, 22
information records and 62 ST-messages were exchanged with international counterparts, 4
verification requests were received, and joint international investigations are undergoing in two
cases.
Kosovo‟s fight against drug trafficking is not limited to police action and court decisions but it also
extends to supporting addicts on their recovery efforts. During the reporting period, the MoH has
delivered treatment programs with Methadone in five health institutions to 94 persons. These efforts
are a part of the National Strategy against Narcotics, 2012-2016.
Pursuing a better cooperation and higher efficiency of law enforcement agencies (KP, KC, FIU-K,
State Prosecutor, and TAK) in the fight against organized crime, entities in charge are working
towards functionalizing a system for intelligence information exchange among these authorities.
Since November last year, an assessment on the IT infrastructure and the interoperability of these
databases was conducted, and the report published in March this year recommended a number of
steps towards functionalizing this system, some of which have started to be applied by these
authorities, including drafting an MoU on 28 April, 2015, establishing a steering committee, and
creating unified standards for system data entry.
As for improving the accuracy and harmonization of statistics in the fight against corruption, KPC
has functionalized the database on the investigation, prosecution and adjudication of the top 50
most serious cases in the justice system, including organized crime and corruption. By March 2015,
seven (7) have been already identified. The identification of these cases is a result of the continuous
efforts undertaken by law enforcement agencies (State Prosecutor, KP, KC, FIU, and TAK) as well as
municipal assemblies.
In terms of the enforcement of the legislation in the field of fight against organized crime, during the
reporting period, the KP has worked on 42 cases of organized crimes, out of which, 24 were
forwarded to the prosecution offices.
In the first quarter of 2015, Prosecution offices have solved 4 cases of organized crime involving 6
persons in such manner: Criminal charges dropped for 3 persons; Investigation terminated for 2
persons; and indictment following investigations against 3 defendants.
During this period, courts have issued verdicts against 2 defendants on cases of organized crime,
where both defendants were found guilty.
Moreover, the KP has worked jointly with EULEX in three cases of organized crime and economic
crimes, one of which also included and the contribution of the KC. This as a result of 82 intelligence
information exchanged during this period.
Meanwhile, six intelligence officers in charge for case analysis were trained on strategic analysis.
In order to intensify international police cooperation in criminal matters, during this reporting
period MIA signed the following police cooperation agreements:
 Cooperation Agreement with Albania, March 2015; and
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Cooperation Agreement with United Kingdom and Northern Ireland, February 2015.

Moreover, in terms of enhancing institutional capacities, 1 police attaché was assigned diplomatic
mission in Germany and 1 is currently in the recruitment process, and after is to be deployed in
Belgium.
Regarding operations, during this period, Kosovo authorities have worked jointly with six MSs
(Austria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, and Slovakia) and Switzerland in two cases
involving smuggling of migrants: On 4 November 2014, 34 suspects were arrested, 13 of whom in
Kosovo, while on 24 March 2014, the number of arrested suspects was 44, with 4 of them arrested in
Kosovo. The latter operation was led by EUROPOL.
On requests related to international organize crime cases, during the reporting period, Directorate
for International Legal Cooperation has received 5 new cases, 66 new requests involved in existing
open cases, and 46 replies.
With the purpose of fighting against THB providing the necessary support to victims of crimes, the
Government has adopted the concept document on the Compensation of Crime Victims on 11 March
2015, while the MoJ is in the process of finalizing the draft-law.
The number of identified victims of THBs for the reporting period is 31, with one being referred to
institutions from one NGO. This number shows a sharp increase compared to period covering the
first input o PR in 2014, as the number of the THB victims at that time was 13.
Prosecution Offices in the first quarter of 2015 solved one case on human trafficking involving 7
persons in this manner: Criminal charges dropped for 1 person and indictment following
investigations against 6 persons.For the same period, the courts have pleaded 1 person guilty on
human trafficking charges.
In terms of providing treatment for victims of human trafficking, the MLSW plans to support them
with an allocated budget of €36,000 for 2015. The MLSW has continued supporting the shelters as
well as NGOs providing help and financial support to victims of domestic abuse and human
trafficking with 50% of direct services. Namely, the NGO Hope and Home for Children is contracted
by this ministry to provide support for both victims of domestic abuse and of human trafficking.
The number of victims of human trafficking who received treatment from Centres for Social Work
during the reporting period is 41, of them 23 adults and 18 minors. Furthermore, shelter was
provided for 31 victims.
In terms of international cooperation, Directorate for the Investigation of Trafficking of Human
Beings (DITHB) has exchanged 23 information records with the following states: Albania – 8, Great
Britain – 2, France – 2, Serbia – 2, Germany – 2, Montenegro – 2, Austria – 1, Belgium – 1, Turkey – 1,
USA – 1, and Switzerland – 1).
With the purpose of fighting and preventing the spread of terrorism in the territory of Kosovo, the
Assembly has adopted the Law on Prohibition of Joining Armed Conflicts outside State Territory on
12 March, 2015, and the working group on drafting the strategy for the prevention of violent
extremism is established.
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To enhance organizational capacities, the new structure which foresees these organizational
developments in the Antiterrorism Directorate was signed. According to this new structure, 30 more
staff members are expected to be recruited in this Directorate, and four are recruited during the
reporting period.
In the same period, 16 trainings and conferences were attended by 17 officers of the Antiterrorism
Directorate, while in March 2015, a joint training including the Directorate staff members and
prosecutors from the Special Prosecution Chamber was organized.
Regarding international cooperation, the Directorate has exchanged 38 information records with
other states.
In the area of fight against economic crime and corruption, during the first three months of 2015,
Prosecution offices issued 30 requests for temporary asset sequestrations and confiscations.
In reporting period, the AMSCA has received 42 decision on asset sequestration and 17 on asset
confiscation. The approximate value of the confiscated assets in this period is €780,000, while of the
sequestrated assets is €21,736,000, amounting to a total of €22,516,000.
Regarding the auctions on the sequestrated and confiscated assets, 5 of them were organized during
the reporting period, and the value sold equals to € 27,230.
In order to ensure sustainable fight against corruption, Kosovo has undertaken a number of efforts
at enhancing the legal and strategic framework. On legislative developments in the area of
anticorruption policy, the Law Amending the Law No. 04/L-051 on Prevention of Conflict of
Interest in discharge of Public Functions has been approved by the Government on 19 December
2014 and has passed the first reading in Parliament on 23 January 2015. The amendments of the Law
take into consideration alignment of its provisions with the Criminal Code, ensuring that corruption
related offences are criminalized. On the other hand, the Central Election Commission, in September
2014, has amended the Regulation No. 14/2013 on Financing Political Parties and Sanctions, which
has incorporated changes deriving from the amended Law that entered into force on 31 July 2013.
The regulation was adopted in January 2015 by the CEC.
Furthermore, the annual assessment of the risk of corruption was initiated in March 2015 in the
political sector, local government, central administration (particularly focusing on areas with high
risks, such as spatial planning, education, health and tax authorities), prosecution, judiciary, and
financial policies, and public procurement. This assessment will serve to review the Anti-Corruption
Action Plan 2013-2017. In February 2015, a summary report on the monitoring and implementation
of the Strategy and Action Plan against corruption 2013-2017 was published. Furthermore, the
annual report of the work of ACA was published on 31 March 2015, which contains information
about monitoring and implementation of the Strategy and Action Plan against corruption 2013-2017.
For further information please see Annex 8: KACA Annual Report
For a detailed statistical overview on investigation, prosecution and adjudication against organized
crime and corruption, including confiscation and recovery of criminal assets (with a comparative
approach for both 2013 and 2014), please see Annex 3: Comparative Report 2013-2014 on harmonization
of statistics – Inter-institutional mechanism for harmonization of statistics for characteristic criminal offences.
Furthermore, relating to the first three months of 2015 corruption statistics, please see Annex 4:
Statistical report on Criminal Offences related to corruption.
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1.2.

Improve the reliability of statistics on the fight against serious and organised crime and
corruption
Kosovo Prosecutorial Council (KPC) has functionalized its tracking mechanism in 2013. This
tracking mechanism ensures consistency and harmonization of statistics on the fight against crime
and corruption as it tracks the cases handled by the prosecution offices and the courts. Annual and
biannual reports are generated from this mechanism since 2013. Moreover, a comparative report
comparing statistics from 2013 and 2014 was generated in the beginning of 2015. For additional
information, please refer to Annex 5: Comparative Report 2013-2014 on harmonization of statistics – Interinstitutional mechanism for harmonization of statistics for characteristic criminal offences
1.3.

Actively support implementation of the mandate of EULEX, including of the Special
Investigative Task Force
The Kosovo institutions have continued to support the mandate of the EULEX and SITF in Kosovo.
There is good cooperation with EULEX in all levels, including prosecution, courts, police, KCS, and
also consultation in legislative processes.
With the aim of improving the efficiency of the juidicial system, the Joint Rule of Law Coordination
Board (JRCB) was restructured. The JRCB serves as a mechanism for the heads of Kosovo
institutions, EULEX and EUSR to discuss in detail challenges and other issues of the Kosovo judicial
system.
In July 2014, the KPC appointed a local acting Head of the SPRK. This based on the laws related to
the Mandate of the European Union Rule of Law Mission in the Republic of Kosovo, adopted in
2014. Furthermore, the State Prosecution cooperates closely with EULEX regarding criminal cases
covering the north of Kosovo, which are under the competence of the Basic Court of Mitrovica. In
accordance with the Brussels Agreement between Kosovo and Serbia on the integration of the Serb
community in the Kosovo justice system, the KJC and KPC has announced job vacancies for 48
judges from the minority communities and 15 for prosecutors from Serbian communities. The whole
process was carried out in close collaboration with EULEX.
The working group for the establishment of the Special Court for wartime abuses, founded by the
president of Kosovo, has drafted the law on the Special Court and the text of the necessary
amendments for the establishment of such court. On 14 April 2015, the Kosovo Constitutional Court
decided that constitutional amendments do not breach the Constitution of Kosovo. Soon these
amendments will be forwarded to the Assembly, and after their approval, the Assembly will
proceed with the draft law.
1.4.
Ensure readmission from Member States
With the aim of fighting irregular migration, and especially the flux of migrants leaving Kosovo at
the end of 2014, in the plenary session of 5 February 2015, the Assembly adopted the Resolution on
Illegal Migration of Kosovo's citizens. The adoption of the resolution was supported by all
parliamentary groups. One of the components of this Resolution foresees customs, tax, and
administrative reductions for individuals providing work for more than 10 persons. In cooperation
with the MSLW, through this Resolution, the Government aims to sign agreements with European
countries on providing seasonal work for the citizens of Kosovo.
Countries to whom Kosovo has already sent readmission agreement requests are Pakistan, Turkey,
Poland, Great Britain, Ireland, Latvia, and Macedonia, and it is awaiting their answers.
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The annual statistics in the area of readmission indicate a decreased number of the readmission
requests in 2014 compared to this number in 2013. While 2,535 was the number in 2014, in 2013, this
number was 3,778. However, a significantly increased number of both readmission requests and
readmitted persons is evidenced when the first quarter of 2015 is compared to the same quarter of
2014 as indicated in the table below:
Table 1: Readmission request
Number of readmission requests
Q1 2014
Q1 2015
554
2,316
Number of readmitted persons
Q1 2014
Q1 2015
1,034
2,922

Percentage increase
318%

182%

2.
Judiciary
2.1.
Take measures to reduce the total backlog of cases
Pursuant to the National Strategy for the Reduction of Backlog, Kosovo Courts have identified
102,009 backlog cases prior to 31/12/2011. During 2014, they have resolved 25,275 cases or 24.8 %,
whereas without execution cases it is 39.2 %.
2.2.

Implement the judicial reform, including by ensuring consistency among the laws on courts,
Judicial and Prosecutorial Councils and prosecution
The KJC in cooperation with KPC, MoJ, EULEX and European Office in Kosovo have closely worked
together in finalising the relevant four law package, which are approximated to EU laws and
standards. Currently, it is in its final stage of approval from the working group of which will be sent
to the Assembly for approval.
2.3.

Provide appropriate security and protection measures for judges and court staff, as well as
for prosecutors, witnesses and plaintiffs, and provide effective safeguards against threats or
intimidation
Apart from the administrative directions that are in place to deal with security of judges and court
staff against threats and intimidation, the KJC and other judicial and law stakeholders in Kosovo
together with EU institutions in Kosovo will hold a meeting in relation to further improving the
physical security of the palace of justice. Although based on the risk assessment conducted by the
Kosovo Police, the courts were considered a low risk factor and therefore the physical protection of
the courts with actual police officers was deemed unnecessary, meaning the private security
companies in place are sufficient physical protection.
2.4.
Ensure trials are conducted in appropriate premises and in line with the court procedures
Taking into consideration that there are currently 316 judges in the whole of Kosovo and only 62
court rooms, it has resulted in some hearings being held within the judge‟s chambers. These
hearings are conducted as such with the sole purpose of securing efficiency of cases with the hopes
of not increasing backlog because court rooms are fully booked.
2.5.

Continue recruiting judges and prosecutors from minorities, as set out in the legislative
framework
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On 25 March 2015, in line with the Brussels Agreement between Kosovo and Serbia for integration
of the judicial staff into Kosovo system, both the KJC and the KPC have announced the vacancy for
the recruitment of judges and 15 vacant positions for prosecutors from minorities. Following this
process, the KJC will conduct a study on community representation in the whole judicial sector as
required by law.

3.
3.1.

Public Administration
Make progress in implementing the public administration strategy and action plan and
related legislation. Ensure a sustainable public administration reform, including the
necessary funding and staffing.
On 15 April 2015, the Government approved the Regulation on Central Registration (No.23/03)
related to the types of permits and licenses. The implementation of this regulation is expected to
start immediately after its signing by the Prime-Minister.
On 7 March 2015, the Government approved the Regulation for the Kosovo‟s Civil Service Code of
Conduct.
The political commitment and importance stressed in the area of public administration reform led to
the adoption of two (2) decisions:
 Decision no. 05/09 of the Government of Kosovo, taken on 21 January 2015, for organizing and
functioning of the Council of Ministers in charge of ensuring the implementation of public
administration reform;
 Decision no. 09/13 of the Government, taken on 12 February 2015, for organizing and
functioning of structures in charge of enforcing the strategic documents for public
administration reform.
The first decision allowed the establishment of the political structures responsible for Organizing
and Functioning of the Council of Ministers for Public Administration Reform (CMPAR), which
held its first meeting on 29 January 2015. Whereas, the second decision adopted on 12 February 2015
is in full compliance with the requirements deriving from the process of the planning framework
that was also agreed with the European Commission and SIGMA. Consequently, CMPAR provided
that public administration reform is classified in three (3) pillars, namely:
 The development and coordination of policies and legislation, with Office of the Prime Minister
(OPM) as the responsible institution;
 Civil service, public service delivery and accountability, Ministry of Public Administration
(MPA) in charge, and
 Public Finance Management, under the responsibility of the Ministry of Finance (MF).
MTEF 2015-2017 has supported MPA partially with EUR 0.5 million per annum. Despite these
reference documents and detailed costing of the MPA's Strategy and Action Plan 2010-2013,
ultimately there were major challenges in implementation, i.e. lack of budget and non-allocation of
funds intended for implementation. This stagnation is intended to be addressed through the new
Strategy for the Modernization of Public Administration

4.
4.1.

Electoral Reform and Assembly
Ensure that the legal framework for elections better reflects best practice in the EU and that
implementation is also in line with international standards
Kosovo is a Parliamentary Republic in which voters elect the members of parliament (MPs) directly,
through a secret ballot, every four years. The entire territory is one electoral district and voting is
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done at the national level. In the area of electoral reform, due to previous elections‟ irregularities and
deficiencies of the existing electoral system, there was a need for improving the overall democratic
accountability and legitimacy through reform.
To this end, in April 2011, in the plenary session of the assembly, with 76 votes for, 6 against and 4
abstentions, the Kosovo Assembly established the Ad-Hoc Commission for Amending the Law on
General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo. The task of the Commission was the revision and
amendment of the Law on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo, which would create
preconditions for an electoral system that would ensure democratic voting and elections.
According to field experts, this reform aims to ensure a democratic electoral system in which the
citizens of Kosovo elect their representatives as deputies of the Kosovo Assembly and to ensure a
system that will put an end to the irregularities and technical errors which occurred as a result of
uncertainties in the Law on General Elections. The electoral reform also aims to make the election
system easier for the citizens in order to reduce the number of invalid votes and thus improve the
legitimacy of elections.
According to the Parliamentary Legislation Committee, various changes expect to occur through the
election reform, namely: changes related to Central Elections Commission, the communication
involving CEC and Complaints and Appeals Sub-commission, and voting, identification and
enumeration procedures.
More importantly, on 13 March 2015, a network of NGOs held a press conference stating that it is the
right time that we turn our focus to a genuine electoral reform, reducing the 5% electoral threshold
to 2.5%, and more importantly discussing all these elements through an open debate and with no
time pressure. It further suggested that the debate on electoral reform should also address the
election of the President directly from the citizens, and not necessarily adjusting to previous
agreements between political parties on their agreement to provide the country with a direct
appointment of their joint President candidate
4.2.

The Assembly to enhance its oversight of the executive, including of the security sector,
through improved scrutiny of legislation and monitoring of implementation of policies and
laws
In order to meet the requirements deriving from the SAA, the Government of Kosovo has taken
necessary steps to increase the oversight of the security sector, namely the Assembly of Kosovo
through the KSF Oversight Committee and in cooperation with relevant institutions has drafted the
Law for the Parliamentary Commissioner for KSF and Kosovo Police. This draft is supported by the
Ministry of Kosovo Security Force and the last legislature (legislature IV) did in fact approve it in
first reading. However, due to the dissolution of the Assembly, the draft has to undergo the same
procedure from the beginning again This draft-law‟s objective is the establishment of the Institution
of the Commissioner of the Assembly of Kosovo, KSF and KP, and as a result strengthening
parliamentary control and the rule of law, protection of rights and freedoms of the staff of these
institutions by actions or omissions of public authorities, other bodies and organizations exercising
public authority.
The Parliamentary Committee on Internal Affairs, Security and Oversight of KSF continued to
exercise its oversight role of the security force and police force of Kosovo through field visits,
hearing initiates, report reviews, monitoring the implementation of the relevant legislation as well as
overseeing the implementation of the police legislation. During the reporting period, this Committee
besides field visits has held:
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2 hearings with the KSF Minister
1 hearing with the Internal Affairs Minister
2 hearings with KSF lieutenants
1 hearing with the KP Director
1 hearing with the Police Inspectorate Director

4.3.

Assembly's financing and administration to be made more independent from the
government, notably through adopting legislation on the status of civil servants of the
Assembly, ensuring that the draft budget of the Assembly is modified by the government in
consultation with the Assembly before it is submitted to the Assembly for adoption
The Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo is a budgetary organisation and its budget is part of the
Annual Budget of the Republic of Kosovo. Therefore, the Assembly, as all other budgetary
organisations, is obliged to respect the provisions of the Law No. 03/L-048 on Management of
Public Finances and Accountability (Article 20.4) to prepare, submit and participate in budgetary
hearings organized by the Ministry of Finance, which is in charge of leading the budgetary process.
The Law on Management of Public Finances and Accountability contains no provisions obliging the
Ministry of Finance, respectively the Government, to seek the opinion of the Assembly when
reviewing financial requests of budgetary organizations or the Assembly‟s budgetary request itself.
However, during the phase of budgetary hearings the Ministry of Finance always invites the
Assembly Budget and Finance Committee to participate in all budgetary hearings.
It should be mentioned that thus far the review and approval of the budget and salaries of the staff
of the Assembly‟s administration was conducted in compliance with the Law on Civil Service and
Regulation on Working Hours and Compensations for Civil Servants of the Assembly
Administration, adopted by the Presidency of the Assembly.
The Committee for Budget and Finances considers until further legislative changes, the issue of
review and approval of the draft budget of the Assembly of Kosovo, including salaries and
compensations for the staff of its administration (as with other budgetary organisations), shall be
carried out pursuant to the legal framework in force, namely the Law on Management of Public
Finances and Accountability, Rules of Procedure of the Assembly, and Regulation on Working
Hours and Compensations for Civil Servants of the Assembly Administration

5.
5.1.

Human and Fundamental Rights
Investigate and prosecute any physical attacks against journalists and complete the
parliamentary procedure to change the Criminal Code on criminal liability of media and
protection of journalist sources
With regard to attacks and threats against journalists the KP has reported the following data:
Table 2: Statistics on attacks and threats against journalists
August – December
January
2014
2015
No of cases (total)
18
11
Proceeded
to
9
7
Prosecutors office
Cases
under
9
4
investigation
Source: Kosovo Police
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March

Meanwhile the KPC has in work 30 cases of attacks against journalists with 33 persons involved

5.2.

Streamline and simplify the multitude of bodies dealing with the protection of these rights
to ensure effective monitoring and enforcement of the legal framework in this area
The legislative framework protecting human rights has been further advanced with the adoption of
the Law against Discrimination, Law on the Ombudsman and Law on Gender Equality by the
Government on 18 March 2015. These laws will enhance the protection of human right also in terms
of creating new mechanism; the new law on the Ombudsman defines the Ombudsman Institution as
a mechanism of equality for promoting, monitoring and supporting equal treatment without
discrimination on any grounds
5.3.

Make progress on the enforcement of property rights for example through decreasing the
backlog of cases and improving enforcement of judicial and administrative decisions
To date the Kosovo Property Claims Commission (KPCC) completed the adjudication process for all
the claims referred for adjudication by the Executive Secretariat. The total number of adjudicated
property claims is 42,116. During the reporting period 644 claims have been adjudicated.
A total of 44,998 decisions have been delivered to the parties so far. While during the reporting
period 2,594 decisions have been delivered to the claimants, 626 to the respondents, and 30 to the
current users. So far the number of implemented decisions is 33,113 meanwhile during the reporting
period 4,257 decisions have been implemented.
During 1 August 2014 – 17 April 2015, 1,528 evictions have been scheduled, out of which 518
evictions have been executed through a physical eviction, including 86 evictions upon a request for
repossession of property and 432 due to non-payment of rent. During this period, 565 evictions have
been cancelled since the current occupants have paid the rent before the deadline for eviction with
the assistance of police and 164 evictions have been cancelled due to other reasons.
Up to the reporting period the KPA, through the Voluntary Rental Scheme, has rented out 1,146
properties. Throughout August 2014 to April 2015, 198 properties were rented out; (57 agricultural
properties, 2 commercial properties, 139 residential properties). As regards the Compensation
scheme for socially owned apartments there are 143 decisions to be implemented through
compensation. The amount necessary for the compensation of these properties is € 3.2 million which
the Agency could not provide.
5.4.

Harmonize legislation on personal data protection with EU standards and focus on its
implementation, notably by drafting secondary legislation and building up administrative
capacities
With the aim of enhancing the legal framework in the area of personal data protection, the AI on
Data Security has been approved by the NAPDD on April of 2015.
During the reporting period the NAPPD has carried 25 inspections on the implementation of legal
provisions on the protection of personal data and consequently has released 25 recommendations
and 5 opinions.
In terms of capacity building, in November 2014, the Agency has appointed an IT official. Out of 38
municipalities in the Republic of Kosovo, 35 of them now have data protection officers appointed.
Also 33 municipalities have a functional database on the number of deceased persons registered
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6.
6.1.

Protection of Minorities
Promote multi-ethnic Kosovo; create conditions for Kosovo Serbs to feel part of Kosovo's
future and conditions for the return of persons who wish to do so
As part of the assistance to returnee families and families of minority communities in total 27 houses
were built with the financial assistance of the MCR. Also the MCR has provided minor shelter
repairs, harmonized assistance packages and income generation for 10 returnee families in
Municipality of Ranilluge, Vushtrri, Dragash, Novobërdë and Gjilan.
As part of the Program for the support in the stabilization for the returnees from the camps in Republic of
Macedonia and the Republic of Montenegro, 24 houses have been built in the regions of Gjilan, Peja and
Prishtina. Meanwhile, as part of the project Sustainable return in Nenkalaja in Prizren 7 houses for eight
families have been built.
The project Return and Reintegration in Kosovo III was completed on October of 2014. The
approximate amount of the project was 5.3 million €. During the implementation of the project in
total 210 families (944 beneficiaries) were supported for the period November 2011 – October 2014.
In municipalities of Novoberde, Partesh, Prizren and Shterpce 210 houses have been built in total
and 10 infrastructural projects were implemented where 178 families benefited from harmonized
assistance (food packages and furniture). As part of the same project 160 packages of socio –
economic assistance and assistance on generating of incomes were also provided. In addition 80
participants benefited from trainings for woman and youth and 8 (eight) community projects for
woman and youth were implemented.
The programme for the Stabilization of Communities II is on its final phase of implementation and has
implemented 230 projects which aim to create employment opportunities and income generation
among the minority communities. During this phase of implementation over 250 workplaces were
ensured for members of communities
6.2.

Implement legislation related to the protection of cultural heritage and the Serbian
Orthodox Church
The Law on Cultural Heritage was approved by the Government on 1 April 2015 and has proceeded
to the Assembly.
The Council of the village Hoca e Madhe/Velika Hoca was established by the Municipal Assembly
on 30 January 2015, and all members were appointed. The Council of Cultural Heritage in Prizren
has been functioning as foreseen by the Law and has held a total of 20 meetings. During the
meetings, a total of 48 cases examined by the Directorate of Urbanism and Spatial Planning and the
Council for each subject has given his recommendations Also, the Municipality of Prizren appointed
one inspector for construction in Special protected areas. In total 28 municipalities are implementing
their Plan on Cultural Heritage as foreseen by the law. The IMC has held 4 meetings where mainly
issues of illegal constructions and property disputes within orthodox religious sites were addressed
6.3.
Ensure broadcasting in Serbian by the public broadcaster
Kosovo public broadcaster, broadcasts programs in minority languages. The Law on RTK (article 21,
section 4.1) states that 10% of the total budget allocated to RTK should be provided to the RTK
channel in Serbian. RTK 2 programme currently is being transmitted only through the cable system
and not through terrestrial broadcasting because of the lack of available TV channels (frequencies).
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Expansion of the transmission of RTK 2 program will only be possible by digital switching where
RTK 2 will initially have a transfer status under the must-carry rule (mandatory carriage) as the
second channel of the public broadcaster. After disconnection of analogue broadcasting, the public
broadcaster (RTK) will have a Multiplex for its channels to digital terrestrial television broadcasting
(required by the statement of digitization)
6.4.

Investigate and prosecute any physical attacks motivated by ethnicity or religion and bring
perpetrators to justice
With respect to addressing allegedly ethnically motivated crimes the KPC has reported the
following statistics for 2014:
 Kosovo Police has identified 1,339 cases;
 Prosecutorial Offices received 303 cases;
 6 cases have been closed and for 1 case the investigation has terminated;
Indictment with the request for punitive order has been filed in 21 cases; direct indictment in 52
cases and charges were brought after investigation in 16 cases; while 197 cases are under
investigation. While for statistics on ethnically motivated crimes for 2015 please see Annex 10: First
Quarter for 2015 for the work of prosecution offices with criminal cases of adult offenders and characteristic
criminal offences.
6.5.
Continue implementing decentralisation, notably in the new municipalities
After the establishment of Municipal Assemblies, permanent committees in four municipalities,
North Mitrovica, Zubin Potok, Zvecan, Leposavic have been established and appointed deputy
mayors for communities. Also municipal statutes have been harmonized with the legislation on local
self-government.
With regard to capacity building for new municipalities, North Mitrovica, Zvecan, Leposavic and
Zubin Potok, for the reporting period were conducted trainings where a total of 59 municipal
officials participated.
MLGA in close coordination and cooperation with GIZ and MEI held three (2 days) trainings to
provide the participants with information and skills necessary for dealing with the reporting and
monitoring of the Municipal Action Plan for SAA and TAIEX instrument of the European Union, as
well as issues related to European Integration process of Kosovo. In addition, MLGA has held
meetings with civil society and international organizations operating in Kosovo (KFOS, KCSF, and
OSCE) in order to coordinate activities and seeking donations related to the European integration
process of Kosovo, with particular emphasis on the local level. Likewise, MLGA has held a total of
10 meetings with donors with the aim of receiving their support to best assist the municipalities
coming out of the decentralization process to achieve their full functioning
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6.6.
Allocate budget, staff and premises to the Office of the Language Commissioner
The Office of the Language Commissioner has continued its functioning. For the period August 2014
– April 2015 has released 30 recommendations. These recommendations were directed to the
President‟s Office, OPM, line ministries and University of Prizren and concrete measures were
required on the implementation of the law.
6.7.

Progress on implementing the strategy and action plan for the Roma, Ashkali and
Egyptians, including through the allocation of the necessary resources
On 10 October 2014, was published the fourth Assessment Report on the Implementation of the
Strategy and Action Plan for 2014 where out of 228 indicators of the action plan, 179 have been
reported.
With regard to budgetary allocations, for the implementation of the Framework of Priorities of the
Action Plan for the Integration of Roma, Ashkali and Egyptians 2014 -2015, the allocated budget for
2015 is € 3,202,670 and the budget spent by the ministries for 2014 is € 2,974,158. Given the fact that
the ministries do not have a separate budget line to implement the strategy, the allocated budget of
ministries for 2015 is based on separate foreseen activities on the Priorities Framework

7.
Trade and Internal Market Issues
7.1.
Implement the legal framework on trade
Kosovo is a member of the Central European Free Trade Agreement. It has also finalized
negotiations for a Stabilization and Association Agreement with EU, predominated largely by a
trade-related content. In 2014, Kosovo has concluded negotiations on a Free Trade Agreement with
Turkey. The agreement is awaiting ratification by the two countries respective parliaments before it
can enter into effect.
As regards the monitoring of the implementation of CEFTA, three (3) meetings of the
Implementation Subcommittees and two (2) meetings of the Working Groups on services took place
since August 2014
As far as domestic mechanisms for implementing trade agreements, more specifically on the cases
concerning trade barriers such as Non-Tariff Barriers (NTB), Technical Barrier to Trade (TBT) and
Sanitary Phyto-sanitary measures imposed by CEFTA countries against Kosovo, it is important to
note that all cases are inserted into the market access barriers database. In addition, these issues have
been addressed and discussed during meetings of the subcommittee on NTBs and TBTs, and even in
the joint committee, which is the highest level for such issues in CEFTA.
The main focus of trade integration activities for this period includes CEFTA negotiations on
services and on improving trade facilitation coordination and activities. The CEFTA negotiations on
services will consist of six negotiating rounds in a timeframe of 18 months. The tentative end date
for concluding negotiations is March 2016. Following the negotiations, twelve sectors will be subject
to liberalization with the following tentative schedule:
 1st and 2nd round – business and professional services;
 3rd round– tourism, environmental and recreational (minus audiovisual) services;
 4th round- communication and construction services;
 5th round– distribution, education and health services;
 6th round– finance, transport and audiovisual services.
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The first round of negotiations (business and professional services) took place on November 6, 2014
in Skopje, Macedonia. Representatives from Kosovo, Albania, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro,
Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina attended the meeting. Each party had prepared their offers in
different sectors regarding professional and business services. The offer specified limitations to
market access and limitations to national treatment for foreigners based on 4 Modes of Supply of the
GATS rules. Based on that, we indicated in our offer the level of liberalization per each sector and
subsector.
The second round of negotiations chaired by Moldova took place on February 26-27, 2015 in
Brussels. During this meeting professional services and liberalization of business were negotiated.
Given the increased number of commitments related to trade in services that stem out from the SEE
2020 Pillar on Integrated Growth as well as the CEFTA Agreement, the secretariat of CEFTA
suggested to establish the higher level body i.e. Subcommittee, which would oversee and coordinate
the work of three subordinate bodies that deal with negotiations, statistics and recognition of
professional qualifications. In addition, this will not only facilitate addressing of these commitments
in a more efficient way, but it will also make the reporting easier.
As negotiations advance, increased attention is focused on implementing them via trade facilitation
measures. Trade facilitation includes many stakeholders across the government. The Trade
Department is strengthening its coordination role and defining priorities for CEFTA-affiliated donor
projects focused on trade facilitation.
7.2.
Implement the legal framework on internal market
Standardization
As regards the adoption of new standards, KSA has so far adopted over 7,486 European and
International standards as Kosovo Standards. All standards are adopted through the cover page
method. In this reporting period alone, a total of 976 standards have been adopted as Kosovo
standards for the reporting period, as elaborated in the table below.
Table 3: Statistics on standards adopted during August 2014 – April 2015
Fields
No. of Standards
Adopted
Metrology
180
Petroleum and gas
166
Construction
160
Agriculture
150
Machinery
144
Personal protected
109
equipment
Energy
67
Total
976
On the administrative capacities, the new Kosovo Standardization Council was established in January
2015, which has approved the 6 month working plan and also brought new suggestions on
standardization activities (approval of European harmonized standards as Kosovo standards, KSA
membership in international mechanism of standardization (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC) and
intensive promotion of standardization in Kosovo).
Accreditation and Conformity Assessment
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As regards accreditation, during the reporting period, Kosovo Accreditation Directorate (KAD)
continued with accreditation, re-accreditation, extension of field of accreditation and regular
surveillance of Conformity Assessment Bodies (CABs) including both testing laboratories (TL) and
inspection bodies (IB) where it:
 Accredited 6 testing laboratories;
 Re-accredited 4 testing laboratories;
 Conducted regular surveillance of 6 testing laboratories;
 Conducted regular surveillance of 4 inspection bodies.
With regards to signing the Multilateral Agreement (MLA) with European Co-operation for
Accreditation (EA), KAD has been assessed from an EA evaluation team during November 3-7, 2014.
The evaluation report with findings (concerns, non-conformities) has been received by KAD on
December 17, 2014. As a result, KAD has prepared an action plan that illustrates the necessary
measures to address the findings. At this stage, KAD is in the final stage to provide evidences for the
closing of findings.
On the implementing legislation adopted during the reporting period in the area of conformity
assessment, please refer to the table below.
Table 4. Secondary legislation adopted during August 2014 – April 2015.
Regulation

Objective

Date of
Approval

Regulation
No.04/2014 on
Equipment and
Protective
Systems Intended
for Use in
Potentially
Explosive
Atmospheres
Regulation No.
06/2014 on the
Conformity
Assessment of
Construction
Products

It determines the
requirements that
equipments and protective
systems intended for use in
potentially explosive
atmospheres must meet in
order to protect the safety
and health of their users.

September
04, 2014

It sets out the methods of
assessing outcomes and other
requests related to
Conformity Assessment
activities, procedures and
documents, conformity
assessment system for
construction products, the
standards for the issuance of
Conformity Documents,
Conformity Document
content, as well as keeping
records of Conformity issued
documents.
It defines the criteria and
conditions for the issuance,
extension and revocation of

Administrative
Instruction
No.11/2014 On
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Reference to
National
Law
Law No.
04/L039Technical
Requirements
for Products
and
Conformity
Assessment

Equivalenc
e to EU
legislation
Directive
94/9/EC
ATEX

September
24, 2014

Law
No.
04/L-181 on
Construction
Products

Constructio
n Product
Regulation
CPR
305/2011/E
U
Constructio
n Product
Directive
CPD
89/106/EE
C

Adopted on
November
20, 2014

Law No.
04/L-181 on
Construction

Constructio
n Product
Regulation

The Conditions
For Subjects
Performing
Conformity
Assessment
Procedures For
Construction
Products

authorization to carry out
conformity assessment
procedures as well as specific
activities in relation to
conformity assessment
procedures.

Products

CPR
305/2011/E
U
Constructio
n Product
Directive
CPD
89/106/EE
C

For the effective implementation of the Law No. 04/L-039 on Technical Requirements for Products
and Conformity Assessment, the following measures have been taken:
 In accordance with Regulation No.08/2014 on Exchange Information and Notification of
Technical Regulations, Conformity Assessment Procedures and Standards, National Notification
Enquiry Point was functionalized within Quality Infrastructure Division (QID) in MTI. The
National Notification Enquiry Point reports updates on technical regulations, conformity
assessment procedures and standards to the CEFTA Secretariat. In February 2015 the
Notification Enquiry Point notified the CEFTA Agreement Parties through Transparency Pack
on the Draft Regulation on Detergents (drafted by Ministry of Environment and Spatial
Planning);
 In accordance with requirements of Regulation No. 09/2012 for Lifts and their Safety
Components (transposed according to Directive 95/16/EC), on August 22 and October 20 2014,
MTI has authorized two Conformity Assessment Bodies (CAB) for Lifts and their Safety
Components;
 In accordance with the requirements of Regulation No. 05/2012 Cableway Installations
Designed to Carry Persons (transposed according to Directive 2000/9/EC), on November 11,
2014, MTI has authorized a Conformity Assessment Body (CAB) for Cableways Designed to
Carry Persons;
 Published guideline for the implementation of technical regulation for personal protective
equipment (PPE) on April 22, 2015, based on Regulation No. 08/2012 on Personal Protective
Equipment (transposed according to Directive 89/686/EEC).
In addition, a number of bodies have been authorized in the area of conformity of petroleum
products aiming to further improve compliance to legislation in effect:
 Exfis Labs, authorized on December 19, 2014 on the basis of standard SK EN ISO 17025;
 KPU Inspekt, authorized on December 04, 2014 on the basis of standard SK EN ISO 17020;
 Saybold Pan Adriatika, authorized on January 16, 2015 authorized under SK EN ISO 17020.
As regards the awareness raising activities in the area of conformity assessment, a practical guide on
“Infrastructure in the Republic of Kosovo” has been published in April 2015. In the priod August
2014-April 2015, promotional materials regarding the quality infrastructure in Kosovo were
distributed to business community throughout Kosovo. Broadcasting of TV ads and information
activities took place.
Metrology
As regards the legislative framework, transposition of the Measuring Instruments Directive (MID) is
still an ongoing process. A draft of MID shall be developed by end of April 2015. Adoption by the
parliament is expected to happen by end of June 2015.
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On the administrative capacities, KMA signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with General
Directorate of Metrology (GDM) of Albania in October 2014. The scope of this agreement includes
cooperation in the field of Metrology with specifics in exchange of trainings, participation on inter
laboratory comparisons. In December 2014, KMA staff visited General Directorate of Metrology
(GDM) laboratories in Albania and participated on training organized by DPM staff, on the topics:
Pressure, Mass, Introduction to pre-packaging and Introduction on Quality Management System.
A number of trainings took place during the reporting period to increase the competence of the
Metrology Agency staff. Trainings have been provided with assistance of IPA project “Support to
the Free Movement of Goods (FMG). See table below for the complete list of trainings.
Table 5. Trainings for Metrology Agency Staff
Training Title
ISO 17025
Calibration of volumetric instruments (volumetric and gravimetric
methods)
Presentation of ISO 17020
Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM)
Calibration of time and frequency instruments
(As a result of the training on time and frequency the list of minimal
technical conditions will be prepared)
Calibration of Gas Analyzers
Calibration of atmospheric pressure instruments

Date
January 2015
February 2015
February 2015
February 2015
March 2015

March 2015
March 2015

Staff of Metrology Agency has visited the Byro of Metrology (BoM) in Macedonia on October 24,
2014 and February 16, 2015. The scope of visit was to discuss about MoU and cooperation on the
field of Metrology including exchange of trainings and participation on bilateral inter-laboratory
comparisons. During those visits, KMA staff was also introduced to BOM laboratories and
exchanged mutual experiences.
Market Surveillance
A new Draft Law on Trade with Petroleum, Petroleum Products, and Renewable Fuels is being
prepared. It is planned to be sent to the Government for approval in Q2 2015. The draft-law will
replace the existing Law No. 03/L-138, amending and supplementing Law No. 2004/05 on Trade
with Petroleum and Petroleum Products in Kosovo.
The draft, among other changes, reduced the penalty provisions, added more penalty provisions to
cover all requirements of the draft-Law, extended the validity of permits for exercising activity with
petroleum from two to five years, prepared the legal base for using bio-fuels, and defined acceptable
losses of fuels (evaporation losses during transport). In 2013 the initial draft-Law was rejected by the
Assembly.
As regards the implementing measures, market inspectorate for the reporting period has conducted
the following activities:
 1,135 inspections of economic operators who operate in the private sector in the Republic of
Kosovo;
 25 decision for fine verdicts;
 91 request for initiation of offense procedures.
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On the unsafe products in the inland market, 215 electrical moving lamps have been seized (due to
non placement of the declaration of conformity and CE; 470 pairs of sports shoes have been seized
(due to placement on the market with inaccurate data regarding their origin. And, 8 scientific books
were seized (due to multiplication without copyright).
As a result of monitoring the quality of oil, during the reporting period there were 351 oil samples
tested, also there are 8 oil points of sale closed because they were found operating without license.
Consumer Protection
As regards legislative developments, Regulation on Internal Complaints Handling Process was
approved by the Board of Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo and entered into force on October
1, 2014. It aims to define minimum requirements on internal complaints handling process, which
shall be established by financial institutions to handle complaints arising from their past, current
and potential customers in order to establish a level playing field across the financial institutions
and ensure fair treatment of customers.
Regulation No. 05/2014 on Defining the Prices and Sale of Discount Commodities has been
approved on September 22, 2014. It sets out the indicators of the sale price and price per
measurement unit for the products offered by traders to consumers with the aim of improving
consumer information and facilitate price comparisons and discount sale. It complies with Directive
98/6/EC of the Consumer Protection in Indication of the Prices of Products Offered to Consumers.
The Consumer Protection Council has met eight times during the reporting period. Relevant
stakeholders came to agreement to start working in the drafting of the Consumer Protection
Program 2016-2020.
Department for Consumer Protection during the reporting period received a total of 131 complaints
out of which 79 complaints have been solved in favour of the consumer. The remaining 43
complaints were made related to issues with internet connection, products with discounts and
expiration dates. These complaints were not able to be inspected within the reasonable given time
due to distant rural areas, and when the inspection was carried out the situation of that momentum
had already been changed.
Complaints addressed to the Division of Appeals of Financial Services Users within CBK are
presented in the Table below.
Table 6: Complaints addressed to the Division of Appeals of Financial Services Users from August 2014 to
April 2015
Financial Institutions
Bank, IMF, IFJB
Insurance Companies
Pension Funds
Total complaints

Total
Complaints

Solved in favor
of clients

Refused

Being
reviewed

116
147
1

38
65
1

72
70
0

6
12
0

264

104

142

18

Table 7: As regards the capacity development, the table below lists activities that have taken place
during the reporting period
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Type of training

Place of
Training

Date

No of
Participants

ICPEN-International Consumer Protection and
Enforcement Network-annual meeting on
cross border purchases, online shopping etc

Sweden

April 14-16,

2

United Nations Conference -Expert meeting on
cyber-laws and regulations for enhancing ecommerce.
United Nations Conference -Expert meeting on
drafting the UN guidelines on Consumer
Protection.
Workshop on Consumer Protection and
Competition organized by UNCTAD.

Switzerland

March 25-27,

2

Switzerland

January 22-23,
2015

1

Bulgaria

November 2223, 2014

1

Some of the key activities related to awareness raising in this reporting period include:
 A TV ad for rising consumer awareness about consumer protection was created. The ad was
broadcasted during the month of September 2014 in two local TV channels (RTV21 and RTK). In
the latter channel the ad is being broadcasted during the whole month of March 2015.
 A meeting with the business community was organized Gjilan in December 04, 2014. The theme
of the meetings was: quality infrastructure & consumer protection;
 3 different brochures have been distributed around Kosovo, with promoters in town squares,
and via newspapers (a total of 130.000 brochures, 70.000 food safety instructions brochures,
50.000 brochures with the message “ask for your cent” and 10.000 brochures with general
information on consumer protection and their rights to complaints;
 Round table “on the way towards realizing the rights of consumers” held on February 6, 2015,
organized together with none government organization Kosovo Advocacy and Development
Centre KADC;
 Round table on “Food Safety” held on March 17, 2015 in the framework of consumer‟s day;
Movement of Service
Two rounds of CEFTA negotiations on Business and Professional Services took place on November
2014 and February 2015. As an outcome, CEFTA countries agreed the commitment in Mode 4 for
each servile activity scheduled to be marked as None because the commitments on this Mode will be
in full acceptance of all the categories of services suppliers (Business visitors, Intra-corporate
transferees, Graduate trainees, Business service sellers, Contractual service suppliers, Independent
professionals and Short term visitors for business purposes) i.e. Natural person has been agreed for
180 days of stay within 12 month period of time, with possibility of automatic extension.
On April 10, 2015 the EU Trade Policy project in cooperation with Trade Policy Unit has prepared a
report on improved trade facilitation coordination structure across different government
institutions. The aim of this report is to strengthen institutional structure in Kosovo for
mainstreaming international trade processes and obligations such as SAA implementing process,
WTO accession, Trade Facilitation, and RCC Strategy 2020.
Movement of Persons
As regards the coordination of the social insurance system, the working group of MLSW for
development of negotiations between the Republic of Kosovo and states of the region and EU in the
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field of bilateral agreement for pension, social and disability insurance on February 5, 2015 met with
representatives of the Social Insurance Institute of the Republic of Albania. As an outcome of this
meeting a memorandum of understanding was signed between MLSW and the Social Insurance
Institute of the Republic of Albania on February 9, 2015.
On 27 – 29 October 2014, a meeting took place in Podgorica between two delegations of Pensions
Funds, that of Montenegro and the delegation of the Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare of
Republic of Kosovo related to implementation of agreement for confirmation of pension insurance
periods. It was further discussed about exchange of legislative information between the two
contracting parties, exchange of questions and answers related to implementation of agreement for
confirmation of pension insurance periods for obtaining the right to pension.
With regard to employment of foreigners, Department of Labor and Employment based on Law No.
04/-L-219 on Foreigners and Administrative Instruction No.01/2014 on the Procedure of Issuance of
Residence Permit for Foreigners and the Certificate for Notification of Work for the reporting period
issued a total of 176 certificates for notification of work.
The Labor Inspectorate has undertaken a number of measures for implementation of labor
legislation. During the period August 1, 2014 – March 31, 2015, the Labor Inspectorate has carried
out a total of 5,711 inspections out of which 3,557 cases were regular inspections, 1,685 repeated
inspections, 368 cases at the request of (third) parties and 101 cases in collaboration with other
institutions. As a result of these inspections:
 134 economic subjects were legalized;
 1231 employees were legalized;
 851 warning notices were issued;
 80 fines were issued;
Additionally, during the reporting period, a total of 23,559 workers have been inspected.
Movement of Capital and Financial Services
On legislative developments, adoption of the General Insurance Law was postponed due to delays
for the establishment of the new institutions after elections in 2014. Currently, the draft law is
undergoing its final revisions by the competent working group composed of representatives from
the Central Bank of Kosovo and the Ministry of Finance. The law is part of the Government
Legislative Program 2015 and is expected to be reviewed and approved by the Parliament by the
end of the second quarter of 2015. Draft Law on Microfinance Institutions and Non-bank Financial
Institutions has been sent to the Ministry of Finance in 2014, which is also delayed because of the
establishment of the new Government.
Table 8: The table below lists regulations and instructions adopted during the reporting period
including the objective of each piece of legislation.
Name of legislative act
Objective
Date of
Approval
Amendment of
It aims to set minimum security requirements for March 26, 2015
Regulation on Minimum areas in which banking activities operate, in order
Security Requirement
to trigger secure development of these activities.
Regulation on Mortgages It aims to establish minimum requirements and February
26,
(based on EU Directives
standards for loans secured by real property, 2015
and Basel III standards)
including application process, lending, financing
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Regulation on Appraisal
of Real Estates (based on
EU Directives and Basel III
standards)

and servicing of mortgage loans.
It aims to set minimum requirements and
standards that must be applied by financial
institutions in assessing property in relation with
transactions in which the real estate is used as
collateral for any credit instrument issued by
financial institutions.
It aims to ensure that banks hold sufficient capital
to cover their business risks, to maintain a
minimum level of capital and a report of capital
that reflects bank's risk exposures within and offbalance.

Amendment of
Regulation on Capital
Adequacy (this regulation
was amended for the
purpose of reflecting the
required changes of the
Regulation on Mortgages
on the risk weights assigned
to mortgages)
Legislation in relation to Pension Funds
Regulation on
It sets out the conditions, requirements,
Licensing of the Asset
procedures and deadlines that must be followed
Managers for the Pension for application and granting of license for financial
Fund Assets
managers of pension funds.
Regulation on Individual It sets out the conditions for the payment of
Savings Pension
pensions for participants and beneficiaries of the
Payments
Kosovo Pension Savings Trust and providers of
individual supplementary pensions.
Regulation on Licensing
It sets the conditions, requirements, procedures
of Supplementary
and deadlines that must be followed for
Employer Pension Funds application and granting of license for
Supplementary Employer Pension Funds.
Regulation on Licensing
It sets the conditions requirements, procedures
of supplementary
and deadlines that must be followed for
individual pensions
application and granting of licenses for
Supplementary Individual Pensions.
Legislation in relation to Payment System
Regulation on Payment
It is a report of statistics on payment instruments.
Instruments Statistics
Consequently, the regulation defines the reporters,
statistical obligation of reporters, reporting period,
statistical reports, and confidentiality.
Regulation on Bank
It determines the structure of bank account
Account Standard
numbers, the relationship between the bank and
Numbering System
the client in relation to generation, communication
and the use of bank account numbers, as well as
procedures for checking the validity of bank
account numbers.
Regulation on
It sets out the requirements for the content of
International Payments
international payment orders, terms of their
acceptance and execution as well as obligations for
reporting.
Instruction on the Direct
It defines the rules, conditions, procedures,
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February
2015

26,

February
2015

26,

October 30, 2014

October 30, 2014

December 29,
2014

December 29,
2014

October 2014

November 27,
2014

November 27,
2014

November 17,

Debit Scheme Operation
Instruction on the Kos
Giro Scheme Operation

standards and basic requirements for the
operation of the direct debit scheme.
It defines the rules, conditions, procedures,
standards and basic requirements for the Kos Giro
Scheme Operation.

2014
November 17,
2014

In addition, CBK has continued working on the amendment of the existing rules on prevention of
money laundering and counter terrorist financing. The final draft regulation is under last revision of
the working group within the Anti-Money Laundering division of the Central Bank of Kosovo. Part
of the CBK legislative plans for 2015, is adoption of additional regulation in order to cover the
complete disclosure of financial products and services by financial institutions and also to determine
rules for financial institutions on advertisement of their services of products. In this context, it is
worth noting that during this period, CBK has also finalized all insurance secondary regulations
based on the draft of General Insurance Law, which regulations will be issued after the approval of
the Law by the Kosovo Parliament.
CBK has started to adopt initially the standard approaches for measuring, evaluating and
monitoring the credit and operational risk of Pillar I. According to the Strategic Plan 2015-2019, CBK
intends to comply with Basel Regulatory Framework and EU Directives also for other risks in Pillar I
and Pillar II according to the products which are developed and provided in the banking sector of
Kosovo for those risks covered under Pillar I and Pillar II of Basel Regulatory Framework. AS to
Pillar III, the current published regulations are generally in compliance and they will be revised with
best practice once the full compliance with pillar I & II is in place. In this regard, a comprehensive
gap analysis was carried out in 2014 and a clear roadmap was internally approved to achieve full
compliance with the required framework directives in the provided regulatory timeframe.
On institutional developments, Revision Division as of January 2015 started to function as an
independent unit and reports directly to the Deputy Governor for General Functions (previously
this division was part of the Legal Department). A total of 7 new staff members have been recruited
of which a legal officer (September 15, 2014), a Support Division Officer (April 4, 2015), Two
Insurance Supervisors (February 18, 2015 and February 16, 2015), Two Bank Supervisors (February
16, 2015), Analysis Officer (February 2, 2015) and a Receptionist (February 2, 2015).
In September 2014, the CBK has started a project for Implementation of Basel Capital Framework,
with the support of the GIZ (Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit) from Germany. This
project is lead by a resident advisor who will work for the next two years in the harmonization of
regulation on capital adequacy with the first pillar – standardized requirements.
Intellectual Property Rights
As regards the legislative developments, Law on Patents, Law on Trademarks and Law on
Industrial Design have been amended and preliminary public consultations were conducted. There
has been no objection from any party received, and statements on financial implications were
prepared. All primary legislation related to industrial property and copyrights is in the revision
process to further align it with the relevant acquis:
 Draft Law on amending and supplementing the Law Nr.04/L-029 on Patents
 Draft Law on amending and supplementing the Law Nr.04/L-026 on Trade Marks
 Draft Law on amending and supplementing the Law Nr.04/L-028 on Industrial Design
 Draft Law on amending and supplementing the Law Nr.04/L-187 on geographical indications
and designations of origin
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The revised law should, according to the legislative agenda be adopted by the government by the
end of the second quarter of 2015.
As to the Law No.04/L-187 on Geographical Indications and Designations of Origin, it applies to a
wide variety of natural, agricultural and manufactured products that have a specific geographical
origin and possess qualities, reputation or characteristics that are essentially attributable to their
place of origin. It sets out general provisions on the protection of geographical indications as one of
the objects of intellectual property rights.
Concerning the system and procedures of registration, Ministry of Trade and Industry is the
registration authority, the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural Development is the
certification authority and the Agency for Food and Veterinary is the controlling authority. The
current Law is considered to be not fully in line with the EU „statutory regulations‟. Therefore it was
necessary to be amended and the new draft Law is fully in line with the EU legislation.
Transposition tables have been prepared.
As to the procedure for registering the GIs, any association of producers or a natural person may file
an application for registration of a GI or designation of origin. The application is submitted to the
Industrial Property Agency and it must be accompanied by a number of documents: product
specification, a description of the product, the boundaries of the geographical area, etc. If the
documents meet the requirements the GI (geographical indications)/DO (designation of origin) than
it is entered into the registry. Every producer in the same geographical area whose products meet
the requirements of the product specification may file an application to be entered in the register as a
user of the registered GI/DO.
Industrial Property Agency (IPA) currently consists of 8 permanent officers, as of 1st of April 2015 6
local experts are hider to serve for a temporary 6 months period. Also, 4 employees from other
department of MTI has been transferred temporary for a 12 month period, to work for the IPA in
order to solve the backlog of applications.
Table 10: IPA applications, decisions and notifications for the reporting period 01 August 2014 – 30 April
2015 see tables below.
IPA applications
Trademarks
Patents
Ind. Designs
Total:
Applications
1108
95
5
1208
IPA decisions issued
Trademarks
Patents
Industrial
Total:
Designs
Decisions
1309
92
4
1405
9
IPA Notifications
Trademarks
Patents
Industrial
Total:
Designs
Notifications
3010
186
4
3200
In total there are 2,517 trademark applications published on the official bulletin.

9

Notification means invitations to applicants to either pay fees or submit extra documents
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The Committee for Appeals on IPA decisions has received and solved 78 complaints. In addition to
registering trademarks, patents and industrial designs, IPA promoted the importance of IPR to
relevant communities to increase public engagement with IPR, on average there were some 25
participants per event. IPA representatives took part in many TV and radio events to disseminate
information about IPR in Kosovo.
The State Intellectual Property Council has met on 20th March 2015, where members of the Council
reported on the progress of their respective institutions in implementing the strategy 2010-2014. The
tables of contents for the new IPR Strategy 2015-2018 has been prepared with the support of the EU
project “Strengthening the IPR system in Kosovo”.
On capacity building, a number of seminars, presentations and round-tables have been organized
during the reporting period specifically for the business community in Kosovo in different
municipalities. The table below summarizes some of the main activities in this respect.
Table 11: Trainings for IPR
Type of training

Place of
Training

On-the-job training for patents

Kosovo

On-the-job training in relative grounds for
refusal (2 sessions)

Kosovo

On-the-job training in industrial designs;
Introduction
to
industrial
designs;
consideration of design applications
Training in the new version of Industrial
Property Automation System (IPAS - Java)
Seminar on TM for judges - relative grounds
for refusal

Date
July,
November
2014,
January 2015
October 2014
and
January
2015

#Participants

1

5

2
Kosovo

September 2014

Bulgaria

November 2014

2

Kosovo

November 2014

2

In addition, three roving seminars and a business course on IP were organized between December
2014 and January 2015 where some 100 participants took place.
As regards the enforcement by the Customs, the Strategic Operation Framework 2013-2015 of
Kosovo Customs was reviewed and the Action Plan on IPR for 2015 has been issued in this reporting
period. According to the statistics on IPR sector Kosovo Customs has approved 46 applications for
registration of Trademarks. The total number of interventions by Kosovo Customs was 245 cases,
where 1,804,498 pieces valued at EUR 4,5 million were detected for infringing IPR. From the total
number of interventions, 216 of them were based on Response to Requests for action by rights
holders, while 16 cases were based on Reaction on Ex Officio and there have been issued one
hundred seventy (170) risk profiles for violators of intellectual property rights.
It is important to mention that the office has provided legal advice to 137 right holders during the
reporting period on infringement proceedings and protections of the rights.
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On Copyright and Related Rights, the Task Force against Piracy in cooperation with Microsoft has
sent a letter to notify approximately 1500 business in Kosovo, that they are obliged to use legal
software on conducting their activities. This letter has been sent via mail to businesses on 25 th of
February 2015. In addition, with the intention to fight digital piracy, the Task Force has prepared
also a warning letter which was disseminated via email on 09th of March 2015 to website
administrators to remove from their web pages pirated materials and remind them about the legal
consequences.
The copyright office has put in place an awareness raising and educational plan for the year 2015.
The implementation of the plan started to be implemented form March 2015 focusing on
universities, the users of copyright and related rights, libraries, youth centers and several schools in
Kosovo.
Public Procurement
As regards the legislative developments, Public Procurement Law no. 04/L-042 is aligned with the
public procurement Directives EU nr 17/2004 and 18/2004. The law will be amended this year
according to the Government‟s Annual Legislative Program. Among others, the amendment will
further align it with classic procurements and services (EU 2014/24 and EU 2014/25). The
Administrative Instruction Nr.02/2015 for the implementation of central public procurement
procedures in the Republic of Kosovo has been adopted with a Government Decision on the 12 th of
February, 2015.
Kosovo has started to develop the platform of electronic procurement. The project financed by
World Bank for “Modernization of Public Sector (PMPS)” which begun on 08 of December 2014, is
providing support in developing the e-procurement.
Based on the received reports by the contracting authorities, a total of 11.362 public contracts have
been signed during 2014. The contracts signed consist of the following:
 Supply contracts with 45.71%.
 Service contracts with 13.35%,
 Design contest with 0.06%,
 Contracts for Works with 40.88%.
A total of 857 notifications for award of contracts have been published on the PPRB website for the
period January - March 2015. Of this, 446 were supply notifications, 304 service notifications, and
107 were works contract notifications.
Structural analysis shows that during 2014, the participation of the open procedure stood at 72.55%
of the total value of the signed contracts making it the most used procedure. This is known as the
most transparent procedure.
During the reporting period, the monitoring department has conducted 29 regular monitoring of
contracting authorities. Some 250 cases of violations of rules and provisions of public procurement
law have been found.
As of last year, PPRC has started to monitor the notification for higher value contracts before they
are published on the web page, whereas from January 2015 it has started also to monitor mid-values
contracts. This process of monitoring the contract notices is in favor of removing errors in contract
notices and elimination of criteria regarding discrimination in favor to economic operators. Up to
now 204 reports have been issued for the contract before the publication on the website of PPRC.
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On capacity building, Public Procurement Regulatory Commission has 28 employees of which three
(3) are Board members. Three (3) IT experts have been recruited and they are expected to start the
work on 1 May, 2015.
In cooperation with KIPA (Kosovo Institute Public Administration), basic and advanced level
trainings have been held for Public Procurement. The basic level consisted of 15 modules where
some 118 people have participated. Around 109 of them have taken the test held on 21.07.2014 and
re-test held on 19.09.2014 and have been certified. The issued certificate is valid until 2016. The
advanced level also consisted of 15 modules. Some 95 officials have taken part. 79 of them have
taken the test and 44 of them have been certified. Currently there are a total of 736 officials certified
for basic level and 513 certified for advanced level, and the issued certificate is valid until 2018. In
addition, several trainings have been organized for procurement officers, media community,
auditors, prosecutors, judges and economic operators in cooperation with the Economic Chamber of
Commerce supported by the EU Project PLANET:
 General training for public procurement for economic operators, 16-17 September 2014
 The Right of the bidders, training for PRB staff, held on October 7 2014
 Advanced training for economic operators, held on February 3-5, 2015
Public Review Body (PRB) pursuant to Article 95, paragraph 2 of the Public Procurement Law of
Kosovo No. 04/L-042, has prepared a list of common use items for centralized procurement. This
central procurement list, which consists of six (6) items of common use, is approved by the Kosovo
Government on 12th February 2015 as an annex to the AI No 02/2015.
In this reporting period, PRB has received a total 379 complaints from economic operators. The
complains consist of objections to contract award decision of contracting authorities, decision on
cancellation of procurement activities or discriminatory technical specifications provided in the
tender dossier during the tendering procedures.
Out of 379 complaints, 340 have been reviewed to this reporting day by the experts whereas 37
complaints are being reviewed. Some 48% of complaints have been in favor of economic operators,
whereas in favor of contracting authorities has been 42% and in the process there are 10% or
complains from economic operators and 2 of complaints have not been reviewed from the Public
Review Body because of incompetence.
Public Review Body, based on the public procurement law on 30 of March 2015 has suspended the
license to procurement managers for the two contracting authorities of Post and Telecommunication
of Kosovo (PTK) and Kosovo Energy Corporation (KEK) and has imposed fines for each in the
amount of EUR 30.000.
As for the capacity building Public Review Body on 11 of March 2015 has recruited an officer at
position of Senior Legal Officer.
Company Law
Draft Law on amending and supplementing the Law No. 04/L-014 on Accounting, Financial
Reporting and Audit is part of the Legislative Program 2015 of the Government of the Republic of
Kosovo and is expected to be approved in the parliament by October 30, 2015.
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This law regulates the accounting and financial reporting system of companies, competences and
responsibilities of the Kosovo Council for financial reporting, audit requirements, qualifications for
professional accountant, licensing of auditors and audit companies. It aims to establish a more
favorable environment for business development as well as increase foreign investments and
transparency.
The amended and supplemented law will be aligned with Directive 84/253/EEC (known as Eighth
Directive) and Directive 78/660/EEC (known as fourth Directive).
7.3.
Implement the legal framework on Competition
Due to the missing members of the Competition Commission, it was impossible for the Authority to
take any decision or other related activity to the implementation of completion policy, issue
recommendations or allow concentrations.
During this reporting period the Competition Authority has been focused more on advocacy issues
and granting different opinions and demands for certain cases. In this regard, KCA has during the
reporting period carried out the following activities:
 Request of the Ministry of Justice on procurement procedures
 Request from the Kosovo Pension Trust associated with procurement procedures
 Request of the PTK on addressing the issue related to the transmission of certain channels and
providing additional access to those channels
 Request by the Kosovo Police regarding the handling of a case by awarding subsidies and grants
 The application of micro financial institution associated with non local competition from other
competitors and interpretation of the law
 Notification of the Ministry of Trade and Industry on other cases of competition and state of
play
 Work in progress in the harmonization and unification of inspection procedures in cases of
advanced practices of competition
 Continues cooperation with regional training centre on competition in Budapest and the
International Forum of Competition in Bulgaria
As regards prohibited agreements, KCA has reviewed the following cases:
 Cases related to prohibited agreements of the Insurance Companies that are operating in the
Kosovo‟s market.
 Cases related to the “prohibited agreements” and “coordinated practice” for the fiscal cash sale
between two companies “Dukagjini SH.P.K” and “GEKOS SH.P.K.” From these two cases the
Competition Authority has completed one and “GEKOS” case is in the process.
The Competition Authority was also involved in presenting cases in the Basic Court. Of the 10 cases
sent to the court in the reporting period, four (4) have been completed while the other 6(six) are in
process. Other KCA activities include the following opinions/recommendations provided for
relevant institutions:
 The case of “CMS Adonnino Ascoli & Cavasola Scamoni”. The Competition Authority received a
request for interpretation of the article nr 15 of the Law on Protection of Competition sub article
1.1 & 1.2 interpretation related to the actual revenues and total revenues.
 The case of PTK regarding the clarification of exclusive rights to audio and audiovisual TV
channels.
 Comments on the Draft Strategy of Local Governance 2015-2025 and actions in regard to the
“Establishment of protective mechanism to stimulate businesses and local products”.
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The case of “Boga & Associates - Information Notice on Agreement for Distribution” submitted
the request to the Competition Authority for granting the concentrations. The CAA gave an
opinion on the interpretation of the Article 15, paragraph 1.2 in regard to the concentrations and
realization of concentrations.

State Aid
A Working Group has been established to review and further align the state aid law with acquis.
According to the annual legislative agenda, the law shall be submitted to the government by the end
of second quarter of this year. During the reporting period State Aid Office has developed its
activities on distribution of notice forms among institutions of central and municipal level for the
completion of awarding the state aid, this process is ongoing.
The sectors of railways, energy, central heating, and water and garbage collection are financially
supported by the national budget. A monitoring mechanism has been put in place through the
signature of Control and Monitoring Agreement with each beneficiary (public company) of this
assistance.
Subsidies to public companies amounted to EUR 21.4 in 2014. Subsidies to water and garbage
collection public utility were in the amount of EUR 600,000, to central heating utility EUR 3.5
million, to railways EUR 1.1 million and some EUR 3 million went to Trepça mine. Same amounts
have been allocated to the above companies in the 2015 budget.
7.4.

Enhance controls livestock

A total of 183 inspections were carried out in approved slaughterhouses, wherein authorities confiscated
106 cattle, 115 sheep, 26 pigs, eight (8) horses and 2,400 chickens. Furthermore, officials carried out 13,000
vaccinations against Rabies; 15,353 vaccinations against Classical Swine Fever; 60,331 vaccinations against
Brucellosis in sheep and goats; Mastitis and TBC tests in 8,621 heads of cattle. A number of animals were
also destroyed due to their disease, as follows:
Table 11: Animals tested positive and destroyed due to disease.
Disease

No. of animals
destroyed

TBC in cattle
Brucellosis in cattle
American foulbrood in bees
Total

4
42
238
284

7.5.
Improve business statistics
Law on Official Statistics will be amended this year according to the legislative programme. The
reason for the amendment of this law is to include all the principles of the European Statistics Code
of Practice and the Regulation EC 223/2009. In addition, the Statistics Agency has proposed an
extension of the mandate of CEO as recommended by Eurostat. Now it is up to the government to
incorporate this amendment in the law.
The transfer of classification from NACE Rev 1 to NACE Rev 2 has been concluded. As of September
2014, all publications are issued using the latest version of NACE Rev2. The previous time series
from 2008 have passed to the NACE Rev. 2 (business statistics, national accounts, prices and others).
In the area of enterprise statistics and business register the following statistics have been published:
 Energy Balance in Kosovo for the quarter Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
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Industry Statistics for the quarter Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
Hotel Statistics for the quarter Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
Statistical Repertoire of Enterprises in Kosovo for the quarters Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
Transport Statistics for the quarters Q2, Q3, Q4 2014;
Results of structural Survey of Enterprises 2013;
Retail Trade Statistics for the quarters Q1 2013 up to Q4 2014.

Kosovo Agency of Statistics has also published the Agricultural Household Survey and Economic
Accounts for Agriculture for year 2013. Quarterly input and output price indices in agriculture were
produced for Q2, Q3, and Q4 of 2014. Annual input and output price indices in agriculture were also
produced for the years 2010-2014.
In this reporting period a number of activities were implemented with regard to the Labour Force
Survey including the interviewing of households through CAPI method for Q3 2014, Q4 2014 and
Q1 2015. In June 2014 a summary of the results of LFS for 2013 has been processed. In August, the
extended results of LFS were published. During the first quarter of 2015 KAS is working in the
processing of LFS data for the year 2014.
Survey on Income and Living Conditions (SILC) is in the pilot stage. A number of activities have
been conducted including: the definition and design of sample, the organization of field work,
training of personnel, field survey, a qualitative checking and editing of data, testing and
preparation of the software program and the inclusion of data. The report on pilot survey of SILC
will be finalised in November, 2015. This survey from 2016 will change the pilot status into regular
annual survey.

8.
8.1.

Phytosanitary and Veterinary Matters
Enhance the facilities for phytosanitary and veterinary import controls, as well as the
capacity to transfer samples

No developments were marked during the reporting period.

8.2.

Strengthen phytosanitary and veterinary controls, including through completion of the
transfer of food safety and veterinary inspectors from municipalities to the Kosovo Food
and Veterinary Agency
The FVA has presented their budgetary need request to the Ministry of Finance for the transfer of
inspectors from municipalities to the FVA, but the request was rejected. However, other solutions
were proposed, wherein the FVA suggested cutting its budget in the category of capital investments
(in the amount of EUR300,000.00) and filed a request to the Ministry of Finance that these funds be
transferred in the budget category of wages, salaries, goods and services, which would provide
funds for the payment of transferred inspectors. The MF would then support the Agency, by
allocating an additional budget in 2015 for the payment of salaries of transferred inspectors.
However, the solution was deemed unsustainable and as such turned down. Hence, the only
possible solution in this matter involves amending of the Law Nr. 03/L-049 on Local Government
Finances, which is expected to take place during 2015.
8.3.

Systematize data entry into the animal identification, registration and movement database

In terms of implementation, considerable progress was made in the sector during the reporting period. In
order to ensure harmonisation of data on births, movements, slaughters and imports of cattle and other
animals, the I&R database was updated on a regular basis, as follows:
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Table 13: Data reported into I&R database during the reporting period compared to the same period of the previous
year
Ani
Categories of registration
mal
type
Births
Movements
Slaughters
Imports
Aug 2014 Aug 2013 – Aug 2014 – Aug 2013 – Aug 2014 – Aug 2013 – Aug 2014 – Aug 2013 –
– Apr
Apr 2014 Apr 2015 Apr 2014 Apr 2015 Apr 2014 Apr 2015 Apr 2014
2015
Cattl
39,101
114,512
9,394
27,419
8,475
700
8,816
5,815
e
Shee 20,215
59,037
4,194
16,770
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
p
Goat 3,303
8,060
1,277
2,758
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Swin 8,302
24,497
79
125
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
e

8.4.

Accredit the laboratories involved in food controls

No developments were marked during the reporting period.
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